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Sehr geehrte Damen und Herren,
wir freuen uns, Ihnen die Tagungsbände zur 10. Auflage des Internationalen
Fluidtechnischen Kolloquium präsentieren zu können. Als eine der weltweit wichtigsten
Tagungen im Bereich der hydraulischen und pneumatischen Antriebs-, Steuerungsund Reglungstechnik hat sich das IFK als zentrale Austauschplattform für Experten der
Branche in Europa etabliert. Es bietet im internationalen Rahmen Anwendern,
Herstellern und Wissenschaftlern die Möglichkeit, Innovationen zu präsentieren und
über Entwicklungstrends zu diskutieren
Das Institut für Fluidtechnik (IFD) der Technischen Universität Dresden organisiert und
veranstaltet nun zum fünften Mal das IFK, welches sich wachsender Teilnehmer- und
Vortragszahlen erfreut. Mitveranstalter ist der Fachverband Fluidtechnik im Verband
Deutscher Maschinen- und Anlagenbau e. V. (VDMA). Die Organisation und der
Austragungsort wechseln alle zwei Jahre zwischen dem IFD in Dresden und dem
Institut für fluidtechnische Antriebe und Steuerungen (IFAS) in Aachen.
Am ersten Tag der Veranstaltung widmet sich das Symposium methoden- und
grundlagenfokussierten Beiträgen. Die beiden folgenden Konferenztage bieten einen
umfassenden anwendungs- und technologieorientierten Überblick über den neuesten
Stand der Fluidtechnik. In dieser Kombination ist das IFK ein einzigartiges Forum zum
Austausch

zwischen

universitärer

Grundlagenforschung

und

industrieller

Anwendererfahrung. Eine parallele Fachausstellung bietet die Möglichkeit, sich direkt
über Produkte zu informieren und mit Herstellern, Forschern und Anwendern von
morgen zu vernetzen.
Das Motto des 10. IFK lautet „Smart Fluid Power“, womit die Tagung einen der großen
Trends der Branche in den Fokus stellt: Durch ihr hohes Maß an Flexibilität bieten sich
nahezu unbegrenzte Möglichkeiten der Integration fluidmechatronischer Systeme in
intelligente

Netzwerke.

Das

IFK

lebt

von

interessanten

und

hochwertigen

wissenschaftlichen Beiträgen.
Für einen ungezwungenen Austausch sorgen wir mit einem umfangreichen Rahmenund Kulturprogramm, bestehend aus Get-Together, Festabend, Hallenfest und
verschiedenen Exkursionen und kulturellen Ausflügen – ein kleiner Einblick in das, was
die Stadt Dresden sonst zu bieten hat.
Ich wünsche Ihnen viel Spaß beim Lesen der Tagungsbeiträge.

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jürgen Weber
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Dear Sir or Madam,
we are pleased to present the Proceedings for the 10th edition of the International Fluid
Power Conference (IFK). The IFK is one of the world’s most significant scientific
conferences on fluid power control technology and systems. It offers a common
platform for the presentation and discussion of trends and innovations to
manufacturers, users and scientists.
The Institute of Fluid Power (IFD) at the TU Dresden is organising and hosting the IFK
for the fifth time, which has shown constant growth in number of participants and
presentations. Supporting host is the Fluid Power Association of the German
Engineering Federation (VDMA). The organization and the conference location
alternates every two years between Dresden at the IFD and Aachen at the Institute for
Fluid Power Drives and Controls (IFAS).
The symposium on the first day is dedicated to presentations focused on methodology
and fundamental research. The two following conference days offer a wide variety of
application and technology orientated papers about the latest state of the art in fluid
power. It is this combination that makes the IFK a unique and excellent forum for the
exchange

of

academic

research

and

industrial

application

experience.

A

simultaneously ongoing exhibition offers the possibility to get product information and
to have individual talks with manufacturers. The conference is followed by excursions
to regional companies and technical sights.
The theme of the 10th IFK will be “Smart Fluid Power”, covering a growing trend in the
fluid power industry. Through its great versatility fluid power has nearly limitless
possibilities for the integration of fluid-mechatronic systems into intelligent networks.
We will create an atmosphere for casual exchange by offering a vast frame and cultural
program. It consists of a get-together, a Gala dinner, laboratory festivities and various
excursions as well as cultural trips – a little peek into what this city has to offer.
I hope you enjoy reading the conference proceedings.

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jürgen Weber

Program Committee
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Peer Review

Peer Review beim 10. IFK
Auch in diesem Jahr bieten wir allen Autoren die Möglichkeit eines optionalen Peer
Reviews für ihr Paper. Dies stellt sicher, dass die begutachteten Paper hohen wissenschaftlichen Anforderungen genügen und für Förderprojekte oder Promotionsarbeiten
die entsprechende Anerkennung erhalten. Diese Paper werden im Tagungsband mit
dem Hinweis - peer reviewed - gekennzeichnet.
Ein vom Autor zum Review ausgewähltes Paper wird durch insgesamt drei wissenschaftliche Spezialisten einer unabhängigen Begutachtung unterzogen. Diese wird von
den Mitglieder des Programmausschusses (siehe Seite 5) sowie zusätzlich vom Institut
für Fluidtechnik der TU Dresden oder dem Institut für Fluidtechnische Antriebe und
Steuerung der RWTH Aachen übernommen. Nach dieser ersten Bewertung haben die
Autoren die Möglichkeit, ihr Paper falls erforderlich, mit den geforderten Änderungen zu
überarbeiten und erneut einzureichen. Nehmen die Gutachter die Änderungen an, wird
der Beitrag als - peer reviewed - in den Tagungsband aufgenommen.
Dieser aufwändige Begutachtungsprozess dient der inhaltlichen und formellen Qualitätssicherung und wäre ohne die fachliche Unterstützung des Programmausschusses
nicht möglich gewesen. Die Organisatoren des IFK bedanken sich bei allen Gutachtern
für ihre Unterstützung.

Peer Review at the 10th IFK
This year we once again give all authors the opportunity of an optional peer review of
their papers. This guarantees that the examined papers meet the high scientific requirements, and may receive their respective appreciation for funded projects or doctoral theses. Those papers will be marked – peer reviewed –.
A paper that has been chosen by the author to be reviewed will be subjected to an independent examination by a total of 3 specialized experts among the Program Committee (see page 5) as well as the Institute of Fluid Power at the TU Dresden, or the Institute for Fluid Power Drives and Controls at RWTH Aachen University. After this initial
evaluation, the authors have the opportunity to revise their paper as needed and resubmit it with the necessary changes. If the reviewers accept the changes, the paper
will be included in the conference transcript as – peer reviewed –.
This extensive assessment process serves the purpose of quality assurance in terms
of content and form, and would not have been possible without the expert support of
the Program Committee. The organizers of the IFK want to thank all reviewers for their
support.
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Abstracts: Group 1 | 2 - Novel System Structures
1-0

General Lecture: Novel System Architectures by Individual Drives
Jürgen Weber, TU Dresden, IFD, Germany

Measures of individualization and integration offer a great potential for further
development and optimization in hydraulic drive technology. Advantages are seen
especially for energy efficiency and functionality. These potentials motivate current
research activities for displacement controlled systems and for valve controlled
structures. For the latter, the focus lies on strategies of independent metering.
Furthermore, expected challenges for the future are discussed.
1-1

Green Wheel Loader – improving fuel economy through efficient drive and
control concepts
Markus Schneider, TU Dresden, IFD, Germany

The drive train components and the machine control system significantly influence the
fuel consumption of mobile machinery. The demonstrator vehicle “Green Wheel
Loader” developed within the joint research project “TEAM” combines the most
promising drive concepts currently available for mobile machines with an innovative
operating strategy. The developed drive and control system proved its functionality
and performance under realistic operation conditions in a gravel pit. Reference test
showed 10 – 15 % fuel savings of the prototype vehicle compared to a state-of-the-art
series machine.
1-2

Decentralized energy-saving hydraulic concepts for mobile working
machines
Johann Lodewyks, HSLU, CC Mechanical Systems, Switzerland

The high price of batteries in working machines with electric drives offer a potential for
investment in energy-saving hydraulic systems. The decentralized power network
opens up new approaches for hydraulic- and hybrid circuits. In addition, the
regeneration of energy can be used at any point of the machine. For the example of
an excavator arm drive with a double cylinder two compact hydraulic circuits are
presented, which relieve a central hydraulic system.
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2-1

Electric hydrostatic actuation - modular building blocks for industrial
applications
Achim Helbig, Moog GmbH, Germany

Electro Hydrostatic Actuators (EHA) are emerging as a viable option for industrial
machine builders as the design combines the best of both electro-mechanical and
electro-hydraulic technologies. The EHA is a highly integrated, compact alternative to
traditional hydraulic solutions. Automation engineers moving toward electromechanical actuation in pursuit of energy efficiency and environmental cleanliness,
will find an EHA an attractive option for high force density actuators.
This paper will address the factors to consider when assessing an industrial
machine’s application suitability for this latest innovation in actuation. It describes
principal base circuits, a concept for EHA building blocks and a realized pilot
application as well as challenges on actuator and components level.
2-2

Pressure Impulse Generation with Energy Recovery
Siegfried Rotthäuser, IgH GmbH, Germany

The Pressure Impulse test-rig uses the principal energetic advantages of
displacementcontrolled systems versus valve-controlled systems. The use of digitalcontrol technology enables a high dynamic in the pressure curve, according to the
requirements of ISO6605. Accumulators, along with inertia, make energy recovery
possible, as well as, enabling the compression energy to be re-used. As a result of
this, there is a drastic reduction in operating costs. A simulation of the system before
starting the project allows the development risks to be calculated and the physically
achievable performance limits to be shown.
2-3

Increased energy efficiency of hydraulic hybrid drives by means of a
multi-chamber accumulator
Frank Bauer, HYDAC Technology GmbH, Germany

The focus of the present contribution is hydraulic energy recovery by means of hydropneumatic multi-chamber accumulators. A simulation study is presented comparing
two different multi-chamber accumulator concepts for energy recovery in an
exemplary load case involving a forklift mast. The first concept is based on the
“Double Piston Accumulator” /1/. It is compared to the so-called “Digital Accumulator”
/2/. Both similarities and differences of the two concepts are discussed in the
presentation.
2-4

A complete analysis for single rod electro hydrostatic actuators
Hakan Çalışkan, Middle East Technical University, Turkey

In the current study a variable speed pump controlled hydrostatic circuit where an
underlapped shuttle valve is utilized to compensate the unequal flow rate of a single
rod actuator is analyzed. Parameters of the shuttle valve are included in the system
analysis, rather than treating it as an ideal switching element as handled in literature.
A linearized model of the system is obtained. An inverse kinematic model, which
calculates the required pump drive speed for a desired actuator speed and given pilot
pressure input, is formed. A numerical stability analysis program is developed, and
the stability of all possible shuttle valve spool positons is determined. The theoretical
findings are validated by non-linear simulation model responses.

Abstracts

Abstracts: Group 3 | 5 - Pumps
3-0

General Lecture: Technologies and Innovations for Hydraulic Pumps
Monika Ivantysynova, Purdue University, Maha Fluid Power Research Center,
USA

Positive displacement machines working as hydraulic pumps or hydraulic motors have
always been, are and will be an essential part of any hydraulic system. Current trends
and future demands on energy efficient systems will not only drastically increase the
number of positive displacement machines needed for modern efficient hydraulic
circuits but will significantly change the performance requirements of pumps and
motors. Throttleless system configurations will change the landscape of hydraulic
actuation in aerospace, mobile machines, automotive and many other areas and will
definitely open the door for new applications due to its enhanced competitiveness with
electric and electro-mechanical systems.
3-1

Swash plate pumps - the key to the future
Gordon Mohn, Rexroth (Bosch Group), Germany

Due to many advantages, swash plate pumps are wide spread in hydraulic systems.
The main advantages are the through drive capability, the adjustability and most of all,
the high power density. Their application range is limited, historically, to 450bar
including medium and higher volume sizes. In higher pressure range, constant pumps
such as wobbling disks or radial piston pumps are normally used. This is because the
higher stressed parts can be dimensioned much bigger. Pumps with lower power such
as constant displacement gear pumps are generally used in low price applications.
In order to enlarge the application range of swash plate pumps, their advantages have
to be further improved and strengthened. This paper shows by example how the
pressure of the basic series A4VSO was increased up to a nominal pressure of
630bar and the historical pressure mark of 450bar could be exceeded. This increase
in pressure level enables for example steel treatment manufacturers to reduce their
component sizes without the need of a pressure transducer. Furthermore the power
density of the redesigned HA4VSO was increased by 36%, compared to the standard
A4VSO, by significantly increasing the self-priming speed.
On the other side of the application range, in lower power mobile applications such as
small tractors, forklift and skid steer loader, there is an increasing demand for less
exhaust emissions and better fuel economy. The energy saving potential by changing
from a hydraulic system with constant hydraulic pumps to variable hydraulic pumps is
already proven on high power applications. By developing the variable axial piston
pump A1VO to the requirements of lower horse power application, it is now also
possible to realize such savings in lower horse power applications.
Furthermore efficiency of the pump itself can be improved. An example of this is
shown by way of the new A4 series 33.
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3-2

Customer focused development of a variable bent-axis pump/motor for
open circuit hydrostatic transmissions, e.g. in hydraulic hybrid drives
Conny Hugosson, Parker Hannifin Manufacturing Sweden AB, Sweden

The paper presents the development methodology of a hydrostatic pump/motor for
use in Parker Hannifin’s advanced series hydraulic hybrid transmissions for medium
and heavy duty commercial vehicles. With Parker’s established bent-axis pump/motor
technology for heavy duty mobile applications as a basis, it describes the main stages
of further development and qualification for demanding automotive main drive
transmissions. Parker’s APQP based, customer focused product development model
was employed for this development which resulted in the variable bent-axis
pump/motor C24 for open circuit hydrostatic transmissions.
Positive customer results from a large fleet of in-service refuse collection trucks and
parcel delivery vans with Parker advanced hydraulic hybrid drive systems using C24
pumps/motors serve as evidence of Parker’s product development model
effectiveness. High reliability, good fuel economy, increased productivity and long
brake life of the vehicles can directly be traced back to the streamlined, front-loaded
and iterative development model.
3-3

The control of an open-circuit, floating cup variable displacement pump
Peter Achten, INNAS, Netherlands

The floating cup principle is a general hydrostatic principle for both constant and
variable displacement pumps and motors, as well as for hydraulic transformers. In this
paper, the focus will be entirely on the control of the displacement of the variable 28
cc Floating Cup pump (FCVP28). The floating cup principle features two opposed
swash plates, for which both angular positions need to be controlled in order to cover
the entire range from zero to full displacement. The results of both extended
numerical analysis as well as simplified linearized models will be compared to test
results on a 28 cc FCVP. Special emphasis will be on the dynamic behaviour of the
displacement control.

5-1

Tribolayer Formation on Bronze CuSn12Ni2 in the Tribological Contact
between Cylinder and Control Plate in an Axial Piston Pump with
Swashplate Design
Andreas Paulus, Bosch Rexroth AG, Germany

The present study investigates the formation of tribolayers on bronze CuSn12Ni2.
Two different test rigs are used, of which one is a sliding bearing test rig in order to
perform lubricated thrust bearing tests. Bronze CuSn12Ni2 is used for the sliding
elements and the counter body is made of C45 steel. In addition to that, an axial
piston pump test rig was used to determine the transferability of the results to the axial
piston pump. The test conditions are set up in a way that the tribological loads in the
contacts are similar to each other.
Changes in the subsurface morphology and the chemical composition of the tribolayer
were analysed using electron probe micro analysis (EPMA), transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Focused ion beam (FIB) milling was used to
prepare site-specific TEM foils from the wear track. The formation of a nanoscale
tribolayer was associated with reduced wear, which leads to low leakage in the axial
piston pump. This tribolayer is enriched with oxygen, sulfur and zinc, which is an
effect of tribochemical reactions of environment molecules and surface molecules.

Abstracts

5-2

A Flow Control System for a Novel Concept of Variable Delivery External
Gear Pump
Andrea Vacca, Purdue University, USA

This paper describes a novel concept for a low cost variable delivery external gear
pump (VD-EGP). The proposed VD-EGP is based on the realization of a variable
timing for the connections of the internal displacement chambers with the inlet and
outlet ports. With respect to a standard EGP, an additional element (slider) is used
along with asymmetric gears to realize the variable timing principle. Previously
performed tests confirmed the validity of the concept, for a design capable of varing
the flow in the 65%-100% range.
Although the VD-EGP concept is suitable for various flow control system typologies
(manual, electro-actuated, hydraulically flow- or pressure- compensated), this paper
particularly details the design and the test results for a prototype that includes both a
manual flow control system and a pressure compensator. Flow vs pressure and
volumetric efficiency curves are discussed along with transient (outlet flow fluctuation)
features of the VD-EGP.
5-3

Brimming bubbles? On an Innovative Piston Design of Dosing Pumps
Axel Müller, Thomas Magnete GmbH, Germany

For delivery, dosing and pressure control of fluids in mobile and stationary
applications electromagnetically operated piston pumps are an established solution.
The volume per stroke is exactly defined by the geometry. Nevertheless cavitation,
more likely with the new fuel blends containing a high proportion of ethanol /1/,
deteriorates the dosing precision of the liquid portion.
One important criterion of precise metering is the transport of the liquids through the
reciprocating piston pump without transferring bubbles. Especially, pumping in the
range of vapour pressure of gasoline fuels implies challenges for precision. The
objective of this work is revealing potential sources of reduced cavitation by optimising
the design. For doing so, optical investigations have been applied. In addition to this,
cavitation can be diminished controlling the piston’s travel externally.
The second important item covers pumping of degenerated fluids even without
negative effects on the pump’s performance. Up to now, wide, inefficient gaps or high
force surplus are necessary. A new helix-design /2/ has been investigated and built up
in order to reduce the described effort. The effects coming with the helix allow a
permanent rinsing of the stressed surfaces, leading to lubrication and lower
temperature loads. The results are shown in simulation, fundamental tests and is
validated in practical pump operation.
5-4

The Impact of Micro-Surface Shaping of the Piston on the Piston/Cylinder
Interface of an Axial Piston Machine
Ashley Wondergem, Purdue University, USA

Axial piston machines of the swashplate type are commonly used in various hydraulic
systems and with recent developments in displacement control, it is essential to
maximize their efficiency further reducing operation costs as well as improving
performance and reliability. This paper reports findings of a research study conducted
for the piston-cylinder interface utilizing a novel fluid structure thermal interaction
model considering solid body deformation due to thermal and pressure effects in order
to accurately predict the transient fluid film within the gap. A large reduction in energy
dissipation is possible due to reduced clearances allowable due to the surface
shaping of the piston resulting in a reduction in leakage. From this study, it is shown
that surface shaping of the piston in combination with a reduced clearance is not only
beneficial by improving the efficiency of a machine, but also increases the reliability
and the performance of the machine as the load support is enhanced.
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5-5

Bulk Modulus and Traction Effects in Hydraulic Pump and Motors
Paul Michael, Milwaukee School of Engineering, USA

This paper describes an investigation into the effects of fluid bulk modulus and
traction coefficient properties on piston pump flow losses and radial pison motor
torque losses through experimentation, modelling and simulation. Synthetic ester,
high bulk modulus, multi-grade, and single grade mineral oils were evaluated. The
high bulk modulus fluid exhibited 20% lower pump case and compensator flow losses
than a conventional mineral oil of the same viscosity grade. Low traction coefficient
fluids reduced the low-speed torque losses of the radial piston motor by 50%. Physical
models for pump case flow and motor torque losses were derived from the
experimental data. Field data was collected from a hydraulically propelled agricultural
machine. This data was used to model fluid performance in the machine. The
simulation results predict that at an operating temperature of 80ͼC, optimizing the bulk
modulus and traction coefficients of the fluid could reduce flow losses by 18% and
torque losses by 5%. These findings demonstrate the potential of combining
comprehensive fluid analysis with modeling and simulation to optimize fluids for the
efficient transmission of power.
5-6

Energy efficiency improvement by the application of nano-structured
coatings on axial piston pump slippers
Giuseppe Rizzo, IMAMOTER – C.N.R, Italy

Axial piston pumps and motors are widely used in heavy-duty applications and play a
fundamental role in hydrostatic and power split drives. The mechanical power losses
in hydraulic piston pumps come from the friction between parts in relative motion. The
improvement, albeit marginal, in overall efficiency of these components may
significantly impact the global efficiency of the machine. The friction between slipper
and swash plate is a functional key in an axial piston pump, especially when the pump
(at low rotational speed or at partial displacement) works in the critical areas where
the efficiency is low. The application of special surface treatments have been
exploited in pioneering works in the past, trying different surface finishing or adding
ceramic or heterogeneous metallic layers. The potential of structured coatings at
nanoscale, with superhydrophobic and oleophobic characteristics, has never been
exploited. Due to the difficulty to reproduce the real working conditions of axial piston
pump slippers, it has been made a hydraulic test bench properly designed in order to
compare the performance of nano-coated slippers with respect to standard ones. The
nano-coated and standard slippers have been subjected to the following working
conditions: a test at variable pressure and constant rotational speed, a test at constant
pressure and variable rotational speed. The comparison between standard and nanocoated slippers, for both working conditions, shows clearly that more than 20% of
friction reduction can be achieved using the proposed nano-coating methodology.
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4-0

General Lecture: Thermo Energetic Design of Machine Tools and
Requirements for Smart Fluid Power Systems
Christian Brecher, RWTH Aachen University, Laboratory for Machine Tools and
Production Engineering (WZL), Germany

Modern production systems have to allow high performance cutting processes in a
flexible production system environment at a high level of accuracy. The final workpiece
accuracy is mainly influenced by the thermo-elastic behavior of the machine tool and
can be improved by additional measures, compensation strategies and an optimized
machine design. These measures are often implemented as stand-alone solutions.
According to the Industry 4.0 all information should be connected in a single model of
the actual machine state to increase machining accuracy. It is therefore necessary to
integrate upcoming smart fluid power systems into the machine network.
4-1

Thermo-energetic Analysis of the Fluid Systems in Cutting Machine Tools
Juliane Weber, TU Dresden, IFD, Germany

Controlling the thermo-elastic behavior of tooling machines can only be achieved by
systematic analysis, characterization and design of their fluidic system. In the first
stage of this project, fundamental work was done to develop simulation methods for
the calculation of the thermodynamic behavior of a representative example of a milling
machine and each of its components. With experimental and numerical data it was
proven, that significant improvement can be achieved by a proper design of heat
transfer conditions of the fluidic system. To correct and counterbalance thermoenergetic effects, it will be necessary to develop new structures of the tooling
machines systems which ensure the temperature-control of local subsystems in
dependence of the actual working process. The work which is documented in this
paper deals with the thermodynamic behavior of the motor spindle.
4-2

Comparison of Heat-Properties and its Implications between
Standard-Oil and Bio-Oil
Marcel Rückert, RWTH Aachen University, Institute for Fluid Power Drives and
Controls (IFAS), Germany

An important criteria for optimising hydraulic systems is their size. Especially for tanks
and heat exchangers oil parameters as heat capacity and thermal conductivity have a
big influence on the size. Additionally, various oils differ in their parameters.
Accordingly, the heat capacity and thermal conductivity need to be known. However,
little research has been done. Data-sheets usually do not provide any thermal data.
In this paper, the thermal conductivity is measured for varying types of hydraulic oils.
The thermal conductivity is determined by a newly designed test-rig measuring the
radial temperature difference in a tube at a quasi-static state using a constant heat
flux. Thus, an overview over the thermal conductivity of different oils is achieved.
Based on the results, a comparison between different types of fluid is made.
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4-3

Prediction of the thermo energetic behaviour of an electrohydraulic
compact drive
Sebastian Michel, TU Dresden, IFD, Germany

Due to good energy-efficiency of electrohydraulic compact drives a cooling aggregate
often is not installed. The prevailing operating temperature is governed by the
complex interaction between dissipative heat input and passive heat output. This
paper highlights the simulation of the thermo-energetic behaviour of an
electrohydraulic compact drive by means of a lumped parameter model in order to
predict the operating temperature. The developed thermo-hydraulic model is validated
against measurements utilising thermoelements and a thermographic camera to
capture temperature. It shows that the thermoenergetic behaviour of the demonstrator
is predicted sufficiently precise in order to support development, optimisation and
examination of possible fields of application of electrohydraulic compact drives.
4-4

A Thermal analysis of Direct Driven Hydraulics
Tatiana Minav, Aalto University, Finland

This paper focuses on thermal analysis of a direct driven hydraulic setup (DDH).
DDH combines the benefits of electric with hydraulic technology in compact
package with high power density, high performance and good controllability. DDH
enables for reduction of parasitic losses for better fuel efficiency and lower
operating costs. This one-piece housing design delivers system simplicity and
lowers both installation and maintenance costs. Advantages of the presented
architecture are the reduced hydraulic tubing and the amount of potential leakage
points. The prediction of the thermal behavior and its management represents an
open challenge for the system as temperature is a determinant parameter in terms
of performance, lifespan and safety. Therefore, the electro-hydraulic model of a
DDH involving a variable motor speed, fixed-displacement internal gear
pump/motors was developed at system level for thermal analysis. In addition, a
generic model was proposed for the electric machine, energy losses dependent
on velocity, torque and temperature was validated by measurements under
various operative conditions. Results of model investigation predict ricing of
temperature during lifting cycle, and flattened during lowering in pimp/motor.
Conclusions are drawn concerning the DDH thermal behavior.
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6-1

Consistent automation solutions of Electrohydraulic Drives as
contribution to Industry 4.0
Albert Köckemann, Bosch Rexroth AG, Germany

Electrohydraulic drives are primarily used whenever a low power/weight ratio, a
compact build and/or large forces are required for individual applications. These
drives are often used together with electric drive technology in machines. However, in
terms of automation, unlike electric drives, electrohydraulic drives are still largely
connected via analog interfaces and centralized closed control loops today. To
compensate for this competitive disadvantage of hydraulic drive technology and, at
the same time, significantly enhance its performance and diagnostics capability, a
consistent automation solution has been developed that can be configured for both
centralized and decentralized solutions. This contribution firstly gives an overview
over this complete solution already available and its classification in the automation
world. In a second step, the subset of decentralized drive solutions contained therein
is presented in more detail and their benefits are explained on the basis of some
exemplary applications.
6-2

Adaptive process control for stabilizing the production process
Reinhard Schiffers, KrausMaffei Technologies GmbH, Germany

Plastic injection moulding machines are a positive example of the possibilities in terms
of performance and energy efficiency of modern hydraulic drives technology. In
addition to the performance and energy efficiency of the machines, the quality of the
plastic mouldings and an easy to use machines control is the focus. To ensure a
constant plastics part quality the set process parameters of the injection moulding
machines are kept constant by appropriate closed loop control strategies today.
Assuming a constant quality of the processed plastic raw material, this strategy is
effective. If it comes to a qualitative variation in the processed plastics, which often
leads to a change in viscosity of the plastics melt, keeping processing parameters
constant will not lead to a constant quality of the moulded parts. The deviations in the
plastics viscosity have such a great influence on the moulding process that the
relevant process parameters have to be adjusted manually in many cases. Often the
stroke of the reciprocating screw system has to be adapted to reach a constant filling
volume of the cavity and therefore avoid burr formation or short shots. In this paper an
approach for adaptive process control is introduced. This control loop is able to
correct the set points of specific machines parameters online within the production
cycle and therefore is able to avoid changes in the produced parts quality.
6-3

On the compensation of dynamic reaction forces in stationary machinery
Tobias Radermacher, TU Dresden, IFD, Germany

This paper studies a method for active electrohydraulic force compensation in
industrial scale high power applications. A valve controlled cylinder drive moves a
mass using the force of inertia to compensate for the reaction forces of an industrial
scale process. Two strategies for force compensation are developed and investigated
in a demonstrator aiming to significantly reduce the excitation of a 160 ton clamping
unit of an injection moulding machine. Results of the different strategies are shown
and evaluated. Advantages and drawbacks of the developed electrohydraulic force
compensation are discussed.
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6-4

Improvement of hydraulic control quality for deep drawing presses
through retrofit
Marcus Helmke, TRsystems GmbH , Germany

Retrofits of hydraulic and mechanical deep drawing presses often stop with the
exchange of the electrical and the hydraulic parts. But that is only half the job. The
use of high definition control electronics, faster CPUs and more dynamic hydraulic
actuators, offers the opportunity of redesigning the already existing control concepts
of the press. In this paper we present how the performance of the press, i.e. the
control quality, can be increased for hydraulic ram and cushion axes. The
improvement in control quality is achieved through the use of intelligent closed-loop
and open-loop-control algorithms. Therefore, creasing and crack formation can be
reduced, since enhancements in control quality have direct influence on the quality of
the forming process. Results will be shown for hydraulic drawing cushion control, i.e.
pressure control, as well as for hydraulic ram control, i.e. position, velocity and
parallelism control. We present findings for hydraulic cushion control of a mechanical
press type Arisa S-4-1600-470-230-LDE (link-drive press with 10 hydraulic cushions)
and for ram- / cushion-control of hydraulic press type Müller-Weingarten ZE2100
(multi-curve press with 8-point cushion).
6-5

Potentials of Speed and Displacement Variable Pumps in Hydraulic
Applications
Johannes Willkomm, Bosch Rexroth, Germany

Speed and displacement variable pumps offer a degree of freedom for process
control. As a certain operation point can be supplied by different combinations of drive
speed and pump displacement intelligent control strategies can address major issues
like en-ergy efficiency, process dynamics and noise level in industrial applications.
This paper will provide an overview of recent research and development activities to
evaluate the named potentials.
6-6

Condition Monitoring for Hydraulic Power Units - the user-oriented Step
into industry 4.0
Martin Laube, Bosch Rexroth AG, Germany

One of Bosch Rexroth’s newest developments is the ABPAC power unit, which is both
modular and configurable. The modular design of the ABPAC is enhanced by a selfcontained Condition Monitoring System (CMS), which can also be used to retrofit
existing designs. This dissertation shows how Industry 4.0-Technology provides
special advantages for the diverse user profiles. Today, Hydraulic Power Units have
either scheduled intervals for preventive maintenance or are repaired in case of
component failures. Preventive maintenance concepts, until now, did not fully utilize
the entire life expectancy of the components, causing higher maintenance costs and
prolonged downtimes. Risk of unscheduled downtime forces the customer to stock an
array of spare parts leading to higher inventory costs or in the event a spare is not
readily available, the customer may encounter long delivery times and extended
downtime. Bearing this in mind, we’ve conceived the idea of a self-contained
intelligent Condition Monitoring System including a predictive maintenance concept,
which is explained in the following.
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7-0

General Lecture: Electrohydraulic servovalves – past, present, and future
Andrew Plummer, University of Bath, Department of Mechanical Engineering,
UK

In 2016 it is 70 years since the first patent for a two-stage servovalve was filed, and
60 years since the double nozzle-flapper two-stage valve patent was granted. This
paper reviews the many alternative servovalve designs that were investigated at that
time, focusing on two-stage valves. The development of single-stage valves –
otherwise known as direct drive or proportional valves – for industrial rather than
aerospace application is also briefly reviewed. Ongoing research into alternative valve
technology is then discussed, particularly focussing on piezoelectric actuation and the
opportunities afforded by additive manufacturing.
7-1

A new energy saving load adaptive counterbalance valve
Bernd Zähe, Sunhydraulik Deutschland, Germany

The paper shows standard circuits with load reactive and non load reactive
counterbalance valves. A Matlab simulation based on a linear model for the circuit
with load reactive counterbalance valves shows what parameters have a significant
influence on the stability of the system. The most important parameters of the
counterbalance valve that influence the stability are pilot gain and relief gain. The
factors describe how pilot pressure and load pressure affect the flow across the
counterbalance valve. A new counterbalance valve (patent pending) has the pilot gain
and relief gain required for stability only in operating ranges that require the
parameters for stability. When the load is not moving or the counterbalance valve is
not required for positive (non overrunning) loads, the new valve has a higher pilot
ratio, which means that the valve opens further at lower inlet pressures. The new
counterbalance valves saves about 30% power compared with a standard
counterbalance valve that has the same parameters for stability when it is lowering an
overrunning load. The standard counterbalance can be replaced with the new load
adaptive valve in the same cavity. The paper shows test results and the design of the
valve.
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7-2

Development of an Electronically Controlled Self-Teaching Lift Valve
Family
Eneko Goenechea, Bucher Hydraulics AG, Switzerland

Other than mobile hydraulics and high voltage switchgears, Bucher Hydraulics is also
involved in the less-known area of hydraulic lifts. In fact, Bucher Hydraulics did invent
the electronically controlled lift valve in the 1970s. Since then, Bucher Hydraulics
developed a wide line of products for hydraulic elevators, such as valves and power
units. In 2012, this valve family included various sizes, pressure ranges, systems with
constant motor speeds, inverter-driven motors, energy-efficient solutions with
hydraulic counterweight, as well as customized solutions. As the common principle, all
these solutions apply an electronic closed-loop control that uses a volumetric flow
sensor and a proportional actuator. Since 2012, Bucher Hydraulics is substituting this
valve family with a new generation, the iValve. Every iValve uses several self-teaching
algorithms to adapt to its environment. Their on-board and cabinet electronics control
solenoid currents and measure flow, pressure, and temperature. These features
enable the iValve to self-monitor, to adapt to operating parameters, and to analyze
and log information about itself and the attached system. This report on a highly
specialized product is meant to provide inspiring insights.
7-3

Development of an innovative diaphragm accumulator design and
assembly process
Thorsten Hillesheim, Freudenberg Sealing Technologies GmbH & Co. KG,
Germany

Freudenberg Sealing Technologies has developed a new concept for the manufacture
of diaphragm accumulators. Its advantages are a reduced need for components,
fewer process steps, shorter assembly times, a higher level of product cleanliness,
and an expansion of the product portfolio into additional fields of application. These
diaphragm accumulators also weigh significantly less. This is opening up new
opportunities for applications in the automotive and industrial fields. The assembly
concept is based on a hermetically sealed pressure chamber in which the joining of
the two housing halves with the help electromagnetic pulse technology (EMPT) as
well as the filling of the gas side with nitrogen takes place in a single operation. In this
way, downstream filling to generate the initial gas charge is no longer necessary.
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7-4

Potential and application fields of lightweight hydraulic components in
multi-material design
Andreas Ulbricht, CG Rail GmbH, Germany

Hydraulic systems are used in many fields of applications for different functions like
energy storage in hybrid systems. Generally the mass of hydraulic systems plays a
key role especially for mobile hydraulics (construction machines, trucks, cars) and
hydraulic aircraft systems. The main product properties like energy efficiency or
payload can be improved by reducing the mass. In this connection carbon fiber
reinforced plastics (CFRP) with their superior specific strength and stiffness open up
new chances to acquire new lightweight potentials compared to metallic components.
However, complex quality control and failure identification slow down the substitution
of metals by fiber-reinforced plastics (FRP). But the lower manufacturing temperatures
of FRP compared to metals allow the integration of sensors within FRP-components.
These sensors then can be advantageously used for many functions like quality
control during the manufacturing process or structural health monitoring (SHM) for
failure detection during their life cycle.
Thus, lightweight hydraulic components made of composite materials as well as
sensor integration in composite components are a main fields of research and
development at the Institute of Lightweight Engineering and Polymer Technology (ILK)
of the TU Dresden as well as at the Leichtbau-Zentrum Sachsen GmbH (LZS).
7-5

CFD Simulation and Measurement of Flow Forces Acting on a Spool Valve
Patrik Bordovsky, RWTH Aachen University, Institute for Fluid Power Drives and
Controls (IFAS), Germany

Directional control valves are widely used in hydraulic systems to control the flow
direction and the flow rate. In order to design an actuator for such a valve a
preliminary analysis of forces acting on the spool is necessary. The dominant axial
force is the so called steady flow force, which is analysed within this study. For this
purpose a 2/2-way spool valve with a sharp control edge was manufactured and
investigated. CFD simulations were carried out to visualize the fluid flow inside the
valve. The measured and simulated axial forces and pressure drops across the test
valve are compared and show good qualitative correlation. However, the simulated
values of axial forces are in average by 32 % lower compared with the measured
ones. Therefore, the components of the axial force were scrutinized revealing a
dominancy of the pressure force acting on ring areas in the spool chamber. Although
CFD simulations are preferably used to save resources, the results of this study
emphasise the importance of the experiments.
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Abstract
Measures of individualization and integration offer a great potential for further
development and optimization in hydraulic drive technology. Advantages are seen
especially for energy efficiency and functionality. These potentials motivate current
research activities for displacement controlled systems and for valve controlled
structures. For the latter, the focus lies on strategies of independent metering.
Furthermore, expected challenges for the future are discussed.
KEYWORDS:

individual drives, displacement control, independent metering

1. Introduction
Hydraulic drive technology has major advantages regarding e.g. power density,
robustness and flexibility of system design as well as motion control. However, other
competing drive technologies like electromechanical linear drives have also undertaken
massive further developments during the last decades. Hence, to remain in a winning
position compared to electromechanical drives or to achieve even more potentials out of
the intelligent combination of both technologies in the future, there is an everlasting need
for innovation in fluid power.
Over the last century, electromechanical drive technology has made an enormous step
forward from centralized power sources with inflexible belt transmission to application-
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specific individual drives, in which power electronics, electric motor und mechanical
transmission are highly integrated. In a somewhat provocative point of view, classical
valve controlled hydraulic systems with a central power supply unit can be seen as
counterpart to those ancient centralized mechanical systems. However, in many
applications this kind of system structure is still state of the art in present days. Thus, it
becomes obvious that there is still a lot of potential for measures of individualization and
integration in practical utilization of fluid power technology. The main advantages would
be an improved energy efficiency and an extended functionality. In the author’s point of
view it is necessary to continue consequently the process of innovation and optimization
for individual and decentralized hydrostatic architectures.
Strategies for individualization have already been scientifically investigated for both,
displacement controlled and valve controlled systems. This contribute gives an overview
over the status quo with the focus on research activities. At the end, some challenges
are discussed, which should be topic of research and development in the near future.

2. Individualized displacement control
2.1. Individualization levels of displacement controlled actuators
Indisputably, primary displacement control features many benefits, predominantly good
energy efficiency, but also low noise, low cooling effort, etc. For technological reasons it
is evident that with primary displacement control only one actuator can be controlled by
one pump at a time. Nevertheless, different levels of individualization are in use in
practice – dependent on the requirements and constraints of the application.
Common use of motor and pump

Common use of motor,
separate use of pump

Separate use of motor and pump

M
3~
M
3~

ICE

M
3~

M
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3~

Flexibility
Investment cost-efficiency

Individualization

Figure 1: Individualization levels of displacement controlled actuators
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The schematics in Figure 1 give an overview of the levels of individualization of
displacement controlled actuators. The known principles are classified with regard to
their individual use of pumps and motors. Please note that instead of the depicted speed
controlled pumps also variable displacement pumps are feasible.
The lowest level of individualization is the common use of one motor-pump-unit for the
actuation of a certain number of actuators. This kind of circuit is restricted to applications,
in which actuators perform a strictly sequential working cycle, or in other words, never
work together at the same time. In this case, the speed controlled pump can be
connected to various actuators by means of switching valves. In particular, in industry
some applications exist that show a strictly sequential working process. /1/ for example
published a concept for an injection-molding machine, in which all motion tasks (five
drives) are managed with only two motor-pump-units. The effort on components
decreases significantly. Also in mobile machinery, pump switching control has been
investigated in order to reduce the amount of necessary pumps /2/.
The next level of individualizations is the separate assignment of a variable displacement
pump to each actuator while maintaining a common motor. Corresponding circuits can
be found primarily in mobile machinery, where a central combustion engine is installed
and parallel motion tasks are demanded inherently. Extensive research on this subject
is conducted by Professor Ivantysynova et al. /3/. This architecture is especially
beneficial in combination with other energy efficient drive technologies, such as power
split transmissions and hybrid systems. The overall energy saving potential was
demonstrated with the prototype vehicle “Green Wheel Loader”, which was jointly
developed by an industrial consortium and the IFD within the research project TEAM /4/.
The highest level of individualization and grade of flexibility feature the systems that use
a separate motor-pump-unit for every single actuator. However, those configurations
show also the highest effort on components. They can be found in both, industrial and
mobile machinery. In high power applications, even the assignment of two motor-pumpunits to one single actuator is common /5/. Research on the characteristics and
performance of speed variable pump circuits was carried out intensively, e.g. /6, 7, 8, 9/.

2.2. Electrohydraulic compact drives
In the context of individualization of hydraulic drive structures, a trend to constructive
integration of components and decentralization of circuits can be observed, in particular
for the systems with a separate use of motor and pump. The highest grade of integration
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is present in electrohydraulic compact drives, which are fully self-sufficient and feature
mechanical and electrical interfaces only. The basic configuration is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Basic configuration (left) and demonstrator (right) of an electrohydraulic
compact drive
Electrohydraulic compact drives combine many of the inherent advantages of hydraulic
drive technology, i.e. reliability, robustness, large forces, high transmissions, good
overload protection, easy gear change, ease of use, low maintenance effort, compact
design and easy ‘plug and play’ connectivity. Further concept specific key properties are
hermetic sealed hydraulic circuit, very small oil volume, lifespan filling of oil and no active
cooling aggregate. A demonstrator of an electrohydraulic compact drive, which was
investigated in /10/, is exemplarily illustrated in Figure 2.
Historically, electrohydraulic compact drives – also called electric-hydrostatic actuators
(EHA) – emerged in aircraft industry in the early 1990s /11, 12/. Those drives were
developed for the special requirements of aircrafts and are an inherent part in this branch
nowadays – for example in the Airbus A380 /13/. It was to take until the late 2000s, until
compact drives were adapted to the requirements of industrial applications, which are
mainly cost-efficiency and the use of a single rod cylinder. In recent years, a number of
commercial products have been introduced to the market.
1 Pump, 1 Drive

Single rod cylinder

1 Pump

2 Pumps
2 Drives

1 Drive

Without switching valves
Without valves

With pressure v.

With switching
valves

Closed circuit

Open circuit

1 Drive

3 Pumps

Figure 3: Pump control of a single rod cylinder, general (left) and in particular with one
pump (right) /10/
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In case of a pump controlled single rod cylinder the balancing volume flow has to be
managed. The systematics in Figure 3 gives an overview of possible solutions with a
particular regard to a compact and reasonably priced design /10/. Static and dynamic
behavior of favored circuits were investigated by /6, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19/. It could
be shown that electrohydraulic compact drives are able to achieve a similarly good
energy efficiency as electromechanical drives /10/.
Due to the concept specific conditions, new challenges arise in context with
electrohydraulic compact drives. Primarily, the thermo-energetic behavior has to be
mentioned. Since these drives are not equipped with an active cooling aggregate, the
knowledge and prediction of the thermo-energetic behavior is of high significance – in
order to guarantee a temperature stable process or to examine possible fields of
application without elaborate experiments. The prediction of the thermo-energetic
behavior by means of lumped parameter simulation is targeted by /20, 21/ for aviation
related and by /22, 23/ for industrial related applications. Furthermore, investigations on
oil aging and wear in electrohydraulic compact drives are carried out at present.

2.3. Benefits of speed and displacement variable pumps
With a demand for energy efficient production, displacement controlled drive systems
have established in the last decades. Besides pumps with variable displacement, the
use of speed variable pump systems could proof potential energy savings in a wide area
of applications /10, 24/. In addition to energy efficiency, process dynamics plays a crucial
role in industrial applications. Shorter cycle times directly increase the production volume
and therefore contribute to the profitability of a production machine /25/.
Combining a variable displacement pump with a speed variable motor results in a socalled HydroGear system /26/. The two set values pump displacement and pump speed
allow a decoupling of volume flow and drive speed. The resulting degree of freedom can
be efficiently used for process control /9/.
Recent research demonstrates the potentials of HydroGear systems in terms of energy
efficiency and process dynamics /26, 27/. By means of model predictive methods, the
control task can be transformed into a mathematical optimization problem. Regarding
optimum energy efficiency, the overall system losses will be used as an objective
function while any system limits can be considered as additional constraints. The solution
will finally provide the optimum set values for drive speed and pump displacement,
respectively. Figure 4 illustrates the proposed concept of model predictive optimization.
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Thereby the hydraulic application is abstracted by specifying pressure and volume flow
for a given process cycle.
Hydraulic application

HydroGear system

M

FU

Drive model

p(t), Q(t)
Model predictive optimization

Optimum set values for drive speed and pump displacement

Figure 4: Model predictive optimization of HydroGear systems
In measurements, HydroGear systems reach energy savings of 20 % and more in
comparison to pure displacement variable or pure speed variable pumps. Experiments
further showed that by considering the mutual influences of motor and pump dynamics
the model predictive concept is able to improve the rising time for a set point jump of
volume flow while lowering the maximum necessary pump speed at the same time /27/,
see Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Potentials of HydroGear systems
To match different industrial needs, HydroGear systems are scalable in costs and
performance. Besides asynchronous and synchronous motors, various low cost to highend actuator systems of the pump displacement are available. Regarding different
applications like hydraulic power units, presses or injection molding machines the model
predictive approach allows to consider individual requirements. For example, the
avoidance of critical speed ranges or the surveillance of security-relevant system values
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can be efficiently integrated into the optimization problem. Thus, future studies have to
focus on user-friendly methods to combine multiple objectives into one single control
concept.

2.4. Application examples
2.4.1. Hydraulic deep drawing presses
Hydraulic deep drawing presses are one of the main applications of stationary hydraulics.
These machines produce sheet metal parts mainly for cars but also for other purposes,
e.g. domestic appliances. Deep drawing presses commonly have two main drives: the
slide drive, which is responsible for the forming movement, and the die cushion drive,

Phyd
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M

Slide
drive

FU

Source: Moog

which controls the material flow during deep drawing, see Figure 6.

»
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4x

M
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Die cushion drive

Figure 6: Hydraulic deep drawing press with pump controlled die cushion drive
The slide drive of production presses is mostly a pump controlled system with variabledisplacement pumps, which are driven by asynchronous motors running at constant
speed. Some additional valves are necessary for safety reasons, for controlling the
moving direction of the slide and for the limitation of the system pressure. Due to the
growing availability and decreasing costs of high power frequency converters and
servomotors, there are also slide drive systems with speed variable motor-pump-units
available today /28/. The main advantage is a better energy efficiency, especially in
partial load and in idle. Furthermore, the noise emissions can be reduced significantly.
The die cushion drive is normally a valve controlled system, because it has to fulfill
highest demands in dynamics and precision of closed-loop pressure or force control. The
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main disadvantage of valve controlled die cushion systems is their high energetic loss.
The latter can typically reach up to 30 % of the machine’s overall energy consumption
during the forming process. This loss can be avoided by replacing the valve controlled
die cushion drive by a pump controlled system. Because of the expected high energy
savings, pump controlled die cushion drives have already been discussed in scientific
literature for several times, for example in /29, 30, 31, 32/.
To proof the energy saving potential of those pump controlled systems, a research press
was modified at the IFD. Figure 6 illustrates the chosen, new structure. The die cushion
drive, which was valve controlled formerly, has now four motor-pump-units, each
consisting of a highly dynamic brushless servomotor and a constant volume radial piston
pump. Frequency converters control the motor speed. The die cushion drive and the
slide drive, which was also equipped with a frequency converter, have a common
intermediate circuit. Hence, the electric energy, which is recuperated from the die
cushion during deep drawing, is directly transferred into the slide motor. A low-pressure
hydraulic accumulator is linked to the piston rod sides of the die cushion cylinders in
order to compensate the stroke-dependently changing cylinder volumes. The new pump
controlled die cushion drive completely fulfills the demands, regarding the quality of
closed-loop force and position control. The dynamic behavior is even comparable to
valve controlled systems. In a typical deep drawing process, the measured energy
savings for the whole machine reach about 30 % in comparison with the original,
unmodified system /33/.

2.4.2. Implement functions of mobile working machines
In contrast to stationary machinery, the implement functions of mobile working machines
are characterized by highly variable operating conditions as well as parallel actuation of
multiple consumers, which are directly controlled by the machine operator. Therefore,
conventional valve controlled drive systems usually feature low energy efficiency due to
the inherent throttling losses and the simultaneous actuation of the valves’ meter-in and
meter-out control edges. Furthermore, mutual interference of the different functions can
deteriorate machine’s operability and performance.
By using displacement control for each individual function, these disadvantages can be
evaded. Each actuator operates at its own load-dependent pressure level. The function’s
speed is controlled by altering the pump’s displacement or rotational speed. Figure 7
shows the two basic concepts of displacement control. Open circuit solutions need an
additional switching valve besides an over-center pump to allow for 4-quadrant
operation. In closed circuit architectures, this can be achieved by solely controlling the
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pump. However, special measures are necessary to compensate the flow difference
between the working ports when actuating a differential cylinder. Both systems offer loadindependent control of the actuator velocity as well as the possibility to recirculate energy
in case of aiding loads.

n

Open
circuit

n

Closed
circuit

Figure 7: Basic concepts of displacement control
Extensive research has been carried out on displacement controlled systems so far.
Rahmfeld and Ivantysynova proposed a closed circuit architecture and successfully
applied it to a wheel loader’s implement /34, 35/, it’s steering system /36/ and an
excavator /14/. Heybroek investigated open-circuit solutions using a wheel loader /37/.
Recent research activities combine the approach of closed-circuit displacement
controlled implement functions with novel energy efficient drive technology and
innovative operating strategies in a large-size wheel loader /38, 39/.

Figure 8: Schematic of a working function of the “Green Wheel Loader”
Figure 8 shows the schematic and packaging of the implemented hydraulic circuit for
one implement function. The variable displacement unit’s (1) flow directly drives the
hydraulic cylinder (2) by varying displacement and rotational speed. The single-rod
cylinder’s differential volume is compensated by means of pilot-operated check valves
(3) and a low-pressure accumulator (4). A low-pressure supply (5) compensates leakage
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and delivers flow to the pump’s control system. Additional functions, such as pressure
limitation, primary (6) and secondary (7) pressure relief, load-holding (8) and float
function (9) are also included. The necessary valves are directly integrated into the
displacement unit.
Together with an optimized diesel engine, a power-split travel drive and a hydrostatic
parallel hybrid the technology was implemented into a 24-t demonstrator machine and
tested under realistic operating conditions, see Figure 9. The “Green Wheel Loader”
showed the functionality and efficiency potential of the developed drive system. In
reference tests, the prototype vehicle showed fuel savings of 10…15 % compared to a
state-of-the-art series machine /4/.

Figure 9: “Green Wheel Loader” demonstrator vehicle during testing in a gravel pit
Furthermore an open circuit displacement control system was developed for a 290 t
mining excavator. The standard open circuit valve controlled system was replaced with
an innovative displacement control architecture with dynamic pump sharing. The
proposed circuit is shown in Figure 10 and resulted in simulated fuel savings of up to
40 % over a common digging cycle /40/. Today’s machines already use several pumps
to drive one actuator, so no additional pump installment was necessary. Due to the open
circuit architecture there is no necessity for large accumulators to store the differential
volume of the cylinders as would be necessary in a closed loop configuration.
Furthermore the open circuit nature allowed for an easy integration of float valves that
ensure a rapid lowering of the implement under aiding load and the flow relief to tank
using discharge valves. With this set up the operator is manually able to choose between
modes of high energy recovery, or lower cycle times.
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Figure 10: Circuit diagram of a 290 t mining excavator

3. Individualized valve control
3.1. Individualization levels of valve controlled actuators
Manufacturers of mobile as well as industrial machinery find themselves increasingly
confronted with rising energy costs and stringent emission regulations. At the same time
there is a constant demand for higher productivity and enhanced flexibility. Considering
this, decentralized valve controlled systems with independent control edges offer a
promising technical approach as an alternative to displacement controlled systems. With
reference to the schematics in Figure 1, Figure 11 gives a brief overview of the levels of
individualization of valve controlled actuators. A distinction can be made regarding type
and arrangement of the used valve technology.
Central control block with
common metering edges

Diversity of valve technology

Central control block with
independent metering edges

Decentralized valve group
independent metering edges
A

A
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A
P

A
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Figure 11: Individualization levels of valve controlled actuators
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Individual metering refers to the opportunity of separate control of in- and outflow of the
hydraulic working ports. The system topology opens up for differential modes of
operation of the hydraulic consumers. These free flow paths are the most significant
characteristic of independent metering (IM) systems allowing regeneration in many
variants depending on the valve structure.
Beginning with possible valve arrangements, Figure 12 gives a brief overview over
possible structures. Equivalent implementations can be found in literature as well as
numerous patents. The systematic decoupling of mechanical and functional constraints
results in different hardware layouts. The circuit principles can be classified in those
incorporating 3-way valves, 2-way valves mixed versions. In addition a functional
decoupling is possible by applying switching valves for directional control in series to
proportional valves for the metering function.
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Figure 12: Different variants of valve structures
The decision which circuit principle is most suitable for the considered applications
depends on various aspects like preferred valve technology and mounting conditions.
The following potentials arise from the use of systems with independent metering edges:
·

Independent control of inlet and outlet orifice

·

energy-efficient operating modes (without reducing the valve resolution)
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·

Simplification of valve technology (2-way valve technology)

·

Standardization of valve technology

·

Functional integration (counterbalancing and metering)

·

Flexible system configuration (decentralized arrangement)

·

Transfer of functionality from hardware to software

·

Advanced control features (oscillation damping, etc.)

To gain the maximum benefit with individual metering, the whole system layout which
consists of valve structure, pump control, sensor equipment and overall control strategy,
must be taken into account. In particular three different control strategies can be
identified, see Figure 13. A direct flow control is uncommon since flow sensors are
expensive and not robust enough for industrial use. Pressure differential control utilizing
pressure compensators or pressure transducers are commonly used in mobile
machines. Position or velocity control can be found especially in industrial applications.
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Figure 13: Possible control layouts for flow, pressure, differential pressure and
position / velocity control
The resulting diversity of different layouts, structural complexity and expected high
control effort still hinder a successful spread into industrial / commercial application.
In mobile applications there are load and movement conditions in several quadrants.
Mechanically linked main spools for inlet and outlet side are therefore always a
compromise between controllability of pulling loads and energy efficiency. An active load
detection by means of sensors and electrohydraulics is only just beginning to be
implemented. In industrial applications on the other hand, valve, supply, and control
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specifications are often governed by demanding requirements regarding precision and
dynamics of the hydraulic actuator. Most applications require closed loop control which
demands a high degree of sensor implementation. The acceptance of sensors in
hydraulic systems enables engineers to make full use of the benefits that independent
metering incorporates through their naturally increased degree of freedom. Through the
use of independent metering, diversification of functionality can be transferred to
software, by exploiting the additional degrees of freedom. Thus, different control aims in
a wide working area can be met using the same valve technology. Separate metering
valves offer an opportunity to adapt to low loads despite high supply pressure by making
use of regeneration flow paths. Thus, volume flow from the supply can be reduced
significantly. The key differences between mobile and industrial applications are
illustrated in Figure 14.

Potentials and aims

Requirements Operation

Industrial Applications

Mobile Applications

• Specific, defined motion- and
working cycles
• automated processes

• Wide spectrum of applications and
operating conditions
• Operator controlled functions

• High dynamic requirements
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• Closed-loop controlled functions
(mostly position, force)

• Medium dynamic requirements
• Open-loop controlled functions
(mostly velocity)
• Load compensation

• Adaption of pressure level
• New control concepts
• Robust control strategies

• Simplification of control edge
design
• Simplification of valve- and system
architectures
• Additional functions (float)

•
•
•
•

Improvement of energy efficiency
Utilization of regeneration and recuperation potentials
Flexibility in system setup
Safety related functions

Figure 14: Comparison of industrial and mobile boundary conditions

3.2. Control strategies for independent metering structures
Independent metering structures involve increased degrees of freedom, compared with
conventional valve drives. These can be turned into benefit by a multitude of different
control approaches. Various control strategies have been applied to achieve the desired
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motion characteristic and to attain secondary goals, such as energy efficiency. Basically,
control approaches can be subdivided into three categories, see Figure 15. In the first
category, one output variable such as cylinder velocity is controlled by an open loop
strategy (feed-forward control). Here, the coupling of different control edges occurs
through a coupling law, which can also consider system state information, such as load.
The second category comprises a coupling law as well, with an outer-layer closed control
loop ensuring command variable tracking of the target set variable (closed-loop SISO
control). In the third category, the degrees of freedom of the system are used to control
more than one target variable in closed-loop control (closed-loop MIMO control).

Figure 15: Control architectures of independent metering systems
Feed-forward control approaches have been investigated primarily for mobile
applications. Focus has been put on detecting the load and adjusting the balance of
meter-in versus meter-out in order to decrease the necessary supply pressure and avoid
cavitation at the existence of overrunning loads. In /41/, Sitte and Beck propose the Flow
Matching pump control algorithm in combination with meter-in pressure compensators
for load compensation. The coupling law is defined by a closed-loop controller which
keeps the pressure compensator in a wide open control range. This work, carried out at
the IFD, is described in further detail in chapter 3.3.2. Another approach which uses
pressure compensator spool positions is taken in /42/. Although the aforementioned
approaches control cylinder speeds by means of pressure compensators, no direct
speed measurement is carried out, thus being classified as open loop control concepts
with regard to their primary target variables.
Closed-loop control concepts with only one controlled target variable are not a commonly
adopted approach with separate metering valves. Closed-loop control requires an
implementation of sensors and little extra effort in terms of components is needed for a
full multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) closed-loop system. An objective of MIMO
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control which many researchers seek is to control both pressure level and motion of a
hydraulic cylinder. Mattila and Virvalo /43/ show that supply pressure level can be
reduced significantly using an input/output-linearization approach for the control of
pressures on both sides of a cylinder, while motion accuracy is maintained. Similar
results are shown in /44/ using an adaptive robust controller design. Bindel /45/ makes
use of the independent manipulation of pressure level and motion for dynamically
connecting various hydraulic consumers to different pumps with a flatness based control
strategy.
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Figure 16: Generalized independent metering system and operation modes
Many independent metering structures allow different operation modes, shown in
Figure 16. These modes allow a reduction of required pump flow at a given cylinder
speed. At the IFD, a methodology to assess the potentials gained through optimal
operation modes has been developed /46/. A smooth mode switching algorithm based
on a closed-loop MIMO control, that overcomes the discrete mode boundaries, is part of
the aforementioned work. Two of five 2/2-directional valves are commanded by an inner
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flatness based control loop, while an outer axis controller assigns drive modes and
switching strategies, consisting of pressure trajectories and command trajectories for the
remaining three valves. Using this pressure based switching method, energy efficiency
of the switching strategy can be optimized. With sensor-based load detection and the
target trajectory in regard to desired speed and acceleration, a working point specific
operation mode is detected and engaged without disturbance of the cylinder motion.

3.3. Examples in stationary and construction area
In the following two examples are discussed, were independent metering strategies are
advantageous. These are a cardboard press and the implement functions of a mobile
excavator.

3.3.1. Cardboard packaging press
In industrial and high-precision applications, independent metering systems can improve
energy efficiency considerably, if large fractions of the involved cycles consist of loads
under the nominal load, idle-travel or even overrunning loads. Under such
circumstances, pump flow and thus energy consumption can be significantly reduced by
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Figure 17: Structure of a cardboard packaging press and exemplary duty cycle
The duty cycle of a cardboard packaging press (CPP) is used here as an example for
industrial applications in which potentials of IM can be leveraged, see Figure 17. The
CPP is a machine used for the production of cup-shaped cardboard packaging
containers. Plane cardboard material is fixed on a forming die bore by a hold-down clamp
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(HD), applying a defined clamping force. A press plunger (PP) pulls the cardboard
through the die bore and a calibration die against a defined counterforce exerted by a
counterholder stamp (CH). Afterwards, all axes retreat into their initial positions.
In the examined machine, two parallel hydraulic single-rod cylinders, which are operated
by one servo valve, drive the hold-down clamp. One single-rod cylinder and a servo valve
each actuate the press plunger and the counterholder stamp. The supply system
comprises two constant pressure sources with ǡ ൌ ͵ͲͲ for the hold-down clamp

and the press plunger and ǡ ൌ ͷͲ for the counterholder stamp.

The energy savings gained by implementing independent metering edges against an
approach with conventional 4/3-directional valves are shown in Figure 18 by comparing

the required hydraulic energy exerted by the supply system for conventional valves and
IM valves. These results are based on the method proposed by Kolks /46/. In total, 30 %
of the supply energy can be saved using optimal operation modes. Most of the savings
are due to extension of the PP-cylinder in high-pressure regeneration mode while
retracting the CH-cylinder using low-pressure regeneration. Also, during the initial feed
motion of the CH-cylinder at the beginning of the process, energy saving occurs due to
high-pressure regeneration of this cylinder during extension.
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Figure 18: Energy savings of a cardboard press through efficient modes
High-pressure regeneration during extension is only possible under partial load. The
shown cardboard pressing machine is over-dimensioned over most of the cycle time in
terms of load capacity, enabling energy efficient high-pressure regeneration. However,
high supply pressure is required for high precision controls and for covering process
force peaks. In this case, the IM system will dynamically switch to normal mode. The
great potential of independent metering systems lies in the dynamic load adaption they
are capable of.
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3.3.2. Mobile excavator
Continuously increasing demands on cost effectiveness, productivity and energy
efficiency of mobile working machines constantly push new developments in the fields
of hydraulic systems. Especially individual metering of a consumers inlet and outlet flow
has moved into focus of research more intensely in the past decade because this
approach promises benefits in terms of energy efficiency and flexibility. Industrial
acceptance of newly developed systems heavily depends on investment costs, reliability
and simplicity. It seems that currently published approaches hardly satisfy these
demands yet, since implementations of individual metering hardware in serial production
are still rare. Some examples are the Incova system by HUSCO and the Ultronics valve
block offered by EATON /47/. Further works on IM systems in mobile machines can be
found in /48, 49, 50/.
A new approach developed at the IFD uses only off-the-shelf components and a very
simple control algorithm to facilitate the transfer into industry. The concept has been
verified at a test rig shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19: Test rig setup
The depicted valve structure is used to actuate the boom and stick cylinder of an
excavator implement. Individual metering systems are multiple-input-multiple-output
systems (MIMO). Usually these require complex multi-variable control strategies. An
individual pressure compensator (IPC) in the inlet flow path is advantageous to decouple
piston load force and velocity. This enables single-variable control approaches /41,
51, 52/. The actuator’s velocity is always controlled with the inlet throttling edge in an
open loop manner without load feedback. Depending on the load situation, measured by
two chamber pressure sensors, the outlet throttling edge opens widely in case of resistive
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loads thus preventing unnecessary losses in the outlet path and narrowly when balancing
an aiding load. In low-priced mobile machines it is not common to measure the current
position of the implement. Thus, the current dynamic properties of the hydraulic actuator
are unknown. Under these circumstances model-based approaches are not reasonable.
Instead, a simple and easily commissionable non-adaptive linear controller has been
chosen.
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Figure 20: Energetic comparison between coupled and individual metering
Test results, depicted in Figure 20, show high energy saving potential when operating
under partial load conditions or moving aiding loads by reducing the pump pressure.
High-pressure regeneration greatly reduces the pump flow and thus energy consumption
when operating several actuators at once. The overall system’s handling characteristics
are comparable to common coupled metering systems but additionally feature load
compensated lowering.

3.4. Safety and reliability of independent metering
Looking on safety as an OEM, it is necessary to use the quantification process included
in ISO 13849 to benefit from the presumption of conformity with the European machinery
directive in case of an accident. But ISO 13849 only takes predefined categories for
executing the safety function into account /53/. These categories fit for the most
conventional drive systems. It is easy to associate these structures with the safety
category and there is a lot of practical experience with conventional drive systems. Due
to the complexity of IM structures considering all failure combinations of the components
and the possible operation modes it is not possible to associate these IM systems with
the categories of ISO 13849. Alternative analysis methods are needed.
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3.4.1. Methodology to quantify safety and availability
Safety and reliability can be quantified through different methods. The overall goal is to
calculate the probability of failure of:
·

the safety function to quantify safety and

·

the working function to quantify reliability.

Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) is one feasible opportunity to analyse and quantify complex
structures like IM. The advantages of FTA are a vivid depiction of the systemic
connections and an easy quantification by means of Boolean algebra /54/. Therefore
FTA is also applicable for quantifying reliability. Based on a constant repair rate this leads
to information on the availability of different IM structures. The construction of the fault
tree is necessary for a quantitative calculation. A precise definition of the top event, which
represents the safety or the working function depending on whether safety or reliability
are regarded, is basic prerequisite for the structure of the fault tree. When it comes to IM
structures in particular, the structure of the fault tree is furthermore influenced by the
operating point and the possible operation modes (e.g. regeneration) as well as the
impact of the malfunction of the components on the IM system. Using systematic analysis
considering this aspects, a complete safety and reliability evaluation of any IM structure
for arbitrary operating points can be made.
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Figure 21: Safety and Reliability analysis of a selected IM structure in favour of fourquadrant movement
Figure 21 illustrates the boom function of an excavator`s attachment. The working
function is defined as extending and retracting the boom cylinder by avoiding cavitation
on the opposite side of the load. A safe stop function is the most common safety function
in mobile machines to reduce the risk to a minimum /55/. Looking on the excavator the
boom cylinder is thereby not allowed to move unintentional neither due to an active
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energy supply by the pump nor due to the external load. In addition, Figure 21 shows the
fault trees of a selected IM system in favour of a four-quadrant movement regarding
safety and reliability. Furthermore the safety related block diagram derived from the
safety fault tree is pictured.
Implementing the probability of failure of each component or subsystem and calculating
the 

-value leads to an objective valuation basis. With this methodology IM structures

can be filtered out, which are characterised by a high availability and meet the safety
requirements from the application making this technology more accessible to the market.
The system shown above can be used up to a Performance Level  ൌ depending on
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Figure 22: Test of safety function “Stop” - fault detection with pressure sensors
Besides structure design and reliability of the used components fault detection is one
way to increase safety. /56/ gives a good overview over possible fault detection methods.
Using the functionally necessary sensors in combination with simple fault detection
methods to detect deviations from the normal state is the prior goal in cost sensitive
applications like mobile machines. From the functional side of view pressure sensors
have a good cost-benefit ratio. But their signals also contain information about the load
and friction, which is problematic for the fault detection. Nevertheless, the safety function
“Stop” was tested on the boom function of the test rig setup shown in Figure 19 using a
combined limit and tendency monitoring on the basis of the pressure sensors. Figure 22
displays the test results in case of a fully opened valve 2 at  ݐൌ ͶǤͺ ݏwhile lowering the

attachment. After that the velocity rises until the fault is detected at  ݐൌ ͷݏ. As a result,
the safety function “Stop” becomes active which means that all valves are closed and
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the boom stops at  ݐൌ ͷǤͺݏ, as shown in Figure 22. Testing all safety critical faults leads

to a reached Diagnostic Coverage of  ܥܦൌ ͻͻΨ. This enables to use the proposed
concept up to a required safety of ܲܮ ൌ ݁.

3.4.2. Example for tractor steering

Due to their functional and safety-related potentials, valve structures with independent
metering are proper for various applications and operation purposes such as steering
systems in mobile machines. Conventional hydrostatic steering systems are limited in
terms of steering comfort and driver assistance. For realisation of appropriate steering
functions, electro-hydraulic solutions are necessary. There are high requirements for an
electro-hydraulic steering system that should meet demands to enable road approval
until a maximum speed of 60 km/h. Therefore, valve structures with independent
metering are appropriate. In addition to fully redundant steer-by-wire solutions /57/,
superimposed steering systems with independent meter-in and meter-out valves are a
promising approach for an on-road usage /58/. Therefore, a parallel valve structure is
superposed to the conventional steering unit, see Figure 23.
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Figure 23: Structure of the electrohydraulic superimposed steering system with
independent metering
Through a systematically developed valve control, it is possible to compensate single
failures inside the configuration or reduce their adverse effects. Accordingly, there are
no safety-critical states. The system reaches a high safety level without using a fully
redundant structure. Thus, steering functions are usable for on-road application and
increases the ease of operation. The realisation of a variable steering ratio depending
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on the driving state enables for example a good directional stability at high velocities and
comfortable handling for slow driving. The functionality of assistance functions and the
effectiveness of the safety concept can be proven using a test rig and a demonstrator
vehicle.

4. Outlook
4.1. Challenges in developing future displacement machines
The two main challenges that pump and motor designers will be facing in the near future
are a further increase of power density and the optimization of their machines for
enhanced part load operation.
Power density of displacement machines has not significantly increased over the past
20 years /59/. Main reasons for that are the limited accessibility and transparency of the
flow phenomena inside these machines. An increase of power density can be achieved
by extended operating pressures and volumetric flowrates respectively rotational speeds
/60/. The operating pressure is predetermined by the application whereas an increase of
the maximum rotational speed and thereby of the delivery flowrate will allow the
installation of a smaller pump or motor. Cavitation effects are limiting the machine’s
rotational speed, since they lead to the partial filling of the displacement volumes with
gas causing a flowrate breakdown and may cause damage to their components due to
cavitation. A steadily increasing availability of computational power and the fast
development of commercial CFD tools allows the visualization and analysis of these
effects and the deviation of technologic and constructive countermeasures.
Understanding, predicting and preventing cavitation by means of CFD is the key to lift
displacement machines’ power density to a new level, as it is proven by the latest
scientific works on this topic /60, 61, 62, 63, 64/.
Besides an increased power density, enhanced part load capabilities and efficiency will
be crucial product features of future displacement machines since increasing
economical, ecological and societal requirements to energy efficiency make the
application of displacement controlled systems highly attractive /9/. At low operating
pressures and rotational speeds, the reduced hydrostatic and hydrodynamic load
carrying capacity of the machines’ tribological contacts limit their part load operation
range. In part load, increased friction causes high power losses, which is the reason for
relatively low efficiencies compared to full load operation /65/. Pressure and flow induced
movements as well as pressure and temperature induced deformations of the involved
components play an important role in this impact chain /66/. Therefore, a detailed
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understanding of their sources and interactions is crucial for the development of lowfriction tribological contacts. These effects are hard to capture using experimental
measures. Therefore, most recent simulation tools and methods such as CFD, fluid
structure interaction and conjugate heat transfer need to be utilized in the future.
Another challenge in the development of variable speed and/or displacement machines
are high requirements to the units’ dynamics. They will have to ensure an immediate
response to changes of the requested flowrate in order to be able to compete with highly
dynamic resistance controls. Pump and motor manufacturers are currently facing
significantly higher failure rates of highly dynamically operated displacement machines
compared to those operated in a more stationary manner. The reason is cavitation and
cavitation erosion induced by additional accelerations during expansion of the
displacement volume respectively swashing for axial piston pumps and during positive
gradients of rotational speed. Such effects can be encountered by constructive
optimizations based on CFD, as described above, or by advanced control strategies such
as the implementation of operation point specific gradients of rotational speed and/or
displacement volume onto intelligent pump/motor controllers.
Furthermore, intelligent control strategies show great potential for efficiency optimization
in part-load operation. State-of-the-art machines are able to adjust their delivery flowrate
either by changing their displacement volume or their rotational speed. For any
requested flowrate, an arbitrary number of combinations of speed and displacement is
available and there is an energetic optimum of both for each operation point. Latest
works on system simulation show the immense amount of energy that could be saved if
this potential would be fully and optimally exploited using intelligent machine controllers
/27/.
Additional challenges include the reduction of noise and vibration and failure prediction
by means of condition monitoring. Noise and vibration are induced by pressure
pulsations and friction. The fundamental phenomena can be analyzed using the abovementioned advanced simulation methods. Potential countermeasures are constructive
optimizations, choice of materials and active damping using small-scale quick-acting
valves and intelligent controls /67, 68, 69/.

4.2. Challenges for valve technology suppliers
In terms of valve specifications, component manufacturers are facing new challenges.
Independent metering technology offers the potential of individualizing the system design
in function and load response. For the use in industrial applications, single-edge valves
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with a fast spool response and little hysteresis, especially in low relative opening
regimes, are needed. These dynamic characteristics are often in conflict with the demand
for low manufacturing costs and a low-leakage and precisely overlapped closed position.
Furthermore, for most of the system approaches currently under research, bi-directional
flow characteristics is mandatory.
A major challenge to be overcome is the high number of high-end valves involved in a
system with independent metering edges, clearly increasing the system costs. There are
efforts of decreasing the number of proportional actuators by using integrate directional
valves. But this affects the degree of freedom, required for instance for smooth mode
switching or variable control targets. Implications of valve characteristics and system
architecture on the performance and availability of features of independent metering
systems have yet to be determined and analyzed in detail.

4.3. Fluidic temperature control systems
Recent scientific studies focused on the topic of efficiency improvements in production
technology found that an optimization of auxiliary units and their switching characteristic
offers the greatest energy savings potential /70/. In this respect investigations of a
machining center within the SFB/TR 96 have shown that the current system structure
with a central supply and cooling unit does not meet the different component
requirements /71, 72, 73/. Therefore, a holistic adjustment of the cooling systems on the
specific component requirements provides further potential improving productivity and
energy efficiency. One approach for energy optimization of cooling circuits applicable to
machine tools comes from the building technology. In a new concept of the company
WILO /74/ the usually existing central pump of the heating system is replaced by
decentralized miniature pumps. Furthermore, the pumps can replace the proportional
valves, which would be alternatively necessary for a demand-oriented supply, see
Figure 24. This approach is applied to fluid power systems of machine tools in the
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Figure 24: Decentralizing levels of the fluid system structure of machine tools
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Green Wheel Loader – improving fuel economy through energy
efficient drive and control concepts
Dipl.-Ing. Markus Schneider, Dipl.-Ing. Oliver Koch, Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jürgen Weber
Institut für Fluidtechnik (IFD), Technische Universität Dresden, Helmholtzstrasse 7a,
01069 Dresden, E-mail: mailbox@ifd.mw.tu-dresden.de

Abstract
The drive train components and the machine control system significantly influence the
fuel consumption of mobile machinery. The demonstrator vehicle “Green Wheel Loader”
developed within the joint research project “TEAM” combines the most promising drive
concepts currently available for mobile machines with an innovative operating strategy.
The developed drive and control system proved its functionality and performance under
realistic operation conditions in a gravel pit. Reference test showed 10 – 15 % fuel
savings of the prototype vehicle compared to a state-of-the-art series machine.
KEYWORDS:

mobile machines, energy efficient drive trains, operating strategy

1. Introduction
Mobile equipment manufacturers are currently focusing their engineering activities on
the increase of productivity, operator comfort and energy efficiency as well as the
compliance to exhaust emission regulations (TIER 4 final, EU stage 4). Against this
background, the use of new, energy efficient drive technologies is becoming more and
more attractive. Agricultural machinery and construction equipment still offer significant
fuel saving potential, which can be exploited through efficient drive train components and
optimised control of their interaction. In recent years, new innovative solutions have been
developed besides the continuous improvement of conventional drive technology.
Concepts like power split travel drives /1 - 3/, displacement controlled implement drives
/4 -6/ and hybrid solutions /7 - 9/ already showed their potential in practical applications.
Previous research activities focused on the substitution of individual subsystems of the
machines. A consequent implementation of new drive technology and the holistic
operating strategies has not been done so far.
Within the joint research initiative “TEAM – Development of technologies for energysaving drives of mobile machines”, the most promising technologies currently available
are combined for the first time in a wheel loader with an operating weight of 24 t and
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200 kW installed engine power. Besides efficiency advantages compared to
conventional solutions, the subsystems regenerative capabilities and the possibility to
improve the machine systems adjustment are expected to result in fuel savings.

2. Drive train and control system
2.1. Drive train
Figure 1 shows the “Green Wheel Loader’s’” drive train layout /10/. A turbo-charged
diesel engine optimized for low speed and high torque operation serves as primary
energy source. It was also developed within the “TEAM” research project /11/, offers an
output power of 200 kW at 7,8 l displacement and fulfils the emission standards of US
TIER 4 final and EU stage 4. The travel drive’s power split transmission is driven via the
pump transfer gear and a cardan shaft. It features three drive ranges, of which the first
is purely hydrostatic and the second and third are of input coupled power split structure.

integration and assembly

diesel engine with optimised
operating range

machine control
software

pump transfer gear
power split
transmission

hydrostatic
hybrid module

displacement
controlled implement
drive

Figure 1: Drive train layout of the “Green Wheel Loader”
The implement’s lift and tilt function are operated displacement-controlled by separate
closed hydrostatic circuits. In order to use identical displacement units despite the
functions’ different flow demands, the pumps run at different speeds. Both, travel and
implement drive enable energy recirculation in case of aiding loads or deceleration of the
vehicle. This energy can be either directly reused by other subsystems or stored in a
hydrostatic parallel hybrid. This consists of a closed-circuit 4-quadrant displacement unit
for torque metering and a double piston accumulator /12/ to store the energy.
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The displayed drive train is integrated into the chassis of a 24 t Liebherr L576 loader.
Safety relevant systems such as brake or steering circuit are adopted with minor changes
from the series machine. The central machine controller manages the complex
interaction of the different subsystems and forms the link to the operator.

2.2. Control system architecture
The “Green Wheel Loaders’” drive system consists of various complex subsystems,
which are engineered by multiple partners. To ensure time and resource-efficient
development of the control strategies and software, machine functionality is modularized
and distributed among the drive train subsystems. Figure 2 shows the structure of the
control system.
MC...Machine control
AD...Attachment drive
TD...Travel drive
HM...Hybrid module
ICE…Diesel engine
DAQ…Data acquisition

ECU
MC

Aux. functions

DAQ

CAN A
CAN B
CAN C
CAN D

ECU
AD

ECU
TD

ECU
HM

ECU
ICE

Figure 2: Control system architecture of the “Green Wheel Loader”
A central machine controller (ECU MC) interprets the operator inputs and generates the
subsystems’ set values according to the implemented operating strategy. Additionally,
functions such as control of peripheral systems, monitoring and calibration routines are
handled. Each subsystem comprises a separate controller for realising the machine
controller’s demands by controlling the subsystem’s integrated actors. Furthermore,
subsystem-specific data acquisition and monitoring functions are implemented. Data is
only exchanged between the subsystems and the machine controller, a mutual control
interference between subsystems is not permitted. Thus, the individual self-contained
subsystems can be developed independently. The CAN-Bus “CAN A” forms the link
between the machine controller and the HMI devices such as joysticks and display. CAN
Buses “B and C” are used exclusively for the data exchange between subsystems and
machine controller. This offered the possibility to specify the communications interfaces
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during an early stage of the development process but also to modify them in later phases.
For acquisition of not control-relevant data, a separate CAN-Bus “CAN D” is used. Thus,
the busload on CAN buses necessary for machine operation is reduced and disturbance
of the machine functions by incorrect communication can be avoided.

3. Operating strategy and machine control software
3.1. Operating strategy
The „Green Wheel Loader’s“ drive and control architecture enables new approaches for
the subsystems’ interaction. Figure 3 shows the operating strategy’s basic structure.
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Figure 3: Basic structure of the “Green Wheel Loader’s” operating strategy
In contrast to conventional vehicle control systems, the operator does not directly
influence the diesel engine speed using the throttle pedal. Instead, the machine controller
interprets the input signals from joystick and pedal as speed demands for implement
functions and travel drive. Based on that, the software determines the minimum engine
speed necessary to fulfil these demands. By comparison and prioritization of the different
engine speed demands, the set value ݊ூாǡ௦௧ is calculated so that all operator demands

can be satisfied. Thus, the machine can operate at the minimum engine speed

technically possible. Besides lower drag losses in the driveline, this leads to higher
torque and thus higher efficiency of the diesel engine. For reasons of engine dynamics
and load response characteristics, the permissible engine speed range is limited. During
loading operation, the engine operates in a set speed range of 1200 to 1600 rpm.
Depending on the machine’s actual operating conditions, the superordinated power
management meters the hybrid module’s torque to support the engine dynamically.
Furthermore, it protects the engine from stalling or over speed conditions by influencing
the subsystems’ set values.
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The machine controller determines the subsystems’ set values based on the operator
inputs and the nominal engine speed ݊ூாǡ௦௧ instead of using the actual value ݊ூாǡ௧ .

Thus, closed-loop control structures prone to oscillation can be avoided to a large extend.

Due to the engine lugging under load, this also leads to a certain load sensitivity of the
drive train, which serves as feedback for the machine operator. A detailed description of
the individual subsystems’ control algorithms is given in /13/.

3.2. Machine control software development
The functionality and effectiveness of the developed operating strategy and the
subsystems’ control algorithms were tested using detailed simulation models. However,
these algorithms only represent a fraction of the functionality necessary to control the
demonstrator machine. Additionally, functions such as control of peripheral systems,
error detection and handling as well as monitoring and calibration routines have to be
provided. For reasons of robustness, a commercially available electronic control unit
(ECU) suitable for mobile applications is used as implementation target. This increases
the software’s complexity significantly. To ensure an efficient software development
process and to detect coding errors as early as possible, a Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL)
test bench is used, see figure 4.
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Figure 4: Basic structure of the used Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL) test bench
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Simulation models used before for algorithm development are modified to calculate in
real-time /14/. They emulate the machine behaviour while signal condition modules
integrate real hardware components such as ECUs, HMI and peripheral devices into the
simulation. Thus, the developed machine control software can be easily tested on the
real controller independently of the actual prototype machine.
By using test automation software the HiL test bench’s benefit can be further increased.
Once the test cases and the respective expected machine reactions are defined, new
versions of the machine control software can be tested automatically for errors and
changes in machine behaviour. Thus, a high level of maturity is ensured during the whole
software development process and the effort for error detection and correction during
commissioning of the prototype is reduced significantly.

4. Commissioning and testing
The aforementioned subsystems and the developed operating strategy were integrated
into a demonstrator vehicle. After commissioning of the individual subsystems and first
functional tests the machine was transferred to a gravel pit for testing and adjustment
under realistic conditions, figure 5.

Integration & assembly

Commissioning

Reference testing

Rollout & first tests

Machine adjustment

Figure 5: Integration, commissioning and testing of the „Green Wheel Loader“
The proof of the operating strategy’s functionality and its parameterisation under realistic
operating conditions are the basis for a sound evaluation of the developed drive and
control system. Therefore, professional machine operators regularly evaluated the
machines’ behaviour and controllability in order to ensure a practice-orientated machine
development. The adjustment activities focused on:
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·

Tuning of acceleration, deceleration and reversing characteristics

·

Tuning of traction force metering characteristics at low speeds

·

Tuning of the drive train’s behaviour during static and dynamic loading situations
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Tuning the machine’s acceleration and reversing characteristics as well as the system’s
behaviour during dynamic load situations posed the biggest challenges. Figure 6 shows
an exemplary measurement of a “pile penetration” load scenario. The operator
accelerates the wheel loader with full throttle at maximum acceleration towards the
gravel pile. Just before arriving at the obstacle’s base, he decelerates the machine before
penetrating the pile at a vehicle speed of 6 km/h. While filling the bucket, the operator
actuates all input devices to 100 %, despite the fact that the machine is already working
at its power limit. This happens subconsciously as the operator instinctively demands for
more power than there is available. The machine’s power management protects the
diesel engine from stalling, despite the operator input signals. This is especially crucial
at the moment of pile penetration. During the approach’s last phase the vehicle
decelerates, so the transmission capable of 4-quadrant operation recirculates energy.
As no other consumers have significant power demands at that point this excess energy
is dissipated by drag operation of the engine. The motor’s speed regulator reacts by
reducing the amount of fuel injected, which leads to lower exhaust output rate and
therefore lower charge-air pressure generated by the turbocharger. When hitting the pile,
the engine load increases instantaneously due to simultaneous actuation of all main
consumers. As charge-air pressure is low, the engine can only provide a fraction of its
nominal torque. The result is a drastic reduction of the engine speed. The power
management counteracts by reducing the subsystems set values by means of the signal
݂ௗ . The resulting load relief leads to a recovery of the engine speed, until the motor is

capable of bearing the whole load torque. During the filling process of the bucket, no
intervention of the power management is necessary; the engine operates at maximum
torque. Thus, reliable and speedy loading operation of the wheel loader can be ensured.
During testing operation, the challenge was to tune the power management for effective
engine stall protection in case of dynamic load situations. On the other hand, smaller
load peaks during non-critical situations should must not negatively influence the
vehicle’s operating behaviour.

5. Energetic analysis
5.1. Reference testing
To evaluate the energy saving potential of the developed drive and control system,
reference testing was done against a state-of-the-art machine (year of manufacture
2014) which already has an elaborate control strategy. Like the “Green Wheel Loader”,
the machine with an operating weight of 24 tons features a 220 kW engine that fulfils the
exhaust emission regulations of EU Stage 4 and US TIER 4 final. The travel drive
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consists of a hydrodynamic torque converter with lock-up clutch and a 4-speed power
shift transmission. By using the operating brakes for reversing instead of the torque
converter its fuel consumption is already reduced compared to other machines. For
implement actuation, two load-sensing pumps are used of which one also feeds the
steering circuit via a common priority valve.
For reference testing, both machines performed a short loading cycle under comparable
operating conditions, driven by experienced operators. Figure 7 shows the reference
test’s setup. Both machines transfer material from a pile of loose, homogenous material
to a location in a distance of 20 m. For each test, the cycle is repeated 30 times. The
ground is flat and consists of compacted raw gravel, which leads to relatively high driving
resistances and therefore high power demand of the travel drive.

20m

Figure 7: Setup for reference testing
Figure 8 shows the subsystems’ power demand and the vehicle speed and traction force
for two exemplary consecutive working cycles. The hybrid module was deactivated
during this test. Vehicle speed and traction force are calculated based on transmission
output speed and transmission-internal sensor signals, as direct measurement of these
values is not possible. The subsystems’ power demand is also calculated based on
subsystem-internal measurands and loss maps used before for system simulation, as it
was not possible to use torque measurement equipment.
Both operating cycles last for about 35 s, the average duration of all 30 cycles was 34,6 s.
This is comparable to conventional machines. The plot of the engine power ܲூா shows

that the machine operates at its power limit very frequently. During penetration of the pile
(phase 2), power consumption of travel and attachment drive is about equally high. The
power management manipulates the subsystems’ set values so the engine is kept
operating at maximum output power. Also during the machine’s acceleration (phase 1,

3, 4 and 5) the engine load rises to its maximum. Transmission-internal protection
mechanisms and the superordinated power management intervene to protect the drive
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train from overloading. This is especially crucial during phase 4, when the machine
accelerates to the unloading site and the implement with fully loaded bucket is lifted
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Figure 8: Measurement results of the reference testing
The distribution of the engine’s output power shows an accumulation between 160 and
200 kW, which emphasizes the high loading of the diesel engine. The time average over
all 30 load cycles is 120 kW or 60 % of maximum output power. The engine’s main
operating range is between 1000 to 1450 rpm at high torque, so energy is converted in
the range of motor’s highest efficiency.
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Both travel and implement drive feed power back to the drive train. During deceleration
of the vehicle, the negative power input of the travel drive rises up to 60 kW. However,
this phase only lasts for 1 – 2 s, so the transferred amount of energy is low. The
implement drive mainly recirculates power during unloading of the bucket. Over all 30
load cycles, 4 % of the engine’s output energy are recirculated to the drive shaft. The
majority is directly reused to power other subsystems, thus relieving the engine and
reducing fuel consumption. Only 1 % cannot be used otherwise and is available for
recuperation in the hybrid module. This operating condition only occurs during emptying
of the bucket over the unloading site, when travel and implement drive both recirculate
power and only auxiliary consumers absorb the excess torque. The engine is relieved
completely and the surplus power dissipates in drag losses.
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Figure 9: Comparison of engine operating points
The fuel consumption of both wheel loaders, reference and demonstrator vehicle, was
measured by weighting of external fuel reservoirs. In repeated measurements, the
“Green Wheel Loader” consumed 10 – 15 % less fuel than the reference machine with
regard to the moved mass of gravel. Figure 9 shows the engine operating points of both
machines was well as simulation results obtained in an early stage of the research
project /10/, /13/. Compared to the simulations the measurement results show deviations,
which are mainly due to the data basis used for system simulation. The reference
machine is considerably advanced compared to the configuration modelled in simulation.
Especially the different diesel engine with lower idle speed and higher torque as well as
the optimised torque converter configuration lead to an already significantly increased
fuel efficiency. Under consideration of these effects, the simulation results supplement
the experiments. The simulations show engine operations points at high engine speeds
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and medium to high torques. The reference machine converts the majority of energy at
significantly lower engine speeds, which already reduces fuel consumption significantly.
The “Green Wheel Loader’s” engine speed range is even lower. Together with the
recirculated energy used to relieve the engine this results in the measured fuel savings.

5.2. Impact of the hybrid system
Due to the wheel loader’s operating characteristics and the used efficient subsystems
capable of energy recirculation, the majority of the recirculated energy in the “Green
Wheel Loader’s” drive train is regenerated and directly absorbed by other consumers.
Only a small fraction of the engine output energy is available for recuperation in the
hybrid module. Due to the small amount of energy and the lossy conversion processes,
practically no energy is stored in the hybrid accumulator. Therefore, no additional power
is available to support the engine during phases of high loads. In order to provide boost
functionality increased machine performance, the necessary energy has to be supplied
by the diesel engine by actively loading the hybrid’s accumulator. Measurements showed
an increased machine performance due to the additional torque available. Especially
during phases of dynamic power demand, engine speed undershoots could be reduced
and more power was available for digging operation. The influence on the loading cycles’
duration is low, as acceleration and deceleration characteristics mainly depend on the
machine control’s tuning and transmission-internal boundaries. Therefore, a significant
increase of machine productivity is not to be expected. The increased machine
performance leads to a surplus in fuel consumption of 7 % compared to measurements
with deactivated hybrid, as besides the additionally necessary energy for filling the
hybrid’s accumulator significant losses occur during the multiple conversion processes.
Furthermore, the hybrid’s displacement unit causes drag and leakage losses, which
additionally strain the “Green Wheel Loader’s” drive train.
By opening the engine’s operating speed range to lower values, further fuel consumption
reduction is possible despite the hybrid’s additional losses. Lower engine speeds allow
for decreased fuel consumption, but dynamic load capacity and available torques also
deteriorate significantly. The hybrid module can compensate these functional deficits by
dynamically supporting the engine. Thus, the machine’s functionality and performance
are maintained while lowering fuel consumption. This approach was not part of the
current research project and has to be addressed in future activities.
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6. Conclusion and outlook
The joint research project “TEAM Green Wheel Loader” combines for the first time the
most promising drive concepts currently available for mobile machinery in an innovative
and energy efficient drive system. The drive system’s main consumers offer additional
degrees of freedom in control compared to conventional solutions and the capability of
energy recirculation. The developed operating strategy decouples the machine operator
from directly governing the engine and rather controls it based on the individual
subsystems’ demands.
Extensive testing of the demonstrator vehicle under realistic operating conditions in a
gravel pit proved the developed drive and control system’s functionality. Professional
machine operators regularly evaluated machines’ behaviour and controllability in order
to ensure a practice-orientated machine development. Compared to a state-of-the-art
series machine the “Green Wheel Loader” showed fuel savings of 10 – 15 % at the first
attempt in a short loading cycle. Due to the low amounts of recuperable energy available
in the load cycle, the parallel hybrid system could not contribute to the fuel savings.
With the “Green Wheel Loader, a functioning test vehicle is available for the evaluation
of innovative drive and control concepts for mobile machinery. The testing under realistic
operating conditions revealed continuative optimisation potential. Regarding the
subsystems’ hardware configuration, potential lies in the improvement of load stiffness
and dynamic behaviour. The operating strategy can be further enhances regarding
engine speed control and machine operability. By further improving the machine control
structure, the engine speed can be lowered while improving the load response
characteristic at the same time, thus enabling additional fuel savings.
The research and development project “TEAM – Development of Technologies for
Energy-saving Drives of Mobile Machinery” is funded by the German Federal Ministry of
Education and Research (BMBF) within the Framework Concept ”Research for
Tomorrow’s Production” and managed by the Project Management Agency
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Production and Manufacturing Technologies Division
(PTKA-PFT).
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Attachment drive
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Abstract
The high price of batteries in working machines with electric drives offer a potential for
investment in energy-saving hydraulic systems. The decentralized power network
opens up new approaches for hydraulic- and hybrid circuits. In addition, the regeneration of energy can be used at any point of the machine. For the example of an excavator arm drive with a double cylinder two compact hydraulic circuits are presented, which
relieve a central hydraulic system.
KEYWORDS:

e-drive excavator, hybrid hydraulic system, energy regeneration,
three areas cylinder drive, accumulator system

1. Introduction
The undeniable and physically justified advantages of hydraulic drives are the
unmatched power density, reliability and easy generation of linear movements. This
contrasts with still the disadvantage of poor system efficiency. The causes of this are
significant throttling losses that inevitably occur in a nearly incompressible medium at
any kind of flow resistance. The advantage of a simple hydraulic drive structure is
always connected to the disadvantage of large energy losses. Constant displacement
pumps for the construction of a constant pressure grid and throttle controls for sensitive
control and regulation of the drives are the main cause for the poor energy balance.
This technology has enormous, systemic losses and is not capable of regenerating
energy. The efficiency of hydraulic displacement units is, in many areas of the
efficiency diagram as well as that of e-drives. There are therefore many years’ efforts to
develop hydraulic controls without throttle losses. Hydrostatic transmissions have
proven themselves in practice for a long time in stationary applications with large
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driving power. However, once the linear drives are to be used in the form of differential
cylinders, it becomes difficult to connect the asymmetric flow rates of the consumer
with the balanced volume flow of the pump /2/, /4/.

1.1. State of the art
Compensation options with the help of hydro transformers or storage systems have
been found, but most of them are very expensive /6/, /8/. Other variants imply by
shifting pressure and hence flow pulses which are noticeable in the driving behavior
/3/, /5/. In stationary installations, the space advantage over a synchronous cylinder is
large enough to employ such solutions only with a stroke of several meters.
The path of digital hydraulics is an alternative for smaller drives, because the switching
dynamic even for bigger valves is increasing. Similar to a PWM signal in electrical
engineering, an analog signal of individual pulses is composed of variable width /7/, /5/.
Due to the complete opening of the valve most of the throttling losses are reduced.
However, it is to be expected with considerable noise, which is at higher power range
becoming a problem.

1.2. Mobile Hydraulic
An important field of hydraulics is mobile work machine industry, for example the in
large numbers produced construction machines. The demands in the part of the drive
technology are very high. The drives must not only be compact and powerful, but also
very robust and insensitive to contamination and shock loads. In lifting equipment of all
kinds high security requirements are valid. An accidental move of the load, for example
an uncontrolled lowering of the lifting device must be prevented in any case. This is
today ensured by load control valves or pipe rupture valves, but they cause additional
throttle losses in the power flow.
The classic drive concept of a construction machine consists of a central energy
source, the diesel engine and a central pressure supply unit, which may well consist of
several pumps of different type. All hydraulic consumer units are supplied with energy
by a constant-pressure system, and there are various ways of adapting the pressure
level to the needs of the highest loaded consumer (LS, NFC) /5/. Recent studies have
shown that it is energetically worthwhile to build a multi pressure network with
graduated pressure levels /1/, /9/. These systems can also be combined with
accumulator solutions.
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2. Battery electrical excavator
A completely new situation arises when the diesel drive is replaced with a batterypowered drive. Then a high-voltage electric power is available in the entire operating
device, which is even able to absorb large amounts of energy quickly in the case of
regeneration. Now every consumer can optionally be operated electrically, hydraulically
or as a hybrid. Each kind of drive solution can make sense based on the local
requirements in the machine. Today, these are still special solutions that are not
competitive in the breadth of applications. However, if energy prices increase again in
the future and if emission regulations become more restrictive, then the market
conditions will change in favor of these solutions. It is therefore today at the
development of technically robust and practicable solutions, to be ready for the
demands of the future.
One such example is a 16 t - excavator from the Japanese Takeuchi Company, which
has been rebuilt at the ETH Zurich under the guidance of the company SUNCAR HK
AG from a diesel drive to a battery-powered drive. The valuable construction space is
used optimally, because the diesel tank, the exhaust gas treatment, the exhaust
system and the diesel engine itself are not any longer necessary. Instead of these
components, a compact frequency-controlled electric motor is used. The hydraulic
system could be adopted without any change.
In the case of the excavator, the great weight of the batteries is not a disadvantage,
because they simply replace the classic counterweight. The advantages of such a
device are the "zero emissions" at the workplace, the low noise and a good and
dynamic controllability of all working movements. The first experiences show, that the
response of the electric motor is significantly faster and more sensitive. A pleasant,
quiet, zero emission and vibration-free working is possible now. The high battery price
today is the reason for substantially higher investment costs, that's why the market
penetration is still limited. Cost advantages for the E-excavator expect first
assessments after about seven or eight years, because of lower energy and
maintenance costs.
The efficiency of the frequency controlled permanent magnet axial flow motor is located
in many areas of the engine map by over 90% (Figure 1). Significant energy savings
result therefore in comparison to the diesel engine which has an efficiency of about
35% in maximum. At the same time the rectangular form of the characteristic field fits
much better to a hydraulic drive, because now the corner power can be exploited. In
addition, both components are able to regenerate energy.
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Figure 1: Characteristic curves of the axial flow motor
With this drive concept, a continuous operation time of six hours is possible. Even
without optimizing the hydraulic system. For a comprehensive eco balance also the
way of power generation is to be regarded. But as well the power generation cost of oil
is rising (deep water drilling, oil sand, fracking) and so a simple answer to this question
is not possible.

2.1. Energy management solutions
The energy management system can now be reconsidered and it begs the question:
What role can the hydraulic system play in such a device? The high battery costs
(>100‘000 CHF) justify a higher investment budget for energy-saving drive solutions.
The following scenarios are conceivable:
1. E - actuators replace the hydraulic drive
2. Hydraulic Stand-Alone Drives are used
3. Hydrostatic Drives are used
4. Hydro Transformers for linear actuators are used
5. Digital Hydraulic Drives for auxiliary equipment
6. Secondary controlled motors at constant pressure network
The use of an electro-mechanical linear drive in the excavator is severely limited. Their
low power density and the sensitivity to dirt and vibration are problematic. StandAlone Drives have the advantage that the power supply can be optimized for the
individual exposure of the consumer. A pressure reduce from a constant-pressure
network is not necessary and prevents losses. The individual pressure generation
caused a greater expenditure of components and is therefore a disadvantage.
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Hydrostatic Drives are useful for heavy-duty rotary actuators, such as the swivel drive
of the superstructure, and correspond to the state of the art. However, linear drives
require complex circuitry compensations and therefore often require too much construction space. The Hydraulic Transformer is a very smart way to adapt asymmetrical
consumers at a constant pressure network. So far, however, there are no such
components that have prevailed in the market.
The Digital Hydraulics is limited by the performance of switching valves. An increase in
the volume flow is possible by parallel connection of several valves. In fact thereby the
expenses for each drive increase significantly. The secondary control is an energeticcally interesting solution for rotary actuators at a constant pressure network. The separation of the motor part and pressure supply part, allows optimizing the pump drive
regardless of the demands of the consumer’s /1/. However, linear actuators cannot
work without additional components at a constant pressure network.

2.2. Regeneration
An important contribution to the efficiency improvement is the consistent use of energy
regeneration. Lifting devices offer potential energy and all braking processes kinetic
energy that can be used. Therefor compact and powerful energy storage devices are
required. A comparison of electrical, mechanical and hydraulic energy storage devices
shows that the classical hydraulic accumulator has very good results and works with
high efficiency (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Comparison of energy storage devices
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The braking energy of rotational movements of the superstructure, for example, can be
regenerated with a hydrostatic transmission to the e-power grid. It can however be recovered only half of the power, even if all components (hydraulic motor-hydraulic pump
-E-motor) have an individual efficiency of 90 %, because the energy flows thru the
whole chain of components in both directions. Nevertheless, the change makes sense,
since the central hydraulic system is relieved and also the efficiency is significantly
better than a throttle control.
The movement cycle of heavy excavator arm is a source of potential energy that
should be noted. Based on the information about the maximum load of the excavator
an overview of the load pressures can be calculated in the workspace (Figure 3 left
side). There are work points at which the maximum load pressure of 227bar is not
achieved, because the risk of tipping consists. The efficiency of a hydraulic throttle
control is proportional to the ratio of load pressure and the supply pressure of the
system. In an optimum control of the supply pump arises in looking at work space of
the excavator, an average efficiency of hydraulic control of 54% at full load. This also is
the maximum value achievable. The mean, mechanical drive power of the boom
cylinder is 30kW. The magnitude of renewable energy can be estimated by considering
the load pressures in the boom cylinder with a movement of the empty bucket (Figure 3
right side). The mean efficiency of the throttle control is lowered in this case to 23%. If
a lowering operation carried out with an empty bucket and maximum working speed,
which happens very often, so this corresponds to an average power of 12.7kW.

Figure 3: Maximum and Minimum load pressure in the boom cylinder
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The benefits of the change from a diesel engine to an e-drive show the energy flow
diagrams and the numerical example of the average power of the boom cylinder
(Figure 4). The need for power is reduced from 200kW diesel fuel to 77kW of electrical
power. At the same time it becomes clear that the throttling losses and the inability of
regeneration are the greatest potential for further savings.

Figure 4: Efficiency comparison without a possibility of power regeneration

3. Three areas hybrid circuit
A three areas hybrid circuit for tandem linear actuators with an area ratio of 0.5 and
with a large, static pressure load share (FL) has been developed (Figure 6). This
version combines many advantages of the already known solutions. The annular
spaces of the tandem cylinders will be connected and thus act as an area with one
pressure (pB). The servo fixed displacement pump (HP) is connected to these annular
chambers and a piston chamber and thus provides symmetrical area ratios. The third
piston area with pressure (pA1) can be connected to the pressure of the central
hydraulic source (p0), additionally (or exclusively) with an accumulator (SP) /10/. A feed
pressure (pmin) supply compensates the pump leakage and prevents cavitation. The
leak-free load holding at a standstill is achieved by switching valves. A separate
pressure relief valve is not necessary if the drive torque of the servo constant pump
(HP) is limited.
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Figure 6: Three areas hybrid circuit for tandem cylinder drives
E-motor and fixed displacement pump can also be overloaded in the short term, so that
the drive can also build train loads of approximately 20% of the pressure load and thus
a four-quadrant operation is possible. The servo constant pump (HP) is speed controlled substantially. Load changes or variations in pressure (p0) in the main circuit lead
to positional errors in the field of oil elasticity, which is in the range of millimeters. The
different pressure forces of the two cylinders are balanced by the massive mechanics
of the boom arms again. An uncontrolled lowering of the load is reliably prevented by
the redundancy of the drives, the blocking valves and the fact that the storage volume
of accumulator is limited.
The energy flow diagrams (Figure 7) show the efficiency improvement in the drive part
and in the regenerating part and the example of the power results in an efficiency
increase to over 50%. This efficiency may optionally increase with the use of a 20 l accumulator. Even if the storage volume takes over only 30% of the volume exchange,
the effect with an increase in efficiency to 60% is significant.
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Figure 7: Efficiency comparison with the possibility of power regeneration
For this circuit configuration, the following advantages, which are particularly important
for the lifting cylinder in an excavator, arise.
1. Compact cylinder with one piston rod
2. Flexible arrangement of the components
3. High safety level by redundant drives
4. All variants of hydrostatic drives are possible
5. Only one hydraulic motor unit without compensating elements
6. Only marketable hydraulic components are needed
7. Power regeneration in the electrical grid and/or with an accumulator
8. Least number of switching operations
9. Load distribution on hybrid drives
10. four-quadrant operation possibility
More advantages base on the connection to the Central hydraulics.
1. Flexible load distribution
2. Small, compact hydrostatic drive
3. Low installation space requirement near the cylinder
4. Easy and safe load holding at a standstill
5. Combination with multi pressure level systems is possible
6. Use of Load - Sensing possible
9. No throttling losses between central hydraulic and the cylinder control
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Another variant can be used as a substitute for the arm cylinder (Figure 8), or even as
a tandem unit, with balanced pressure conditions /11/, /12/, /13/, /14/. Disadvantage is
the higher cost of such a special cylinder. In the case of E-excavator a hydrostatic drive
with frequency controlled electric motor is particularly interesting. In return, high pressure hydraulic motors have the largest possible maximum speed, such as a bent axis
motor with up to 10’000 rev/min. The high speed reduces the required displacement
and thus the torque load on the electric motor. The entire unit is thereby very compact
and can easily be integrated near the cylinder.

Figure 8: Three areas hybrid circuit for single or tandem cylinder
An initial cost-benefit analysis has shown that only an optimized boom cylinder can
reduce the investment costs already at least 4.5% (5% with accumulator). The three
area hybrid circuit is saving money from first day. In the further course of the project,
such a drive is first constructed separately and examined on a test bench. In addition to
the interaction of the hydraulic and electrical components an optimal drive and control
concept has to be developed.

4. Summary
Disclosed is a three areas hybrid circuit, which has been specially optimized for lifting
tasks in a work machine. It combines the advantages of a symmetrical hydrostatic drive
with the advantages of a differential cylinder. The third piston area enables load
sharing between direct drive and a central hydraulic system.
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The direct drive may be a variable displacement pump, but also a fixed displacement
pump with a frequency controlled electric motor. This combination makes sense, if the
fixed displacement pump can run although the same high speed, the torque load of the
electric motor decreases and the drive is smaller and more compact. The corner power
can be exploited by two drive units and they are able to regenerate energy.
For the construction of the three areas hybrid circuit only marketable drive components
are required and the drive can be flexibly integrated in different drive concepts. Both
classical load sensing, as well as more recent approaches of a multi-level pressure
network are conceivable. The redundancy of drives leads to a very high, systemic
safety and reduces problems when starting up or when using numerous switching
valves in the power section.
This compact drive concept is suitable for many lifting drives, also in the stationary area
and the differential cylinder thus becomes a symmetrical consumer. The combination
with a constant pressure network, which compensated the static loads, simplifies the
control and allows optimizing the efficiency and the central drive.
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Abstract
Electro Hydrostatic Actuators (EHA) are emerging as a viable option for industrial
machine builders as the design combines the best of both electro-mechanical and
electro-hydraulic technologies. The EHA is a highly integrated, compact alternative to
traditional hydraulic solutions. Automation engineers moving toward electro-mechanical
actuation in pursuit of energy efficiency and environmental cleanliness, will find an EHA
an attractive option for high force density actuators.
This paper will address the factors to consider when assessing an industrial machine’s
application suitability for this latest innovation in actuation. It describes principal base
circuits, a concept for EHA building blocks and a realized pilot application as well as
challenges on actuator and components level.
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1. Introduction
An electro hydrostatic actuator (EHA) is a self-contained hydraulic actuation system
that integrates a cylinder, auxiliary valves, feedback unit, variable speed pump, servo
motor, electric drive and control electronics, into a compact unit requiring only an
electrical connection. The integration of separate components for classic hydraulic
actuation solutions along with the elimination of hoses and couplings are the readily
apparent differences from a traditional hydraulic solution. The pump, servo motor, and
servo drive are Moog building block products available in different variations and sizes
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which are combined with manifolds and a cylinder to create an integrated EHA that can
be customized in terms of speed, force, space requirements and functionality.

Figure 1: General layout of an EHA actuator
The EHA, as shown in Figure 1, converts energy from electric via hydraulic to
mechanical energy. An electric servo motor drives a bidirectional, variable speed pump
which is connected to the two chambers of a hydraulic cylinder. Depending on the
direction of the flow, the axis is extending or retracting. In contrast to the classic
hydraulic system, the power control is done by the motor/ pump unit. Varying the speed
of the pump means varying the flow and thus the velocity of a cylinder. The pressures
in the chambers are load-dependent. This enables the electro-hydrostatic actuator to
use energy most efficiently and deliver power on demand (see Figure 1, Table 1).

Energy Efficiency
Environmental Cleanliness
Low Noise Emission
High Forces
No Backlash

EM

EH

EHA

;
;
;
:
:

:
:
:
;
;

;
;
;
;
;

Table 1: Benefits of actuation technologies
Due to the energy efficiency of the system, the hydraulic oil absorbs little heat. Heating
is typically in the range of only 40°C to 60°C in a n environment of 25°C. Convection
cooling of the hydrostatic gearbox is usually sufficient for an electro-hydrostatic
actuator. This allows designers to build compact, modular units with a self contained
hydraulic system. The oil of such an actuator ages very little and does not usually need
to be changed during the entire lifetime of the system. The design of an EHA axis is
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highly flexible, various layouts are possible and it can be adjusted to carry out fail-safe
options. Serial movements of several axes supplied from a single pump are also
feasible.
Machine builders, who are seeking a transition to an all electric machine actuation
solution, should evaluate the EHA for a number of compelling reasons. For those
motion control axes that require higher forces or large gearbox ratios the EHA concept
offers significant benefits. Furthermore, machine builders will benefit from the allelectric interface.

2. Base functionality
Hydrostatic actuators are currently used in mobile and aircraft applications. The
motivation to use the technology is similar to the benefits mentioned in Table 1.
Additional arguments like compactness and light weight are crucial in these
applications. Generally, there are four characteristic base circuits for EHA's. Application
and customer specific solutions can be simplified to these circuits, see Figure 2.

Figure 2: Characteristic base circuits for EHA's
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The simplest system layout for an electro hydrostatic actuator can be done for a
balanced cylinder. For unbalanced cylinders the unequal flows of the two cylinder
chambers have to be compensated. A typical solution for the compensation of the non
equal flows QA and QB, is the use of two pumps as shown in Figure 2. This
compensation circuit is well known from the literature and established as a standard
solution in many applications. The use of a customized 3-port pump is a smart solution,
which allows a reduction of components and therefore a reduction of system costs.
Such a pump design is currently in development.
In all hydrostatic transmissions the internal and external leakages of the components,
especially the pump and the cylinder can be compensated by two different approaches.
Either via a small auxiliary supply unit or via a pump housing connection to the pre
pressure path. In both cases a low pressure accumulator is used to pre pressurize the
hydrostatic gearbox. A supply unit in combination with an open tank allows a complete
decompression of the system for maintenance, service operations, fail-safe or during
emergency stop. Furthermore the supply unit can be used to realize a centralized
filtering and cooling. Usually this approach is used in applications where more than two
EHA axes are used and the distance between the axes slightly small.
On the other hand an accumulator with a pre charged reservoir changes the actuator
into a completely closed system. Such a totally closed system with an accumulator as a
reservoir allows the use of the actuator in clean room applications. In parallel these
systems define a line replaceable unit, which could be easily and quickly changed in
the field. Service or maintenance tasks, which require an opening and decompression
of the system, imply a bleeding and pre charging of the system.

3. Concept of building blocks
Leveraging a combination of engineering skills in hydraulics, electric servo drives and
brushless servo motor design Moog formulated an EHA that is suitable for the industrial
automation market requirements relative to costs, environmental certification, and
connectivity. The continual price decline in power electronics and servo motors has
played a role in enabling the Moog engineering group to develop an EHA that is ideally
suited for many industrial applications. EHAs are now at a price point where they are a
competitive alternative to traditional (valve controlled) hydraulic solutions. Factoring in
the elimination of hydraulic plumbing, auxiliary pumps, servo valves, and the ongoing
maintenance of filters and valves the EHA provides a significant value proposition. The
self contained systems approach translates into much higher reliability as failure and
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maintenance associated with individual components of a traditional electro-hydraulic
solutions are mitigated, if not eliminated altogether.
To make the EHA system accessible to more applications, Moog is adopting a modular
approach combining standard building blocks such as servo drives and a servo
motor/pump combination in typical sizes with a manifold and cylinder that will be
customized to the exact needs of the application. This will improve the time to market
and reduce the engineering and sizing efforts for machine builders to incorporate this
technology in new generation machines, see Figure 3.
This concept allows a customer and application specific scope of supply. It ensures a
high flexibility in terms of functionality, pressure/flow or force/velocity needs,
mechanical interface and envelope requirements. The customer interface can be freely
selected; existing infrastructure equipment can be used further.

Figure 3: Moog range of “EHA ready” standard and customized building blocks
The standard building blocks components (Figure 3, left) are evaluated and field
proven for many years. These components are adapted to the specific requirements in
an EHA. For example, the pump housing, the pump interface and the motor direct
connection has been adapted. Base pump technology is a radial piston engine. In
addition to high efficiency and low noise behavior, this engine allows the 4 quadrant
operation. These are features of prime importance. On the other hand a two gears
hydrostatic transmission can be realized via the “Dual Displacement” pump adjustment
very easy.
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4. Applications and Challenges
4.1. Deep Drawing Press
Moog worked with the Fluid Power Institute of Dresden University to incorporate the
EHA technology on a Die Cushion Press so it could be objectively compared to a
traditional servo control system using servo valves. The objective of this project was an
improved energy efficiency of the system with the same dynamic performance as
known from the original, classic system architecture.
The conventional system was a hydraulic press machine and the architecture for the
die cushion actuation was four separate cylinders, each controlled via servo valves. All
of these four axes were supplied by a variable displacement pump. Next an EHA
system was installed for each cylinder in the die cushion including a servo electric
motor connected with a radial piston pump. All of the four axes were connected with an
accumulator to support the low pressure level. During the deep drawing process the
servo motor/pump unit was acting in generator mode. Via the servo drive, it was
possible to provide the recovered energy from the die cushion to the ram actuator, see
Figure 4.

Figure 4: Deep drawing press layout using EHA for die cushion /2/
Energy savings during a complete machine cycle of approximately 30% could be
achieved during tests while maintaining comparable dynamics and pressure control
functionality. An improved energy efficiency of 30% provided by the EHA solution is a
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significant improvement especially considering the large amount of energy consumed
by this type of machine in a single year. An additional advantage is the substantial
reduction or even substitution of oil cooling due to elimination of throttle losses.

Figure 5: Energy efficiency of the test machine equipped with EHA /2/

Figure 6: Plot of die cushion cycle /2/
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This test suggests EHA technology is a viable alternative motion control system from a
performance standpoint with the advantage of impressive energy efficiency; see
Figure 5 and Figure 6.
To evaluate whether an EHA is suitable for a machine control application requires both
an economic and performance assessment. As mentioned earlier, from a black box
perspective an EHA functions equivalently to an EM solution. Thus, from the
automation controller (PLC in most cases) perspective the interfaces are all identical
where motion profiles are all planned through digital interfaces. With that in mind, there
are two scenarios that characterize the ideal application for an EHA.
1. Electro-mechanical machine conversions that need the force capability or power
density of hydraulics for a small number of axes e.g. injection molding machines.
2. All hydraulic machines e.g. presses, rolling mills or steam turbines.
Machines that require a relatively small number of hydraulic axes are generally
excellent candidates for EHA.

4.2. Challenges on actuator level
The unsymmetrical flow in and out of the two chambers of an unbalanced cylinder, as
shown in Figure 2, effects a significant increase of the pressure in the low pressure
reservoir by retracting the axis. The displaced volume out of the piston chamber of the
actuator must be covered by an appropriately sized accumulator. This leads to an
unintentional sizing of the low pressure accumulator in case of extremely unbalanced
area ratios of the actuator.
A system layout with pre pressurized accumulators, as shown in the right column of
Figure 2, ensures that the system is pressurized at all times. This characteristic
requires additional efforts in the design and the maintenance of the system. Additional
safety valves should be added in the flow paths between actuator and pump to avoid
an unintentional movement of the axis.
A field service in the hydraulic system requires a decompression of the hydraulic lines.
After the service the system must be pre charged and bleeded. Therefore a special,
field suitable filling and bleeding unit is necessary.
Filtration and cooling of the fluid could be easily implemented in a system architecture
according to the left column of Figure 2. The design with an open tank allows easy
implementation of additional filtration and cooling unit.
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4.3. Requirements at component level
There are additional requirements for components, which are used in hydrostatic
transmissions actuators:
•

The transmission pump must be designed for a 4 quadrant operation, which
means, two directions to turn the pump and torque and speed in the same and
in the opposite direction. This requirement is an obstacle for certain design
concepts of the pump. Here a radial piston pump has been selected. This pump
principle allows an easy implementation of bidirectional flow and torque – in
other words: this pump is able to operate in pump and motor mode.

•

Parallel pressure hold phases in the duty cycle of the machine represent a
challenge for the pump or in general for the design concept of the pump. In
pressure hold mode, the torque is high and the flow low or close to zero. Only
the internal (pump) and external (cylinder) leakages have to be compensated.
Piston pumps are more suited for this load cycles due to the option of using an
additional leakage port. This allows heat dissipation out of the power harness.

•

In comparison to valve controlled actuators, pump controlled actuators are
characterized by an unsteady flow, especially in the range of small or very small
flows (< 5% of the rated flow). This flow pulsation is based on the respective
design concept of the pump. The high bandwidth of the speed loop of the servo
motor allows a compensation of this unintentional unsteady flow characteristic.

•

The pressure gain of the pump is determined by the geometric design
parameters, especially the control joint. In this application the pump shows high
pressure gain like it is know from zero lapped servo valves. Here the accuracy
of the position control of the hydrostatic axis is similar to valve controlled
hydraulic actuation systems.

5. Summary and Conclusion
This paper shows that Electro Hydrostatic Actuators represent a class of actuators
which combine the advantages of classical electro hydraulic actuators and electro
mechanical actuators to provide easy and cost efficient implementation, energy
efficiency, and control performance. Of particular note is that the required high dynamic
performance can be implemented with a significant reduction of energy consumption.
To make the EHA system accessible to more applications, a modular approach
combining standard building blocks and customized manifolds and cylinders was
developed to meet the exact needs of the applications. Several critical and limiting
topics have been discussed and solutions have been demonstrated.
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Abstract
The Pressure Impulse test-rig uses the principal energetic advantages of displacementcontrolled systems versus valve-controlled systems. The use of digital-control
technology enables a high dynamic in the pressure curve, according to the requirements
of ISO6605. Accumulators, along with inertia, make energy recovery possible, as well
as, enabling the compression energy to be re-used. As a result of this, there is a drastic
reduction in operating costs. A simulation of the system before starting the project allows
the development risks to be calculated and the physically achievable performance limits
to be shown.
KEYWORDS:
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1. Mission
Fittings for hydraulic systems must be subjected to extensive testing before introducing
them onto the market. In order to ensure the fatigue strength of the fittings, the Pressure
Impulse test rig can be used, which is modelled using DIN EN ISO 19879, along with the
pressure profile of ISO 6605. The test specimens will undergo 1 x 106 load cycles and
be subjected to a test pressure of 1,33, yield pressure, which, without interference, lasts
12 days. Due to the large variety of fittings that exists, the test-rig would be in continuous
operation. A reduction of power by one kW reduces the operating costs (based 2015)
annually by approximately 2.500 EUR.
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The task is to find a concept and implement this concept into the testing of the fittings
while consuming the least amount of energy possible. The demands on the dynamics of
the pressure profile are very high. The pressure curve, see Figure 1, must not exceed A
and must approach into a tight tolerance zone at B.

Figure 1: Test Zyklus nach ISO 6605

2. Concept
The energy required for compression to a desired pressure level is derived from the
rigidity of the fluid medium and the elasticity of the pressure chamber. The increase of
volume due to the expansion of the test specimen is proportional to the intake of
compressed oil within a single digit percentage range. The proportion can be altered, if
other variations of test specimen are used, as provided in the standard.
Taking into account the pressure-dependent compressibility results, Figure 2 shows the
pressure and the compression energy. The compression energy is determined using
corresponding equation 1.

(1)
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For example, if a test pressure of 100 MPa is required, and a per-liter test volume of
approximately Ec = 2,5 kJ of compression energy applied, this correlates to a volume of
Vc = 0,057 liters.

Figure 2: Pressure and Compression Energy
The compression energy in the test medium will be delivered by way of a pressure
intensifier. The pressure intensifier consists of a high-pressure surface, a driving part
(Working Cylinder) with two identical surfaces, each being twice as large as the highpressure surface (A), and a counter-pressure part with triple the surface area, see
Figure 3.
This incrementation of the surfaces allows the operation to work in such a way that when
half of the test pressure is applied, the drive part must not exert a pressure difference
when the back pressure is set to 1/6 the test pressure. In the end position the drive
member requires a pressure difference, which is only one quarter of the test pressure.
Comparing the control of such a pressure intensifier equipped with a 4/3-way valve (pilot
valve), which is driven by a quick variable-displacement pump, the following picture
emerges.
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In the control valve concept, a constant supply pressure of 3/2 the maximum load
pressure is required in order to reach the required dynamic behavior. The supply amount
withdrawn equates to two strokes per cycle.

Figure 3: Area and Pressure Concept
In the example where test pressure p = 100 MPa and the compression volume, results
Vc = 0,057 l in an energy Ev from

(2)

per cycle. Now, imagine the theoretical efficiency as a ratio of the quantity of energy
removed per cycle to the amount of compression energy, which produces a result of less
than 30. Without the counter cylinder, twice the amount of energy is to be expended and
the efficiency is less than 15%. Assuming a linear increasing of the pressure versus the
stroke the efficiency is exactly 1/3 or 1/6.
Respectively, when the controlled-displacement system is the only driving power, which
is actually necessary, there are no control-related throttling losses. The use of a pump in
a closed circuit offers the advantage that a symmetrical operation is possible /1/. The
counter cylinder, with its energy saving abilities, takes over nearly 75% of the energy
expenditure is transferred, see Figure 4.
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With the same rotational direction and the same pivot angle of the transition from the
pumps, the motor operates automatically as soon as the pressure difference on the
working cylinder changes sign.
In the differential pressure vs. flow-rate chart the axial piston unit works in 4-quadrant
operation, while the speed-torque diagram works in 2-quadrant operation.

Figure 4: Concept with Energy Recovery
Losses in this set-up emerge from the valve controlled displacement system, the
efficiency of the pump and the resulting, necessary, purging of the closed circuit, which
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in the case of the test rig, accounts for approximately 250J per cycle on the actuating
system, thus, approximately 10% of the compression energy.
Therefore, the energy can be used from the compression volume later, however, it must
be stored for a short time. For this purpose, the mass moment of inertia of the axial piston
unit is increased by a flywheel. Due to the rotational energy increasing quadratically with
the rotational speed, a rotational pump speed of approximately 3000U/min is suggested.
The high base speed translates to only a small change in speed during intake or release
of the compression energy. The mass moment of inertia, 2kgm², is selected in order to
keep the change in speed at approximately 2%.
The test medium will not be replaced, because the compression and decompression
takes place virtually without loss. A flushing of the closed drive circuit is necessary in
order to purge the power losses of the axial piston and the pressure intensifier. The purge
will be completed depending on the temperature, via a control valve, which operates
parallel to the adjustment unit.

3. Validation
It is necessary to examine whether the developed concept is feasible with the
components currently available. To this end, some questions must be answered, which
was carried out through the use of simulation tools.
!

Using this concept, are the required dynamics in the pressure profile of the
ISO6605 achievable when standard market components are used?

!

What requirements must the control system of the axial piston meet?

!

What control strategy is required for this task and is this technology available?

!

What losses are to be expected and should the flushing system be implemented?

!

What are the physical limitations?

Answers to these questions have delivered an extensive and thorough simulation of the
hydraulic system, see Figure 5. The software MATLAB/Simulink® was used for the
simulation. The components could be well parameterized, because the necessary details
about their internal construction is provided by the manufacturers. A reference cycle was
initially used for the simulation (100MPa, 1 Liter test volume, 1Hz), in order to determine
the appropriate components. It could then be explained, if, with these components, other
test pressures, frequencies and volumes can be realized.
Arrangements using different volumetric displacements and pressure intensifiers with
different stroke-area ratios have been investigated. The size of the adjustments were
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determined in such a way that the pivoting angle in the reference cycle assumes a value
of up to 50%. Smaller values result in poor efficiency and higher values offer too little
reserve capacity with the use of larger test volumes. Use finds an A4VSG40 (swash plate
with 40cm³) axial piston with servo-hydraulic adjustment, as described in secondarycontrolled drives, is used. The control system is highly dynamic (30ms 0-100%) and
designed for continuous operation.

Figure 5: Results of Simulation
The design of the pressure intensifier is simple. The idea is to make the stroke as large
as necessary and as small as possible. A very short stroke results due to the lack of
lubrication and rapid seal wear. Also, an unnecessarily long stroke increases the piston
speed, which is disadvantageous for the pressure intensifier and also creates
unnecessary stress on the seals. By choosing a diameter of 40mm and 70mm and a
stroke of 100mm a compromise was made, which resulted in a piston speed of less than
1m/s.
After the simulation of the hydraulic system, different control strategies were investigated
and later modelled. It quickly became apparent that a subordinate swivel angle controller
is required and that a direct connection of reference signals makes sense. The required
control performance could be reached in the simulation. Another refinement was carried
out on the test-rig itself as part of the start-up procedure.
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To design of the purge system, it was important to estimate the hydraulic losses. For this
purpose, power losses have been calculated in the model, resulting from the leakage
and friction of the components.
The sum of these losses must be compensated by the power of the drive motor and must
be discharged by the purging system. It turned out that the results of the performance
calculation are very sensitive to the parameterization. This is understandable because,
in a system with no basic losses, a small change in leakage values can greatly affect the
heat balance. For safety reasons, and considering that a large electric motor at partial
load still has good efficiency, it is the driving power and thus, the cooling capacity, has
been dimensioned generously.
Once the concept was validated through the simulation and the availability of the
necessary components was assured, the actual construction could begin.

4. Design
The starting point of the design was the flywheel, which stores energy. It was designed
with a rotational inertia of 2 kgm² and rotates at 3000U/min. The flywheel is designed
with a fit tolerance and is assembled by way of a flange on a shaft, see Figure 6. The
shaft is mounted in a standard spindle ball bearing assembly, as would be found in the
machine tool industry. The bearing is greatly oversized and in normal operation has a
virtually unlimited service life. In case of accidental movement of the entire test rig (i.e.
with a forklift) the bearings can hereby absorb the resulting rotational moments.
The connection between the pump-shaft and flywheel is exposed to a permanent
torsional stress. The internal teeth of the flywheel have been manufactured with tighter
tolerances, as provided by DIN5980, and forms an essentially backlash-free connection.
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Figure 6: Pump with Flyweel and Motor
The pressure intensifier relies on proven principles. The piston rod of the high-pressure
part, the rod of the driving part and the drive piston are firmly joined together and work
as a single unit. As a result, a high accuracy is achieved, which demonstrates that the
radial forces in the bearing points is reduced, which is necessary for continuous
operation.

5. Control System
The controlled variable of the system is the amount of pressure in the test volume, which
is detected through two independent sensors. One sensor is used to regulate the system
and the second sensor is used for measuring the system. The target pressure curve has
been generated from the cycle in Figure 1 accordingly and in Figure 7 the optimization
strategy is shown. Through the use of the tolerance field it is possible to shape the
transition of the pressure curve in such a way that the theoretically required accelerations
of the control system are limited. This skillful preparation contributes by preventing highfrequency stimulation, which results in very quiet and smooth machine operation.
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Figure 7: Reference Variable Preparation
The reference variable is transmitted to the controller with a delay, making it possible to
give a dynamic reference variable intrusion on the controller directly over the pump
positioning system. This leads to notably better tracking behavior in regard to fast
changes.
The output of the pressure regulator is scaled with the measured stiffness. The stiffness
depends greatly on the test volume. The stiffness is recalculated after each cycle using
the average quotient of the derivations of the path and pressure with respect to time.
This yields a stable process regardless of the pressure level and the working position of
pressure intensifier.
A leakage compensation is provided to avoid increasing of the integrator output during
the holding phases of the cycle.
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The scaled output of the pressure regulator, together with the leakage compensation and
the reference variable implementation (dynamic intrusion), is used as a set-point for the
position-control-system.
Since the displacement system has integration properties /3/, the underlying system will
now be controlled by using a simple P-controller. It makes the system behavior to a first
order lag element /2/.
In order to prevent striking of the adjusting piston in the end positions, the actuating
signal is limited to the servo valve on either side when it nears the end position.
The realized control structure, see Figure 8, in this test-rig can be robustly
parameterized and show, during operation, a very good and stable behavior independent
of the connected test volume.

Figure 8: Controller Structure of the Test-Rig

6. Results
The realized test-rig concepts show that a considerable saving potential can be tapped
by using a combination of hydraulic displacement systems and digital control technology.
Wherever valve controls are in use, it is worth analyzing whether an alternative hydraulic
control system is possible. With the ever increasing cost of energy, it is worth taking into
consideration, a one-time investment in order to decrease operating costs in the future.
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In conclusion, it can be said that the absence of a valve control system will not result in
the impairment of the test-rig control, see Figure 9. The automatic adaptation of the
adjustment control system to the current testing condition can significantly increased the
operating experience. The complete test-rig is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 9: Measurement at the Test-Rig

Figure 10: Test-Rig Overview
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Abstract
The focus of the present contribution is hydraulic energy recovery by means of hydropneumatic multi-chamber accumulators. A simulation study is presented comparing two
different multi-chamber accumulator concepts for energy recovery in an exemplary load
case involving a forklift mast. The first concept is based on the “Double Piston
Accumulator” /1/. It is compared to the so-called “Digital Accumulator” /2/. Both
similarities and differences of the two concepts are discussed in the presentation.
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Abstract
In the current study a variable speed pump controlled hydrostatic circuit where an
underlapped shuttle valve is utilized to compensate the unequal flow rate of a single
rod actuator is analyzed. Parameters of the shuttle valve are included in the system
analysis, rather than treating it as an ideal switching element as handled in literature. A
linearized model of the system is obtained. An inverse kinematic model, which
calculates the required pump drive speed for a desired actuator speed and given pilot
pressure input, is formed. A numerical stability analysis program is developed, and the
stability of all possible shuttle valve spool positons is determined. The theoretical
findings are validated by non-linear simulation model responses.
KEYWORDS:

EHA, shuttle valve, single rod, hydrostatic, stability

1. Introduction
The electro hydrostatic actuator (EHA) refers to an integrated electric and hydraulic
system, where an electric motor driven bi-directional pump is directly connected to the
two chambers of a hydraulic cylinder. EHA systems are first developed by aerospace
industry with regard to “the more electric aircraft” concept, which aims to eliminate the
central hydraulic supply system limitation, proposes a localized control and power
transmission by electric cable instead of hydraulic hoses. The EHA combines the
advantages of electro-hydraulic and electro-mechanical systems. The compact and
direct driven EHA provides high forces without mechanical gearing, enables flexible
motion control and is energy efficient since it delivers power on demand. Recent years
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new products are introduced in the market, and EHA seems to move into machine
industry, especially for low power applications.
The single-rod actuator is a challenge for the hydrostatic systems due to its
asymmetric structure. There exist unequal flow rates at the two ports of the actuator, as
shown in Figure 1. Therefore, either a deficient or excess flow rate is always formed in
the closed circuit, corresponding to the difference between the swept fluid volumes by
piston areas of the cap and rod sides. The unequal flow rate is named as “differential
flow” and is formulated as follows.
߂ ݍൌ ሺͳ െ ߙሻݒܣ

(1)

where, ߙ  אሺͲǡͳሻis the ratio of piston areas of the rod side and the cap side of the

actuator, and  ܣis the piston area of the cap side.

Figure 1 Differential Flow Rate Compensation, (a) pilot operated check valves, (b)
closed center shuttle valve
There exists several solutions for the differential flow compensation problem: use of
secondary pump [1], [2], use of hydraulic transformer [3], use of 3-port (asymmetric
pump) [4], [5]. On the other hand the circuit solutions that utilize a single (conventional
two-port) pump are limited. The conceptual solution with single used pump is shown in
the right side of Figure 1. A hydraulic accumulator, treated as a source/sink,
compensates the differential flow rate, ȟݍ, over some connection components. In
literature mainly two different connection components are proposed: (i) pilot operated
check valves, (ii) shuttle valves. Rahmfeld and Ivantsysnova proposed the usage of
two pilot operated check valves, as shown Figure 1 (a), and is theoretically investigated
and implemented [6], [7]. A 3/2 shuttle valve is proposed by Hewet in a patent
application [8]. This principle is further exploited by Wang et. al. and Michel et. al. with
the use of 3/3 internal pilot operated closed center shuttle valve, as shown Figure 1 (b)
[9], [10]. The two valve solutions suffer from undesired and uncontrolled pressure and
velocity oscillations, which are named as pump mode switching [11], or system internal
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instability [9]. In order to eliminate the instability, Wang et. al. proposed to include two
additional 2/2 flow control valves, whose switching’s are determined by an inner loop
controller according to the chamber pressure feedback, Figure 1 (b) [9]. In the current
literature, the studies related with the pump stability, commonly neglect the valve
dynamics and treat the shuttle valve as an “ideal switching element”. Consequently, the
pump controlled system is modeled as a combination of two stable linear systems
switching according to a critical load value, [11], [12], [13].
In our previous study, the stability problem is investigated by considering the shuttle
valve parameters, in which both theoretically and experimentally it is shown that the
underlapped valve provides a stable operation region up to certain retraction speeds
[14]. In the scope of this paper, the stability analysis made in [14], is further extended
by considering the circular orifice geometry on the shuttle valve sleeve and by
considering the shuttle valve dynamics rather than defining a static relation between
chamber pressures and spool position. Furthermore, the transformer ratio in between
the actuator and pump drive speed is obtained by a kinematic model. An inverse
kinematic model, which calculates the required pump drive speed for a desired actuator
speed and given pilot pressure input, is formed. By using the linearize system model
and inverse kinematic model, a numerical stability analysis program is developed, and
the stability of all possible shuttle valve spool positons is determined.

Figure 2 The Developed Single Rod Electro Hydrostatic Actuator (EHA)

2. The Single Rod Electro Hydrostatic Actuator
The single rod electro-hydrostatic actuator (EHA), together with its hydraulic circuit is
shown in Figure 2. An internal coupling (ICM) servo motor (1) regulates the drive
speed of a fixed displacement internal gear pump (2). The two ports of the pump are
directly connected to the single rod actuator (5), over the hydraulic manifold. The
hydraulic accumulator (4) compensates the differential flow rate over the internal pilot
operated 3-way, 3-position, underlapped shuttle valve (3). The shuttle valve has 3-ports
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where, the ports A and B are connected to the cap and rod side of the actuator,
respectively, and the remaining port C is connected to the accumulator. Furthermore,
two back to back connected check valves (6) and pressure relief valves (7) are utilized
to prevent cavitation and limit operating pressure, respectively. All the hydraulic valve
components are of cartridge type and are implemented inside the hydraulic manifold.

3. Shuttle Valve Model
The cartridge type internal pilot operated shuttle valve is shown in the bottom-right of
Figure 3. It consists of a spool, centering spring, sleeve and a valve heading. The
valve spool dynamics is modelled by and equivalent time constant, ܶ௦ , as follows.


ܶ௦ ݕሶ௦  ݕ௦ ൌ ೞ ή ݂௦ ሺȟܲ ሻ
ೞ

(2)

where, ݕ௦ is the spool positions, ܣ௦ is the pilot pressure sensitive area of the spool, ݇௦

is the stiffness of the centering spring. The function ݂௦ ሺ߂ܲ ሻ represents the net

pressure acting on the valve spool, and ȟܲ represents the effective pilot pressure on

the two sides of the spool, ȟܲ ൌ ܲ െ ܲ , which is determined by the cap and rod side
chamber pressures, ܲ and ܲ , respectively. The spool starts to move when, the pilot

pressure is greater than the valve cracking pressure, ȁȟܲ ȁ  ܲ௦ . Therefore, the net

pressure function is defined as ݂௦ ሺήሻ ൌ Ͳ if ȁȟܲ ȁ  ܲ௦ , and is ݂௦ ሺήሻ ൌ ȟܲ െ ܲ௦ ή

݊݃ݏሺȟܲ ሻ if ȁȟܲ ȁ  ܲ௦ , According to the positive directions definitions given in

Figure 3, the orifice openings, ݑ௩ and ݑ௩ are related with the spool position ݕ௦ as
follows.

ݑ௩ ൌ ݑ௩ െ ݕ௦

(3)

ݑ௩ ൌ ݑ௩  ݕ௦

(4)

where, ݑ௩ is the orifice pre-opening and the spool position, ݕ௦ is physically limited with

ݕ௦ಾೌೣǡಾ ൌ േሺݑ௩ெ௫ െ ݑ௩ ሻ. The shuttle valve flow rate is defined as follows.
ܳ௩ ൌ ܩ௩ ሺݑ௩ ሻඥȁ߂ܲȁ݊݃ݏሺ߂ܲሻ

(5)

where, ܩ௩ is the hydraulic conductance, ȟܲ is the relative chamber pressure w.r.t the

hydraulic accumulator pressure, ܲ , i.e. ȟܲ ൌ ܲ െ ܲ . The hydraulic conductance is

function of orifice opening ݑ௩ or ݑ௩ , and is defined as follows.
ଶ
ఘ

ଵ

ܩ௩ ሺݑ௩ ሻ ൌ ܥௗ ට ή  ݊ ଶ ݎଶ ൣʹߠ௩ ሺݑ௩ ሻ െ ൫ʹߠ௩ ሺݑ௩ ሻ൯൧

(6)
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where, ܥௗ is the discharge coefficient, ߩ is the fluid density, ݎ is the hole radius, ݊ is

the number of holes on the valve sleeve and ߠ௩ is the angle as shown in Figure 3, and

defined as follows.

ଶ

ߠ௩ ሺݑ௩ ሻ ൌ ܽ ʹ݊ܽݐ൭ටݎଶ െ หݎ െ ݑ௩  ห ǡ ሺݎ െ ݑ௩ ሻ൱

(7)

By using the parameters given in Table 1, the position of the shuttle valve spool ݕ௦ ,

together with the orifice openings ݑ௩ ǡ ݑ௩ , are plotted w.r.t. pilot pressure ȟܲ as

shown in Figure 4 (b). It is seen that the orifice openings, therefore, hydraulic

conductance’s are constant, ܩ௩ ሺݑ௩ெ௫ ሻ ൌ ܩ௩ெ௫ and ܩ௩ ሺݑ௩ ሻ ൌ ܩ௩ , for the saturated

and centered spool positions, corresponding the pressure intervals ȁȟܲ ȁ  ܲ௨ெ௫ ,
where, ܲ௨ெ௫ ൌ ܲ௦  ሺݑ௩ெ௫ െ ݑ௩ ሻ݇௦ Ȁܣ௦ , and ȁȟܲ ȁ  ܲ௦ , the respectively.

Figure 3 Free body of the EHA model (left), orifice area model and shuttle valve
components (right)

4. Load Pressure State and Critical Region
The shuttle valve position is determined by the external load, ܨ , acting on the actuator,
which is proportional to load pressure state, ܨ ൎ ܲܣ , as defined follows.
ܲ ൌ ܲ െ ߙܲ

(8)

In Figure 4 (a), the three possible circuit configurations based on the shuttle valve
positions are shown; namely, the accumulator is connected to (i) cap-side (ii) both cap
and rod side (iii) rod-side chamber. The intermediate region corresponds to either
centered or partially opened spool positions, and is defined as critical region. Its
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location is determined by the accumulator pressure as ܲ  ൌ ܲ െ ߙܲ ൌ ሺͳ െ ߙሻܲ .

The size of this region is mainly determined by shuttle valve cracking pressure.

Considering the condition ܲ  ܲ  ܲ௨ , where ܲ௨ ൌ ܲ௦  ݑ௩ ή ݇௦ Ȁܣ௦ , which is
required by the 3rd circuit configuration, and assuming ܲ ؆ ܲ and inserting into (8), the

upper limit of the critical region is roughly determined as ܲଵ ൎ ܲ  ܲ௨ . Following a
similar procedure, the lower limit is roughly defined by ܲଵ ൎ ܲ െ ߙܲ௨.
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Figure 4 (a) Possible Hydraulic Circuit Configurations, (b) Orifice Openings

5. Linearized Mathematical Model
In the linearized mathematical model of the system, the pump is treated as an ideal
flow rate source. Furthermore, pressure dynamics of the hydraulic accumulator,ߜܲ ൌ Ͳ

and the transmission line losses are neglected. The transmission line volumes together

with the dead volumes are lumped into the actuator chambers, and the mass of the
circulating fluid is lumped into the moving mass of the actuator. The equation of motion
of the actuator, in terms of state variations, is written as follows.
݉ߜݒሶ  ܾߜݒ  ܨ ൌ ܣሺܲ െ ߙܲ ሻ

(9)

where, ݉ is the combined moving mass of the hydraulic actuator, ܾ is the viscous

friction coefficient. The pressure dynamics of the cap and rod side chambers are
defined by the flow continuity equations, in terms of state variations, as follows.
ܥ ߜܲሶ ൌ ܦ ߜ߱ெ െ ݒߜܣ െ ܪ ߜܲ െ ܪ ሺܲ െ ܲ ሻ െ Ɂܳ՜

ܥ ߜܲሶ ൌ ߙݒߜܣ െ ܦ ߜ߱ெ െ ܪ ߜܲ  ܪ ሺܲ െ ܲ ሻ െ Ɂܳ՜

(10)
(11)

where ܦ is the pump displacement, ܪ and ܪ are external and internal leakage

coefficients of the pump, and ߱ெ is the pump drive speed, ܥ and ܥ are the hydraulic

capacitance of the cap and rod side chambers, respectively. Lastly, the Ɂܳ՜ and
Ɂܳ՜ terms represent the variation of shuttle valve flow rates, over the AC and BC
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ports, respectively. The shuttle valve flow rate defined in (5) is linearized at an
operating point, ܲ  , ܲ , defined by the cap and rod side actuator chamber

pressures, as follows.
ߜܳ௩ ൌ ܩ௩ ሺݑ௩ ሻ

ଵ

ଶටห௱ ห

ߜሺ߂ܲሻ  ටห߂ܲ ห݊݃ݏ൫߂ܲ ൯ߜܩ௩ ሺݑ௩ ሻ

(12)

where, ߜܳ௩ is the variation of shuttle valve flow rate and ȟܲ is the relative chamber

pressure. The variation of hydraulic conductance ߜܩ௩ ሺݑ௩ ሻ, is re-written in terms of

orifice opening ߜݑ௩ as follows.
ଶ

ߜܩ௩ ൌ ܥௗ ට ή ݊ ݄  ቀȟܲ ቁ ή ߜݑ௩ ή ୦

(13)

ఘ

where, ݄ is the chord length of the orifice hole formed by the spool edge as shown in

Figure 3. Using the geometric relation, it is defined as ݄ ൌ ʹ ቚݎ  ቀߠ ቁቚ, and can be

calculated by (7), for the given operating point ȟܲ  ൌ ܲ െ ܲ . The condition
operator, ୦ is utilized to indicate the hydraulic conductance is constant, ߜܩ௩ ൌ Ͳ, if

the shuttlve valve spool is stationary, i.e., if ȟܲ  ȁܲ௦ ȁ, ୦ ൌ Ͳ, else ୦ ൌ ͳ.

Considering the positive direction definitions and writing the orifice opening variation,
ߜݑ௩ , in terms of spool position, ߜݑ௩ ൌ െߜݕ௦ and ߜݑ௩ ൌ ߜݕ௦ , the shuttle valve flow
rates are linearized as follows.
ߜܳ՜ ൌ ܭ ߜܲ  ܭ ሺെߜݕ௦ ሻ

(14)

ߜܳ՜ ൌ ܭ ߜܲ  ܭ ሺߜݕ௦ ሻ

(15)

where, the pressure gains, ܭ and ܭ are,
ܭ ൌ ܩ௩ ሺݑ௩ ሻ

ଵ

ଶටቚೌ ቚ

ܭ ൌ ܩ௩ ሺݑ௩ ሻ

ଵ

ଶටቚ್ ቚ

and the spool position gains, ܭ and ܭ are defined as follows.
ܭ ൌ
ଶ

ܥௗ ට ݊ ʹ ቚݎ ሺߠ ሻቚ ටቚȟܲ ቚ  ݊݃ݏቀȟܲ ቁ ୦
ఘ

ܭ ൌ

(16)

(17)

ଶ

ܥௗ ට ݊ ʹ ቚݎ ሺߠ ሻቚ ටቚȟܲ ቚ  ݊݃ݏቀȟܲ ቁ ୦
ఘ

Inserting the linearized shuttle valve flow rates, (14) and (15), into the flow continuity
equations, (10) and (11), using the equation of motion of the hydraulic actuator, (9),
and the spool (2), the state space representation of the EHA is derived as follows.
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െܾ
ۍ
݉ێ
െܣ
ߜݒሶ
ۍ
ێ ې
ሶ
ܥ
ێ
ߜܲ
ێ
ۑൌ 
ܣߙ ێ
ሶ
ߜܲ
 ێێ ۑ
ݕߜۏሶ௦ ܥ ێ ے
Ͳ ێ
ۏ

ܣ
݉
െܭ െ ܪ െ ܪ
ܥ
ܪ
ܥ
ܣ௦
݇௦ ܶ௦

െߙܣ
݉
ܪ
ܥ
െܭ െ ܪ െ ܪ
ܥ
െܣ௦
݇௦ ܶ௦

Ͳ ې
െͳ
ۍ
ۑ
ܭ ݒߜ ۑ
݉ێ

ܦ ێ
ܥ ܲߜ ۑ
ܥ ێ
൦
൪

ۑ
െܭ ߜܲ 
ێ
ݕߜ ۑ
Ͳێ
ܥ ۑ
௦
ێ
െͳ ۑ
Ͳۏ

ܶ௦ ے

Ͳ ې
ۑ
Ͳ ܨߜ ۑۑ

൨
ߜ߱ெ
െܦ ۑۑ
ܥ ۑ
Ͳ ے

(18)

6. Steady State Relations and Inverse Kinematic Model
Considering the equilibrium, ߜ࢞ሶ ൌ Ͳ, and neglecting the pump leakage losses ܪ ൌ

ܪ ൌ Ͳ, the actuator and pump speeds are derived as follows.
െሺͳ െ ߙሻ ܣή ݒ ൌ ܳ՜  ܳ՜

െሺͳ െ ߙሻܦ ή ߱ெ ൌ Ƚܳ՜  ܳ՜

(19)
(20)

Consequently a kinematic relation is defined by the transformer ratio (TR) as follows.
௩

 ൌ ఠಲ  ൌ
ಾ




ொ

ή ఈொೌ՜

ାொ್՜ 

ೌ՜ ାொ್՜

(21)

The TR is constant if only one orifice is open, i.e. either ܳ՜  or ܳ՜  is zero.

Therefore, in the hydraulic circuit configurations given in Figure 4 (a), the transformer
ratio is  ൌ ܦ Ȁ ܣif ȟܲ  ܲ௨ and is  ൌ ܦ Ȁߙ ܣif, ȟܲ  െܲ௨. However, if the two
orifices are opened at the same time then the TR depends on the chamber pressure
values and is possible to vary in between zero and infinity since it is possible to have
ܳ՜  ܳ՜ ൌ Ͳ, for some actuator chamber pressure, ܲ , ܲ , values.

The inverse the kinematic model is utilized in order to find the transformer ratio. The
inputs are the desired actuator speed, ݒ , and the pilot pressure ȟܲ , which can be

considered as the spool position since ݕ௦ ൌ ȟܲ ή ܣ௦ Ȁ݇௦ . The outputs of the model are

the required pump speed ߱ெ and the load pressure ܲ , which can be considered as the
external load ܨ ൎ ܲܣ . The actuator speed defined in (19) is re-written as follows.

െሺͳ െ ߙሻݒܣ ൌ ܩ௩ ሺݑ௩ ሻඥȁȟܲ ȁ݊݃ݏሺȟܲ ሻ  ܩ௩ ሺݑ௩ ሻඥȁȟܲ ȁ݊݃ݏሺȟܲ ሻ

(22)

The first term corresponds to ܳ՜ flow rate and the second term corresponds to ܳ՜

flow rate. For a given pilot pressure ȟܲ input a single and unique hydraulic

conductance, ܩ௩ , is calculated as given in section 3. Considering each flow term

separately, the function between ȟܲ (or ȟܲ ) and ݒ is bijective, i.e. every single ߂ܲ

defines a unique ݒ , and every single ݒ corresponds a unique ߂ܲ . Therefore,
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inserting, ȟܲ ൌ ȟܲ  ȟܲ , equation (22) can be solved for ȟܲ for the given ݒ and

ȟܲ input as follows.
ȟܲ ൌ  ൬
where,

ଶ
ିିξమ ିସ
൰
ଶ

(23)

ଶ
ଶ
ܽ ൌ ܭ௩ଶ
െ ܭ௩ଵ
ή  ή 

 ൌ ൜

ܾ ൌ ʹሺݒ ሻܭ௩ଶ ή 

ଶ
ܿ ൌ ሺݒ ሻଶ െ ܭ௩ଵ
ȟܲ ή 

and the gains ܭ௩ଵ ൌ

ீೡೌ ሺ௨ೡೌ ሻ
ሺଵିఈሻ

݊݃ݏሺെݒ ሻ
݂ݒݎ  בሺݒଵ ǡ ݒଶ ሻ
െ݊݃ݏሺȟܲ ሻ ݂ݒݎ  אሺݒଵ ǡ ݒଶ ሻ

 ൌ ൜
and ܭ௩ଶ ൌ

݊݃ݏሺെݒ ሻ ݂ݒݎ  בሺݒଵ ǡ ݒଶ ሻ
݊݃ݏሺȟܲ ሻ ݂ݒݎ  אሺݒଵ ǡ ݒଶ ሻ

ீೡ್ ሺ௨ೡ್ ሻ
.
ሺଵିఈሻ

(24)

Solving Eq.(23), load pressure and

pump speed can be calculated by (8) and (20), respectively.

7. Numerical Stability Analysis Program
A numerical stability analysis program is constructed in order to investigate the stability
of the system for each possible shuttle valve spool position. The inputs are an array of
pilot pressures, ȟܲ  אሾെȟܲெ௫ ǡ ȟܲெ௫ ሿ and an array of desired actuator velocitiesݒ א

ሾݒெ ǡ ݒெ௫ ሿ. The structure of the stability analysis program is as follows; (i) for each

pilot pressure input ȟܲ , the hydraulic conductance ܩ௩ and ܩ௩ are calculated as
given in section 3, (ii) the chamber pressures, ܲ and ܲ are find for each actuator
velocity input, ݒ as given in section 6, (iii) the linearized flow gains are calculated for

the operating relative chamber pressures, ȟܲ ൌ ܲ െ ܲ and ȟܲ ൌ ܲ െ ܲ , (iv) the
state matrix is formed and the stability of the system for the corresponding ሺȟܲ ǡ ݒ ሻ

point is determined by checking the eigen value locations.

An underlapped shuttle valve with ܲ௦ ൌ ͲǤͷܽܲܯ, cracking pressure is utilized, the

orifice pre-opening is ݑ௩ ൌ ͲǤ͵݉݉, while maximum opening is ݑ௩ெ௫ ൌ Ͷ݉݉. The

remaining shuttle valve parameters are given in Table 1. The input velocity array, ݒ , is
formed in between ሾെͷͲͲǡͷͲͲሿ݉݉Ȁݏ, with ʹͲ݉݉Ȁݏ, intervals. Furthermore pilot

pressure array is formed in between ሾെͲǤͻͶǡ ͲǤͻͶሿܽܲܯǡ with ͳͺǤͺ ή ͳͲିଷ  ܽܲܯintervals.

The input points forms a rectangular region on ȟܲ െ ݒ plane and is shown in Figure
5 (a). By using a right sided secondary y-axis, the spool position and the orifice

openings are also shown on the same figure. It is seen that the selected ȟܲ input
array covers all possible openings.
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In Figure 5 (a) the stability of each point on ȟܲ െ ݒ plane is checked through the

above mentioned procedure. It is seen that the equilibrium points which corresponds to

the centered and fully opened spool positions are stable, cyan colored dot markers.
Unstable equilibrium points, red colored star markers, correspond to partially opened
spool positions. The instability region depends on the actuator velocity, as well as
orifice openings. For the extension of the actuator ݒ  Ͳ, the equilibrium points are

unstable for a limited opening at the AC port. However, for the retraction case ݒ ൏ Ͳ,

the equilibrium points are unstable for all partially opened spool positions.
Shuttle Valve Pre-openings uva0=0.3 mm, uvb0=0.3 mm
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Figure 5 Stability of the EHA System (a) ઢࡼࢇ࢈ െ ࢜ plane, (b) ઢࡼࡸ െ ࢜ plane

In Figure 5 (b) the input ȟܲ ǡ ݒ points are mapped onto the load pressure versus

actuator speed, ȟܲ െ ݒ , plane. It is seen that the mapping is not one to one, and

overlapped regions occurs. The overlapping of the input ȟܲ ǡ ݒ points to a single

ȟܲ ǡ ݒ point, means that an equilibrium velocity (ݒ ) and under a defined external

load (ܲ ) can be satisfied by different spool positions, i.e. ȟܲ values. This figure

reveals that although the function in between chamber pressure state (ȟܲ or ȟܲ ) and

actuator velocity ݒ is bijective, the same is not true for their difference, i.e. pilot

pressure ȟܲ . There may exists several ȟܲ (spool position, ݕ௦ ) that correspond to a
single ݒ . Lastly, on ȟܲ െ ݒ plane it is seen that the equilibrium points corresponding

to centered spool positions (in between ȟܲ ൌ േܲ௦ curves) are stable, however, if the

retraction speed is increased (below, ȟܲ ൌ െܲ௦ blue-curve), the increased differential

flow rate cannot be compensated by the centered valve, therefore, the spool opens
partially, but the spool cannot remain in this position, since the resulting point is
unstable. The theoretical findings are illustrated by the numerical simulation model.
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8. Non-Linear Simulation Model
The

non-linear

simulation

model

is

developed

in

MATLAB®/SimHydraulics®

environment and is shown in Figure 6. The model consists of hydraulic pump unit,
shuttle and check valves, hydraulic accumulator, and hydraulic actuator together with
the mass and frictional elements. The input of the simulation model is the pump drive
speed, ߱ெ , and external force acting on the actuator, ܨ .

Figure 6 MATLAB®/Sim-Hydraulics®, Non-linear Simulation Model of the EHA
The sub-system model of the shuttle valve is given at the mid right of Figure 6. The
flow characteristics of the variable orifices are defined by orifice area vs. opening table.
The pre-compression force of the centering spring and the stroke limits of the spool are
implemented in the double acting valve actuator block, which is based on static force
equilibrium. The shuttle valve spool dynamics is modelled by the valve actuator block,
which is simply a linear transfer function with a time constant of ܶ௦ ൌ ͳ݉ݏ. The pump
sub-system model is shown at the mid right of Figure 6. Two hydro mechanical

converters are used to generate flow rate by the input pump speed and the leakage
flow losses are modelled by look up tables whose data is taken from the manufacturer.

9. Numerical Simulations
In the numerical simulations, nine different test points, which are the desired pilot
pressure and actuator speed, ȟܲ ǡ ݒ , are utilized. The test points are given in

Table 1 (b). Furthermore, the test points are also shown on the ݕ௦ vs. ȟܲ plane in

Figure 4 (b), where it is clearly seen that the selected, ȟܲ test points cover all

possible spool positions. The inverse kinematic model which is introduced in section 6
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is implemented into the non-linear simulation model. The inverse kinematic model can
be considered as an open loop controller, which determines the required pump drive
speed ߱ெ for the desired actuator speed ݒ . Furthermore, the inverse model calculates
the load pressure i.e. the external load that will be applied on the actuator to achieve
the desired pilot pressure ȟܲ i.e. the spool position,ݕ௦ .
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Figure 7 Actuator Velocity, Spool Position, Load Pressure Response of the Model
The actuator velocity and the spool position responses together with the load pressure
response are given in Figure 7. It is seen that the at the test points that corresponds to
centered (4th, 5th, 6th test points) or partially opened spool positions (1st, 9th test points),
the actuator speed and spool position responses are the same with the desired ones.
In Figure 5, it is also seen that these points are stable, and no overlapping occurs
between ȟܲ െ ݒ and ȟܲ െ ݒ planes. The overlapping occurs at the 3rd and 7th test

points. Note that, in Figure 5(a), it is clear that these two points are unstable and
corresponds to a partially opened spool position. In Figure 5(b) it is seen that desired
speed of the 3rd and 7th test points can be achieved by and another pilot pressure ȟܲ

value which corresponds to a stable spool position. This conclusion is validated in
Figure 7, it is seen that the desired speeds of the 3rd and 7th test points are satisfied by
a fully opened spool position. Note that, the partially opened spool position is not
always unstable. In Figure 5(a) it is seen that the 8th test point corresponds to a
partially opened spool at orifice BC and is stable, and is verified by the simulation
response given in Figure 7. The 2nd test point is unstable and corresponds to a partially
opened spool position, different from the 3rd and 7th points, in Figure 5(b), it is seen that
the desired actuator speed cannot be achieved by a different spool opening. The
simulation results are compatible with Figure 5. In Figure 7 it is seen that the 2nd test
point is not stable, the spool makes continuous oscillations around the partially opened
position.
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10. Conclusion
In the scope of this study, the stability of a single rod electro-hydrostatic actuator is
investigated. The analysis given here is not limited to the speed controlled systems, but
can be extended to the displacement controlled actuators. An internal pilot operated 3way / 3-positon shuttle valve is utilized to compensate the differential flow rate, which is
formed by the asymmetric piston areas of the actuator. The shuttle valve dynamics is
modelled, as a low pass filter with and equivalent time constant. On the other hand, all
the non-linearity’s, such as spring pre-loading, circular orifice geometry, are considered
in the mathematical model. The linearized shuttle valve flow gains are derived and a
state space of the system is obtained. An inverse kinematic model, which calculates
the required pump drive speed for a desired actuator speed and given pilot pressure, is
formed. A numerical stability analysis program is developed by using the inverse
kinematic model and the state matrix of the linearized system. By using this program
the stability of all possible shuttle valve spool positions are determined. It is shown that,
the equilibrium points corresponding to centered and fully opened valve positions are
stable. On the other hand, unstable equilibrium points exits for the partially opened
spool positions. It is shown, in some regions on ȟܲ െ ݒ plane, the function between

the actuator velocity and the pilot pressure ȟܲ is not-bijective, which means that the

desired actuator speed can be satisfied by different spool positions. The theoretical
findings are validated by numerical simulations.

Ͳݒݑ

ݑ௩ெ௫
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ܲ௦
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Table 1: (a) Simulation Model Parameters, (b) Numerical Simulation Model Test Inputs
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Technologies and Innovations for Hydraulic Pumps
Dr. Monika Ivantysynova, Maha Professor Fluid Power Systems
Director Maha Fluid Power Research Center, Purdue University, 1500 Kepner Drive, Lafayette,
IN, 47905, USA. E-mail: mivantys@purdue.edu

Abstract
Positive displacement machines working as hydraulic pumps or hydraulic motors have
always been, are and will be an essential part of any hydraulic system. Current trends
and future demands on energy efficient systems will not only drastically increase the
number of positive displacement machines needed for modern efficient hydraulic circuits
but will significantly change the performance requirements of pumps and motors.
Throttleless system configurations will change the landscape of hydraulic actuation in
aerospace, mobile machines, automotive and many other areas and will definitely open
the door for new applications due to its enhanced competitiveness with electric and
electro-mechanical systems.

Figure 1: New directions in pump design
!
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A few examples for novel energy efficient system concepts will be provided and used to
derive future demands on pump design and pump performance. The main part of the
lecture will focus on detailing the author’s view of the importance of revolutionizing the
design process of positive displacement machines through replacement of trial and error
by powerful tools and new technologies, see Figure 1. First, the importance of fully
understanding the various and complex physical phenomena, influencing the fluid flow
and fluid-structure interaction inside the positive displacement machine, will be
explained. Examples of breakthroughs in understanding and successful modeling these
will be given. Among others it will be explained how important the consideration and the
choice of material properties like heat capacity, heat conductivity and the shape of pump
parts is in order to minimize or utilize thermal elastic deformation of pump parts for a
pump design allowing efficient and reliable operation. Another very innovative
technology is surface shaping. Examples of recent results of the author’s research group
will be given, such as the waved valve plate as exemplarily shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Computational pump design and virtual prototyping
High efficiency, compactness, high power density, simple design, highest reliability and
long service life are only a subset of requirements for future pump design. Low noise
level is another remaining challenge. The importance of further improvements of our
understanding and modelling of noise generation and transmission in positive
displacement machines will be discussed briefly.
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The last part of the lecture will discuss the opportunities for innovations in design of smart
pumps. The majority of currently manufactured pumps and motors have been designed
for use in human or hydraulically controlled systems with rather low requirements on
dynamic response and system bandwidth. Pump control systems requiring low power
and achieving high bandwidth will be required in order to make throttleless actuation the
technology of choice for many application. The integration of sensors, controls and
embedded software is another challenge for future pump design but also a huge
opportunity for fluid power technology.
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Swash plate pumps – the key to the future
Dipl.-Ing. Gordon Mohn
Bosch Rexroth AG, An den Kelterwiesen 14, D-72160 Horb am Neckar,
E-Mail: gordon.mohn@boschrexroth.de

Dr.-Ing. Timo Nafz
Bosch Rexroth AG, An den Kelterwiesen 14, D-72160 Horb am Neckar,
E-Mail: timo.nafz@boschrexroth.de

Abstract
Due to many advantages, swash plate pumps are wide spread in hydraulic systems. The
main advantages are the through drive capability, the adjustability and most of all, the
high power density. Their application range is limited, historically, to 450bar including
medium and higher volume sizes. In higher pressure range, constant pumps such as
wobbling disks or radial piston pumps are normally used. This is because the higher
stressed parts can be dimensioned much bigger. Pumps with lower power such as
constant displacement gear pumps are generally used in low price applications.
In order to enlarge the application range of swash plate pumps, their advantages have
to be further improved and strengthened. This paper shows by example how the
pressure of the basic series A4VSO was increased up to a nominal pressure of 630bar
and the historical pressure mark of 450bar could be exceeded. This increase in pressure
level enables for example steel treatment manufacturers to reduce their component sizes
without the need of a pressure transducer. Furthermore the power density of the
redesigned HA4VSO was increased by 36%, compared to the standard A4VSO, by
significantly increasing the self-priming speed.
On the other side of the application range, in lower power mobile applications such as
small tractors, forklift and skid steer loader, there is an increasing demand for less
exhaust emissions and better fuel economy. The energy saving potential by changing
from a hydraulic system with constant hydraulic pumps to variable hydraulic pumps is
already proven on high power applications. By developing the variable axial piston pump
A1VO to the requirements of lower horse power application, it is now also possible to
realize such savings in lower horse power applications.
Furthermore efficiency of the pump itself can be improved. An example of this is shown
by way of the new A4 series 33.
KEYWORDS: swash plate pump, power density, efficiency, speed, pressure
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1. Historical application range
The swash plate pump is a long-known design, cf. /1/. Because of wear problems in
earlier development stages, high quantities were only reached in the last few decades.
Today, the swash plate design is deemed to be the most significant hydrostatic piston
machine /2/, /3/.
The advantages of axial piston pumps with swash plate design is the high nominal
pressure level, variability of the displacement, beneficial efficiencies, through drive
capability and low mass of inertia. Typically, swash plate pumps are used in applications
with high technical requirements, for example construction, agricultural and industrial
machinery /4/.
Figure 1 shows that in comparison to other pump designs, the axial piston pump design
is characterized by the highest efficiencies with typical applications for middle to high
pressure ranges, traditionally used in mobile and industrial hydraulics. The specific
speed nq on the x-axis is a function of the speed, flow and specific pump work.

Figure 1: Extended “Cordier” diagram /5/
Besides the nominal pressure, more characteristics are relevant for an excellent
hydrostatic drive. These are the duration ratio at maximum power, the power ratio,
efficiency, speed ratio at atmospheric inlet pressure, the number of possible operation
modes as well as the required controllers. Another important criteria, noise, is discussed
in /6/ and therefore not included in this paper.
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2. Strengthening the strength of swash plate pumps: power density
The performance criteria concerning the rotary group can be summarized to power
density. This is also the main strength of swash plate pumps and therefore the key to the
future. In order to increase this strength of swash plate pumps even more, power density
needs to be increased even more:

Ȱൌ
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ൌ

୮ήృ ή୬ή
୫

(1)

Equation (1) shows the guideline for the further development of swash plate pumps.
Therefore we see four directions to develop. Operating pressure needs to be increased,
as well as speed increased, efficiency optimized and the packaging (Vg/m) improved.
Furthermore, this performance has to be produced within a reasonable cost range to
provide an optimal Total Cost of Ownership to the customer.
In the following it is shown, how recent developments at Bosch Rexroth meet these
requirements in increasing the strength of swash plate pumps and build the key to the
future.

2.1. Rising the pressure level
Especially in steel plants high pressures are demanded in order to keep the sizes of the
cylinders and the framework as small as possible. In order to do so, expensive pressure
intensifiers are needed to increase the pressure up to a typical level of well above 600bar.
In order to reduce the installation equipment, a high pressure pump is required, that
directly provides such a high pressure level.

Figure 2: Reduced installation equipment in steel plants with A4VHO450
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To fulfil this requirement the development of the new A4VHO was started. The intention
is to provide a pump that can handle a nominal pressure of 630bar and a maximum
pressure of 700bar. This development is based upon the A4VS family which can
already handle a nominal pressure level of 450bar in the A4VBO version.

Figure 3: A4VHO450 as new member of the A4VS family
This new pressure level leads to very high contact pressures inside the rotary group and
therefore many improvements have been carried out. For example, a specially formed
contour in the slipper pads was introduced in order to reduce the stress and handle
higher loads. With this new design, stress was reduced significantly, making the slipper
pad suitable for pressure peaks up to 700bar.
Another very important task is the balancing of the cylinder barrel, which was not
designed for 700bar initially. Logically the optimal design for the feed-through in the
cylinder barrel are circular holes. Furthermore the hydraulic balancing varies with the
alternating piston forces, due to the odd number of pistons. This gets even more
important, when coming to higher pressures. In order to have a very well balanced and
stable running cylinder barrel, the balancing was designed in a totally new way.
With this new design, hydraulic balancing is adapted to the alternating piston forces and
therefore no longer varies significantly. This enables the cylinder barrel to run very
smoothly.
In order to qualify the pump for a maximum pressure of 700bar a special test was set up.
Both pumps were set up as a tandem unit with one driveshaft, one unit operating as
pump and the other unit operating as motor. The high pressure side was fed directly from
the pump into the motor via a steel pipe. In this way standard testing equipment could
be used and the secondary unit is already tested in motor mode.
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Figure 4: Testing the A4VHO for peak pressure 700bar
With this features and testing technique, the first commercially available swash plate
pump A4VHO for peak pressures up to 700bar was developed.

2.2. Increasing speed
Increasing the speed of swash plate pumps gives the customer the opportunity to
downsize installed electrical engines and therefore reduce their installation costs
significantly. Especially if the pump can operate at ambient pressure and no boost of the
suction is required.
The development of the new HA4VSO was therefore started. The intention is to provide
a pump that operates at ambient pressure of 1barA and can provide 250l/min at a speed
of 3.600rpm. This development is based upon the A4VSO family.

Figure 5: HA4VSO as member of the A4VS family
This increase of speed of 36% compared to the standard version demands a very good
suction performance of the rotary group and of the entire suction line. This development
only became possible due to new design methods such as CFD-simulation. A very
important part in this optimization are the oil flow conditions from the suction line into the
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cylinder barrel. This task was optimized using Computational Fluid Dynamics technology
(CFD). In this way, suction conditions were improved significantly.

Figure 6: CFD simulation of cylinder barrel and suction line
Considering the complete suction installation of the customer's application is just as
important. The entire pressure loss from tank to cylinder barrel was considered in the
CFD-Analyses. This and more optimizations lead to the first pump size 71 that can
operate at 3.600rpm at full stroke and ambient pressure. This results in a significant
increase of power density of 36% compared to the standard version, which gives a huge
advantage to the customer and his applications.

2.3. Increasing Efficiency
Thinking ecologically and economically it is important for hydraulic systems to have high
efficiency. In this paper two examples are shown, how the swash plate pump can firstly,
improve the efficiency of the system and secondly, how its own efficiency can further be
improved.

2.3.1. System Efficiency
Every hydraulic system has to be set up according to the maximum required horse
power. This includes the hydraulic pumps which have to be selected to fulfil the maximum
flow and pressure demand.
The open-center hydraulic system is still used in low power mobile machinery because
of the low installation costs. As long as the system is running at the maximum flow and
maximum pressure the efficiency is good. Looking at the load cycle of many applications,
most of the time full flow and full pressure is not needed. During these periods constant
pumps are still generating full flow at maximum pressure, which leads to a high loss of
energy.
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Figure 7: Hydraulic systems with constant and variable hydraulic pump
One step towards a better efficiency is a load sensing hydraulic system, with constant
hydraulic pumps. As opposed to the open-center, the hydraulic system is sensing the
pressure demand and is lowering the pressure level according to the required level.
Nevertheless the generated flow cannot be adjusted, which leads to energy losses during
these working conditions.
Only by using a variable displacement pump, is it possible to adjust the pressure and
flow in all working conditions to the real demand of the hydraulics system.
In high power applications open-center systems with variable hydraulic pumps are state
of the art and have already proven the huge potential of energy saving. Actual analyses
of low power application load cycles show that there is a big energy saving potential, too.
The following figure shows a typical load cycle of a 90 hp tractor.

Figure 8: Load cycle distribution
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Variable axial piston units open up significant saving potentials in the partial load range.
This includes all work which does not demand full hydraulic power, such as vibration
damping of the attachment, the chassis and the cabin while traveling on field and road.
Also steering movements or various other activities in the yard and the field. Accounting
for more than two thirds of the time, such operations considerably outweigh the times
under full load or in standby mode when the possible savings are nearly zero due to
system considerations. The engine characteristics of the diesel can be used to calculate
the actual fuel consumption per cycle, enabling a comparison between a variable
displacement pump and a constant displacement pump. The maximum savings result –
as shown in the table – when the diesel motor only provides as much power as actually
needed.

Figure 9: Maximum savings potential per operating hour
Based on this typical tractor load cycle fuel savings between 10 and 15 % per operating
hour in mixed use is realistic. Assuming a life time of 6,000 hours for the tractor, this
translates into fuel savings of up to 10,000 liters.
Similar calculations have been made for a typical forklift application. Based on the
Transport & Opslag-cycle, a de-facto standard load profile for forklift trucks, the expected
fuel savings amount to 0.7 liters per hour. This translates into approximately 7,000 liters
of fuel savings during the 10,000 hours of typical machine life of a forklift truck.
When comparing a variable hydraulic pump fan drive with a conventional belt drive, the
savings potential becomes evident. Based on the typical fan drive duty cycle in a
combine harvester, as provided by a major manufacturer, the calculations show a fuel
saving of 3.9 liters per hour which results in over 29,000 liters during the average life
time of 7,500 hours.
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Depending on the respective load cycles, similarly great fuel savings can be achieved in
many other application areas – and all without sacrificing performance.

2.3.2. Pump Efficiency
If the system is already optimized for high efficiency, energy consumption can be further
improved by increasing the efficiency of the swash plate pump. Therefore, the new
A4VSO / VSG / CSG series 33 is specially optimized for efficiency.
The first step for this improvement is to know, where the losses occur. Figure 11 shows
the distribution of the power loss in a swash plate type piston pump.

Figure 10: Distribution of power losses in a swash plate type compact pump
The importance of the piston contact is described in /7/. Furthermore, splashing losses
show a huge potential to further improve the efficiency as also shown in /8/ and /9/.
Regardless, a totally empty housing is not preferred since the bearings and shaft seals
need to be lubricated and cooled. A detailed analysis of the splashing losses was
therefore performed and validated with measurements.

Figure 11: CFD simulation of the splashing losses in a swash plate piston pump
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In this detailed simulation the location of the main splashing losses was identified and
solutions were found to improve the splashing losses significantly without needing an
empty housing. This and more features are implemented in the new A4VSO/VSG/CSG
series 33 and lead to a significant improvement in total pump efficiency.

Figure 12: Efficiency diagramm A1VO
The A1VO proves that closing the price gap to a constant pump does not mean making
any compromises on performance or efficiency. The internal hydrodynamic bearings
such as cylinder / piston, cylinder / distributor plate, piston shoe / swashplate are
optimized to realize a maximum overall efficiency well above 90% and a high efficiency
level in a wide range of operation.

2.4. Total cost of ownership and pump pricing
To perform transition of lower power mobile machinery to an energy efficient load
sensing system with variable displacement pumps, the key to success is to close the
price gap to open-center systems and load sensing with constant pumps. The A1VO
enables such an attractive price/performance ratio by significantly reducing the number
of different variants, moving all ports to one part, reducing the amount of internal parts.
Also the optimized design allows for an efficient high quantity production and assembly.

Figure 13: Variable displacement pump A1VO
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3. Conclusion
The measures shown in this paper make the swash plate pumps the key to the future.
The main advantages are through drive capability, adjustability and most of all the high
power density. It is shown how the already high power density can be increased even
further by increasing pressure, speed and efficiency.
The paper shows by example how the pressure of the A4VSO basic series was
increased up to a nominal pressure of 630bar which is a pressure increase of 40%
compared to the A4VBO. Furthermore the suction speed at ambient pressure of the new
HA4VSO is increased by 36% compared to the standard A4VSO. Additionally, the new
A4VSO series 33 gives significantly higher efficiency than its predecessor series 30.
The energy saving potential by changing from a hydraulic system with constant hydraulic
pumps to variable hydraulic pumps is already state of the art. By optimizing the variable
axial piston pump A1VO to the requirements of lower horse power application, it is now
possible to realize such savings in lower horse power applications, as well.
The A1VO proves that closing the price gap to a constant pump does not mean making
any compromises on performance or efficiency.
All these measures make the swash plate pump the key to the future.
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effective output power
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pressure difference
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Abstract
The paper presents the development methodology of a hydrostatic pump/motor for use
in Parker Hannifin’s advanced series hydraulic hybrid transmissions for medium and
heavy duty commercial vehicles. With Parker’s established bent-axis pump/motor
technology for heavy duty mobile applications as a basis, it describes the main stages of
further development and qualification for demanding automotive main drive
transmissions. Parker’s APQP based, customer focused product development model
was employed for this development which resulted in the variable bent-axis pump/motor
C24 for open circuit hydrostatic transmissions.
Positive customer results from a large fleet of in-service refuse collection trucks and
parcel delivery vans with Parker advanced hydraulic hybrid drive systems using C24
pumps/motors serve as evidence of Parker’s product development model effectiveness.
High reliability, good fuel economy, increased productivity and long brake life of the
vehicles can directly be traced back to the streamlined, front-loaded and iterative
development model.
KEYWORDS:

Customer focused development, Duty cycle analysis, Test methods,
APQP, Pump/motor, Bent axis, Open circuit, Hydraulic Hybrid
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1. Introduction
Runwise is an advanced series hydraulic hybrid drive developed by Parker Hannifin for
refuse collection truck applications /1/ /2/ /3/. Prior to its launch for serial production,
simulations, verification testing in lab and vehicles as well as field demonstrations all had
shown encouraging results in terms of significant reduction in fuel consumption, exhaust
gas emissions and brake wear. Good driving performance and high reliability were also
demonstrated during the tests.
Another Parker Hannifin advanced series hydraulic hybrid drive is a power split IVT
developed for urban delivery trucks /4/. A field demonstration program with 48 delivery
vehicles equipped with power split IVTs has verified high reliability, good fuel economy
and long brake life as expected.

2. System architectures
System layout selection, control strategy determination, sizing of system and sub-system
level components for the aforementioned Parker hydraulic hybrid systems were based
on results from simulation models with vehicle-level input data, measured on a
conventional – baseline – vehicle.
The resulting systems combine mechanical and hydrostatic portions in order to enable
transition from mainly hydrostatic power transmission at low vehicle speed to mainly
mechanical power transmission at high vehicle speed, hence maximizing efficiency for
the complete speed range.
Through the system level simulations, optimal type of hydrostatic sub system was found
to be an open circuit with secondary controlled over-center variable bent-axis piston
pumps/motors, a hydro-pneumatic accumulator and a pressurized oil reservoir. The
Parker pump/motor specifically developed for this system design is named C24, currently
available with a maximum displacement of 195 cc/rev.

2.1. Runwise
The hydrostatic portion of Runwise is combined with a three step mechanical
transmission, the Power Drive Unit (PDU). The PDU connects one C24 pump/motor, the
primary unit, to the engine at the input shaft of the transmission. PDU in the first and the
second gears connects the two C24 pumps/motors, the secondary units, to the output
shaft with two different gear ratios.
For each of the two gears the system provides infinitely variable power transmission in
four quadrants (acceleration/deceleration, forward/reverse) up to approximately 70 km/h
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with a gear shift point at approximately 30 km/h. The third gear provides maximum
possible efficiency at vehicle speeds above 70 km/h through direct drive to the output
shaft from the engine at the input shaft. The secondary units are disconnected from the
output shaft during this driving mode.

Figure 1: Parker Runwise: System architecture (left) and picture (right)

2.2. Power split IVT
Like Runwise, the power split IVT consists of an open circuit hydrostatic transmission
with pumps/motors C24 and an accumulator combined with a mechanical transmission,
which, however, is of planetary type.

Figure 2: Parker power split IVT: System architecture (left) and picture (right)
This provides a continuously variable transition from mainly hydrostatic power
transmission at low vehicle speed to mainly mechanical power transmission at high
vehicle speed. The controls of Parker power split IVT also include an engine-off feature
for driving modes where the vehicle is decelerating, standing still or accelerated by
recycled energy.

3. Structured product development model
The product development model behind the pump/motor, other hydraulic hybrid
components and the systems themselves basically applies guidelines of Automotive
Industry Action Group (AIAG) reference manual Advanced Product Quality Planning
(APQP) and Control Plan /5/.
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At the core of the development model lies the design and verification of the product and
its production processes, driven by requirement specifications which are determined by
the customer application, Figure 3. The model covers the product development on
application (system) level as well as on sub-system, component and part levels.

Figure 3: Product design development model
Risks of failure to meet the requirement specifications are listed and assessed using
the structured tool Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA), for system design
(SFMEA) as well as for component design (DFMEA) and production processes
(PFMEA).
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Here, it is worth mentioning that the fact that this paper focuses on product design
development does not mean that development of the production processes for the
product is less important.

4. Requirement specifications
For a complex new to the world product like a hydraulic hybrid drive system, it is a
challenging task to formulate relevant requirement specifications – for the whole product,
its sub systems, components and individual parts. Identifying all the key requirements
and parameters is a significant challenge at the initial stages of development.
Specialist knowledge within the new technology does not automatically bring enough
knowledge of targeted applications to enable identification of all required key parameters
at an initial stage. Input from targeted customers, their customers and end users is of
high value at this stage. However due to possible unfamiliarity of the new technology’s
characteristics and capabilities as compared to the conventional products, potential
knowledge gaps still exist. An obvious example for a hydraulic hybrid drive system with
brake energy recovery is the characteristic energy storage capacity, which is not at all
relevant for a conventional transmission. These initial knowledge gaps can be filled by
developing the initial requirement specification on real-world measurements using
simulation models, hence resulting in a more streamlined development process. An
approach with less focus on developing comprehensive initial requirement specifications
requires more design iterations in order to incorporate requirements as they are detected
during the development.
As earlier mentioned, the initial requirement specifications – characteristic operating
parameters for the product as used by the customer – for Parker hydraulic hybrid drive
systems and components were based on simulations and other calculations with
measured vehicle speed profiles and other vehicle related data of baseline vehicles as
input. Thanks to the proactive and iterative nature of the product development model,
results fed back from detective verification of system and components enabled
requirements, which were not identified initially, to be gradually added during the product
development.

4.1. Pump/motor requirement specification determination
Pump/motor operation can basically be described as time dependent variations in
rotation speed, pressure, displacement and temperature, Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Example of operating parameter patterns of a refuse collection truck
System level simulation results show complex patterns of variation for these parameters.
Detailed knowledge of the variations is an important input to determine requirements on
each of the functions of which the pump/motor consists. At the same time, methods for
breaking such complex operating profiles down into a few simplified typical modes of
operation had to be applied in order to customize easily feasible test methods for the
pump/motor; each test method focusing on a few or several of the pump/motor functions.

4.2. Pump/motor basic functions
A variable displacement bent-axis pump/motor is a complex component and can be
defined as a sub system. It consists of several mechanisms with various functional
purposes.

Figure 5: Four basic pump/motor functions: shaft bearings, rotating pressure-loaded
parts, pressure-loaded body parts and displacement control parts (left to right)
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Profound insights into operating conditions and requirements on performance, reliability
and durability of each one of the functions are necessary for development of a successful
product. As an example, Figure 5 shows four important basic C24 functions.
The following examples focus on durability requirements and detective methods for
verification of chosen design solutions.

4.2.1. Shaft bearings
From the extracted pump/motor pressure, displacement, shaft speed and temperature
profiles; bearing loads, oil viscosity and cleanliness level were determined. Expected life
of the cylindrical and tapered roller bearings under these conditions were calculated
using established standards /6/ /7/.

4.2.2. Pressure-loaded rotating parts
Variations of speed and pressure at the rotating group can be described in terms of load
amplitudes and the number of cycles for each load amplitude. Through knowledge of
fatigue behaviour of used materials, required fatigue life could be defined in form of a
Load-Life Diagram, Figure 6.

4.2.3. Pressure-loaded body parts
Similar to the pressure-loaded rotating parts, a Load-Life Diagram can be used to define
required fatigue life for pressure-loaded body parts. Here, however, the irregular nature
of system pressure variations makes it challenging to identify relevant fatigue load cycles
and subsequently load amplitudes and the number of load cycles. To generate
requirement Load-Life Diagrams for C24 pump/motor this difficulty was overcome
through application of rainflow analysis /8/ to the spectrum of system pressure.

Load amplitude, S

Load-Life curves

Number of load cycles, N (log)

Figure 6: Fatigue life requirements expressed through Load-Life (Wöhler) curves
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4.2.4. Displacement control parts
In principle, requirements on parts with the purpose of displacement actuation and
feedback are defined by three parameters: displacement travel, force/pressure and fluid
viscosity. For polymer materials also relationships between temperature and durability
are considered.

5. Design verification methods: Pump/motor laboratory tests
After the product development process stages where the design solutions – targeted to
meet the requirement specifications – are defined and verified through failure preventive
methods like calculations/simulations and design reviews, it is important to get design
verification feedback from failure detective methods as soon as possible. Trial assembly
is an example of an elementary type of detective verification method while laboratory
testing includes a variety of more complex and time consuming methods.

Figure 7: A selection of pump/motor lab test methods focusing on durability
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For verification of all critical functions of C24 pump/motor a large number of test methods
were applied. Several internal standard methods, since long established for testing of
pumps/motors for mobile and industrial applications in general, could often be directly
applied. In addition, customized test methods had to be developed in order to cover C24
specific functions and operating conditions. Here, a selection of laboratory test methods
used for durability and reliability verification of C24 pump/motor are briefly described in
terms of high level hydraulic schematics and time traces of characteristic test
parameters, Figure 7.
Design of durability test methods include considering several characteristics such as:
·

Possibility to realize with existing/easily achievable laboratory facilities

·

Number of parts/functions tested by the method

·

Definition of loading (load level and number of load cycles) for each tested
function

·

Load acceleration factor for each function tested by the test method

Load acceleration factor is defined as the relationship between the required product life
under real world conditions and the testing time required to verify that the tested function
fulfils the durability requirement.
Each of the four test methods shown above were basically designed to test one or a
limited number of pump/motor functions in the shortest time. Still, they provide a
significant degree of overlap, which reduces the required number of test samples for
each method.

Test method

Pressure-loaded rotating parts Pressure-loaded body parts
Shaft bearings
Displacement control parts

High Pressure Steady State
High Pressure Cycling
Start/Stop Cycling
Displacement Cycling

84 6223 n/a
17 883 566
3,8 67
45
16
61 n/a

n/a
7,4
34
97

Figure 8: Load acceleration factors for basic pump/motor functions for selected lab test
methods
Good knowledge of load acceleration factors, Figure 8, enables effective utilization of
testing resources. It also enables risk assessment from occurred testing failures, which
can be translated to expected life in the customer application. Once validated through
testing of the system in which the component is included, this knowledge also helps
reducing cost and time consumption for verification of future design improvements. With
reference to the process flow diagram shown in Figure 3, the knowledge can make
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component test results reliable enough to bypass dynamometer and/or vehicle testing
on test track and instead proceed directly to field testing with a limited test fleet over a
limited test period.

6. Customer experience
A summary of customer feedback about the Runwise and power split IVT on-field
performance is presented below.
Prior to production launch of Parker Runwise hydraulic hybrid drive system for refuse
collection trucks, system simulations as well as vehicle testing on test track and field
demonstrations had shown a potential reduction of fuel consumption in the range of 3560 % compared to baseline vehicles. Variations were mainly influenced by operated
route and vehicle load.
In the middle of 2015 there were more than 160 refuse collection trucks with Runwise
hydraulic hybrid drive system in regular service at over 20 locations across North
America. In average, customers report 43 % fuel saving compared with their
conventional trucks. Foundation brakes wear significantly less; change of brakes once
during the life of the truck is foreseen instead of several times per year. Productivity has
increased by 5-15 % thanks to good acceleration and deceleration performance with
smooth transitions. As far as reliability is concerned, the American fleet of Runwise trucks
has shown an average uptime of 97 %.
The pre-production fleet of 48 parcel delivery trucks with Parker power split IVT system
shows an average of 30 % reduction of fuel consumption, despite a lower start/stop
frequency than refuse collection trucks and a less favourable relationship between kinetic
energy and running resistance. There has been no need for neither foundation brake
service nor engine starter replacement on these trucks.
High reliability and performance of the systems can be traced back to the streamlined,
front-loaded and iterative pump/motor product development model, Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Reversible relationships between applications and individual parts

7. Conclusions
C24 variable bent-axis pump/motor for open circuit hydrostatic transmissions was
developed according to an APQP based product development model with focus on
customer requirements.
A large fleet of customer owned hydraulic hybrid vehicles with Parker advanced hydraulic
hybrid drive systems and their C24 pumps/motors developed according to the described
model are in regular field operation. The customers report positive results in terms of fuel
economy, reliability and productivity – results which serve as evidence of the employed
product development model effectiveness.
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Abstract
The floating cup principle is a general hydrostatic principle for both constant and
variable displacement pumps and motors, as well as for hydraulic transformers. In this
paper, the focus will be entirely on the control of the displacement of the variable 28 cc
Floating Cup pump (FCVP28). The floating cup principle features two opposed swash
plates, for which both angular positions need to be controlled in order to cover the
entire range from zero to full displacement. The results of both extended numerical
analysis as well as simplified linearized models will be compared to test results on a 28
cc FCVP. Special emphasis will be on the dynamic behaviour of the displacement
control.

KEYWORDS: Floating cup, variable displacement, control

1. Introduction
The Floating Cup (FC) principle is a relatively new axial piston principle /1…5/. Unlike
in bent axis and slipper type machines, the pistons are locked onto the main rotor i.e.
drive shaft. Furthermore, the cylinders are detached and separated from the barrel:
each piston has its own, cuplike cylinder, which is ‘floating’ on and supported by a
rotating barrel plate. Piston rings are not needed; the piston crown has a cavity, which
will make the piston expand to a same degree as the cylinder annex cup, thereby
closing the gap between the piston and its paired cylinder under all circumstances.
The FC-principle is essentially a multi-piston principle. The number of pistons is
typically somewhere between 24 and 30 pistons, which is three to four times as much
as in current axial piston principles. The pistons are arranged in two rings, one on each
side of the central rotor. The swash angle of the barrels is limited to about 8°.
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Fig. 1: Inner parts of the FCVP28, excluding bias springs, bearings and shaft seal

Fig. 2: The FCVP-prototype excluding the control valve

In 2005, a variable displacement floating cup pump (FCVP28) was presented by
INNAS /6/. The FCVP28 is an open circuit pump with a maximum displacement of 28
cc. The pump is designed for operating pressures up to 350 bar and has the same
control options as conventional open circuit pumps, including a position feedback of the
swash plates for power control.
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This paper is about the control itself. Section 3 describes the general principle of the
swash plate control. A special hydraulic control circuit is applied in the FCVP, which is
described in section 4. Two simulation models have been developed: a straightforward
linear model and a detailed sophisticated non-linear model. Section 5 describes the
test results and compares these with the results from the simulation models.

2. The variable displacement FC-pump

Fig. 3: Swash plate bearings (high pressure side in red and low pressure side marked blue)

There are several challenges to the design of the variable displacement floating cup
pump. The first and biggest challenge is the supply of oil to and from the barrels via the
swash plates. The barrels run on port plates, which are located on top of the swash
plates. The lubricated interface between the rotating barrel and the stationary port plate
is one of the most delicate design details of axial piston machines, acting both as a
face seal and a thrust bearing. On each side of the pump, oil needs to be supplied to
the low-pressure side, via the swash plate and the port plate to the barrel. During the
pump stroke, the oil is forced to the high pressure side, through the swash plate to the
channels and ducts in the housing.
Another bearing and sealing interface is on the backside of the swash plate, where the
oil is passing from the housing to the swash plate and vice versa. Both sealing and
bearing interfaces require a minimum deformation of the components, despite the high
hydrostatic loads and possible temperature effects.
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One of the advantages of the floating cup principle is the small maximum tilt angle of
the swash plate: for the open circuit floating cup pump considered here, the swash
plate position only needs to be varied between 0 and 8°. The relatively small angular
variation facilitates the contact between the moving ports of the swash plate and the
stationary ports of the housing.
In the FCVP28, both swash plate positions are varied and controlled. The control does
not need to be simultaneous, but could also be sequential, having one swash plate
rotating before the other. However, also if both swash plates are controlled in the same
way, then the control angles do not need to be exactly equal at all times. In the end, the
average angular position of both swash plates will determine the total displacement of
the FCVP28. This average swash angle can simply be determined by a small and
simple mechanism as shown in Figure 4. The mechanism causes the central pin to
move up and down. The pin is connected to the optional control valve, and sets the
position of the inner spool valve, thereby limiting the power output of the pump. This
option is not further discussed in this paper.

Fig. 4: Power control option with a feedback of the average swash plate position

3. Swash plate actuation and position control
In the FCVP28, the bias springs and the bias pistons push the swash plates initially to
the maximum swash angle. The torque of these pistons and springs is counteracted by
the control pistons and cylinders annex cups (see Figure 5). Each swash plate has one
bias piston and two control pistons and cups, which are essentially the same as the
pistons and cups of the rotating group.
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Fig. 5: One of the swash plates piston including the control pistons,
the bias piston and the bias spring

The load on the swash plate bearing needs to be reduced to the minimum:
·

Impact wear and brinelling are known issues for the bearing races of the swash
plate. The wear can only be reduced by means of reducing the load;

·

Bearing loads are rather unpredictable reaction forces, which make it much
more difficult to minimize the structural deformation of the swash plates;

·

Bearing loads create friction and stick-slip effects, which are difficult to handle in
control systems. They limit the dynamic performance of the pump control.

In order to fulfil this requirement, several measures have been taken:
·

Each barrel has an even number of cups and pistons: the FCVP28 has 24
pistons, 12 on each side, of which 6 pistons are always creating an axial load
on the swash plate. This results in an almost constant axial barrel force, which
can be balanced by the size and position of the bearing ports at the back of the
swash plate;
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·

Each swash plate has two actuators, which are positioned in opposite
directions. As a result, the actuators create a pure torque and there is no net
axial force from the actuators acting on the swash plate;

·

Hard end stops, to limit the minimum and maximum swash plate positions, are
avoided. Instead, a hydraulic valve system is build to limit the swash plate
system (see /7/ and /8/ for further details).

4. Damping the swash plate oscillations
The most important load on the swash plates comes from the rotating group of cups.
But also the centrifugal forces and the potential friction forces create a torque load,
which tends to tip the swash plate /9/. The torque is not constant but varies strongly as
a result of the rotating movement of the barrels and the continuous variation between
high and low pressure levels. This torque load is counteracted by the actuator or
control pistons.
The variation of the torque load results in an oscillation of the angular position of the
swash plate. This also occurs in conventional axial piston pumps /10/, but the
oscillation behaviour will be somewhat different in the FCVP /7, 8/ due to the larger
number of pistons, the even number of pistons instead of odd number of pistons and
the much lower friction between the swash plate and its bearing.
In conventional pumps, the actuators act as dampers or shock breakers, thereby using
the resistances in control valve to build up pressure in the control cylinders. Aside from
the oscillation damping, the resistances used in the valve also define the dynamic
behaviour of the pump control. Figure 6 shows the extended and simplified
representation of the pump control. The control can be regarded as a series of a
variable and a constant resistance. The circuit acts as a pressure divider, which is
needed for the variation of the control pressure. But it also uses the resistances to
damp the swash plate oscillation. The combined functionality sets limits to both the
control and the damping function.
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Fig. 6: Hydraulic circuit (left) and simplified diagram (right) of a conventional pump control

Fig. 7: Simplified hydraulic circuit for the floating cup pump. The valves indicated with ß are
applied to limit the maximum swash angle

In the FCVP, the double, mirrored construction is used to split these two functions.
Figure 7 shows the simplified hydraulic circuit. The pair of actuators of each swash
plate is represented in this figure by just a single piston, one for the left swash plate,
and for the right. The oscillation of the left swash plate is out of phase with the
oscillation of the right swash plate (Figure 8). Oil is therefore transferred from the left
actuator to the right, and vice versa, thereby passing the resistances R5. The
construction offers much better opportunities for optimisation than the conventional
control valve.
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Fig. 8: Swash plate oscillation and actuator pressure for the two swash plates of the FCVP,
measured at 200 bar and 1500 rpm (see Figure 2 for the definitions of mount and cover side)

5. Swash plate control
The FCVP28-prototype is equipped with a standard DFR-valve of a Bosch Rexroth
A10VSO-pump. The valve is integrated in the hydraulic circuit shown in Figure 7, in
which resistances R3 and R4 represent the resistances of the DFR-valve. The
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resistances indicated with R5 are optimized for damping the swash plate oscillations.
These resistances can be found again in the diagram of the test circuit (Figure 9.). In
this figure, the floating cup pump is depicted as a combination of two variable
displacement pumps, the left side being the mount side, and the right side the cover
side.

Fig. 9: Test circuit. The FCVP28 is illustrated as a combination of two variable displacement
pumps, having a common shaft and housing.

The flow control part of the DFR-valve is set at a ∆p of 20 bar. The pump flow is
delivered to two variable resistances R1 and R2 in series, followed by a pressure relief
valve. A 2/2-valve is included parallel to R1. When this valve is opened, the pump flow
bypasses this resistance. By doing this, the test mimics a sudden change in the flow
demand. The flow-control part of the DFR-valve responses to the change, and
increases or reduces the average pressure in the actuators. This results in a change of
the swash plate positions and, consequently, in a change of the flow through the
metering resistance R2 or the combines resistance of R1 plus R2. The bypass valve is
opened manually. The opening time is estimated to be 0,1 seconds.
Figure 10 shows two test results at a pump pressure of 200 bar and a rotational speed
of 1500 rpm. Both the pump discharge pressure and the rotational positions of the
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swash plates are shown. The measurements show that both swash plates respond
almost synchronically: the swash angle variation on the mount side is almost identical
to the swash angle variation of the cover side. The swash plates are only linked
together via the hydraulic circuit as shown in Figure 9.

Fig. 10: Measured and simulated pump pressure and swash angle at 200 bar and 1500 rpm.
The time scale on the horizontal axis is 0,1 second per division.

Both a linear and a detailed non-linear model have been developed. The linear model
is a straightforward model of the FCVP28, based on similar algorithms as have been
applied for conventional slipper type pumps. In order to account for the swash plate
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oscillations and other more detailed phenomena, an extended non-linear model has
been conceived. The basic outlines of this model are described in earlier literature [11].
As can be seen in Figure 10, both models are adequate to predict the general dynamic
behaviour of the pump. The most important differences relate to the variation of the
discharge pressure as a response to the switching of the bypass valve of resistance R1.

6. Conclusion and future work
Tests and analysis of a prototype of a 28 cc variable displacement floating cup pump
(FCVP28) have proven that it is possible to control both swash plates with a single
pump control. The swash plates respond almost identical to the signals of the control
valve. A new configuration has been applied in which the damping function of the
control valve can be isolated of the control function itself. The response time of the
FCVP28 is about 0,1 seconds. In this measurement we have taken the DFR-valve from
Bosch Rexroth as it is.
In a next phase of the development, the simulation models will be used to modify and
optimize the design of the control valve and its parameters.
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Abstract
Modern production systems have to allow high performance cutting processes in a
flexible production system environment at a high level of accuracy. The final workpiece
accuracy is mainly influenced by the thermo-elastic behavior of the machine tool and
can be improved by additional measures, compensation strategies and an optimized
machine design. These measures are often implemented as stand-alone solutions.
According to the Industry 4.0 all information should be connected in a single model of
the actual machine state to increase machining accuracy. It is therefore necessary to
integrate upcoming smart fluid power systems into the machine network.
KEYWORDS:

Thermo Energetic Design, Machine Tools, Smart Fluid Power
Systems
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1. Introduction
In today’s markets, the need for machine tools with an increasing productivity and
accuracy is apparent /1/. High productivity (high quantity output) results in a high
energy consumption of the drive systems, spindle and auxiliary units of the machine
tool. Especially heat losses of the main drives are dissipated into the machine
structure, which decreases machining accuracy. Therefore, the increase in productivity
is limited by thermo-elastic deviations under a certain tolerance limit (Figure 1).
Accuracy requirements are continuously increasing /1/. In consequence, the influence
of thermo-elastic deviations will most likely increase in the future /2,1/. Current
investigations state an amount of thermo-elastic deviations on the overall workpiece
error of up to 75 % /3,4/. Thus the thermo-energetic design of machine tools is a key
competence for upcoming production systems.
This conflict between power efficiency, accuracy and productivity is the main focus
within the CRC/TR 96 financed by the German Research Foundation DFG. Different
solutions to enable a high accuracy manufacturing without an additional demand for
energy under unstable thermal conditions are investigated. In addition to these
measures, smart fluid power systems can contribute to enable both a resource and a
cost efficient high accuracy manufacturing technology.
1. State of the art

Energy consumption

Cost efficiency

Accuracy

Tolerance
limit

Productivity

Figure 1: Conflict between power efficiency, accuracy and productivity. In style of /5/
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2. Thermo Energetic Design of Machine Tools
The thermal machine characteristics, e.g. the temperature distribution and as a result
the deformations of the machine structure (Figure 2), are influenced by different design
and thermal factors. They can be divided into the categories environmental (external)
and machine (internal) influences.
Energetic

Process

Thermal

Fluid, drive and
oti systems
motion

1

Power
dissipation

Thermoelastic

Geometrickinematic

Environment

2
Heat flux

Machine structure
3
Temperature
field

4

Deformation
field

5

Machining
result
Error
at TCP

Figure 2: Causes for thermo-elastic deviations. In style of /5/
The ambient temperature of the shop floor is affected by meteorological (e.g. daily
fluctuation of the ambient temperature) as well as machine shop specific (e.g. machine
waste heat, air conditioning and heating) influences. The main machine internal heat
sources and sinks are the drives of the motion systems, especially the main spindle, as
well as the process heat and coolant.
These heat sources and sinks (1) lead to a heat transfer in the machine structure (2)
which results in an unbalanced and unsteady temperature distribution within the
machine structure (3). This distribution is dependent on thermal material properties like
heat capacity, heat conductivity and mass distribution as well as on the distance or
position to the heat sources and sinks. The temperature field leads to a thermal
deformation of the machine structure (4) and finally to deviations and inclinations of the
tool center point (TCP) (5). The deformation field is influenced by the effective strain
lengths, the expansion coefficients, the components structure (ribbing, thickness), the
position of the components to each other and the kind and setup of the position
measuring systems.
A reduction of these thermo-elastic deviations of the TCP is done by
·

additional measures,

·

avoidance of emerge or reduction due to an optimized design,

·

control-internal compensation methods or

·

a reduced base load.
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Additional measures (e.g. cooling, wait for thermal steady state and air conditioning)
can reduce the resulting error of the TCP to meet the tolerances under a high
productivity and thus a high thermal load of the machine tool (Figure 3, 2). These
measures results in an increased energy consumption, which affects the cost efficiency
negatively. Compensation algorithms can reduce this energy consumption as additional
measures can be neglected (Figure 3, 3). In this regard, thermo-elastic deviations can
be reduced by control-internal compensation models (indirect compensation) or by
directly measuring the TCP offset (direct compensation). In case 4 the deviations will
not occur due to a change of the machine design and reduction measures without
additional energy input (e.g. optimized design, base load reduction, active thermal
management).
2. Additional measures (e.g. cooling, thermal
steady state, air conditioning)

1. State of the art

Energy consumption

Energy consumption
Cost efficiency

Cost efficiency

Accuracy

Tolerance
limit

Productivity

Accuracy
Productivity

3. Compensation without additional measures

4. Compensation & avoidance/ reduction

Energy consumption

Energy consumption
Cost efficiency

Accuracy
Productivity

Tolerance
limit

Cost efficiency

Tolerance
limit

Accuracy

Tolerance
limit

Productivity

Figure 3: Conflict between power efficiency, accuracy and productivity. In style of /5/
An optimized thermo-elastic design of machine tools requires a deep understanding of
the thermo-elastic behavior of the different machine components (Figure 4). Therefore,
a detailed analysis and simulation of the machine components under typical thermal
stresses is part of current research activities (CRC TR/ 96, DFG SPP 1480, EXC 128).
An example of a modelling approach to optimize the design of the cooling circuit of a
main spindle is given in /6/.
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Required component models to describe the actual machine tool

Coupling and heat input
Structure components

Junctions

Process

Cooling circuit

Tool and

Environement
and installation

chucks

Figure 4: Required components models to describe the actual thermo-elastic behavior
of a machine tool
As the machine design is optimized, further improvements of the remaining thermoelastic deviations can be achieved by compensation. Research activities mainly focus
compensation models based on
·

control-internal data like power and speed of the drives (Figure 2, 1),

·

the temperature field within the machine structure (Figure 2, 3),

·

the deformation field (Figure 2, 4) and

·

the direct measurement of TCP deviations (Figure 2, 5).

Common industrial thermo-elastic compensation methods are based on temperature
measurements. The machine structure components are monitored by approximately
10 - 20 temperature sensors. The ideal position of these sensors can be calculated /7/.
The final deviation of the TCP is often calculated by a linear assumption between
temperature and resulting cartesian deviation of the TCP. These models are
parameterized by deviation measurements under representative thermal loads of the
machine structure. The method achieves good compensation results of positionindependent deviations typical for a thermal load of the main spindle.
As thermo-elastic deviations often include position dependent deviations (especially
due to thermal loads of the linear axes as well as the environment) a volumetric
measurement and compensation method is necessary /9,8/. This is subject to current
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research topics. A volumetric measuring method based on laser distance
measurements is employed to measure the whole machine volume in a short time
period /8/. The system consists of an interferometer mounted on two rotational axes
able to follow the position of an optical target reflector (Figure 5, left). The target
reflector is mounted at the TCP, while the interferometer is mounted on the machine
table. The TCP with the mounted reflector moves to previously defined positions during
measurement, while the interferometer records the relative distance changes between
interferometer and reflector position. The position of the interferometer has to be
alternated during measurement to at least four different positions. A multilateration
technique combined with a rigid body model is used to calculate the deviations of each
degree of freedom for each machine tool axis. Figure 5 (right) presents a partial result
of these calculations. The position dependent yawing motion error of the x-axis of a
machine tool over time is shown. An air-cut of the x-axis of 30 m/min over 6 h is applied
as a thermal load followed by a cool-down phase of approximately 18 h.
Volumetric measurement of TCP deviations
LaserTracer
High precision
sphere

Reflector

Deviation in µrad

25

Active beam
Interferometer

Abbe-Error at the TCP due to a load of the
x-axis

ECX

0

-25
-500
-250

0
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Position in mm

500 0
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15

20
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Time in h

Figure 5: Volumetric TCP deviations of a milling machine due to load of a linear axis.
In style of /8/
The measurement results will be used to develop a volumetric compensation approach
based on control-internal data /9/ (Figure 6): Control-internal data of the different
motion systems like power of the axes are already captured by the Numeric Control
(NC). These data streams are averaged (1) to calculate model parameters from a
predefined characteristic diagram (2). The characteristic diagram is captured
beforehand by volumetric thermo-elastic deviation experiments for representative
thermal loads. As a result, the deviation of all three degrees of freedom of single axes
under different thermal loads is known. Each of these measured errors is approximated
by first-order time delay elements to span the characteristic diagram. The interpolated
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model parameters (3) are used to calculate the deviation of each degree of freedom of
the single axes in time and in space domain (4). Finally, the computed volumetric
deviations over time are stored in the NC for further processing (5). These are used by
the NC to calculate the current cartesian offset vector of the TCP to apply its inverse
value to the feed drive control.
The presented compensation algorithm based on control-internal data can significantly
reduce the resulting error of the TCP due to machine internal influences to values
under 5 µm /9,8/. Changes of the environmental temperature and variations of the
actual process (coolant) would require a combination of additional compensation
approaches, using other sensors.
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Figure 6: Control-internal volumetric compensation
An additional compensation approach is illustrated in Figure 7. Here, the local thermoelastic relative deformations of relevant structure components are measured by linear
strain sensors. The sensors are based on integrated carbon fiber rods in the machine
structure, which act as a dimensional reference. With a displacement sensor, the
relative mean strain of the respective structure can be measured with high accuracy.
When the system is integrated into a machine tool, multiple sensors (usually three) are
integrated in a structural component. By this approach, elongation and bending can be
distinguished and quantified.
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A test machine has been equipped with a system of 24 sensors (three located in the
headstock). The headstock is an important component in the kinematic chain and
prone to thermal deformation since it is directly exposed to the main spindle and the
linear motors. Validation experiments, in which the headstock has been heated by
motion of the Z-axis, result in a bending of the component and therefore a deviation of
the TCP in Y-direction of up to 80 µm.
With the direct measurement of the deformation and a geometric-kinematic
transmission model, the resulting deviation of the TCP can be calculated with good
accordance. The experiments show a potential reduction of the resulting deviation of
86 %. The inverse of the calculated deviation is added to the nominal position value in
order to correct the deviation via a feed motion of the machine axes /10/.
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Figure 7: Indirect correction of thermo-elastic deviations by measuring the structural
deformations of the machine components. In style of /10/
A direct measurement of the TCP deviation can be used to compensate thermo-elastic
deviations. Here, as a rule, the TCP deviation is measured as the cartesian offset
vector at one or several specific machine positions. A measurement of the full
volumetric geometric state of the machine tool is an exceptional case as the cost and
time effort is too great.
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Each of the presented possibilities to improve the thermo-elastic machine tool behavior
enhances the system understanding of single machine components to build up an
understanding of the complete machine. Today, these methods are often used as
stand-alone solutions. In the context of Industry 4.0 all available information, e.g.
sensor data, control-internal data of the drive and motion systems as well as the
auxiliary units and the machining code should be combined in a single model and lead
to a profound system understanding. Any information can improve the predictive
accuracy of the current thermo-elastic machine state for compensation, base-load
reduction and an active thermo-management. In this context, the actual state of the
auxiliary systems e.g. spindle cooling and fluid power systems have to be known and
controllable by an integrated machine network to enable an active thermomanagement.

3. Requirements for Smart Fluid Power Systems
As shown in Figure 3, No. 4, the cost efficiency can be further increased by reducing
the energy consumption. Having a closer look at the energy consumption of machine
tools during operation, Figure 8 shows for an exemplary machine tool (Heller H2000)
and a test workpiece, that fluid systems (auxiliary components) are the main
consumers. The fluid systems “Cutting fluid supply”, “Cooling System” and “Hydraulic”
have a share of 66 % of the energy consumption for the exemplary break down of the
test workpiece machined on the machine tool. /11/
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Figure 8: Exemplary break down of the energy consumption of a machine tool /11/
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3.1. Approaches to improve the energy efficiency
The following section describes technical approaches to improve the energy efficiency
of the fluid systems (auxiliary components). In addition to the state of the art the
optimization with the achieved energy savings is shown. The approaches mainly aim a
demand-based operation of the fluid systems.

3.1.1. Coolant fluid systems
For cooling and lubrication of the tools from inside, a high pressure pump is used. The
high pressure coolant pump represents the highest active power consumer of the
coolant system. The coolant is fed to the machining point through channels in the tool.
Depending on the tool size, various pressure levels and flow rates for optimal
machining are required. Thus, the high pressure coolant pump has a large variety of
operating points. But today most of the high pressure coolant pump units are designed
to the maximum required coolant volume flow. If a lower coolant volume flow is
needed, the excess flows unused over the pressure reducing valve back to the tank
(see Figure 9, top left). The energy consumption of the coolant fluid system is
independent of the operating condition of the machine tool and the pumps are
oversized for most applications. Thus, the efficiency under partial conditions is low and
head is added unnecessarily to the coolant. /12/
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Figure 9: high pressure coolant pump units and difference of effective power /11/
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The optimized high pressure coolant pump unit is equipped with a frequency converter
and a pressure sensor. The exact flow rate and pressure level for each tool size is
provided by the unit (see Figure 9, bottom left). The maximum possible power saving
is 3.5 kW or 55 % at a pressure level of 70 bar and a tool size of 4 mm diameter (see
Figure 9, right). The flow rate is reduced by 22 l/min. This corresponds to a hydraulic
power loss in the bypass of 2.6 kW.

3.1.2. Cooling system
Cooling units in machine tools can be operated with water or oil. They serve to cool
e.g. the spindle, drives, ball screws, the hydraulic unit, the coolant, the machine bed or
the control cabinet. Cooling units are necessary to prevent certain components from
overheating and to assure a certain accuracy of the machine tool. For the exemplary
machine tool in the initial state, a hot gas bypass cooling unit is used. In general
different approaches to energy efficient cooling systems exist.
·

Clocked compressor

·

Frequency-controlled compressor

·

Digital-Scroll compressor

The clocked compressor is switched off when it is not used. It is a simple and
effective solution to save energy, yet it can only be used for longer on/off intervals
otherwise the durability is affected negatively /13/. For that reason the hot gas bypass
method is the state of the art unit for high-precision machining. The cooling power of a
hot gas bypass system can be controlled within the range of 10 – 100 % /14,13/ but as
energy is burned off in the bypass, the active power consumption is fairly constant and
mostly independent from the actual machine condition. The energy efficiency in the
part-load case is low. A digital-scroll compressor does not reflect state of the art
technology of cooling units of machine tools. First results on the power consumption of
a prototypic cooling unit with digital-scroll compressor together with a description of the
functionality can be found in /15/. The cooling power of a digital-scroll compressor can
be varied between 10 – 100 % with constant speed. Due to the digital control of the
compressor power, the active power of the cooling unit can be adapted to the demand.
For the exemplary machine tool the power consumption of the cooling unit with a hot
gas bypass ranges from 2.4 kW to 3.3 kW for the three different operating conditions
(see Figure 10) /16/. For the exemplary break down of the test workpiece machined on
a machine tool (see Figure 8) the cooling system have a share of 20 % of the energy
consumption /11/. To optimize the cooling unit, the hot gas bypass was removed and a
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digital scroll compressor is used. In addition, the pump and fan motor was equipped
with a frequency converter (see Figure 10). The power consumption of the cooling unit
with digital scroll compressor now ranges from 0,89 kW to 2,7 kW for the three different
machine conditions (see Figure 10). Due to the demand-based compressor power, the
active power at operating condition “main switch on” (no production) can be reduced
over 62 %. /16/
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Figure 10: machine cooling Circuit

3.1.3. Hydraulic unit
Hydraulic units of machine tools are one of the main consumers of energy. Hydraulic
functionalities of machine tools are for example the tool change, the work piece
clamping, the palette change, the weight compensation of vertical axes or the supply of
hydrostatic guidings. For the test workpiece machined on the machine tool Heller
H2000 (see Figure 8) the hydraulic system has a share of 20 % of the energy
consumption /11/. This machine tool has two hydraulic cycles with different hydraulic
functions; a high pressure cycle (200 bar) and a low pressure cycle (60 bar). The stateof-the-art hydraulic unit therefore has a low and a high pressure pump on the same
shaft and a constant drive. /17/ analyzes the energy efficiency of the state-of-the-art
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and two optimized hydraulic units (see Figure 11). The description of the functionality
of each hydraulic unit and a detailed analysis of the energy consumption for different
machining conditions can also be found in /17/. Since there is no hydraulic function
during most of the processing time, the behavior of the hydraulic units during base load
condition is discussed in the following. For the hydraulic unit of optimization “one” (see
Figure 11) the high pressure pump is replaced with a booster. Thus, the power
consumption of the hydraulic unit can be reduced by 61 % (from 2,3 kW to 0,9 kW)
during base load condition. Furthermore the oil warming could be reduced so that a
cooling of the hydraulic unit is no longer needed.
60 bar + 200 bar pump on the same shaft
and a constant drive
200 bar

Optimisation 1: Booster

60 bar
60 bar
200 bar

M

M

Optimisation 2: DvP-unit
200 bar

200 bar
M
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Figure 11: Scheme of the different hydraulic units /17/
The hydraulic unit of optimization “two” (see Figure 11) only has one variabledisplacement axial piston pump. The motor is equipped with a pressure controlled
frequency converter. The high-pressure pump loads two accumulators one lowpressure accumulator with 60 bar and one high-pressure accumulator with 200 bar.
During times where no hydraulic function is fulfilled, the hydraulic drive is reduced to
4 Hz. Thus, the power consumption of the hydraulic unit can be reduced to 0,2 kW
which represents a saving to the state-of-the-art unit of 91 %. Further advantages are
the noise reduction of the DvP-unit through a very low turning speed and the reduction
of thermal losses. /17/

3.2. First Steps to Smart Fluid Power Systems
The results of the described studies show that the base load of the fluid systems can
be significantly reduced through demand based supply. Therefore the energy efficiency
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can be increased and the heat energy introduced unnecessarily into the machine tool
can be reduced. With the DvP-unit (see Figure 11) the hydraulic oil temperature could
be reduced from 45°C to near ambient temperature. By the optimizing measures the
cooling of the hydraulic oil can be completely avoided. For further optimizations new
approaches are needed. A possible one is the use of smart fluid power systems.
Following an approach is described which is being investigated in the research project
“MinEnerWe – The mineral oil-free, energy-efficient machine tool”. A first step towards
a "smart fluid power system" has been made by using a combined hydraulic and
cooling unit (see Figure 12). The combining of the hydraulic and cooling unit is
possible due to the optimized DvP-unit described above.
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Figure 12: Combined Cooling and hydraulic unit
By combining the cooling and the hydraulic unit, both circuits can be powered from one
power supply unit. By merging subfunctions of both units, synergy effects can be
utilized. In addition, only one tank is needed and the required space can be reduced.
The pressure accumulators in the high- (HP) and low-pressure circuits (LP) allow a
shutdown of the hydraulic pump during times where there is no hydraulic function
required. Due to the combination of the units the tank volume of the cooling unit is
increased. As a result a clocked compressor can be used by holding the accuracy
requirements, which previously could not be used (see. chapter 3.1.2). This
compressor is both more energy-efficient and more cost-effective, than hot gas bypass
units. In order to increase resource efficiency a water-based, mineral oil-free fluid is
used that fulfills both the requirement of the hydraulic and the cooling circuit. The age-
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related change of the new mineral oil-free fluid /18/ as well as the impact of the new
fluid to the sealing materials /19/ are tested according to known procedures.
The common supply unit will be linked to the numeric control (NC) of the machine tool
and will predictively analyze the current NC code. Thus, the hydraulic pump can be
switched on shortly before a hydraulic function is needed. The cooling unit may in
advance increase the flow rate to the spindle for high spindle loads (e. g. roughing).

4. Smart Fluid Power Systems in the context of Industry 4.0
With the measures described above, a first step towards Industry 4.0 in the field of the
hydraulic and cooling fluid systems has been done. The future fluid systems will be
intelligent and deeper linked with the machine tool (see Figure 13). The machine tool
could be able to identify the workpiece automatically and load the appropriate NC code
with associated thermo-elastic compensation models. The operating state of the
machine tool including auxiliary units could be monitored by means of different
sensors. Thus, the state of the hydraulic oil and the number of switching cycles of the
valves could be analyzed. The coolant unit will show the upcoming maintenance work,
for example when the fluid needs to be refilled or replaced. By integrating the sensor
data and operating conditions into the machine tool control, the temperature distribution
of the machine components, the power losses, the volume flows and active power input
are known. These data allow the use of an intelligent thermal management and
compensation system to reduce the thermo-elastic deviations of the TCP, which
enables a high accuracy and energy efficiency by low demands on the ambient
conditions.
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Abstract
Controlling the thermo-elastic behavior of tooling machines can only be achieved by
systematic analysis, characterization and design of their fluidic system. In the first stage
of this project, fundamental work was done to develop simulation methods for the
calculation of the thermodynamic behavior of a representative example of a milling
machine and each of its components. With experimental and numerical data it was
proven, that significant improvement can be achieved by a proper design of heat transfer
conditions of the fluidic system. To correct and counterbalance thermo-energetic effects,
it will be necessary to develop new structures of the tooling machines systems which
ensure the temperature-control of local subsystems in dependence of the actual working
process. The work which is documented in this paper deals with the thermodynamic
behavior of the motor spindle
KEYWORDS:

Tooling Machine, Heat Transfer, Cooling Circuit, Energy Efficiency,
Experimental Investigations, Simulation

1. Introduction
In metal-cutting production still demands are placed with regard to greater accuracy and
higher productivity /1/. Therefore, an adequate control of the static design of machine
structures and advanced servo technology of feed axes are already contributing to high
precision. However, growing quantity outputs require larger amounts of main and feed
drive power. In case of the main drives this power is mainly dissipated in heat flows at
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the tool center point (TCP) of the cutting process. And in case of the feed drives also
higher heat flows are produced indirectly due to increased friction losses of mechanical
drives and guide elements or increased power losses of the drives themselves. Both is
leading to increased thermo-elastic deformations. Conventional measures concerning
the reduction of thermo-elastic errors such as air-conditioning of entire production areas,
continuous operation of thermal stabilizing hydraulic circuits even in idle process
windows as well as tempering of structural areas of machine tools are already
successfully practiced. However, these practices consistently increase the energy
consumption and thus, reduce the efficiency. As part of the Collaborative Research
Center CRC/TR 96 an approach is pursued focusing on measures to comply with
manufacturing accuracy under thermally unstable conditions, without the demand for
additional energy /2/. Especially concerning the fluid systems it is necessary to critically
review this additional energy demand from an economic and ecological point of view.

2. Overview of the 1st project stage
2.1. The approach and methodology
Regarding a uniform temperature distribution in machine tools, the analysis of thermoenergetic properties and the support in the design of fluid power systems are the main
concerns of this project. Due to the increased complexity of fluid power systems its
optimization provides a comprehensive working area. Especially with the focus on an
optimal thermal performance with a minimal power supply, existing simulation models
are not adequate for a scientifically based design. For this purpose the research activities
are aimed at the development of principles and simulation models with a holistic
approach.
Therefore, the approach was divided into four subdomains. In the first two steps
extensive experimental investigations were carried out at the overall tooling machine and
selected components. These studies formed the basis for receiving information on
characteristic variables and parameters for modeling. Subsequently, extensive
numerical simulations (CFD) were performed in the third step. These simulations help
making the thermo-energetic exchange processes visible in a high temporal and spatial
resolution. Beside experimental data they represent an additional basis for comparison
and significantly support the modelling process by deriving structures and parameters,
as well. In the last step abstract network-based component models (1D) were developed.
In contrast to numerical 3D models they allow a faster computation at the same or even
lower capacity. For this reason, 1D network-based models are well suited for the
description of complex systems, e. g. the fluid cooling system.
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2.2. Selected results of the 1st project stage
2.2.1. Machine analysis of a milling center
In Figure 1 the investigated main fluid systems of the demonstrator DBF 630 with its key
components are depicted. All in all, four systems were analyzed in detail: The cooling
circuit, the cooling lubricant system, the lubrication circuit and the hydraulic system. The
cooling circuit has a fixed displacement pump (20) and a heat exchanger (22) that cools
the heated fluid down to a set temperature. The main components needed to be cooled
are the electrical cabinet (6), the rotary table (4) and the main drive (7). The cooling of
the electrical cabinet is realized by an air-water heat exchanger (21) and that of the rotary
table (4) and the main drive (7) directly by a water/Antifrogen® N mixture that flows
through implemented cooling channels. For detailed information on the other fluid power
systems refer to /3,4/.
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Figure 1: Main fluid systems of the demonstrator DBF 630, adapted from /3,4/.
Figure 2 shows the measured energy demand in the no-load test cycle. The largest
amount with approximately 45 % is required to drive the axes. In total, the fluid power
systems require 44 %. It remains a residue of 11 %. This energy demand is needed for
the auxiliary equipment, such as lighting, CNC control and control circuit or pneumatic
subsystems. With a closer look on the fluid systems it becomes obvious that the cooling
lubricant system has the highest energy demand of about 16 %. The energy demand
within the lubrication system as well as the cooling system is nearly at the same level
with approximately 12 % and the smallest share of about 4 % is needed for the hydraulic
system.
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Figure 3: Network-based simulation model of the cooling circuit, adapted from /5/.
Furthermore the applicability of existing modelling tools (like SimulationX) was examined
for the description of the cooling circuit system, as can be seen from Figure 3. The model
structure is basically set up in alternating arrangement, because of the correlation
between the input and output variables of nodes and elements. The potentials required
for the computation are transported by thermal or hydraulic connections between the
individual blocks. For a detailed mathematical description of the utilized elements refer
to /5,6,7/. Figure 4 shows exemplarily a comparison between the measured and
simulated values of the inlet and outlet temperatures as well as the heat flows at the key
components. It is seen that the real system behavior can be predicted with slight
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deviations. The reasons for the slight deviations concerning the heat flows need to be
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Figure 4: Comparison of measured and simulated temperatures and heat fluxes at the
key components of the cooling circuit, adapted from /5/.

2.2.2. Component analysis regarding the spindles cooling system
Especially in the sector of high-speed machining the spindle is directly driven by a builtin motor that is actively cooled via the stator cooling sleeve. The sleeve itself is made of
a highly thermally conductive material (e.g. brass), and comprise rib structures at the
outer radius improving the heat transfer into the fluid. In order to examine the thermoenergetic characteristics and to validate the network-based and numerical CFD
simulation models a test stand was developed, depicted in Figure 5 and explained in
detail in /4,6,7/. The modular design of the test stand permits a simple replacement of
the cooling sleeve to examine different flow geometries in detail.
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Figure 5: Experimental and simulative component analysis of the motor spindles
cooling sleeve.
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3. Outlook and planned work in the 2nd project phase
3.1. The approach
The shown works are an important prerequisite for the second phase of the project (see
Figure 6). Concerning a comprehensive thermo-energetic analysis of fluidic tempering
systems in machine tools the methods of network-based simulation are extended and
optimized regarding manageability and robustness with respect to parameter variations.
For this purpose detailed studies on various complex integration objects are carried out.
This allows the analysis of the interaction of different methodological approaches on a
more complex level. The aim is to provide design recommendations for thermo-energetic
efficient components and an advantageous system structure.
Thermo-energetic characterization of fluid power systems
Phase 1:

Phase 2:

Phase 3:

Thermo-energetic
calculation models

Recommendations for
thermal-energy efficient
design.
Investigation of effects
of heat losses due to
clamping and feed
hydraulics.

Guidelines for
constructive integration
and operating in the
machine

u(t)

A(t), B(t),
C(t), D(t)

y(t)

n1=
f (t,T,P,p, …)

Figure 6: Approach of subproject A04 in the 2nd project phase
Regarding functional and design aspects fluid power systems interact with a variety of
tooling machine components. Therefore, they are an important control element for the
thermo-energetic behavior within the complex machine structure. To ensure a thermoenergetic efficient system operation the 3rd stage aims at the formulation of guidelines
for an intelligent, demand-oriented control logic of the new systems as well as the
structural integration into the overall machine. Here, the inclusion of technological and
accuracy-related requirements plays an essential role. The work contents of the 2nd
phase are an important milestone in this direction. Based on the integration object “motor
spindle” the interaction of the developed fluidic model descriptions with the approaches
of other projects regarding structural or controlling aspects is analyzed. Compared to the
previously used test rig “stator cooling sleeve” the increased complexity of the integration
object “motor spindle” supports the validation of the universality of the developed network
models.

3.2. Methodology and work contents
The methodology is based on an experimental analysis of fluid power components and
systems within selected integration objects and demonstrator machines. On this basis,
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the developed computational models for the simplified experimental setup of the 1st
project phase will be developed further with a higher degree of complexity for real
components. In order to optimize the components and systems regarding their structure
and mode of operation first, important parameters must be identified by means of
sensitivity analyses. The numerical CFD and network-based models serve as a basis for
an automated sensitivity analysis and optimization. Especially for complex system
structures the network-based models provide benefits. They allow comprehensive
parametric studies without extensive measurements.
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Figure 7: The approach of the subproject A04 „Thermal fluid engineering” in the
second stage of the project

3.2.1. Derivation of simulation and experimental strategies
Both at system and component level extensive experimental work provide the basis for
modeling. For the parameterization and further development of simulation models
important geometrical and thermal (e.g. material) parameters are derived from data
sheets and design documentation. The investigation range comprises spindle and motor
cooling (integration object “motor spindle”) and further important systems resulting from
the investigation of the demonstrator machine (DMG DMU 40 eVo linear). Furthermore,
typical operating cycles, major thermal and fluid power measurands as well as the
required model scope have to be specified in coordination with other subprojects of the
CRC/TR 96.

3.2.2. Experimental analysis of component and system structures
Experimental investigations are performed on selected fluid power components and
systems. In contrast to the simplified test rig design of stage 1 the behavior can hereby
be analyzed under real operating conditions. Thus, additional influences such as e. g.
the heat input resulting from friction in the bearing are included in the considerations,
even with fluctuating operating conditions. The evaluation provides statements on the
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thermal properties (e. g. temperature level, heat conduction, convective heat transfer
wall/fluid). Moreover, information on the fluidic potential and flow variables can be
extracted. These enable the identification of flow resistances and losses that are
responsible for the heat generation within the fluid power systems. Since in tempering
systems drive powers are usually completely converted into heat they are recorded
additionally. Finally, the parameters that are necessary for the depiction of the actual
components and systems behavior within the simulation model, will be extracted from
these measurements. They form the basis for the subsequent sensitivity analysis and
optimization.

3.2.3. Simulation-based component analysis and optimization
With the help of the previously determined thermal and fluidic parameters of the design
and measured data the cooling circuits of complex, real components are simulated by
numerical and network-based models. Therefore, the model structures developed in the
1st project phase serve as a basis. The cross-checking with the experiments at the
integration object and the demonstrator machine supports the verification of the
developed model descriptions. Subsequently, the components are optimized concerning
their structure, design and operational parameters. For this purpose, a sensitivity
analysis is carried out with the help of the developed numerical and network models.
This step is useful for the identification of relevant design parameters for the subsequent
optimization process. Its aim is an improved thermo-energetic behavior, matched to the
component-specific demand for temperature control. Here, potentials exist concerning
the channel geometry and structure (e. g. channel cross section, pitch, number of helices
in cooling sleeves) as well as the adjustment of the operating parameters (e. g. loaddependent flow control).

3.2.4. Simulation-based system analysis and optimization
The focus of this work package is the analysis and further development of entire fluid
power system structures. Like previous investigations showed, sufficient cooling capacity
is available in machine tools. However, the cooling is insufficiently adjusted to the
process and component dependent heat input into the machine that varies in time and
place. Thus, the thermo-elastic deformation of the machine can only be reduced
insufficiently. To overcome these deficits, two different strategies are examined and
evaluated on the basis of the cooling system of a machine tool: On the one hand a
decentralization towards autonomous systems (see Figure 8) allows a demandoriented, component specific supply and temperature control. Accordingly, the
adjustment of the operating parameters and their control strategy with respect to the
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components requirements are included in the considerations. On the other hand the
centralization of supply units (e. g. the usage of the hydraulic unit for a parallel pressure
build-up in the coolant-lubricant system) promises potential for minimizing the energy
consumption and consequently reducing the introduced heat losses into the machine
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Figure 8: Decentralizing levels of the system structure

3.2.5. Model preparation and data transfer for correction methods
For the analysis of the interaction with the calculation models of other subprojects the
fluidic ones are integrated into the overall models of the integration objects. First, this
requires a transfer of the simulation models into software independent calculation
equations. Furthermore, in this way the models suitability for precise thermo-energetic
prediction based on a real system can be validated, which is essential for the use of
correction methods.

4. Summary
The aim of the paper is to give a short presentation of the done and planned
investigations in the Collaborative Research Centre CRC/TR 96, especially in the subproject A04 “Thermal fluid engineering”. During the 1st phase of the project
·

the thermo-energetic balance of selected tooling machines was investigated
experimentally and

·

particularly relevant subsystems have been identified, for example the cooling
circuit and the motor spindel.

Concerning the description of the components
·

with the help of numerical CFD simulations and

·

experimental studies of individual components

·

network-based models have been developed that can predict their thermoenergetic behavior with deviations less than 3 %.
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In the subsequent phase of the project, these models are used to optimize the heat
transfer and fluid system structures as well as to develop process and demand-oriented
control strategies. On the one hand a precise prediction of the thermo-energetic behavior
of fluid power components and systems is crucial for the correction of thermo-elastic
deformations of the tooling machine. And on the other hand temperature distribution
within the tooling machine can be homogenized by means of optimized structures and
control strategies. Therefore, thermo-elastic deformations can be compensated in
advance.
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Abstract
An important criteria for optimising hydraulic systems is their size. Especially for tanks
and heat exchangers oil parameters as heat capacity and thermal conductivity have a
big influence on the size. Additionally, various oils differ in their parameters. Accordingly,
the heat capacity and thermal conductivity need to be known. However, little research
has been done. Data-sheets usually do not provide any thermal data.
In this paper, the thermal conductivity is measured for varying types of hydraulic oils. The
thermal conductivity is determined by a newly designed test-rig measuring the radial
temperature difference in a tube at a quasi-static state using a constant heat flux. Thus,
an overview over the thermal conductivity of different oils is achieved. Based on the
results, a comparison between different types of fluid is made.
KEYWORDS:

Bio-Oil, Thermal Conductivity, Mineral-Oil, Thermal Properties

1. Introduction
Thermodynamic measuring is strongly dependent on the data available. Witt proposed
a model in order to describe thermal effects on viscosity and density of different oils using
model equations, /1/. Additionally, he derived a model to describe the hydraulic efficiency
using thermodynamic measurements. One of the properties which hasn´t been subject
of research is the thermal conductivity.
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An investigation of the efficiency of an external gear pump as a function of the
temperature has been discussed by Lana et al. in /2/. Within this study, a thermodynamic
model has been derived and assessed under the experimental and simulative point of
view. Additionally, the pump structure has been artificially worn and the influence of the
wear on efficiency has been investigated. In the proposed model by, the thermal
conductivity is necessary in order to calculate the hydraulic efficiency.
Assuming an incompressible flow, the first law of thermodynamics for a pump can be
written as in (1), where ∆T is the difference between the up- and downstream
temperature. On the right hand side, β is the coefficient of thermal expansion and v is
the specific volume of the fluid. Finally, P and ܳሶ describe the input shaft power and the

heat flux through the pump housing respectively. The latter is given in (2), which is the

heat transfer through the surfaces of the pump housing to the surrounding. In order to
compute such heat flux, (2) utilises the difference between the average fluid temperature
ܶത and the surrounding temperature ܶ௦ , the heat transfer coefficent ݄௦ and the net
exchange surface ܣ௦ .
ொሶ ି

οܶ ൌ ఘொҧ െ


ഥ ்തሻ௩തο
ሺଵିఉ
ҧ

(1)

ܳሶ ൌ ݄ത ܣ௦ ሺܶത െ ܶ௨ ሻ

(2)

Both equations (1) and (2) are defined for a steady state of the system. For this reason,
a homogeneous and isotropic temperature is assumed in. Figure 1 shows the
comparison between the theoretical results and the experimental ones for an external
gear pump at a rotational speed of 1750 1/min.

Figure 1: Measured and simulated temperature difference of the in- and outlet of an
external gear pump /2/
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Next to practical applications, multi-dimensional system simulations also require
accurate data, especially when considering CFD simulations. The modelling of the fluid
requires detailed information on the thermal properties in order to make precise
predictions. Unfortunately, modelling the thermal properties of the fluid is a difficult task,
because of lack of data. Especially the thermal conductivity is a parameter that can
influence simulation results.

2. Introduction into Thermal Conductivity
In order to calculate the heat flux in (2), it is necessary to possess data regarding the
thermal conductivity of the oil used.
The heat flux describes the transport of thermal energy by atomic and molecular
interactions. Assuming a body to be homogeneous and isotropic, a temperature
difference within the body leads to a heat flux which is independent from other effects.
By normalising the heat flux in respect to the cross section area the heat flux density can
be defined. According to Fourier there is a proportional relationship between heat flux
density and temperature gradient, see (3) and /3/.
ݍԢԢ ൌ െߣ ή ݃ܶ݀ܽݎ

(3)

The factor for the proportional relationship between the heat flux density and the
temperature gradient is called thermal conductivity λ. The thermal conductivity of oils at
20 °C is shown in Table 1.
Oil
λ

HLP46
0.14

HETG
0.17

Table 1: Literature Data for HLP and HETG at 20 °C /4/
For a one-dimensional case the heat flux depends on the distance between two points,
the temperature difference across it and the thermal conductivity of the material in
between. In Figure 2 The area normalised heat flux or heat flux density ݍሶ ƲƲ enters at the

first test point and exits at the second test point in a distance δ. This leads to a

temperature difference between the first test point temperature Ti and the second test
point temperature Ta. By using equation (4), the heat flux density, the temperature
difference and the distance define the thermal conductivity. This one-dimensional case
is valid for two large but thin plates touching each other. When heating one of them, the
other gets warmer too. Additionally, the effects on the edges of the plates are negligible.
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ݍሶ ԢԢ

ܶ୧

ܶୟ

ߜ

Figure 2: Thermal Conductivity in 1D
ݍሶ ƲƲ ൌ ߣ ή

் ି்ೌ
ఋ

(4)

An example for a two-dimensional case is a long but thin pipe with a centric heat source.
Here the distance between two measurement points is in radial direction. Due to the
changing cross section for the heat flux with changing radius, the temperature profile is
not linear any more. Instead it has a logarithmic shape, according to (5) and deduced in
/5/. A sketch for a two-dimensional case is shown in Figure 3. The two-dimensional
approach assumes that effects at the end of the pipe can be neglected.

ݎ୧

ܶ୧

ݎୟ

ܶୟ

Figure 3: Thermal Conductivity in 2D
ݍሶ ƲƲ ൌ ߣ ή

் ି்ೌ
ೝ
୪୬ሺ ೌ ሻ

(5)

ೝ

When considering the heat transfer within fluids two effects occur. First the thermal
conductivity as explained above leads to a heat transfer. However, due to the motion of
the fluid convection might lead to further heat transfer. The separation of both effects is
difficult in measurement. Thus the Rayleigh number Ra is used to estimate the extent of
the convection. It is defined by Grashof number Gr and Prandtl number Pr, see (6), and
describes the relationship between lifting forces and viscosity forces for a temperature
difference applied. In case of the Rayleigh number Ra << 1000 the convection can be

neglected. This is valid for the test rig explained later for temperatures below 500 K,
compare with /5/.
ܴܽ ൌ  ݎܩή ܲݎ

(6)
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Another heat transport mechanism is thermal radiation. Because of the low thermal
conductivity of oil and the resulting low temperature differences, radiation can be
neglected for the planned test rig.

3. Thermal Conductivity Test Rig
The principal idea of the thermal conductivity test rig is to create a closed volume that
can be compressed in order to adjust the pressure to a desired level. Additionally, a
defined heat flow can be introduced and the radial temperature difference can be
measured at various positions. The measurement principle can be seen in Figure 4.
Temperature sensors are located at varying radial distances around a centric heat
source. Through a heat wire a heat flux ܳሶ is introduced. With the electric resistance ܴ of

the heat wire and the current ܫ, the heat flux can be calculated using (7).

ܳሶ

ݎ୧

ݎୟ

ܶ୧

ܶୟ

Figure 4: Radial Heat Flow
In order to derive the thermal conductivity, (8) can be expanded by the length of the wire
ܮ. After solving for ߣ, (9) shows the final equation to calculate the thermal conductivity
for the test rig.

ܳሶ ൌ ܷ ή  ܫൌ ܴ ή  ܫଶ
ܳሶ ൌ ߣ ܮή

ߣൌ

(7)

ο்
ೝ
୪୬൬ ೌ ൰
ೝ

(8)

ೝ

୪୬൬ ೌ ൰
ொሶ
ೝ
ή
ο்


ൌ

ோήூమ


ή

ೝ
൬ ೌ ൰
ೝ

ο்

(9)

Figure 5 shows a sectional view of the conceptual design of the test rig. The housing
consists of a steel pipe and an end cap. The end cap (left) can be moved to adjust the
volume. By torqueing tie rods the volume and thus various pressures can be applied.
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Four sensors are used. The first one is the pressure sensor, the other three are
temperature sensors. Their measuring heads are positioned in different distances to the
sensors landing, while the sensors are mounted in a row parallel to the test rig´s axis.
Through a thread opposite to the end cap the heating wire is integrated. When applying
an electric voltage to the wire current flows heating it. Various voltages and thus powers
can be provided by the power-supply unit used. The alignment of the wire is ensured by
tightening it with a hook integrated in the end cap. The hook is mounted on a spring
providing a tightening force despite different end cap positions. Thus a centric and
straight position is achieved for all operation points.

οݎଷ

οݎଶ

οݎଵ

Figure 5: Conceptual Design of the Test Rig
For measurement the wire is heated with the power-supply unit. A defined power is
provided. This electric power is converted into heat leading to a heat flow and thus a
radial temperature gradient in the oil. Due to the different radial positions of the
temperature sensors, this temperature gradient can be measured, see Figure 6 showing
the schematics of the test rig.
U
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Figure 6: Schematic of the Wheatstone bridge used
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The electric power provided to the oil can be calculated from the current and the heating
wire resistance. While the current is known from the power-supply unit, the heating wire
resistance is unknown and might even change with temperature. However, by using the
Wheatstone bridge circuit the heating wire resistance can be deduced with help of three
defined and temperature independent resistances. Two resistances in series are placed
in parallel to a second set of resistances in series. One of these four resistances is the
unknown one. By applying a voltage to the circuit a bridge voltage results from between
the serial resistances of one set to the other. Now the unknown resistances can be
calculated with (10) and (11). For this the resistances R1 to R3 need to be known.
Additionally, these reference resistances need to be temperature independent.
Otherwise the accuracy of the resistance calculation would be limited. Figure 7 shows
the final test rig setup.
ௗ ൌ ܷௌ௨௬ ሺோ
 ு௧ ൌ ܴଶ

ሺ

ோಹೌ

ಹೌ ାோమ

ೆಳೝ
ೃ
ା య ሻ
ೆೄೠ ೃయ శೃర

ଵିሺ

െ

ோయ
ሻ
ோయ ାோర

(10)

(11)

ೆಳೝ
ೃ
ା య ሻ
ೆೄೠ ೃయ శೃర

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Figure 7: Test rig setup: (1) Lid with spring hook, (2) Sensors, (3) Measuring tube, (4)
Wheatstone bridge with heat wire attached, (5) Power supply
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4. Calibration of Temperature Sensors
The temperature measurements are conducted using pt1000 sensors. In order to
calibrate the sensor, several cooling cycles were run and the electrical resistance was
measured with 1/16 ȳ accuracy. The cycles were run using a oil reservoir on a laboratory
hotplate with integrated stirrer to induce a homogenous temperature distribution in the

fluid. Additionally the temperature was measured using a calibration thermometer. The
results over all the cycles were evaluated and put into a table which translates the
resistance into a temperature. Based on the acquired data, this allows to translate a
difference of electrical resistance into a temperature difference.

5. Results
To disregard convectional influences, the Rayleigh number is calculated using literature
data for HLP46 at 20 °C. The result shows a Rayleigh number of 214.65, due to  ݎܩൌ

ͳ͵ʹǤͲ͵ and ܲ ݎൌ ͲǤͳͷ. Therefore, the convectional influences on the measurements

can be neglected. Additionally, all the measurements were performed at a pressure level
of 1 bar.
In order to measure the thermal conductivity of different oils, a calibration measurement
was conducted. The calibration fluid was pure water with an electrical conductivity of less
than 1 µS/cm. The measurements were conducted at 20°C. Table 2 shows the results

compared with literature values. The different ߣ -values show the different combinations

of temperature sensors used. The maximum deviation is 21.1 %. However, the deviation

is in a tight band.
Fluid
λ1
λ2
λ3

ܪଶ ܱ lit.
0.597
0.597
0.597

ܪଶ ܱ
0.493
0.500
0.471

Deviation [%]
17.42
16.24
21.1

Table 2: Calibration Measurement for ܪଶ ܱ

Figure 8 shows the difference between every combination of sensors regarding their
electrical resistance over time. ȟܴǡ represents the difference between sensor I and j.

The graph shows that an almost constant state is reached during the measurement. This
state stays almost constant over 400 s. Therefore a quasi-static state is achieved with
constant temperature differences over each sensor.
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Figure 8: Difference of Resistances in a quasi-static state for HLP46
Table 3 shows the measurement results for three different oils. The focus lies on the
measurement of oils with the same viscosity index. Therefore, a viscosity index of 46
was chosen, because it represents a common class for many hydraulic applications. The
measurements show, that HLP46 and HEES46 have very similar values for the first two
temperature differences. Unfortunately, ߣଷ produces an offset for HLP and HETG oil. A
possible explanation for this occurrence is that ߣଷ is calculated from the data of the two
sensors closer to the wall. An influence of the wall on the sensors might cause this effect.
Further investigations need to be done in order to determine the reason behind this
phenomenon.
Oil
λ1
λ2
λ3

HLP46
0.147
0.161
0.065

HEES46
0.156
0.157
0.165

HETG40
0.179
0.183
0.236

Table 3: Measurement Results for different oils

6. Conclusion and Outlook
In this paper, a short introduction into thermodynamic measurements is given. On basis
of the first law of thermodynamics, an equation for the heat flux through a fluid is derived.
One integral part of this equation is the thermal conductivity of the fluid. Little research
has been done in order to determine those values for hydraulic oils. In order to generate
a first understanding of the dimensions of the thermal conductivity of oils, a test rig was
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designed to measure the thermal conductivity. The calibration of the temperature
sensors was done by measuring the electrical resistance of the pt1000 elements used
during several cooling processes. This way, the behavior of the sensors between each
other was derived and can be used to measure temperature differences. Next, a
calibration measurement with pure water was conducted. The maximum deviation was
21%. Additionally, three oils of a similar viscosity index were investigated.
The results show the tendency, that bio oil in general has a higher thermal conductivity
than mineral oil. This impacts hydraulic applications as well as system simulations. The
knowledge can be used to design smaller hydraulic tanks. If the thermal conductivity of
the oil is higher, heat can be transferred out of the fluid faster. This reduces the idle time
in a tank and therefore might reduce its size. The same is valid for heat exchangers.
System simulations always depend on accurate data in order to produce reliable results.
If a simulation is used in order to design a whole hydraulic system, a good oil model is
needed. Thermal properties play a vital role since isothermal conditions are a
simplification of the system. Therefore, measuring the thermal conductivity of oil is a step
towards a more holistic simulation approach.
In the future, more work has to be done in order to increase the accuracy of the
measurements. Especially regarding the heating wire, power supply and temperature
sensors. Additionally, investigations on high pressure states can be obtained by
compressing the test tube and therefore generating a working pressure up to 400 bars.
This can be done for a variety of oils and a database can be gathered.
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8. Nomenclature
ܣ௦

Heat transfer area

m²

ܿҧ

Average heat capacity

kJ/(kg K)

ݎܩ

Grashof number

݄ത

Average external heat transfer coefficient

W/(m² K)

ܫ

Electric current

A

L

Length

ܲ

Power



Pressure

ܳ

m
W

ܲݎ

Prandtl number

ி

Surface pressure
Volume flow

l/min

ܳሶ

Heat flow

W

ݍԢԢ

Heat flow density

W/m²

ܴ

Electric resistance

Ω

ܴܽ

Rayleigh number

ݎȀ

Radius, i: inner, a: outer

m

ܶത

Average temperature

K

ܶ

Temperature

K

ܷ

Electric voltage

V

ݒҧ

Average velocity

m/s

bar
N/mm²
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ߚҧ

Average coefficient of thermal expansion

1/K

ߜ

Distance

m

߂

Pressure difference

bar

οܶ

Temperature difference between two points

K

ߟ

Efficiency

ߣ

Thermal conductivity

W/(m² K)
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Abstract
Due to good energy-efficiency of electrohydraulic compact drives a cooling aggregate
often is not installed. The operating temperature is governed by the complex interaction
between dissipative heat input and passive heat output. This paper targets the simulation
of the thermo-energetic behaviour of an electrohydraulic compact drive by means of a
lumped parameter model in order to predict the operating temperature. The developed
thermo-hydraulic model is validated against measurements utilising thermocouples and
a thermographic camera to capture temperatures. The results show, that the presented
methodology enables a satisfying accurate prediction of the thermo-energetic behaviour
of electrohydraulic compact drives. A further analysis of simulation results is given, highlighting the power losses and heat rejection capabilities of different components. Finally,
measures for the improvement of the heat rejection capabilities are studied.
KEYWORDS:

Electrohydraulic compact drive, EHA, thermo-energetic simulation,
heat transfer processes

1. Introduction
Electrohydraulic compact drives are an interesting alternative to conventional hydraulic
or electromechanical drives. Owing to the good efficiency a key property of electrohydraulic compact drives is the possibility to design the actuator without a cooling aggregate. The dissipated energy is discharged via passive heat output of heat conduction,
natural convection and radiation – so called calm cooling. Correspondingly, the prevailing operating temperature is governed by the complex interaction between operation
dependent power losses and passive heat output, as illustrated in Figure 1. In order to
guarantee a temperature stable process of electrohydraulic compact drives – or vice
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versa to know about the possible fields of application – the knowledge of the thermoenergetic properties is essential.

Radiation

Natural convection
Aux.
valves

Electrical
input power

M

Mechanical
output power

~

Housing
Heat conduction

Figure 1: Thermal behaviour of electrohydraulic compact drives /1/
In avoidance of elaborate experiments a lumped parameter simulation is suitable to evaluate the thermo-energetic behaviour of electrohydraulic compact drives. Dynamic and
thermo-energetic behaviour with interdependencies as well as dependencies on the operating point can be predicted with reasonable computational effort. The question that
has to be answered is, which accuracy in temperature prediction can be achieved and,
moreover, is the achieved accuracy satisfying in technical terms. In /1/ an approach was
published, how to set up and parameterise a thermo-hydraulic model of an electrohydraulic compact drive demonstrator. First validation results were presented, whereby the
accuracy did not match the technical needs yet.
This paper focuses on the prediction of the thermo-energetic behaviour of an electrohydraulic compact drive demonstrator with a thermo-hydraulic model, which was further
developed and enables the prediction of operating temperature with sufficient accuracy.
Implemented measures to enhance the thermo-hydraulic model are introduced. Additionally, investigation on heat transfer processes on a model shape geometry is presented, which underpins the choice of parameterisation method regarding natural convection. The model is validated against measurements and characteristic results are presented. Apart from thermocouples inside the hydraulic circuit a high-quality thermographic camera is used to provide a detailed capture of outer surface temperatures. Subsequently a further analysis of simulation results is given, highlighting the power losses
and heat rejection capabilities of different components. Finally, approaches for the improvement of heat rejection capabilities of the drive are proposed.
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2. Electrohydraulic compact drive demonstrator
Before the methodology of thermo-energetic simulation is focused, the electrohydraulic
compact drive demonstrator is introduced. A hydraulic scheme and the mechanical design is given in Figure 2. Drive’s cylinder (1) is controlled by the pump (5), which is driven
by a BLDC-motor (6). The differing volume flows of the single rod cylinder are balanced
by a hot oil shuttle valve (3), which is connected to a membrane accumulator (4).
Adapter- and mounting plates (7, 8) are used to assemble components. The drive is
mounted on the cylinder’s head side to the test rig (9). More details on the fundamental
behaviour of the presented hydraulic circuit can be found in /2/, /3/ and /4/.

m

Single rod cylinder (1)

Pipes (2)
8

Balancing valve (3)
Balancing volume (4)

3

Hydraulic pump – 4Q (5)
Speed controlled motor (6)
Mounting plate (7)

M

2

6

5

4

7

2
9

1

Adapter plate (8)
Test rig frame (9)

Figure 2: Set-up and design of the electrohydraulic compact drive demonstrator /1/

3. Thermo-energetic modelling of the demonstrator
Thermo-energetic systems simulation with lumped parameters is used in different engineering domains, i.e. in electrical engineering /5/, machine tool engineering /6, 7/ as well
as in hydraulic domain /8, 9, 10/. The methodology, which is basically applied, consists
of the thermo-energetic analysis and the thermo-energetic modelling and simulation of
the system.
The thermo-energetic analysis includes analysis of power losses, which can be regarded
as system’s heat sources, analysis of heat flows, which represent the paths to the heat
sinks and the analysis of thermal resistances located on the way.
Gathered information from thermo-energetic analysis is used to set up and parameterise
an energetic and a thermal model that are connected to a dynamic drive model. The
resulting thermo-hydraulic model enables the simulation of complex dynamic and thermal processes. In this work, ITI SimulationX®, a commercial multi domain system simulation software, is used as simulation tool.
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A detailed description of the thermo-energetic analysis and thermo-energetic modelling
of the demonstrator can be found in /1/. In this paper the focus is set on the measures
that are taken to further develop the existing thermo-hydraulic model. These are in particular:
·

Detailed investigation and implementation of pump efficiency in dependency of
operating temperature.

·

Basic research on heat transfer at a model shape geometry (cube) regarding
natural convection; consequent use of 3D-method to calculate heat transfer number in case of natural convection.

·

Refinement of the thermal resistance network.

3.1. Temperature dependent pump efficiency
Main losses in electrohydraulic compact drives are induced by the electric motor and the
pump. Subsidiary, friction and flow losses in the cylinder, flow losses in hydraulic piping
(including auxiliary valves), accumulator losses as well as frequency converter losses
are present. Losses of both motor and pump are dependent on the operating parameters
speed and load. Furthermore, in particular pump losses may vary with the operating
temperature due to changing fluid viscosity and gap widths /11/. Since temperature dependency was not included in the pump loss model yet, measurements were carried out
to quantify temperature influence on efficiency of the used pump. Figure 3 illustrates the
measured pump efficiency in dependency of speed and load at different temperature
levels. The results show that with rising temperature the efficiency of the pump decreases especially under high loads, but also increases slightly at higher speeds and
small loads.
The complex power loss characteristic of the pump is implemented in form of a 3-dimensional efficiency map ߟ௨ ൌ ݂ሺȟǡ ݊ǡ ߴሻ in simulation – parameterised with the data

from measurement. It showed that the implementation of temperature dependent pump
efficiency contributes significantly to the enhancement of the accuracy of the thermohydraulic model.
Similarly, power losses of the electric motor and friction losses of the cylinder are implemented as 2D-efficiency maps with measured data: ߟெ௧ ൌ ݂ሺܯǡ ݊ሻǡ ߟ௬ௗ ൌ

݂ሺȟǡ ݔሶ ሻ respectively. Flow losses are computed by throttle and valve elements.
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Figure 3: Pump efficiency in dependency of operating temperature

3.2. Calculation of natural convection heat transfer number
The relevant mechanisms on heat transfer on electrohydraulic compact drives are: Enforced convection (inside hydraulic circuit), heat conduction and carriage inside and between solids as well as natural convection and radiation at the free outer surfaces. In
case of natural convection the determination of heat transfer numbers is associated with
a number of uncertainties. First, the ambient conditions have to be mentioned, which
often are not well known. Indoor air flows may influence the heat transfer number in the
range of more than 30 % /6/. Second, in literature different approaches exist to calculate
natural convection heat transfer problems. Basically the convective heat transfer ܳሶ is
described by

ܳሶ ܿ ݊ൌ ߙܿ ݊ή  ܣή ȟܶǡ

(1)

with the related area ܣ, the forcing temperature difference ߂ܶ and the heat transfer number

ߙ ൌ ܰ ݑή ߣ௨ௗ ȀܮǤ

(2)

Here, ߣ௨ௗ is the heat conductivity of the fluid and  ܮthe characteristic length. The
Nusselt number ܰݑ, a function of Grashof number  ݎܩand Prandtl number ܲ( ݎequa-

tion(3)), is calculated for different convection problems by using approaches from relevant tables.
 ݎܩൌ ݃ ή ܮଷ ή ߚ௨ௗ ή ߂ܶȀߥ ଶ ǡܲ ݎൌ ߟ ή ܿǡ௨ௗ Ȁߣ௨ௗ 

(3)
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The approaches for calculating Nusselt number either refer to 2D-geometry (horizontal
plate, vertical plate), which can be composed to a body, or 3D-geometry as a whole
(cube, cylinder and sphere). Both approaches can be found in literature for modelling
technical objects, i.e. /6, 7, 9, 10/.
Considering a cube oriented parallel to the ground as simple example, according to /13/
the corresponding approaches for the calculation of Nusselt number are:
ܰ ݑൌ ͲǤ ή ሾ ݎܩή ܲ ݎή ݂ଶ ሺܲݎሻሿǡଶ

Upper horizontal plate
ଶ

ܰ ݑൌ ሼͲǤͺʹͷ  Ͳǡ͵ͺ ή ሾ ݎܩή ܲ ݎή ݂ଵ ሺܲݎሻሿଵΤ ൟ

Vertical plate

ܰ ݑൌ ͷǡͶͺ  Ͳǡͷʹ ή ሺ ݎܩή ܲݎȀ݂ସ ሺܲݎሻሻǡଶହଶ

Cube

ܰ ݑൌ ͲǤ ή ሾ ݎܩή ܲ ݎή ݂ଵ ሺܲݎሻሿǡଶ

ିଵΤଽ

݂ଵ ሺܲݎሻ ൌ ൣͳ  ሺͲǤͶͻʹȀܲݎሻଽΤଵ ൧
݂ସ ሺܲݎሻ ൌ ൣͳ  ሺͲǤͶͻʹȀܲݎሻଽΤଵ ൧

ଵΤଽ



2D

Bottom horizontal plate

ǡ݂ଶ ሺܲݎሻ ൌ ൣͳ  ሺͲǤ͵ʹʹȀܲݎሻଵଵΤଶ ൧

3D
ିଶΤଵଵ





(4)



(5)

If one applies the two approaches on a given cube geometry, divergences between the
calculated convective heat transfers become apparent. In case of entities, which have a
homogeneous temperature distribution, it is reasonable to suppose that a 3D-approach
matches the convective behaviour better, since the influence of edges and the geometry
as a whole is respected. In order to prove this assumption and to test the applicability of
the given approaches, a detailed investigation on a cube model shape geometry was
carried out.
The used test set-up is illustrated in Figure 4. The model geometry is an aluminium cube,
which is mounted freely hanging in a self-contained, windowless room. It can be assumed that except self-induced air flows no other air flows are present in this room. The
surface of the cube is covered with chalk spray in order to achieve a defined emissivity
ߝ. As heat source a heating cartridge is installed in the centre of the cube, whose heating
power is captured by measuring the electric input power. In steady-state the input heating
power equals the rejected heat flow. The surface temperature is captured by a thermographic camera.
The diagram in Figure 4 shows the measured temperature of the cube against the convective heat flow. The convective heat flow ܳሶ is determined by subtracting the calcu-

lated radiative heat flow ܳሶௗ from the measured input heating power ܲ௧ :
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ସ
ସ
ܳሶ ൌ ܲ௧ െ ܳሶௗ ൌ ܲ௧ െ ߝ ή ߪௌ ή ሺܶ௦௨ǡ௦
െ ܶǡ௦
ሻ

(6)

Further the calculated theoretical values according to equation (1) to (5) are depicted as
dashed lines. In comparison 3D-method method fits better the measured values as 2Dmethod. The average deviation in terms of heat rejection capability is 3.8 %, in contrast
to 12.6 % for the 2D-method. Thus, 3D-approach is used consequently for the calculation
and parameterisation of natural convection heat transfer processes in the simulation. If
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Figure 4: Investigation of natural convection heat transfer processes on a cube
Furthermore, the cube can be used as a reference object to determine ambient conditions, since the heat rejection is well known for ideal, uninfluenced conditions through
the investigation. Placing the heated cube next to the compact drive during validation
measurements, the test set-up provides information on the influence of occurring indoor
airflows and, consequently, strengthens the validation of the model.

3.3. Thermal resistance network
Figure 5 depicts the scheme of the demonstrator’s thermal resistance network. With respect to the inclusion of secondary matter components in addition to the main components as well as the consequent use of 3D-method for natural convection processes it is
discretised in seven fluidic control volumes A to G and eighteen solid control volumes 1
to 18. The latter represent the housing of the components and the solid construction
elements. The heat capacities, which are assigned to each control volume, are connected via thermal resistances to one another, the ambience and the test rig. The thermal
resistances ܴ௧ are determined by the heat transfer number ߙ and the corresponding
area  ܣcorresponding to the relation

ܴ௧ ൌ ͳȀሺߙ ή ܣሻǤ

(7)
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They consist of enforced convection at the boundaries of the hydraulic system, heat conduction and carriage in the housing and between the demonstrator and the test rig as
well as free convection and radiation on the free outer surfaces. The calculation of the
heat transfer numbers is done by means of approaches from relevant tables and publications /6, 12, 13/. The losses of the components are inscribed at the control volumes,
where they are transferred into the system. Not illustrated in the scheme are the flow
losses of the piping.
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Figure 5: Thermal resistance network of the demonstrator
Basis for the calculation of system’s temperatures is the first law of thermodynamics
ௗா
ௗ௧

ൌ σ ܳሶ ሺݐሻ  σ ܲ ሺݐሻ  σ ݉ሶ ቂ݄ 

మ
ଶ

 ݃ݖቃ ǡ


(8)
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which has to be satisfied for each control volume, whereby kinetic and potential energy
can be neglected.

4. Test rig and duty cycle
For the validation of the thermo-hydraulic model of the demonstrator the test rig set-up
according to Figure 6 was used. The demonstrator is connected to a moveable mass,
on which a desired load force can be applied by means of an electrohydraulic load simulator. Apart from power related quantities the temperature at relevant locations in the
system is measured. The oil and the ambient temperature is captured by thermocouples,
the outer surface temperatures by a high quality thermographic camera. The thermographic camera provides a detailed capture of outer surface temperatures and enables
a validation of surface temperatures in a greater depth.
Additionally, the in chapter 3.2 investigated cube is placed next to the demonstrator. The
surface temperature of the heated cube is captured by the thermographic camera as
well. The deviation to the thermal behaviour under ideal conditions is a measure for the
indoor airflows occurring during the experiment. On the basis of the measured data an
averaged correction factor for the convective heat flow is derived, which has the value of
1.16 between the prevailing and the uninfluenced convective heat flow. The correction
factor is implemented in simulation and strengthens the validation of the model.
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As duty cycle, the drive executed a harmonic oscillation of position  ݔwith a frequency of

݂ ൌ ͲǤͶ ݖܪand an amplitude of ݔො ൌ ͳʹͲ݉݉. The applied load force was set constantly
to ܨௗ ൌ ͷ݇ܰ.

5. Results

5.1. Model validation
Looking at the balance of power a good congruence between simulation and measurement can be stated. The amount of electric energy consumed by the drive executing the
prescribed duty cycle differs only to a small extent (about one percent). The simulated
and measured oil and surface steady-state temperatures are illustrated in Figure 7. It
shows that simulated temperatures match measured ones closely with a slight overestimation of oil temperatures. The maximum oil temperature in the system differs 4.4 %
between measurement and simulation. Particularly noticeable is the overestimation of oil
temperature on the rod side of the cylinder, where the deviation is 15 %. The solid material at the same place (cylinder head) shows the opposite behaviour. This suggests
that in the experiment a larger amount of heat is transferred into this component and
subsequently to the ambience.
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ϑCyl,piston side ϑCyl,rod side

70
simulated

60



50

40
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ϑPump
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Figure 7: Simulated and measured steady-state temperatures
Even though the thermo-hydraulic model was further developed, various uncertainties in
describing thermal and loss behaviour remain. Uncertainties in the parameters, which
are necessary to describe the heat carriage between connected surfaces or the reduction to simple model geometries are mentioned exemplarily. Moreover dynamic losses
are not taken into account, since steady-state efficiency maps are used to model the loss
behaviour of motor, pump and cylinder. In terms of validation the measurement accuracy
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of temperature capture has to be mentioned, which is given with ±1.5 K for the thermographic camera and ±0.5 K for the thermocouples.
Nevertheless, even though the simulated temperatures do not perfectly match the measured ones, simulation predicts the thermo-energetic behaviour with satisfying precision
in order to support development, optimisation and examination of possible fields of application of electrohydraulic compact drives.
Furthermore, the thermo-hydraulic model can be used to analyse drive’s thermal behaviour in depth. The left diagram in Figure 8 shows the power losses and heat rejection
distribution among the components. Clearly, pump and motor are the main heat sources,
while the most heat rejecting components are the cylinder and the motor. The right
handed diagram illustrates the dominant heat transfer mechanisms. With a total heat
rejection of approximately ܳሶ ൌ ͷͲͲܹ most heat is transferred by natural convection,
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Figure 8: Simulated distribution of steady-state power losses and heat rejection

5.2. Heat rejection improvement studies
Moreover, the validated thermo-hydraulic model enables studies on the heat rejection
improvement. Approaches for the improvement of heat rejection are covering blank metallic surfaces with high emissive coatings (ߝ௧ ൌ ͲǤͲͷ ǥ ͲǤʹͶ,ߝ௩௦ ൌ ͲǤͻʹ ǥ ͲǤͻ)
or provide ribbed surfaces to increase radiative and convective heat transfer respectively. The calculation of heat transfer numbers of ribbed surfaces can be found in /6/.
Figure 9 shows the simulated temperatures of the demonstrator with improved heat rejection behaviour. All metallic surfaces are varnished (ߝ௩௦ ൌ ͲǤͻʹ) and the motor as
well as the mounting plates are equipped with ribbed surfaces. With these measures the
maximum oil temperature can be reduced by 22 % from 76 to 64°C.
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Figure 9: Simulated steady-state temperatures of conventional
and improved demonstrator

6. Conclusion
Electrohydraulic compact drives represent an interesting alternative to conventional hydraulic or electromechanical drives. Due to the calm cooling (passive heat output) the
prediction of thermo-energetic behaviour is essential in order to guarantee a thermally
stable process without elaborate experiments. System simulations with lumped parameters are suitable to predict thermo-energetic behaviour with reasonable computational
effort. In this paper, a lumped parameter thermo-hydraulic model of an electrohydraulic
compact drive demonstrator is introduced, which combines a dynamic system model with
a thermal resistance network. The thermal resistances are parameterised analytically by
means of approaches from literature. Further, in particular the temperature dependent
losses of the pump and the natural convection heat transfer of a model shape geometry
(cube) are focused. Profound studies of the latter enables the identification of ambient
conditions during experiments using the cube as a reference object. The validation
against measurements shows that the model achieves an accuracy of 4.4 % in the prediction of the system’s maximum steady-state oil temperature. This accuracy can be
considered as satisfying in technical terms in order to support development, optimisation
and examination of possible fields of application of electrohydraulic compact drives. Finally, an analysis of power losses and heat rejection capabilities among the components
and a simulation study on the improvement of the heat rejection capability is presented.
It is shown that with the use of ribbed surfaces and varnish the system’s maximum oil
temperature can be reduced by 22 %. Future works will target sensitivity analysis of the
thermo-hydraulic model and thermo-energetic behaviour as well as aspects of wear and
oil aging in electrohydraulic compact drives.
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9. Nomenclature
ܣ

Area

m2

ܿ

Flow velocity

m/s

ܿ 

Specific heat capacity J/(kg*K)

ܧ

Energy

J

݂

Frequency

Hz

ܨ

Force

N

݃

Gravity

m/s2

݄

Specific enthalpy

J/kg

ݎܩ

Grashof number

-

ܮ

Characteristic length

m

݉ሶ

Mass flow

kg/s

ܯ

Torque

Nm

݊

Speed

rev/min

ܰݑ

Nusselt number

-

ܳ

Volume flow

l/min

ܳሶ

Heat flow

W



Pressure

N/m²

ܲ

Power

W

ܲݎ

Prandtl number

-

ܴ௧

Thermal resistance

K/W

ݐ

Time

s

ܶ

Temperature

K

ܷ

Voltage

V

ݔ

Position

m

ݖ

Height

m

ߙ

Heat transfer number W/(m²*K)

ߚ

Expansion coefficient 1/K

ߝ

Emissivity

-
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ߟ

Efficiency, Dynamic

-,

viscosity

kg/(m*s)

ߣ

Heat conductivity

W/(m*K)

ߥ

Kinematic viscosity

m2/s

ߪௌ

Boltzmann constant

J/K

ߴ

Temperature

°C
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Abstract
This paper focuses on thermal analysis of a direct driven hydraulic setup (DDH).
DDH combines the benefits of electric with hydraulic technology in compact
package with high power density, high performance and good controllability. DDH
enables for reduction of parasitic losses for better fuel efficiency and lower
operating costs. This one-piece housing design delivers system simplicity and
lowers both installation and maintenance costs. Advantages of the presented
architecture are the reduced hydraulic tubing and the amount of potential leakage
points. The prediction of the thermal behavior and its management represents an
open challenge for the system as temperature is a determinant parameter in
terms of performance, lifespan and safety. Therefore, the electro-hydraulic model
of a DDH involving a variable motor speed, fixed-displacement internal gear
pump/motors was developed at system level for thermal analysis. In addition, a
generic model was proposed for the electric machine, energy losses dependent
on velocity, torque and temperature was validated by measurements under
various operative conditions. Results of model investigation predict ricing of
temperature during lifting cycle, and flattened during lowering in pimp/motor.
Conclusions are drawn concerning the DDH thermal behavior.
KEYWORDS:

thermal

modelling,

direct

driven

machinery, electro-hydraulic actuator

hydraulics,

non-road

mobile
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1. Introduction
The next exhaust limits for engine manufacturers will be implemented in 2019/2020 /1/.
This Tier V limit imposes a sharp tightening of exhaust limits, especially in terms of
particles. This coming four-year window should be exploided for preparing engines for
the upcoming regulations by developing innovative solutions. In order to reach the target
environmental requirements, electric and hybrid topologies have seen as suitable
solutions. Whereas, a huge potential application area is the Non-road Mobile Machinery
(NRMM) industry, which are used in mining, goods manufacturing, forest harvesting, and
construction works.
In recent years, an industrial trend can be observed in increased use of compact electrohydraulic actuators. These actuators are able to deliver powerful, linear movement with
valve-controlled or pump-controlled systems. The concept of electrohydraulic actuators
have been introduced as zonal hydraulics in NRMM and aircraft applications. For
instance in /2/, an electrohydraulic actuator was applied to the power steering of heavy
vehicles. In /3, 4/, the new design of electro-hydraulic actuators was developed for
aircraft applications, where reliability requirements are very high. Most of the research
studies related to electrohydraulic actuators have been conducted to adjust the state of
the servo valve /5, 6/, where the set of valves is utilized to balance the flow and to ensure
the direction of the electrohydraulic actuator motion. In /7, 8/, the Direct Driven Hydraulics
(DDH) unit without conventional directional valves was introduced as an electrohydraulic actuator. The DDH drive combines the best properties of electric and hydraulic
drive technologies in one:Direct control of flow, velocity and position of the actuator;
Disconnection of pump units from the internal combustion engine; Possibility of power
on demand.
In this research, Direct Driven Hydraulics (DDH) is seen as a tool to convert existing
NRMMs to hybrids and/or increase degree of hybridization. In terms of continuous
operation, research all around the world is facing the challenge of establishing and
maintaining industrial activities in extreme environments. Normally, the heat generated
from the equipment operation keeps the fluid warm and enables it to circulate properly.
The problems occur at start-up, when everything has cooled down to low temperatures.
Equipment failure is unacceptable in remote locations in extreme environments such as
the Arctic areas. At the moment, research on the extreme operation of NRMM is limited
mostly to the cold-start characteristics of engines /9/ and to the development of new
components and hydraulic oils specifically for arctic conditions /10-13/. Heat generation
and transfer in oil-hydraulic systems is discussed and researched from an overheating
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point of view only /14/ or predicting accurate temperature /15-17/. For instance in /18,
19/, the thermo-dynamical behavior of electro-hydraulic systems were studied in typical
working temperatures (above 0 ° C). In /19-22/, a compact drive and its components
were investigated from the thermal point of view. New configurations in NRMM with a
DDH conversion as hybrid tool are possible without the traditional source of heat and
constantly operating engine. Would the DDH unit be self-sufficient from thermal point?
Therefore to find answer to this question, this paper investigates directly driven hydraulic
setup (DDH) for non-road mobile machinery (NRMM) application from thermal point of
view.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The DDH test setup is introduced in
Section 2, while Section 3 presents a detail description of the thermal model. The
measurement results and their analysis are described in Section 4, thereafter; Section 5
contains discussion and concluding remarks.

2. Test setup
The experimental test setup is illustrated in Figure 1. The control of the DDH system is
implemented directly with a servo motor drive without conventional hydraulic control
valves. Therefore, velocity of the double-acting cylinder is determined by in-coming oil
flow from the pump, out-coming flow to the hydraulic motor and angular speed of the
electric motor. The electromechanical drive (frequency converter controlled electric
motor) is adopted to control the fluid flow, the position of the payload and the direction of
the motion. A program for the electric drive is set up to control both the electrical and
hydraulic sides of the system, thus allowing good controlled lifting-lowering movement at
different speeds and payloads. Test setup consists of two XV-2M internal gear
pump/motor by Vivoil with displacement of 14.4 and 22.8 cm3/rev P2, and P1, respectively
/23/. The size of the pumps (and thus manufacturer) where chosen to match to the
unsymmetrical cylinder chambers (MIRO C-10-60/30x400). Unidrive SP1406 drive
converts the AC power supply from the line and allows to set the speed of the permanent
magnet brushless servo motor Unimotor 115U2C manufactured by Emerson Control
Techniques, taking advantage of the information obtained by the feedback device fitted,
to ensure the rotor speed is exactly as demanded /24/. Speed and torque of the motor
shaft is monitored by Unidrive SP1406 drive software/25/. Figure 1a illustrates simplified
schematics of test setup with the locations of pressure and height sensors. The
pressures of the lines, pump inlet and outlet, are measured by means of Gems
3100R0400S pressure transducers /26/. The actual velocity and height of the cylinder’s
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piston rod were measured by means of a wire-actuated encoder SIKO SGI (IV58M-0039)
/27/.
a)

b)

a

H
k

c

b

d

f

l
P2

P1
e

M

g

c)
m

h
i

j

Figure 1: a) schematic of DDH setup, b) thermal image of setup in 10 °C ambient
temperature, c) overview of DDH setup
Thermal images across the pump and electrical machine demonstrate of the components
different heat loss distribution. Change in fluid temperature (delta T) across the pump
indicates of hydro-mechanical losses within the pump and demonstrates its behavior.
Thermal images with larger temperature differential show reduced system efficiency as
heat generation results in energy consumption and heat load within the system.

3. Modelling
Modelling of the DDH system is divided to two parts. Thermal modelling of hydraulics is
demonstrated in Section 3.1. A thermal generic model is proposed for the electric
machine in Section 3.2, where energy losses dependent on velocity, torque and
temperature. Thus, simulation results are shown in Section 4. Proposed model was
validated by measurements in Section 5.

3.1. Thermal-hydraulic model
Mainly the heat generation of the DDH system appear due to power losses in hydraulic
components. Hydraulic oil transfer the heat among hydraulic components. Whereas,
exchange between external environment is also happening via convention. According to
/28/, direction or circulation of oil is important for the heat transferred among hydraulic
components. The thermal model hydraulics. Figure 2a depicts the thermal-hydraulic
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model, which was built from hydraulic components in SimulationX - commercial multi
domain simulation tool.
a)

b)

Figure 2: a) Thermal - hydraulic model, b) Lumped parameter model
The DDH system was described as fluidic and solid control volumes, which represents
housing of hydraulic components and its solid construction elements. All hydraulic main
components are considered in the model. It is assumed that DDH setup has an unlimited
heat capacity and remains at ambient temperature equals to 23 ° C.

3.2. Electric machine thermal model
The electrical drive system consisting of the power electronics linked with electrical
machine is designed to achieve a full control of the delivered torque.

The

characterization of the performances results critical to assess the efficiency of the
system. The behavior of the machine is modelled according to analytical equations /29//30/ to determine the torque-current characteristic of the device. The different speedcurrent conditions in which the drive will be operated are expected having an impact in
the thermal behavior of the electrical machine, therefore on the overall drive itself. The
load capabilities are expected to be fully exploited during the operation of the DDH which
reflects in different set point for current injected in the electrical machine at different
operative rotor speed. The parameters that characterize the electromagnetic behavior
have an impact in the losses that take place in the electrical machine. The current that
is injected in the electrical machine will become a source of Joule losses. The rotor speed
at which the machine is operated will have a minimum impact on the windage losses
(usually considered as <1% of the total losses /31/), but will have an impact on the iron
losses in the stator core due to the time variable magnetic flux provided by the rotor
structure. The eddy current losses in the rotor core and permanent magnets are
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neglected. The thermal model proposed is designed to evaluate the temperature
distribution within the electrical machine structure according to the heat sources that are
here considered and dependent on the operative condition of the DDH. The temperature
prediction in electrical machine has been a topic highly investigated by many industrial
and academic research centers and different techniques has been proposed. Finite
Element Methods results as the most accurate technique with the drawbacks of high
computational time and time consuming for setting it up; first-second-third order
equivalent circuit methods are considered when fast computation is required and are still
capable of high accuracy prediction /32/-/33/. Hybrid-mid-complex techniques have been
developed to compromise the computational effort and the accuracy of the prediction
/34/. The equivalent resistance network /33/ has been selected as the modelling tool
which better fit the needs of the thermal estimation for the DDH. The proposed model is
based on the assumption of symmetrical supply for the electrical machine and the
exploitation of the geometrical symmetries of the structure allows reducing the model to
a single stator slot. The Fourier equation has been considered discretized for each
macro-part in which the computational domain is divided and equivalent thermal
resistance and capacitance are defined according to the material thermal properties. The
overall result is a linear thermal network which can be solved by means numerical
techniques to evaluate the temperature distribution in the nodes. The inputs of the model
are the heat losses as previously described: joule losses in the copper winding, heat
losses correspondent to the stator iron losses. Boundary conditions have been defined
according to the external condition. The cooling media considered in air and natural
convection is considered between the stator housing and the environment. The
convection coefficient has been defined according to /31/-/32/ and the ambient
temperature has been changed to replicate the test condition in the controlled thermal
chamber.

Figure 2b illustrates lumped parameter model. The permanent magnet

brushless servo-motor 115U2C is characterized by !" = 1.6 #$&% and !' =
9.8 10() *&+,$ , with a rated torque of -. = 8.1 #$ with an operative maximum speed
of /0 = 3000 +,$. The control system is designed to fulfill the dynamics requirements
of the DDH. The current injected is controlled up to 1234 = 23.5 %. Steady state and
transitory operative conditions are considered to validate the thermal model of the
machine. The rated current considered defines the value of the heat source in the part
of the lumped parameters that models the copper region. The variation of the resistivity
with respect the temperature is taken into account according to (1)
5(-) = 5)678 (1 + 9:; [T < 20]),

[=&$]

(1)
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where 5)678 is the resistivity of the copper at - = >?7@, 9:; is the thermal coefficient of
the copper and - is the operative temperature of the material. The joule losses are
defined by means (2)
A:; = BCDE #FG #";.D

5(-)H )
1 , [J]
I

(2)

where BCDE is the end region correction factor, #_,K is the number of phases, #";.D is
the number of turn/phase, H is the axial length of the machine, I the cross section of the
conductors. The iron losses are estimated according to the Steinmetz equation (3)
ALC = BG M N OP + BC (M O)) ,

[J&QR]

(3)

where M is the frequency of the magnetic flux density, O is the peak of the magnetic flux
density and 9, S, B G and BC are constant coefficient listed in Table 1. The thermal
resistances are defined as (4) and connect the macro-sections in which the
computational domain is divided.
Parameter
BG
BC
9
S

Value
0.039
0
1
1.6886

Table 1: Iron Losses coefficients
TUV =

@U I
,
H

T WXYZ = K I H,

(4)
(5)

where @U is the conduction coefficient of the material, K is the convection coefficient, I is
the surface of heat exchange and H is the axial length /35/. The thermal convective
equivalent resistance between the electrical machine and the environment is defined as
(5) where the definition of the thermal convection coefficient can be found in /31/. The
number of nodes has been chose as a compromise between the accuracy of the
prediction and the computational effort required. The thermal capacity of the iron and
copper region has been modelled to account for the thermal transitory behavior of the
machine.

4. Simulations Results
The thermal model has been tested in ambient operative conditions. The operative
behavior of the DDH is considered to be oscillatory. The rotational speed of the electrical
machine is controlled in order to achieve a periodic change in pressure required as an
output. The amplitude of the current supplied to the machine is defined by means the
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speed loop, featuring peaks when change in directions occurs while only small quantities
are required when the speed in kept constant. The torque generated results directly
proportional with respect the q-axis current which is approximated with its first harmonic
with respect the period of the hydraulic oscillation considered and expressed in (6). The
joule losses are generated by means the square of the current resulting in 1GC["
)
cos) (^G ] + _G ) ` 1GC[" =
1\ (]) = 12 cos(^G ] + _G ) ` 1\) (]) = 12

)
12
,
2

(6)

where Ia is the maximum rms value achieved by the current, bV is the angular speed of
the hydraulic oscillation and cV its phase angle. The constant equivalent rms current is
supplied and the thermal model predicts transitory 1 °C/cycle of increase in the housing
and 4 °C/cycle in the hot spot of the winding structure. Results of electric machine
thermal modeling is shown in Figure 3. The transitory rise of the temperature in the
surface where the heat is exchanged, the housing of the electrical machine, is presented
in Figure 3. In Figure 3b, the temperature in the winding structure, the hot spot of the
electrical machine is reported and the maximum temperature achieved in the motor
housing is highlighted with the dashed line. The model developed is capable of
accounting also for the transitory heat transmission between the region where the heat
sources are located and the surface dedicated to the heat exchange.
a)

b)

Figure 3: Result of electric machine thermal model: a)Motor housing temperature, b)
Motor winding temperature.
Figure 4 shows simulated oil temperature at different locations: pump/motors and tank.
As input signal measured data from Figure 5 was used. Simulation results predict ricing
of temperature during lifting cycle, and flattened during lowering in pimp/motor.
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Figure 4: Results of thermal-hydraulic model: position, pump/motors and tank oil
temperatures

5. Experimental investigation
The proposed models of DDH is validated by measurements in this Section. The
experimental tests are performed in a temperature controlled environment. Essential
parameters like pressure, torque, speed, cylinder position and velocity, electric motor
voltage, current and ambient temperature are either directly obtained from the setup with
sensors or calculated. For experiments a DDH setup was installed according to Figure
1a. Figure 1a shows the experimental setup with the locations of pressure, height,
temperature, current and voltage sensors.
The DDH experimental setup was tested with a payloads of 140 kg at different speeds.
The tare weight of the moving boom system is 9.5 kg. Figure 5 depicts the measurement
results for the chosen maximum payload. The payload was lifted to a height of 0.4 m at
an average velocity of 0.2 m/s and then lowered to the ground with the same speed. The
rotation speed of the PMSM, which corresponds to the pump/motor speed, was 500 rpm.
According to Figure 5, the torque needed for lifting the payload is equal to 16 Nm, acting
pressure reach up to 100 bar. Pressure peak during lifting phase in the system
corresponds to unequal pump displacement to cylinder area.
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Figure 6: Temperature results of experimental investigation during lifting-lowering cycle.
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The comparison of the simulation results with measurements for lifting/lowering cycle
with a payload 149.5 kg showed that surface temperature is higher than simulated oil
temperature. Influence of pressure peaks in DDH system can be observed in rising
temperature in simulation results. Finally, according to simulation during lifting-lowering
cycle, the electric motor is the warmest component.

6. Conclusion
There is a rising trend for compact electro-hydraulic actuators in industry. In this study
the direct driven hydraulic test setup without control valves was described and
investigated from thermal point of view. The comparison between the simulation results
and the experimental test data validate the modelling developed for both the electrical
machine and the hydraulic system.

The experimental tests confirmed ricing of

temperature during lifting cycle, and flattened during lowering.
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Abstract
The present study investigates the formation of tribolayers on bronze CuSn12Ni2. Two
different test rigs are used, of which one is a sliding bearing test rig in order to perform
lubricated thrust bearing tests. Bronze CuSn12Ni2 is used for the sliding elements and
the counter body is made of C45 steel. In addition to that, an axial piston pump test rig
was used to determine the transferability of the results to the axial piston pump. The
test conditions are set up in a way that the tribological loads in the contacts are similar
to each other.
Changes in the subsurface morphology and the chemical composition of the tribolayer
were analysed using electron probe micro analysis (EPMA), transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), energy dispersive

X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Focused ion beam (FIB) milling was used to
prepare site-specific TEM foils from the wear track. The formation of a nanoscale
tribolayer was associated with reduced wear, which leads to low leakage in the axial
piston pump. This tribolayer is enriched with oxygen, sulfur and zinc, which is an effect
of tribochemical reactions of environment molecules and surface molecules.
KEYWORDS:

Tribolayer, Bronze, Axial Piston Pump, Wear, Chemical Reactions

1. Introduction
Nowadays, hydrostatic drive systems are widely used in mobile applications such as
wheel loaders or excavators because of their superior power density. The requirements
in these mobile applications are exceptionally demanding in terms of limited space,
contamination of oil and highly variable load spectra. Additionally, the environmental
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compatibility of mobile machinery is subject to increasing regulation. For example, the
European Union defines limitations for the utilisation of heavy metal containing alloys
(/1/).
Amongst other things, this affects axial piston pumps, which are a substantial part of
hydrostatic drive systems. In some versions lead-containing copper alloys are used in
the tribological contact between cylinder and control plate of axial piston pumps. In
these applications the lead content contributes considerably to the positive tribological
properties of the copper alloy. It is assumed that the lead dissolves out of the material
surface and forms a lead-rich layer on the surface that prevents direct contact between
the base material and the counter body. This reduces the friction and wear in the mixed
friction regime considerably.
A major goal of manufacturers of those axial piston pumps is to replace the leadcontaining alloys by lead-free alloys and thus to meet the rules of the European Union.
This has to be achieved without cutbacks in performance or lifetime. To reach this goal,
one approach is to utilise chemical surface modifications that result from tribochemical
reactions due to tribological stresses in the contact area under the influence of
additivated lubricants. Those surface modifications are called tribolayers, which can
separate the two bodies in contact in a similar way as the lead-rich layer on leadcontaining alloys.
Tribolayers are known to reduce friction and wear for example in roller bearings or
gears. In this area, NAVEIRA-SUAREZ and ANDERSSON investigated the effect of
tribolayers in model tests and simulated the formation of tribolayers on steel material
(/2/, /3/). WOLF examined the influence of the lubricant on the formation of tribolayers
(/4/), and HENTSCHKE as well as BURGHARDT gave evidence for a significant reduction
of wear in roller bearings due to the effect of a tribolayer (/5/, /6/).
The goal of this study is to show that those tribolayers also form on copper alloys under
the very different tribological conditions of conformal contacts. They have a positive
influence on friction and wear in roller bearings and thus can potentially substitute leadcontaining copper alloys in axial piston pumps.

2. Experimental
To prove the formation of tribolayers on lead-free copper alloys one specific alloy, the
bronze CuSn12Ni2, is used. This casting alloy shows promising results in wear tests
and is used for bearing applications with very high loads (/7/). The mechanical strength
properties are measured at 20 °C prior to the tests (see table 1).
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As lubricant the mineral oil Bantleon Avia Fluid RSL 32 of the viscosity class ISO VG
32 is used. It is additivated for the requirements of hydraulic applications and thus
contains a high concentration of sulphur, zinc and phosphorus. In an unused state, its
kinematic viscosity at !"#$% is & ' ()*+,#

--.
/

, and its viscosity index is 0"". All the

included additives in unused state are listed in table 2. The measurement was
performed by OELCHECK GmbH.
Hardness HB
Yield strength 123*4 [MPa]
Tensile strength 1- [MPa]
Compression yield strength 563*4 [MPa]

118,6
240,4
432,4
236,8

Table 1: Mechanical strength properties of CuSn12Ni2 at 20 °C
Additives
Calcium
Magnesium
Zinc
Phosphorus
Sulphur

Concentration (mg/kg)
45
7
253
230
1732

Table 2: Additives contained in the test lubricant Avia Fluid RSL 32

2.1. Thrust Bearing Test Rig
The thrust bearing test rig is based on the FE8 test rig introduced by HENTSCHKE (/5/).
Specific design extensions allow a variable load application, speed control of the shaft,
temperature control of the bearing housing and measuring of friction torque.
The inner parts of the bearing housing are specially designed as segmented sliding
bearings for the investigation of tribolayers on lead-free copper alloys. The segments
are circular and made from bronze CuSn12Ni2. A steel ring is shrunk on the shaft and
functions as the counter body. A temperature sensor provides the temperature inside
one of the bearing elements about 1 mm below the bearing surface.
To ensure similar lubrication conditions as in the contact between cylinder and control
plate of an axial piston pump a state of mixed friction has to prevail. The design of the
bearing segments is done according to the work of DETERS (/8/).
The running-in phase is characterised by relatively mild tribological conditions. It is
followed by a stepwise increase of the load while all other parameters are held
constant. All operating conditions are listed in table 3.
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After each load level the specimens are disassembled, and their weight was measured
to capture the weight loss in the previous load level. Furthermore, the torque
measuring shaft provides continuous data for the friction torque.
Phase
Running-in
Load level 1
Load level 2
Load level 3

Surface pressure

Rotational speed

Temperature

Duration

[MPa]

[1/min]

[°C]

[h]

2.5
5
7.5
10

500
250
250
250

50
40
40
40

1
5
5
5

Table 3: Operating conditions in the thrust bearing tests

2.2. Axial Piston Pump Test Rig
The second test rig used in this work is the axial piston pump test rig. It is an
application-oriented test rig which uses an axial piston pump to drive an axial piston
motor. This setup enables the generation of lubricant pressure inside the axial piston
pump as it is the case in the application. Thus, most of the relevant effects on the
contact between cylinder and control plate can be taken into account by using this test
rig. Among those are one-sided hydrostatic compensation of axial forces and
cavitation.
The lubricant used is the same as in the thrust bearing tests, Bantleon Avia Fluid RSL
32. The cylinder of the axial piston pump is coated with a layer of CuSn12Ni2 at a
thickness of 0#77. The control plate is made of steel 8CrMo16.
The test procedure of the axial piston pump tests is based on stepwise increase of the
tribological loads in the tribological contacts. This is achieved by a stepwise increase of
the rotational speed and the hydraulic pressure. The three load levels used in the tests
are shown in table 4. Load level 3 is identified with the maximum performance of the
axial piston pump. In this operating point a maximum local surface pressure of up to
0,"#89: is possible in the contact between cylinder and control plate.
Phase

Rotational speed

Load level 1
Load level 2
Load level 3

Swivel angle Hydraulic pressure

Duration

[1/min]

[%]

[bar]

[h]

2000
3200
3300

100
100
100

200
400
500

0,5
0,5
50

Table 4: Operating conditions in the axial piston pump tests
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After each load level, the axial piston pump is disassembled, photographed, and
examined by an experienced engineer. Since this test is application-oriented, it is not
possible to measure friction torque or wear. The wear is rated visually by an
experienced engineer. Besides increased leakage, indications for a failure are unusual
cavitation damage, unusual discoloration of the surface and crack formation.

3. Results
3.1. Friction and Wear
The friction and wear measurements from the thrust bearing tests are visualized in
figure 1. This diagram is put together from the single measurements of each load level.
Each vertical line represents the end of a load level and the beginning of the next one.
The friction torque is measured continuously and is thus represented by the colored
lines in figure 1 for each load level. The wear is measured after each load level. The
bars in figure 1 represent the total wear in the respective load level. Both friction torque
and wear have been normalised.
The wear is less than 0"#7; in all load levels. The wear level is so low, that wear
cannot be measured as erosion of the surface. Consequently, the differences in wear
between the load levels have to be relativised especially when considering the
measurement inaccuracy of the precision scale of <0#7;.

Figure 1: Normalised friction torque and wear of CuSn12Ni2 in thrust bearing tests
Compared to other materials tested on the same test rig the friction torque of
CuSn12Ni2 is low in all load levels. It is increasing from a normalised friction torque of
approximately "=!, at the end of load level 1 to approximately "=,) in load level 2 and
"=), in load level 3. The temporal course of the friction torque is stable in all load
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levels. A slight drop of the friction torque occurs in the first 1.5 hours of load levels 2
and 3. This is due to running-in effects after the disassembly of the bearing segments.
The unsteady course of the friction torque at the beginning of the test is caused by
changes in surface pressure and rotational speed before and after the running-in
phase.
The low wear level in the thrust bearing tests makes CuSn12Ni2 a strong candidate for
the substitution of the leaded bronze in axial piston pumps. To verify the applicability,
axial piston pump tests were performed. Figure 2 shows the cylinder surface after
each load level.
After load level 1 the surface in contact with the control plate is clearly identifiable. It is
delimited by two circular lines, which are dark discolored areas of CuSn12Ni2. The
discoloration is due to tribochemical reactions on the material surface, which occur at
the most severely stressed areas of the contact. This effect is described in more detail
in ensuing chapter 3.2. Between those dark lines the material is clean without
discolorations or contaminations. This indicates slight wear within the usual range
without strong tribochemical reactions between material and lubricant. No cavitationinduced wear and no cracks are identified. After load level 2 the surface of the cylinder
looks similar to the state after load level 1. The dark lines are now slightly thicker but
the surface in contact still looks clean and without unusual wear.

Figure 2: Cylinder surfaces after axial piston pump tests
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After load level 3 the width of the outer dark line increased by a factor of 3. The overall
wear level is still acceptable in comparison to serial parts, and no unusual leakage
occurred. The whole surface appears darker than after the other load levels. The cause
for this may be stronger tribochemical reactions due to higher tribological stresses.
Between the bores slight cavitation wear is visible. This is not unusual in those areas.
Thus, the cylinder with the new lead-free bronze CuSn12Ni2 passed a total of 51 h
testing, including 50 h at maximum performance, without damage. The wear is slightly
higher than in standard axial piston pumps.
It was noticed that on the control plate very small radial cracks developed. This leads to
a classification of the entire test as failed. Considering the fact that this was the first
test with a new lead-free material without any optimisation regarding design or
manufacturing it is nevertheless a very promising result.

3.2. Tribolayer characterisation
EPMA, FIB/TEM and XPS analyses were conducted to investigate the formation of a
tribolayer on CuSn12Ni2. FIB milling was used to prepare site-specific TEM foils from
the wear tracks of the specimens.
EPMA-linescans of thrust bearing test specimens started near the center of the bearing
segment and progressed in radial direction in the area of most prominent discoloration.
Figure 3 depicts the partial mass density of relevant elements in the top layer of the
material surface over the measured distance. The top diagram refers to the state after
the running-in phase and shows that, besides the alloy elements, O, S and Zn are the
dominant elements in the surface of the specimen. Their partial mass densities are
mainly in the range of "=( > 0=,#

?@
A-.

.

After the load level 3 (figure 3, bottom diagram), O is the dominant element in the
specimen’s surface with a partial mass density of 0 > (=,#
dominant element with a partial mass density of "=! > "=B#
density of "=0 > "=(#

?@
A-.

?@
A-.

?@
A-.

. Zn is the second

. S has a partial mass

.

The EPMA-linescan of the cylinder surface after load level 1 in the axial piston pump
test is depicted in figure 4. It was measured in radial direction crossing the outer
discolored line.
The diagram shows that on both sides of the dark line O is the single dominant element
with a partial mass density of 0=, > +=,#

?@
A-.

. In the area of the dark line the partial mass
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densities of S and Zn rise up to 00 > 0+#
of C > D#

?@
A-.

?@
A-.

. O also has a higher partial mass density

in this area.

Figure 3: EPMA measurements of CuSn12Ni2 after thrust bearing tests

Figure 4: EPMA measurements of CuSn12Ni2 after axial piston pump tests
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FIB/TEM analyses were performed on thrust bearing specimens. Figure 5 shows the
TEM image of a FIB foil, which is polished to a thickness of a few nanometers and the
EDX spectrum at measuring point EDX03.

Figure 5: TEM and EDX measurements of CuSn12Ni2 after thrust bearing tests

Figure 6: XPS measurements of CuSn12Ni2 after thrust bearing tests
The TEM image shows an Au/Pd-layer which is applied artificially upon the surface
during the characterisation process. Underneath that layer the tribolayer is visible. It is
divided in a bright oxygen-rich layer (measuring point EDX01) and a grey layer which
contains Sn apart from Cu and O (measuring point EDX03). The tribolayer is about
+" > ,"#E7 thick. Underneath it the ground material begins where no elements from
the environment are present (measuring point EDX04).
XPS analyses also detected Zn and S in the top , > 0"#E7 of the surface. Furthermore,
an enrichment of Sn is detected in the top ("#E7#(see figure 6).
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4. Discussion
From the test conducted in this study, we conclude that CuSn12Si2 functions very well
as bearing material in highly stressed conformal sliding bearing contacts. Most
research in this area focuses on the influence of hardness, elastic modulus and solidstate contact pressure. Undoubtedly, those have great influence on friction and wear,
however, another important factor should not be left aside: the formation and effect of
tribolayers. Other materials with higher hardness and elastic modulus than CuSn12Ni2
show much higher friction and wear in the introduced thrust bearing tests, but they
differed strongly in tribolayer composition.
Similar results are observed in axial piston pumps. Most lead-free materials which were
tested to substitute the leaded bronze never reached load level 3 in the axial piston
pump tests. They failed because of exceeding wear that lead to unacceptable leakage.
Although other materials seem to be more promising in terms of mechanical strength
properties CuSn12Ni2 reaches load level 3 without unacceptable wear and leakage.
To characterise the tribolayers on CuSn12Ni2 that lead to those positive results in both
tests performed EPMA, FIB/TEM and XPS analyses were performed. EPMA analyses
show a stable oxide-rich layer on CuSn12Ni2 that contains zinc and/or sulfur in highly
stressed areas. Especially on the cylinder in the axial piston pump tests the dark lines
which mark the areas of highest contact pressure contain high amounts of zinc and
sulfur. This is due to the fact, that the anti-wear (AW) additive ZnDDTP functions best
in areas of high temperature and high pressure. The effect mechanism of ZnDDTP is
controversial and is out of the scope of this study. It is known that in some way the
ZnDDTP molecules get split up, and the individual parts of the molecule can have an
effect on the sliding surfaces (/9/).
In the tribological contacts investigated in this study, mainly zinc and sulphur react with
the raw material and ensure low wear. Zinc is more common in the thrust bearing
specimens, and sulphur is more common in the cylinder of the axial piston pump.
Consequently, sulphur has its greatest effect at high surface pressures while zinc is
more active in mild mixed friction.
XPS- and TEM-analyses confirm these findings. The thickness of the tribolayer can be
determined to +" > ,"#E7. Furthermore, XPS measurements suggest that tin also
plays a role in tribolayer formation probably as binding partner for oxide, zinc or sulfur.
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5. Conclusion
In this study, the lead-free material CuSn12Ni2 was tested in two test rigs to investigate
its usability in the contact between cylinder and control plate in an axial piston pump
with swashplate design. Special focus was set on the influence of tribolayers that form
on the surface of CuSn12Ni2 due to chemical reactions initiated by the tribological
stresses. The main findings are listed as follows:
!

The lead-free bronze CuSn12Ni2 shows good wear results both in the thrust
bearing tests and in the axial piston pump tests.

!

Those good results cannot be explained by mechanical properties alone.

!

Tribolayers on CuSn12Ni2 consist of oxygen, zinc and sulphur in different
compounds with copper and tin.

!

Tribolayers on CuSn12Ni2 ensure additional wear resistance.

!

The thickness of the tribolayer varies between +" > ,"#E7 and can be subdivided into an oxide-rich top layer and a Sn-rich bottom layer in some areas.

The individual influence and composition of the separate tribolayer molecules is not yet
fully understood. More research has to be conducted in this area. Nevertheless, it is
now obvious that the influence of tribolayers should be taken into account when
searching alternative materials in highly stressed tribological contacts.
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Abstract
This paper describes a novel concept for a low cost variable delivery external gear pump
(VD-EGP). The proposed VD-EGP is based on the realization of a variable timing for the
connections of the internal displacement chambers with the inlet and outlet ports. With
respect to a standard EGP, an additional element (slider) is used along with asymmetric
gears to realize the variable timing principle. Previously performed tests confirmed the
validity of the concept, for a design capable of varing the flow in the 65%-100% range.
Although the VD-EGP concept is suitable for various flow control system typologies
(manual, electro-actuated, hydraulically flow- or pressure- compensated), this paper
particularly details the design and the test results for a prototype that includes both a
manual flow control system and a pressure compensator. Flow vs pressure and
volumetric efficiency curves are discussed along with transient (outlet flow fluctuation)
features of the VD-EGP.
KEYWORDS: Variable Displacement Pump, Variable Flow Pump, External Gear Pump

1. Introduction
External gear pumps (EGPs) are widely used in several fluid power applications due to
their reliability, low cost, high compactness, good efficiency, good tolerance to
contaminants and cavitation. However, the classic EGP design (Fig. 1) is inherently fixed
displacement, consequently generation of flow “on demand” cannot be achieved unless
controlling the shaft speed. This has limited the diffusion of inexpensive EGPs to modern
and high energy efficient hydraulic machines, which are based on architectures layouts
that requires variable displacement hydrostatic units. This limitation has driven the effort
of many researchers from both academia and industry for formulating variable
displacement solutions based on the external gear design. The several different solutions
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that have been proposed can be broadly categorized in two sets. The first set is given
by the solutions that change the meshing length of the gears (through relative axial
motion between the gears), like those described in /1,2,3,4/. The second set of ideas is
based on variation of the interaxis of operation of the gears, as described for example in
/5,6/. However, none of these solutions has encountered successful commercialization
for high pressure applications due to the major issues related to the implementation of
movable gears in an EGP design: sealing of the displacement chamber, achieving proper
power transmission between the gears, obtaining a good balance of the internal parts for
all operating conditions. For these reasons, these solutions can be implemented with
reasonable cost and performance only for low pressure applications, such as the
automotive application documented in /7/.

a)

b)

Figure 1: Pressure compensated EGP: exploded view (a), lateral bushings (b)
The authors’ have proposed a different concept for variable delivery (VD) EGP that
preserves all advantages of traditional EGPs. The novel concept, which will be described
in §2, is based on the realization of a variable timing for the connections of the tooth
space volumes (TSVs) with both the inlet and the outlet. The solution does not require
axial or radial motion of the gears, and for this reason is suitable for high pressure
applications. The basic idea was first presented in /8/: in this work a proper design of the
gears was presented to permit a flow variation range in the 68-100% interval. Simulation
results and proof of concept tests were also discussed to show the potentials of the
solution. In /9/, the authors showed that a higher range of flow variation could be
achieved by varying the design of the gears.
In this work, a working prototype of the VD-EGP that utilizes the same gears introduced
in /8/ is described. The architecture chosen for the flow control system, described in §3,
implements in a single device both the manual control of the flow and the pressure limiter,
which reduces the displacement only if a certain set pressure is reached at the pump
outlet. The last §4 is dedicated to the discussion of the experimental results obtained by
the prototype, as concerns steady-state performance and outlet pressure fluctuations.
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2. Description of the VD-EGP
The VD-EGP realizes a variation of the timing of the connections of the TSVs with the
inlet/outlet lateral grooves machined in the lateral bushings. This timing variation is
achieved with the introduction of a single-axis movable element, the slider in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Slider in the bearing block

The position of the slider, which could be also placed in the pump casing for a nonpressure compensated EGM, determines the amount of flow displaced by the unit per
revolution of the shaft. In order to understand the mechanism of operation of the VDEGP, the displacing action for an EGP is shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3a, a reference TSV is
highlighted; in Fig. 3b, the TSV volume is plotted as a function of the shaft angle.
The displacement of the fluid in the EGP occurs in the angular interval θ, which defines
the meshing region. Within this angular interval, there is a sub-interval in which the TSV
is trapped between points of contact. The limits of this subinterval are indicated with D
and S, which normally (if the contact occurs in the involute part of the tooth) lies on the
line of action. In the region D-S, the displacing action is permitted by the inlet/outlet
grooves machined in the bearing block (the trace of the grooves is represented in Fig.
3a). In a standard EGP, the commutation of each TSV from the outlet to the inlet is
realized when the volume is minimum (point M in Fig. 3a), so that the max volumetric
capacity of the pump is utilized. Nevertheless, a small degree of cross-porting will be
necessary to obtain an optimal performance in terms of minimizing internal pressure
peaks, cavitation and fluid borne noise emissions /10,11/.
In the proposed VD-EGP, the slider (Fig. 2) is capable of a single degree of motion as
represented by the arrow; hence, it can vary the position of these grooves affecting the
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angular position at which the commutation between the connections of each TSV with
the inlet/outlet ports occur. If the slider is positioned at a different location, the inlet/outlet
commutation of each TSV occurs at a location different than M, thus a different net flow
is displaced by the unit. It is important to notice that this concept is valid only if the
commutation point is established by the slider in the angular region D-S; outside this
range the slider would realize a direct bypass connection between the inlet and outlet
port through the gear depth, being the volume not trapped between contact points.

a)
b)
Figure 3 – a) Displacing action for a dual flank EGP; b) TSV volume variation
More details on this concept are described in /8/. In particular, in this work it is detailed
the difficulty of achieving a high flow variation range with conventional gear profiles, due
to the proximity of the location of points D and S with point M (Fig. 3). For this reason,
an unconventional asymmetric tooth profile was chosen, and a numerical optimization
procedure based on the software HYGESim (HYdraulic GEar machines Simulator, /12/)
was used to define the optimal tooth profile along with the shape of the grooves to be
machined in the slider. In /8/, the authors also presented experimental results obtained
from a prototype EGP that used the new gears and two alternative shapes for the
grooves machined in the lateral bushings (Fig. 1): one for the maximum flow (100%) and
one for the minimum flow (68%). These results permitted not only the validation of the
numerical approach, but also showed the potentials of the approach for efficiently the
flow of an EGP; in fact a torque reduction in the same order of the flow reduction was
observed from all the performed tests. These promising results motivated the following
research step aimed at designing an actual prototype that includes a flow actuation
system.
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3. VD-EGP Prototype
The gears and the slider grooves shape optimized in /8/ were used in this work to
implement a fully operational prototype of the VD-EGP. The rationale behind the chosen
design for the prototype can be summarized by following points:
-

Opportunity of adding the flow regulation system to an existing commercial unit.
In this way it can be shown that the VD-EGP could potentially be considered as
an add-on feature for commercial pump. This also permitted to reduce the
manufacturing cost of the prototype, since the case, the covers and the bearings
are those of the existing commercial unit. The commercial unit chosen was an
11.2 cm3/rev CASAPPA PL 20.

-

Need of testing the pump operation for well-defined fixed positons for the slider
(manual control of flow rate).

-

Demonstrate the easiness of implementing hydraulically compensated strategies
for the flow regulation system. The case of a pressure compensator (or pressure
limiter) was chosen.

Figure 4 – Slider and its placement on the bearing block (left), complete flow control
system (right)
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Figure 5 – Operation as pressure compensator: max flow (left) min flow (right)
The Figs. 4 and 5 show the implementation of the flow regulation system on the existing
pump: in particular, Fig. 4 shows the different elements used to accomplish both the
function of manual adjustment of the flow as well as functioning as pressure
compensator. An adjustable bolt is used to force the slider at specific locations (manual
setting). In case the bolt is removed or placed far away from the connecting piston (Fig.
4), the operation as pressure compensator is achieved. This operating mode is illustrated
in Fig. 5: the delivery pressure acts at one side of the slider, against the spring force.
The setting for the spring force used for the VD-EGP in this work was 100 bar.
End stops can be used to limit the position of the slider within the max and min flow
range. However, the min flow range end stop can be removed to enable the functioning
as pressure relief. In fact, if the slider is moved beyond the min flow position, a bypass
flow is established between the outlet and inlet port. For the proposed VD-EGP
prototype, the overall slider displacement, to achieve the full flow variation range, is about
6 mm. This displacement range is sufficient for achieving good sensitivity for both the
actuation systems considered in this work.
The actual implementation is shown in the picture of Fig. 6.
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Figure 6 – Picture of the VD-EGP prototype. Details on the lateral bushings

4. Test Results
The VD-EGP of Fig. 6 was tested at the Maha Fluid Power Research Center in
accordance with ISO 4409, with the circuit of Fig. 7. An ISO VG46 oil was used for the
tests, at a controlled temperature of 50˚C. Before performing the tests, the pump case
was broken-in by using the commercial gears. This slighlty penalizes the optimal radial
(at tooth tip) sealing of the VD-EGP, however prototype gears couldn’t be used because
they were not properly heat treated.

Figure 7 – Hydraulic circuit used for the pump characterization

4.1. Performance of VD-EGP with Manual Setting
By setting the adjustable bolt of Fig. 4 in several positions, it was possible to test the VDEGP prototype in different positions. Three different settings were chosen for plotting the
experimental results in Figs. 8 and 9: 100%, 84% and 68% of maximum flow.
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Figure 8 – Operation as pressure compensator: max flow (left) min flow (right)
Figure 8 shows the flow rate vs. pressure and the shaft torque vs. pressure for 1000 rpm
and 2000 rpm. The maximum pressure during the test was limited to 100 bar due to the
absence of final hardening process on the gears, which would bring the VD-EGP to
operate up to 250 bar as the commercial unit taken as reference. The torque plots
demonstrate that the shaft torque reduces with the displacement. This is in accordance
to the VD-EGP variable timing operating principle, which keeps the TSV pressurized for
a longer time during the meshing process, thus decreasing the torque request /8/.
The flow rate plots of Fig. 8 point out a
significant decrease in flow rate at a given
setting for the slider due to volumetric
losses. In terms of volumetric efficiency,
this effect can be shown in Fig. 9.
Due to the fact that radial leakages (at the
tip of teeth) as well as axial leakages (at
the lateral side of gears) ideally do not
vary with the slider position, it is expected

Figure 8 – Volumetric efficiency of
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the VD-EGP prototype

reduced flow setting.

a)
b)
Figure 9 – Additional leakages introduced by the slider
Reasons for efficiency levels lower than a conventional EGP are the imperfection of the
gears (realized with a wire electric discharge machining process) and the break-in
process used for the VD-EGP prototype described above. However, this do not explain
the rapid decrease of volumetric efficiency with pressure which was not observed in the
proof of concept tests described in /8/, which utilized the same gears and similar pump
case described but in absence of the slider and flow regulation system. In order to better
understand source of additional volumetric losses in the VD-EGP prototype, the results
of Fig. 8 and the similar one from the proof of concept tests of /8/ were used to derive
the additional leakages introduced by the apparatus of Figs. 4 and 5. These results are
reported in Fig. 9b, as “exp.” curves; “calc.” curves indicates the results of the Poiseuille’s
eq. for the leakages at the slider surfaces (in green in Fig. 9a):
ܳ ൌ

݄ଷ ο
ή
ήܾ
ͳʹ ή ߤ ܮ

(1)

Where, h is the gap height, L is the gap length (which depends on the slider position), b
is the gap width and ο is the difference in pressure across the gap. The comparison

between the two trends of Fig. 9 shows how the additional reduction of volumetric
efficiency – respect to what expected for a standard EGP, is essentially due the green
leakage path of Fig. 9a. Two important considerations can be derived from the result of
Fig. 9b:
-

The flow control system of Fig. 4, and in particular the slider, didn’t compromise
the axial or radial balance of the gears, since additional leakages are only due to
the bypass path created by the slider

-

The leakages for the VD-EGP could be significantly reduced in case of: a) a lower
clearance between the slider and its seat on the bushing were used (the value
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obtained for the prototype was higher than a typical clearance of a spool valve);
b) a simplified different of the VD-EGP that uses only one slider were used. In
fact, only for long gears it would be necessary to use a dual-slider design as the
one shown in Fig. 4; c) a seal were introduced between the slider and its seat on
the bushings. All these three options are taken into account for the creation of a
future VD-EGP high efficient prototype.

Figure 10 – Tests on VD-EGP (pressure compensator): flow rate vs. pressure

Figure 11 – Tests on VD-EGP (pressure compensator): torque vs. pressure

4.2. Performance of VD-EGP with Pressure Compensator
The operation of the VD-EGP with the pressure compensator was tested using the same
test circuit of Fig. 7. Measured flow rate vs. pressure characteristic is shown in Fig. 10
(blue curve). The characteristic resembles the 100% flow curve of Fig. 7 until the
pressure reaches the setting p*. For higher pressure, the flow reduces without requesting
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for additional torque, as shown in Fig. 11. The dotted lines in both Figs. 10 and 11 show
the characteristics achieved by the measurements of §4.1.

5. Conclusions
This paper presented a working concept for Variable Delivery External Gear Pump (VDEGP), particularly focusing on the implementation of a prototype that includes the flow
variation system. Two different actuation systems were considered: (1) a manual
actuation system in which the user can set the level of output flow; (2) a pressure
compensator that adjust the outlet flow when a specific pressure setting is reached.
The results focused on the measured steady-state features (flow rate and torque vs.
pressure; volumetric efficiency) of the VD-EGP prototype, and demonstrate the validity
of the concept for efficiently varying the flow displaced by an external gear machine
without compromising the key features of low cost and limited number of parts.
Essentially, the VD-EGP design is based on the introduction of a slider at the lateral side
of the gears of a traditional EGP, and this can be successfully implemented for both high
pressure and low pressure applications. The VD-EGP prototype discussed in this work
show the case of a high pressure design (up to 250 bar), although during the experiments
the max pressure was limited to 120 bar due to the absence of proper treatment on the
gears. The results highlight the design challenge related to the additional leakages
introduced by the slider, and possible solutions that will be considered in future VD-EGP
development are discussed.
The future work will also focus on more aggressive modification of the gears profile, to
achieve a higher range of efficient flow variation.
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8. Nomenclature
ܮ

Gap lenght

mm

ܳ

Leakage Flow

L/min

ܾ

Gap width

mm

݄

Gap height

mm

p*

Spring set pressure

bar

ߤ

Fluid viscosity

Paˑs

Abbreviations
EGP

External Gear Pump

TSV

Tooth Space Volume

VD

Variable Delivery
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Abstract
For delivery, dosing and pressure control of fluids in mobile and stationary applications
electromagnetically operated piston pumps are an established solution. The volume per
stroke is exactly defined by the geometry. Nevertheless cavitation, more likely with the
new fuel blends containing a high proportion of ethanol /1/, deteriorates the dosing
precision of the liquid portion.
One important criterion of precise metering is the transport of the liquids through the
reciprocating piston pump without transferring bubbles. Especially, pumping in the range
of vapour pressure of gasoline fuels implies challenges for precision. The objective of
this work is revealing potential sources of reduced cavitation by optimising the design.
For doing so, optical investigations have been applied. In addition to this, cavitation can
be diminished controlling the piston’s travel externally.
The second important item covers pumping of degenerated fluids even without negative
effects on the pump’s performance. Up to now, wide, inefficient gaps or high force
surplus are necessary. A new helix-design /2/ has been investigated and built up in order
to reduce the described effort. The effects coming with the helix allow a permanent
rinsing of the stressed surfaces, leading to lubrication and lower temperature loads. The
results are shown in simulation, fundamental tests and is validated in practical pump
operation.
KEYWORDS:

metering, dosing pump, fuel, cavitation, automotive

1. Dosing pumps in automotive applications
Automotive dosing pumps have been available on the market for nearly 40 years now.
Initially used for fuel fired heaters in mobile systems - trucks, passenger cars, e. g. -, this
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type of a reasonable compact dosing unit nowadays is applied in many fields of
applications. Based on the experience of delivering fuels of any kind, the dosing pump
was further developed to deliver and dispense more or less any kind of liquid media /3/.

Figure 1: Auxiliary systems with metering pumps in automotive applications
Figure 1 shows the two most common fields of application as there are exhaust
treatment systems, like SCR systems reducing NOx, and the regeneration of diesel soot
filters and several auxiliary heating systems.
Dosing units have to deliver the exact amount of liquid throughout their entire life in
service. Hence, all pump designs were tested in long-term durability tests with different
kinds of fuel, even worst-case bio-fuels containing aggressive substances, salt water or
ethanol-blends. The global usage of metering units requires a robust design and robust
material surfaces as they are in direct contact to the fluids. Therefore, these pumps have
to be able to deliver all kind of fuels that are commercially purchasable as they have
been tested with worse. Investigations are also performed to fulfil special demands for
biomass fuels that potentially may degenerate. As they are designed as
electromagnetically actuated piston pumps, the total flow rate is determined by the
frequency of the piston´s movement only, which is the basis for easy control to achieve
the precise metering ability. Based on relevant test results, the interaction of dosing unit
and the individual future fuels is taken into account /3/.
The rising percentage of bio-fuels cause previously unknown interactions with the
materials of construction. Rubbers, metals and surfaces, which had been sufficient in the
past, have to be replaced by more resistive materials with lower interactions to the fuels,
a surrogate for zinc coatings may be stainless steel. Although refined chemical additives
and more comprehensive tests on the fuel side should improve fuel quality, more
resistant components are necessary. Especially higher temperatures in fuel systems and
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more and more legal requirements make robust components of exhaust systems and
even auxiliary systems essential.
Beside the chemical interactions between fluid and component, especially the two phase
fluid flow is an important issue for fuel pumps. Bubbles of fluid vapour and air occur if the
pressure is falling below the tank pressure. So it is indispensable to build up pumps which
are able to handle and meter high- and low-volatility fluids.

1.1. Generation of gas bubbles
Gas bubbles are generated in areas where pressure drops or temperature rises. In
figure 2 the appearance of air bubbles is illustrated, when the pressure falls below the
saturation pressure or the vapour pressure of the specific fluid.
Fluid
+ solved air

p0

Fluid
+ solved air
Desorption /
Absorption of air

psat
free air
pv

free air +
fluid vapour

+

Vaporisation /
Condensation of
fluid
t

Figure 2: Generation of gas bubbles in fluids
Whereas the vapour pressure pv depends on fluid and temperature, see figure 3, the
saturation pressure psat depends on the history of the fluid – i. e. atmosphere, pressure
1
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Figure 3: Vapour pressures of fluids at different temperatures
and temperature in the tank for the past time. For example, the saturation volume of air
at 1 bar and 20 °C is in diesel: 11 Vol.-% /4/, in gasoline: 21 Vol.-% /4/ and in water:
1.87 Vol.-% /5/. Thus, gasoline is the most critical fluid in vapor pressure and air
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saturation and there is a significant difference in winter and summer quality. The quantity
of gas is a sum of vaporized fuel and air.

1.2. Pump design – one valve pump
There are mainly two different pump designs. The most popular is the “one valve one
slot”-principle, see figure 4. The fluid flows into the pump where it has to stream around
the armature to enter the pump chamber by passing the outer surface of the pump’s
cylinder, i. e. the bearing of the piston and the metering bore. After that, the fluid fills the
exactly defined delivery volume t1. When the piston overruns the metering bore, the fluid
Delivery
phase
Flow

Pump Cylinder

Armature

Metering
bore

Piston

Delivery phase Suction phase
t1
t3
Inlet valve
t2

NC-valve

Pump Chamber

Delivery
volume V

Outlet valve

t4
Displ. chamber

Figure 4: One valve pump
is pushed through the outlet valve t2. The armature is actuated by energizing the coil by
applying a short voltage pulse. The piston travels actuated with 10 to 20 Hz, e. g. during
the suction phase t3, the pressure in the delivery volume decreases to the level of
vacuum pressure and bubbles release. The low pressure in the volume remains until
new fluid enters the metering bores t4.

Ϳ

Ϳ

Figure 5: Transparent model of the one valve pump (A) and the two valve pump (B)
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To make the effect of bubble release visible, the pump chamber for demonstration with
metering bore and outlet valve is built in transparent plastic. The piston is actuated by a
separate pump solenoid, see figure 5. A pressure sensor measures the pressure inside
the displacement volume.
To examine the operation in detail the test bench, see figure 6, was build up. A high
power LED emits short, triggered pulses of light through a PMMA Model of the
displacement chamber and the light is captured by a light-sensitive high speed camera.
The one valve design with metering bore shows a lot of air bubbles inside of the delivery
chamber at the end of the suction phase.
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Piston area
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intake valve
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inlet leakage compression
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Figure 6: Work Cycle of the one valve pump
In figure 6, the corresponding position and pressure cycle are shown. Between the
eleventh and fifteenth micro second, the pressure pp reaches nearly vacuum (pp < pv,
see figure 2) which explains the high volume of gas inside the delivery volume. This
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originates not only from free air or air bubbles escaping from the fluid that contained
inherent dissolved air, but also from evaporating fuel, see figure 2.

1.3. Pump design – two valve pump
Also the two valve piston pump was investigated with a transparent model, see figure 5.
The inlet valve and the piston are original pump parts. The different phases of delivery
are shown figure 7. Meanwhile the suction phase t1-t3, the intake valve opens with low
difference pressure and the fluid – here test fluid – can flow in nearly free of bubbles.
Even if little bubbles occur at the valve sleeve, see photo bottom left in figure 7, while
the flow velocity is at its maximum, no bubble accumulation arises in the stroke volume.

Inlet valve closed

ǆƉ
ǆƉ

ƉƉ
ƉƉ

Figure 7: No bubbles in the fluid of the two valve pump during whole work cycle
During the delivery phase t4-t6, the pressure in the stroke volume is very high and the
fluid is delivered through the piston into the fluid volume around the armature of the
pump. In this phase, the volume around the armature and the pressure inside of that
volume is almost constant.
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1.4. Effect of bubbles for delivery
Low pressures, lower than tank pressure, create the evaporation of the fuel and lead to
dissolving of air. Also, stationary air bubbles in the intake and the pump chamber cause
a partial filling of the pump chamber. This reduces the efficiency of the delivery and may
cause disturbances in the following advices.
To reduce unwanted effects of bubbles, an adequate pump design has to be found,
avoiding low pressures in the suction area. That means that low flow resistances, a
smooth piston movement and a low pressure input valve generate improvements.
Otherwise, using a control bore in combination with a high pressure difference at low
pressure level is disadvantageous, especially low boiling fluids have to be metered
precisely. This characteristic of the pump and pump control has an increasing effect
depending on the physical properties of the fluid. This is shown by a flow rate test with
bubble detection, see figure 8.

WƵŵƉ

ŽƌŝŽůŝƐ^ĞŶƐŽƌ
;DĂƐƐĨůŽǁĂŶĚ
ďƵďďůĞƐͿ

'ĂƐŽůŝŶ
ϭϬ
Figure 8: Test rig for pump delivery of mass flow and bubbles
The test rig was built up and operated in a climate chamber with a temperature of 30 °C
and gasoline with 22 % Ethanol (E22). The pump has been connected with a short
suction line and a 1 m pressure line of 2 mm diameter in effect comparable with
automotive applications. The Coriolis sensor measures the volume flow and the fluid
density.
Bubbles lead to high frequencies of high amplitudes of the Coriolis signal value shown
in figure 9. Here also a significant effect of the pump control, voltage e. g., can be
observed.
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Figure 9: Result with different operating voltages (12 V and 8.5 V)
If the control voltage is unnecessarily high, shown in figure 9 left graph, a lot of bubbles
are released and delivered in periodically intervals. The reduction of the voltage to 8.5 V
avoids the generation of bubbles. A negligible reduction of the delivery rate is observed.

1.5. Pump design – two valve pump robust against critical fuels
As shown in the chapters before, pumps having two seat valves are to be preferred with
respects to the precise delivery of liquids characterized by having low boiling pressures.
Hence, the focus in this chapter is set on the pump types with two seat valves as inlet
and outlet valve. Modern fuels are typically blends with a certain bio content. Either
ethanol for gasoline fuels or biodiesel. Components that are in contact with these fuels
have to meet specific requirements. As shown in literature /6/, degenerated biofuels
generate deposits or attack surfaces, see also /7/. Thus, more robust pumps have to be
designed and brought to market. In addition, ingredients of such bio fuels improperly
blended with additives tend to degenerate. For which, an innovative design of the piston
is investigated which is characterised by a helix groove in the surface. The intention is to
avoid the setting up of deposits respectively layers of them. Inside state-of-the-art pumps
liquids are delivered passing dedicated areas besides the gap between piston and
cylinder. In figure 10, the change of the path of the liquid is illustrated. That gap normally
is not wetted by design. With the improved design proposed, this especially dedicated
area for the liquids flowing through the pump is just laid in the gap between the piston
and the cylinder. This means that the main flow of fuel is passing this helix channel or
these helix channels. By doing so, several advantages are won: A flooded gap means
that the surfaces are not in direct contact, but are cooled by the liquid. Which then
reduces the tribological stress of the surfaces. In case of degenerated fuels, the risk of
generating deposits is significantly reduced, as these degenerated fuel contents are
pumped through the pump in very little portions and do not settle down to surfaces.
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Figure 10: Two-valve pump type with helix grooves (right) at the surface of the piston
Because of the narrow gap c and the small stroke a cleaning of that gap of a state-ofthe-art-pump is not possible, for that reason, the risk of a motionless pump is implied if it
is used with not specified fuels. This may be the case if deposits or degenerated fuel
trespass the gap and accumulate and built up an adhesive joint between surfaces – ideal
to withstand shear loads that are applied when the pump is actuated for further pumping.
The improved helix-design leads the fluid from the bores f through the grooves of the
piston e. The aim is to rinse residues of fuel and contaminations from the critical areas –
especially between piston and bearing. Alternatively, such defined fluid path respectively
grooves could be made inside the inner surface of the cylinder. Doing so, no negative
effects on the pump’s performance even with degenerated fuels were observed. Of
course, also these optimized pumps are not designed for pumping honey-like liquids of
low viscosity. But this design widens the limits significantly.
As an example of such deposits, in figure 11 main filters of two test benches positioned
centrally are shown that act for a quantity of pumps showing different visual
appearances. Both filters have been used in a durability test bench for several months
of use. Meanwhile the filter used with proper diesel with a bio content of 20 % looks like
new, the filter used with improper bio content is degenerated showing dark deposits.

Figure 11: Example of deposits originating from degenerated biodiesel B20
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1.6. Hydraulic effects of the new design
Investigating the new helix design, the main intention is to ensure the performance under
relevant conditions compared to the basic design. Therefore, the main functions:
tightness, suction and leakage have been tested. All pumps, conventional and innovative
helix design, are found to be comparable regarding their basic function. No leakage was
observed at all, that’s a safety function of course, the flow rate is situated within the
specified range and even better with a deviation of approximately 4 %. Also the suction
ability was immaculate. Hence, the innovative helix-design of the piston is a superb
option for further exploration.

Figure 12: Two-valve principle with helix grooves at the piston
As described, the design has an optimal rinsing around the piston with relative high flow
velocity inside of the grooves. The fastest flow occurs in the area of the pump chamber
and the outlet valve in an area of high pressure. Here the pump is not able to create
bubbles, as can be seen in figure 12. A second area of higher flow rates is the cone of
the armature, see figure 10 detail d, where the closing gap between armature and pole
in combination with the high volume flow circulating around the armature might be a
reason for cavitation. This effect depends on the magnetic force as a consequence of
the operating voltage of the pump and refers to the delivery phase.

1.7. Durability test results with critical bio-fuels
As shown, the proposed design is improving the functionality of metering and delivering
even bad qualities of bio fuel blends. The question is whether durability of these pumps
is affected anyhow. Former studies have shown that properly designed fuel pumps
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generally are able to pump bio fuels for a long time in service, see /8, 9/. But it is not
proven that the benefits of the new helix design, avoiding deposits, e. g., lead to
improvements in real systems. In order to investigate into the endurance behaviour of
pumps with the new helix design of the piston, a durability test with challenging fuel
qualities, both gasoline and diesel, was performed. The improved design showed no
failure during an endurance test over lifetime with E22, diesel B20 and B30. Aggressive
B20 showed polymerizing of the degenerated fuel. The pumps with the new helix-design
worked properly for the full lifetime – even with this challenging fuel, i. e. 70 % longer
compared to pumps having original piston design.
While observing deposits inside the gap between piston and cylinder, parts having
pumped gasoline blends like E22 showed the most significant result: In figure 13 pistons
are presented after full durability test. At the original pistons without grooves a formation
of deposits is visible whereas at the grooved pistons the running surface is absolutely
bare and clean. The endurance test with B30 showed no characteristics at any test pump
but it shows that pumps with suitable design for challenging biofuels withstand even
unrealistically bad fuel qualities.

ĞƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶ

ůĞĂŶ^ƵƌĨĂĐĞ


Figure 13: Effect of helix grooves at the piston (right) after durability test

2. Summary and outlook
By intensive experimental investigations it could be shown that an elaborate pump
design with two valves – intake and outlet valve – has essential advantages compared
to simpler systems and reduce cavitation effects like the occurrence of gas bubbles.
Considering the questions of metal-fluid interactions a new helix piston design has been
proposed and tested successfully which even allows to rinse gaps between piston and
cylinder of piston pumps dosing challenging fuel qualities. Even if these effects occur
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only with age sensitive bio fuels it is an additional safety issue for the robustness of the
pumps used for automotive auxiliary heater and exhaust systems, e.g.
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Abstract
Axial piston machines of the swashplate type are commonly used in various hydraulic
systems and with recent developments in displacement control, it is essential to
maximize their efficiency further reducing operation costs as well as improving
performance and reliability. This paper reports findings of a research study conducted
for the piston-cylinder interface utilizing a novel fluid structure thermal interaction model
considering solid body deformation due to thermal and pressure effects in order to
accurately predict the transient fluid film within the gap. A large reduction in energy
dissipation is possible due to reduced clearances allowable due to the surface shaping
of the piston resulting in a reduction in leakage. From this study, it is shown that surface
shaping of the piston in combination with a reduced clearance is not only beneficial by
improving the efficiency of a machine, but also increases the reliability and the
performance of the machine as the load support is enhanced.
KEYWORDS:

Axial piston machine, surface shaping, piston-cylinder interface

1. Introduction
Axial piston machines of the swashplate type are widely used in industrial applications
due to the ability to operate at high pressures and variable displacements while
maintaining favorable efficiencies and reasonable operating costs. Effective and efficient
operation of the unit strongly depends on the three main lubrication interfaces as shown
in Figure 1. More specifically, the piston-cylinder interface is a key design element of
such operation. By adding a micro-surface shape on the piston surface allowing for a
decrease in the clearance between the piston and cylinder, the leakages can be greatly
reduced while manipulating the fluid film to build up sufficient load support. In other
words, the addition of a surface profile could impact the interface in such a way that the
energy dissipation is reduced while maintaining or even improving the overall machine
operation.
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Figure 1: Axial piston machine of the swashplate type

1.1. Piston-Cylinder Interface
In order to better understand the design challenges that arise when designing the pistoncylinder interface to provide an adequate bearing function, minimizing areas of minimum
fluid film thickness resulting in either contact or increased viscous friction, while also a
sufficient sealing function, minimizing leakages, the forces interacting with the interface,
as shown in Figure 2, must be accurately defined under normal machine operation. One
of the major forces being the pressure force, FDK, acting on the bottom area of the piston
due to the displacement chamber pressure, pDC. Also acting in the axial direction is the
inertial force, FaK, due to the acceleration of the piston and the viscous friction forces,
FTK, due to the viscosity of the fluid. The sum of the axial forces are reciprocated by a
reaction force from the swashplate, FSK.
The reaction force from the swashplate results in a remaining side force, FSky. Further
aiding in the side loading of the piston includes the centrifugal force, FωK, due to the
rotation of the mass of the piston-slipper body and the viscous friction force from the
slipper-swashplate interface, FTG. This side load must be balanced by a hydrodynamic
load generated through the fluid pressure of the lubricating gap in order to prevent
contact resulting in wear or failure. Sufficient fluid support is generated through a
squeeze effect from the motion of the piston, the deformations of the solid bodies due to
thermal and pressure loading, and the self-adjustment of the location of the piston within
the cylinder bore. This phenomena is strongly dependent on the dynamically changing
fluid film geometry as defined in /1/.

Figure 2: Force acting on the piston-cylinder interface
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2. State of the Art
Previous research has been conducted in regards to surface shaping on the pistoncylinder interface. Through various experimental and analytical studies, it was realized
that by altering the shape of the piston, the efficiency of the machine could be improved
as well as the overall performance. In 1976, Yamaguchi /2/ proposed a tapered piston
followed by Ivantysynova /3/ in 1983 in which a barrel like piston was proposed. Further
analytical analysis and experimental research was performed by Lasaar and
Ivantysynova /4/ on a barrel like piston resulting in a 20% energy dissipation reduction
and a 50% reduction in leakages. To further support this study, measurements of such
a piston were performed on a specialized test rig /5/ confirming the reduced friction
forces. More recently in 2010, Gels and Murrenhoff /6/ studied a contoured piston in
combination with a varying gap width and guide length using a simplified modeling
approach also demonstrating a considerable reduction in losses.

3. Fluid Structure Thermal Interaction Model
Figure 3 details the fluid structure thermal interaction model utilized for the following
research study as proposed by Pelosi /7/. This model solves for the motion of the piston
within the cylinder bore based on a balance of external and fluid forces considering the
thermal and elastohydrodynamic effects.

Figure 3: Piston-cylinder fluid structure thermal interaction model
The physical behavior of the piston-cylinder interface is captured through a nonisothermal fluid film flow governed by the Reynolds and energy equations that are
simultaneously solved through a finite volume method in module 1. From the energy
equation, the energy dissipated in the lubricating gap can be calculated. This energy
dissipation is then used to predict the fluid temperature which can be used to determine
the fluid viscosity as well as the heat flux on the bounding solid parts. The heat transfer
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problem is solved utilizing a finite volume method as shown in module 2. Module 3 then
solves for the elastic deformations due to pressure and thermal loading via a finite
element method. Since these three modules are co-dependent, several iterations are
required to reach a converged predicted fluid film thickness.

4. Novel Piston Designs
Various novel piston micro-surface shapes were investigated using the innovative fluid
structure thermal interaction model. In order to quantify the improvements of such
designs on the piston-cylinder interface a baseline simulation was conducted for
comparison. The baseline unit is a nine piston, 75 cc stock swashplate type axial piston
machine in which measured wear profiles were taken into account on both the piston,
PWN, normalized to the piston radius, RK, as ܹܲே ൌ 

୫ୟ୶ ௪ሾఓሿ
ோ಼ ሾሿ

bore, BWN, normalized to the cylinder radius, RZ, as ܹܤே ൌ 

ൌ ͲǤͳ and the cylinder

୫ୟ୶ ௪ሾఓሿ
ோ ሾሿ

ൌ ͳǤʹͳ.

With a standard minimum relative clearance corresponding to the gap height between
ሾఓሿ
the piston and the cylinder, h, of  ܥܴܯൌ  ோ ሾሿ ൌ ͳǤͶ‰.
಼

As a first alternative design a micro sinusoidal wave on the axial length of the piston was
studied; the design presented in Figure 4A. The normalized design parameters of the
geometry of the sinusoidal wave, the amplitude A and the wave length λ along the length
of the piston Lpiston length, in which the results are presented in this investigation are defined
as:

ܣே ൌ 
ߣே ൌ

ܣሾߤ݉ሿ
ൌ ͲǤʹͻ
ܴ ሾ݉݉ሿ

ߣሾ݉݉ሿ
ൌ ͲǤͶ
ܮ௦௧௧ ሾ݉݉ሿ

(1)
(2)

A flat sinusoidal wave along the length of the piston was studied as a second alternative
design as presented in Figure 4B. This design was proposed as a flat, cylindrical piston
with a slight sinusoidal wave peak introduced on both ends of the piston; the concept
being to represent a pre-manufactured wear profile. The amplitude studied remained the
same as the sinusoidal wave profile, (1).
As a third design a barrel surface profile along the length of the piston was also studied,
Figure 4C. The geometry of the barrel defined in this research study is based on the
radii at the ends, R1 on the DC end and R3 on the case end, and the apex, R2, as well as
the location of the apex, LApex, along the length of the piston:
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ܴଵ
ൌ ͲǤͻͻͻ
ܴଶ

and

ܮ௫
ൌ ͲǤͶͳ
ܮ௦௧௧
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ൌ ͲǤͻͻͻʹ
ܴଶ

(3)

(4)

As a fourth design a direct combination of the sinusoidal wave and the barrel, a sinusoidal
waved barrel micro-surface profile along the axial length of the piston as shown in Figure
4D has been analyzed. The design parameters designated in this study include the
amplitude, (1), and the wave length of the sinusoidal wave, (2), and a fixed apex location,
(4). Due to the sinusoidal wave overlaid on the barrel surface profile with a fixed apex
location, the radius of the apex slightly increases:
ܴଵ
ൌ ͲǤͻͻͻ͵
ܴଶ

and

ܴଷ
ൌ ͲǤͻͻͺͻ
ܴଶ

(5)

Lastly, a sinusoidal wave around the circumference of a cylindrical piston was
investigated as demonstrated in Figure 4E. Although the amplitude of this design
remained the same to that of the axial design, (1), the number of waves changed in
reference to the circumference of the piston, CK:
ߣே ൌ

ߣሾ݉݉ሿ
ൌ ͲǤͳ
ܥ ሾ݉݉ሿ

(6)

The geometry specifications considered in this investigation were chosen based on a
comprehensive design parameter study.

Figure 4: Micro-surface shaped piston designs
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5. Piston Micro-Surface Shaping and Clearance Study
An investigation of the impact of various piston micro-surface shapes in combination with
different clearances between the piston and the cylinder bore was conducted over a
range of critical operating points. The reduced clearance between the piston and cylinder
bore was possible due to the surface shaping of the piston in which a balance between
the sealing and bearing function of the interface must be maintained. This was observed
over a range of clearances reduced from the baseline of 1.64‰ to 1.45‰, 1.21‰,
0.96‰, 0.72‰ and 0.48‰.

5.1. Operating Conditions
This study is performed over the corner operating conditions of a baseline, 75 cc stock
unit. The 16 corner operating conditions consist of a low differential pressure of 50 bar
and high differential pressure of 450 bar at a low speed of 500 rpm and high speed of
3600 rpm for partial displacement (β) 20% and full displacement in both pumping and
motoring mode. For all operating conditions studied, the inlet temperature remained
constant at 52°C reflecting an oil viscosity of 20 cSt. Steady state measurements were
not available for these conditions of the unit studied and therefore an internal thermal
model developed by Shang and Ivantysynova /8/ was used to predict the outlet and case
temperatures that were applied as boundary condition inputs for the model.
The authors have published results of similar investigations of various surface profiles
utilizing the fluid structure interaction model in which a range of various other, more
common operating conditions have been studied and compared to steady state
measurements /9/ and /10/.

6. Results
The resulting losses of all nine piston-cylinder interfaces are presented in the following
plots as a consequent of piston micro-surface shaping in combination with decreased
clearance in which the machine was simulated at the corner operating conditions. For
the indicated plots, the operating condition is denoted by a symbol: ● - 500rpm 50bar, ■
- 500rpm 450bar ♦ - 3600rpm 50bar, ▲ - 3600rpm 450bar. The various surface profiles
are denoted by a line/color: sine wave - medium grey dotted line, flat – dark grey solid
line, barrel – medium grey solid line, waved barrel – light grey dotted line, cylindrical
circumferential sine – light grey solid line, baseline – black single symbol.
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Figure 5: Legend for loss plots

6.1. Pumping Mode Results
The losses due to the addition of a surface shape on the piston as well as reducing the
clearance are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 9 at the corner operating conditions in
pumping mode. Note that for partial displacements, a low speed of 1500 rpm at a high
pressure of 350 bar was rather investigated due to convergence issues.

6.1.1. Full Displacement

Figure 6: Losses for pumping, β=100%; Energy dissipation (left), Leakages (right)
With the addition of a surface profile leading to the possibility of further reduced
clearances, the energy dissipation and leakages can be greatly decreased from the
baseline (black symbols); especially so for the higher pressure operating conditions. At
higher pressures (curves marked with ■ and▲), the smaller the clearance the better the
improvement as the leakages are greatly decreased without largely increasing the torque
losses. This trend holds until the fluid film can no longer support the load. However, at
the lower pressure operating conditions (curves marked with ● and ♦), the energy
dissipation tends to slightly decrease at the larger clearances studied in which the
various surface profiles no longer have an effect. In comparison to the various surface
profiles, the waved barrel surface profile (light grey dotted line) does best at the further
reduced clearances (0.48‰) in which it is able to generate the required load support for
the operating conditions shown while further reducing the leakages in comparison to
other surface profiles, such as the barrel (medium grey solid line), at intermediate
clearances (0.96‰). The flat surface profile (dark grey solid line) and the sinusoidal wave
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profile (medium grey dotted line) are shown to fail at the further reduced clearances at
the higher pressure operating conditions in which these designs are not feasible.

Figure 7: Piston axial friction forces for 3600rpm, 450bar, 100%, pumping mode;
Baseline, 1.64‰ (left), Barrel, 0.72‰ (middle), Waved Barrel, 0.72‰ (right)
A comparison between the piston axial friction forces over one revolution at a high
pressure (450 bar), and a lower clearance (0.72‰) is made between the baseline, the
barrel surface profile, and the waved barrel surface profile in Figure 7. It can be seen
that the barrel profile fails under these conditions since the friction forces are greatly
increased leading to failure in the low pressure stroke. As for the waved barrel, the piston
axial friction forces are similar to that of the baseline although the clearance is greatly
reduced; the addition of such a wear profile results in manipulation of the fluid film in
which the required fluid support is generated.
Multi-plots are shown to better understand the phenomena occurring within the fluid film
resulting in the trends shown. Each plot show the film thickness (white contour lines) with
the overlaid resulting fluid film pressure (filled contour) for an unwrapped gap between
ෝ) representing the gap length and the y-axis (࢞
ෝ)
the piston and the cylinder; the x-axis (࢟

the gap circumference as the cylinder block rotates. The plots are shown for two different
rotational angles, φ, measured from outer dead center (ODC).

Figure 8: Multi-plots for 3600rpm, 450bar, 100%, pumping mode;
Baseline, 1.64‰ (left), Barrel, 0.72‰ (middle), Waved Barrel, 0.72‰ (right)
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The multi-plots are respectively shown for the higher pressure operating condition (450
bar) for the baseline in comparison to the barrel and the waved barrel at a reduced
clearance (0.72‰) in Figure 8. The top row shows the fluid film and pressure build-up
during the high pressure stroke (at φ=90°). The increased friction forces for the barrel
profile is a consequence of the larger areas of minimum fluid film thickness on both ends
of the gap. As for the waved barrel design, since the friction forces are simply shifted in
comparison to the baseline, as shown in Figure 7, the friction forces are larger at this
particular rotating angle (φ=90°) in which larger areas of minimum fluid film are observed.
During the low pressure stroke (at φ=270°) on the bottom row, the barrel surface profile
slides across the cylinder bore due to insufficient load support leading to the increased
friction forces and eventually failure.

The waved barrel tends to tilt under these

conditions resulting in some areas of minimum fluid film thickness on each end of the
gap producing the slightly larger friction forces shown in the low pressure stroke, but
operation is still possible.

6.1.2. Partial Displacement

Figure 9: Losses for pumping, β=20%; Energy dissipation (left), Leakages (right)
The investigation at partial displacement in pumping mode, revealed that since the side
load acting on the piston is greatly reduced the resulting torque losses are minor in which
the overall energy dissipation strongly relies on the decreased leakages. Also, this
means that since the piston does not tilt as much within the bore, the load is able to be
supported in compromise to less of a sealing function contributing to slightly increased
leakages. Thus, by reducing the clearance at higher pressures (curves marked with ■
and▲),the leakages can be greatly decreased in turn reducing the overall energy
dissipation; the smaller side loads in combination with the smaller forces at lower
pressures (curves marked with● and ♦) has a negligible impact on the energy dissipation.
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6.2. Motoring Mode Results
As a result of surface shaping in combination with decreased clearances at the corner
operating conditions in motoring mode the losses are shown in Figure 10 and Figure
11. Note that in motoring mode a differential high pressure of 400 bar was considered in
order to not exceed the constraints of the maximum continuous oil temperature specified.

6.2.1. Full Displacement

Figure 10: Losses for motoring, β=100%; Energy dissipation (left), Leakages (right)
In comparison to pumping mode, the trends of the varying clearance among the various
surface profiles studied are similar. It is likewise the tendency that the leakages are
greatly decreased at the reduced clearances, especially so at higher pressures (curves
marked with ■ and▲) in which the torque loss are not largely increased resulting in
decreased energy dissipation overall in the case that the fluid film is able to support the
load. The slight variations in motoring mode is based on the slightly different operating
condition as well as the opposite motion of the piston relative to the high and low pressure
in the displacement chamber leading to different forces in comparison to pumping mode.

6.2.2. Partial Displacement

Figure 11: Losses for motoring, β=20%; Energy dissipation (left), Leakages (right)
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Although the trends are again very similar to that as shown in pumping mode for partial
displacement operation the surface profiles are more likely to fail with smaller clearances
at higher pressures (curves marked with ■ and▲).

Figure 12: Multi-plots 3600rpm, 400bar, 20%, motoring mode; Baseline, 1.64‰ (left),
Waved Barrel, 0.72‰ (right)
In Figure 12 it can be seen that right away in the simulation in the high pressure stroke
(φ=10°) that the piston with a surface profile does not build up the fluid support required
in which the piston then drags and bounces along the cylinder bore leading to failure.

6.3. Conclusion
A comprehensive simulation investigation has been performed for the various novel
piston designs presented in combination with decreased clearances at the corner
operating conditions in both pumping and motoring mode. It was shown that the addition
of a surface profile allowed for a reduction in clearance due to improved load carrying
abilities of the interface leading to reduced leakages and an overall reduction in energy
dissipation. In general, the reduced clearances are best, especially at higher pressure
operating conditions, as long as the load can be supported. More specifically, this study
concludes that the waved barrel does best at the further reduced clearances in pumping
mode, but since this combination fails at partial displacements in motoring mode, the
barrel surface profile at 0.96‰ is the best overall combination for the complete corner
operating conditions investigated and presented in this study.
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Abstract
This paper describes an investigation into the effects of fluid bulk modulus and traction
coefficient properties on piston pump flow losses and radial pison motor torque losses
through experimentation, modelling and simulation. Synthetic ester, high bulk modulus,
multi-grade, and single grade mineral oils were evaluated. The high bulk modulus fluid
exhibited 20% lower pump case and compensator flow losses than a conventional
mineral oil of the same viscosity grade. Low traction coefficient fluids reduced the lowspeed torque losses of the radial piston motor by 50%. Physical models for pump case
flow and motor torque losses were derived from the experimental data. Field data was
collected from a hydraulically propelled agricultural machine. This data was used to
model fluid performance in the machine. The simulation results predict that at an
operating temperature of 80⁰C, optimizing the bulk modulus and traction coefficients of
the fluid could reduce flow losses by 18% and torque losses by 5%. These findings
demonstrate the potential of combining comprehensive fluid analysis with modeling and
simulation to optimize fluids for the efficient transmission of power.
KEYWORDS:

Hydraulic fluids, Bulk modulus, Pump losses, Motor losses

1. Introduction
The flow produced by positive displacement pumps drives hydraulic motors and actuates
cylinders in fluid power systems. Pump flow also supports control and feedback functions
in pressure compensators and pilot operated valves. The efficiency of fluid power
transmission is affected by flow losses. Flow losses generate heat and can reduce the
amount of energy available to do work. Propulsion in mobile fluid power applications is
frequently supplied by hydraulic motors. The frictional losses that occur in motors
generate heat and reduce the torque available to move the payload. Highly sophisticated
and accurate modeling and simulation tools have been developed by various
researchers to investigate mechanical design factors that affect pump and motor
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efficiency. In those studies, conventional mineral oil based hydraulic fluids were
employed to limit the number of experimental variables. In this paper, conventional and
synthetic hydraulic fluid formulations were examined through experimentation, modeling
and simulation.
Previously reported steady-state models for case drain leakage flow and hydraulic motor
torque losses were employed in this study. The pump case drain and compensator
leakage flow model was an adaptation of Joeng’s flow loss model /1/ as described in /2/.
The model incorporated viscosity (μ), density (ρ), and bulk modulus (K) as well as
rotational frequency (ω), differential pressure (ΔP) and derived displacement (VE) as
shown in Eqn. 1. The coefficients (CP, CT, CK CV, CO) were derived from experimental
data via linear regression.
QL = CP (DP / m ) + CT DP / r + CK (w DP / K) + CV VE + CO

(1)

The torque efficiency model was an adaptation of the Michaelis-Menten surface
adsorption theory as described in /3/. The model incorporated rotational frequency, fluid
viscosity, and motor differential pressure as shown in Eqn. 2. The boundary lubrication
coefficient (CBL), viscous drag coefficient (CSH) and torque to rotate constants (CTTR) were
derived via non-linear regression.

h HM =

( mw DP ) - C ( mw ) - C
DP
éC + mw
( DP )ûúù
ëê
SH

(2)

TTR

BL

Hydraulic motor torque losses (TL) were estimated from the mechanical efficiency model
and the theoretical torque of the motor (To) using Eqn. 3.

TL = TO (1 -hHM )

(3)

The duty cycle of an agricultural machine that was propelled by four radial piston motors
was obtained for the purpose of mapping the above models to an actual hydraulic
application. Histograms of the operating pressures, speeds and displacements of the
machine were created using a procedure similar to the one described in /4/. The resulting
histograms were used to create a time-weighted simulations for the flow and torque
losses of the test fluids. The simulations were used to assess the potential benefit of
optimizing fluid bulk modulus and traction coefficient properties for an agricultural specific
duty cycle where the machine primarily operates under constant speed conditions.
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2. Methods and Materials
2.1. Hydraulic Dynamometer
Pump case drain flow and radial piston motor torque losses were evaluated in the
hydraulic circuit shown in Figure 1. The circuit incorporated a Danfoss Series 45 openloop variable-displacement axial piston pump.

The pump inlet temperature was

controlled to 50 or 80ͼC (±1ͼ). The pump angular velocity was adjusted to 800, 1200 or
1800 rpm. Pump displacement was controlled by a Parker Denison 4VP01 proportional
electrohydraulic valve that adjusted the swash plate angle to maintain a desired pump
outlet pressure of 7, 10, 14, 17, 21, 24 or 27.5 MPa. The pump supplied power to a
Poclain MS02 radial piston motor to yield rotational frequencies ranging from 1 to 200
rpm /5/. Pump data was collected using a modified ISO 4409 procedure /6/. The
combined pump case drain and pressure compensator outlet flow rates were measured
using a Max Machine G105 Series Gear Flow Meter. Motor data was collected using a
modified ISO 4392-1 procedure /7/. Motor torque was measured using an HBM T30
transducer. The resulting data was used to derive coefficients for equations 1 and 2.

Figure 1: Simplified Circuit Schematic

2.2. Test Fluids
The five ISO 46 viscosity grade hydraulic fluids listed in Table 1 were evaluated in this
investigation. HM46 was a straight-grade Group I mineral oil based hydraulic fluid
formulated with a commercial ashless antiwear additive package. HV46 was a multigrade Group III mineral oil based hydraulic fluid that contained a commercial ashless
antiwear additive package and a shear-stable polymethacrylate viscosity index improver.
HEES46 was a Group V synthetic ester based hydraulic fluid formulated with a
commercial ashless antiwear additive package. HBMO46 was a Group V phenyl ester
based High Bulk Modulus Oil. HBMO46+FM was the Group V phenyl ester plus a friction
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modifier. The HBMO fluid exhibits a high bulk modulus because phenyl groups pack
densely and have a low free volume /8/. In addition, ring structures increase the rotational
energy barrier between carbon bonds within the molecule. A higher rotational energy
results in a stiffer molecule. Molecular rigidity also affects the shear force transferred
across a fluid film. This shear force is known as traction, which is the ratio of traction
force to normal load. Base stocks that have a high bulk modulus tend to have a high
traction coefficient /9/. Low traction is preferable in fluid power applications /3,10/. The
HBMO fluid evaluated in this investigation is formulated with a polycyclic compound that
incorporates ester function groups for reduced traction /11/.

2.3. Viscosity Stability
The kinematic viscosity was determined at 40ͼ and 100ͼC before and after the ASTM
D5621 40-minute sonic shear test. This method was found to correlate with pump case
drain flow and motor torque losses in earlier investigations /2,3/. All of the fluids exhibited
a high-degree of shear stability with a viscosity loss of less than 6%.
Fluid

HM46

HV46

HEES46

HBMO46

HBMO46+FM

Base stock

mineral oil,
solvent ref

mineral oil,
hydrocracked

polyol
ester

phenyl
ester

phenyl
ester

Viscosity index

104

197

192

122

Same

46.5

50.5

51.1

45.2

Same

6.90

10.24

10.12

7.27

Same

46.1

48.1

49.0

42.1

Same

6.83

9.64

9.67

6.94

Same

0.8772

0.8524

0.9192

1.140

Same

0.000687

0.000728

0.0007307

0.000754

Same

0.0721

0.0616

0.0482

0.0606

0.0478

1.386

1.336

1.457

1.917

Same

KV 40°C, cSt new
D445
KV 100°C, cSt new
D445
KV 40°C, cSt
sheared D5621
KV 100°C, cSt
sheared D5621
Density g/cc @ 15C
Coefficient of thermal
expansion, /°C
Traction coeff. @
50N, 20mm/s, 50°C
Bulk modulus at 80C
and 250 bar, /GPa

Table 1: Test fluid properties

2.4. Traction Measurements
Traction curves were generated using a PCS Instruments Mini-Traction Machine (MTM).
The MTM is a ball-on-disc tribometer. In the MTM, the ball is loaded against the face of
the disc and the ball and disc are driven independently to create a mixed rolling/sliding
contact. In this series of tests the applied load was 50N, the slide-to-roll ratio was 20%,
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and tests were conducted at 50, 80 and 125°C. As shown in Figure 2, the HEES46 and
HBMO+FM formulations exhibit low traction coefficients at low entrainment velocities.

Figure 2: MTM Traction coefficients of test fluids at 50ͼC

2.5. Bulk Modulus
The pressure-dependence of volume was determined at 20, 50 and 80ͼC at pressures
up to 300 MPa from the change in length of a metal bellows housed within a pressure
vessel as described in /12/. Relative volume calibrations were performed using the NIST
certified density for water. These measurements were used to determine pressure and
temperature rate of change parameters for use in the Tait equation in order to determine
the bulk modulus of the fluid at operating conditions /2/. As shown in Figure 3, the bulk
modulus of the HBMO fluid at 25 MPa was approximately 25% higher than that of the
other fluids.

Figure 3: Bulk modulus of test fluids at 25 Mpa
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Pump Case Flow
Steady state performance tests were conducted as described above to yield
approximately 400 data points per fluid. The combined pump case drain and remote
pressure compensator flow rates were measured and 95% confidence intervals for the
mean flow rates were determined. The HM46 oil served as a reference fluid for this study
and was evaluated at the start, middle and end of the test sequence. As shown in Figure
4, the mean case flow rates for the HBMO and HBMO46+FM fluids were approximately
20% less than those of the HM46 baseline. The mean case flow rates for both of the
HBMO blends were also less than that of the HEES46 and HV46 fluids. These findings
were somewhat surprizing since the HBMO fluids had a lower viscosity than the HEES46
and HV46 as shown in Table 1. Step-wise linear regression of Eqn. 1 was used to
investigate the correlation between fluid properties and leakage flow /2/. As shown in
Table 2, when a single parameter was considered, bulk modulus yielded a higher
correlation (R2) and lower standard error than viscosity or density.

Figure 4: Mean axial piston pump case drain and compensator flow rates

Parameters

μ

Viscosity
Density
Bulk modulus
Viscosity and bulk modulus
Viscosity, density, and bulk modulus

√

ρ

K

R2

√
√
√

61.9
65.2
74.4
85.9
87.1

√
√
√

√

Std. Error
l/min
2.72
2.60
2.23
1.66
1.58

Table 2: Correlation of fluid properties with pump case and compensator flow rates
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3.2. Motor Torque Loss
Steady state efficeincy tests were conducted on the radial piston motor at rotational
frequencies ranging from 1 to 200 rpm. Two temperatures, three pump speeds, seven
motor differential pressures, and ten motor speeds were evaluated to yield approximately
400 data points per fluid. Torque losses were determined by subtracting the measured
torque output of the motor from the theoretical torque value. Torque losses in motors are
affected by variations in friction that occur as operating conditions transition through
boundary, mixed-film and hydrodynamic regimes. At low speeds, boundary and mixedfilm friction affect torque losses because the entrainment velocities are insufficient to
support full-film lubrication. At high speeds, the formation of a hydrodynamic lubricating
film prevents surface contact, however viscous drag and pumping losses have a parasitic
effect. As shown in Figure 5, there were significant differences in the torque losses of
the fluids at low speeds. At high speeds the differences in the torque losses were less
pronounced. At 1 RPM, the torque losses of the HEES46 and HBMO46+FM fluids were
50% less than those of the HM46. HEES46 and HBMO46+FM also had a low traction
coefficient in the MTM test as shown in figure 2.

Figure 5: Mean radial piston motor torque losses at 50 and 80ͼC
Fluids that exhibit low traction coefficients enable hydraulic motors to transition from
boundary into the hydrodynamic lubrication regime at lower speeds, thereby reducing
low speed torque losses /3/.

Non-linear regression was used to determine the

coefficients for Eqn. 2 listed in Table 3. These values were used to estimate motor torque
losses in the machine simulation.
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Fluid
HM46
HV46
HEES46
HBMO
HBMO+FM

CBL(10-11)
1.35
1.40
0.75
1.39
0.60

CSH
267000
238000
221000
257000
261000

CTTR
0.024
0.024
0.024
0.024
0.024

MSE
0.00291
0.00219
0.00112
0.00246
0.00107

Table 3: Coefficients for radial piston motor mechanical efficeincy model

3.3. Machine Simulation
The operating conditions within a hydraulic machine (pressure, temperature, and the
rotational frequency of pumps and motors) can significantly affect the viscosity of
hydraulic fluids. Typically, viscosity increases with pressure, decreases with temperature
and decreases with shear rate. Therefore, there is a complex interrelationship between
the effect of component operating conditions on viscosity and the effect of viscosity on
component performance. In order to investigate this relationship, speed, pressure and
load data from a hydraulically propelled agricultural machine was collected as it
repeatedly traversed the length of a field. Histograms of the operating conditions were
constructed from 508 different combinations of speed, temperature and motor
displacement. As shown in Figure 6, the machine operated much of the time at 60 and
140 RPM and an operating pressure of 10 to 15 MPa.

Figure 6: Contour plot of motor speed and system pressure in an agricultural machine
A MATLAB program was developed to simulate pump case flow and motor torque losses
for the 508 combinations of hydraulic motor speed, pressure and displacement from the
machine field study. The program outputs the case flow and torque losses for each
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combination of pump pressure and motor speed based upon inputs of the fluid properties
and equations 1, 2 and 3. In addition to calculating the losses at specific conditions, the
results are time-weighted based upon the duty cycle data. Comparisons of the simulated
pump case flow and motor torque losses are shown in Tables 4 and 5. These simulation
indicate that at an operating temperature of 80⁰C, optimizing the bulk modulus properties
of the fluid could reduce pump case flow losses by 18%.
Temp (°C)
50
80
100

HM46
-1.3
0
0

HV46
0
-2.5
-5.8

HEES46
-5.8
-9.1
-12.7

HBMO46
-17.3
-18.0
-19.4

HBMO+FM
-17.3
-18.0
-19.4

Table 4: Simulated pump case flow losses for agricultural duty cycle
At an operating temperature of 80⁰C, optimizing the traction coefficient properties of the
fluid could reduce motor torque losses by less than 5%. This is because an agricultural
machine traversing a field operates at relatively high speed most of the time and only
slows down when it turns to reverse direction.
Temp (°C)
50
80
100

HM46
-2.3
0
0

HV46
-2.8
-0.6
-2.4

HEES46
-4.7
-4.6
-8.7

HBMO46
0.0
-0.3
-2.3

HBMO+FM
-1.3
-4.8
-9.2

Table 5: Simulated motor torque losses for agricultural duty cycle

4. Conclusions
This study presents an investigation of the effects of fluid properties on axial piston pump
case drain and radial piston motor torque losses through experimentation, modelling and
simulation. Hydraulic fluids that utilized synthetic and conventional base stocks were
evaluated. The subject fluids were all ISO VG 46 but varied in viscosity index, density,
and bulk modulus. A prototype high bulk modulus fluid exhibited 20% lower pump case
flow losses than a conventional mineral oil. Prototype fluids with low traction coefficients
exhibited 50% lower motor torque losses at low speeds. Models derived from test data
were used to simulate fluid performance in a hydraulically propelled agricultural machine.
The simulation predicts that at an operating temperature of 80⁰C, fluid optimization could
reduce flow losses by 18% and torque losses by less than 5%. These findings
demonstrate the potential of combining comprehensive fluid analysis with modelling and
simulation to optimize fluids for the efficient transmission of power.
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7. Nomenclature
CXX

Regression coefficient

FM

Friction Modifier

HBMO

Hydraulic fluid, synthetic high bulk modulus

HEES

Hydraulic fluid, synthetic ester base, environmentally

dimensionless

acceptable type
HM

Hydraulic fluid, mineral oil base, rust and oxidation
inhibited with improved antiwear performance

HV

Hydraulic fluid, mineral oil base, antiwear type with
improved viscosity/temperature properties

K

Bulk modulus

GPa
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MSE

Mean square error

dimensionless

ƞhm

Mechanical efficiency

dimensionless

QL

Flow loss

litres per minute

T0

Torque theoretical

Nm

TL

Torque loss

Nm

VE

Pump displacement (effective)

cc/revolution

ΔP

Differential pressure

Pascal

μ

Viscosity

Pascal seconds

ρ

Density

g/cm3

ω

Rotational frequency

radians per second
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Energy efficiency improvement by the application of nanostructured coatings on axial piston pump slippers
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Abstract
Axial piston pumps and motors are widely used in heavy-duty applications and play a
fundamental role in hydrostatic and power split drives. The mechanical power losses in
hydraulic piston pumps come from the friction between parts in relative motion. The
improvement, albeit marginal, in overall efficiency of these components may
significantly impact the global efficiency of the machine. The friction between slipper
and swash plate is a functional key in an axial piston pump, especially when the pump
(at low rotational speed or at partial displacement) works in the critical areas where the
efficiency is low.
The application of special surface treatments have been exploited in pioneering works
in the past, trying different surface finishing or adding ceramic or heterogeneous
metallic

layers.

The

potential

of

structured

coatings

at

nanoscale,

with

superhydrophobic and oleophobic characteristics, has never been exploited.
Due to the difficulty to reproduce the real working conditions of axial piston pump
slippers, it has been made a hydraulic test bench properly designed in order to
compare the performance of nano-coated slippers with respect to standard ones.
The nano-coated and standard slippers have been subjected to the following working
conditions: a test at variable pressure and constant rotational speed, a test at constant
pressure and variable rotational speed. The comparison between standard and nanocoated slippers, for both working conditions, shows clearly that more than 20% of
friction reduction can be achieved using the proposed nano-coating methodology.
KEYWORDS: oleophobic, nano-coating, slipper, friction coefficient
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Introduction

There are several challenging issues associated with the pump, such as conflicts
between lubrication and wear, and between sealing and leakage. Particularly, in an
axial piston pump, slipper and swash plate can form a key friction pair, where the
above conflicts exist and may result in significant influences on the pump performance.
Figure 1 shows a general scheme of an axial piston pump.

Figure 1: General scheme of an axial piston pump
Hydrostatic slipper bearing is an effective way to maintain a fluid film between slipper
and swash plate that slide reciprocally, and thereby mitigating surface-to-surface direct
contact.
The working principle of the slipper designed according to the hydrostatic bearing
theory is shown in figure 2. High-pressure oil flows into the oil chamber under the
slipper through damper orifice and generate hydraulic separating force, then the oil
leaks from oil chamber to the pump case.

Figure 2: Hydrostatic slipper bearing with an annular orifice damper
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Proper design is aimed to keep balance between the hydraulic separating force and
pressing force that act on the slipper, and forms an oil film. When the axial piston pump
works, the pressing force that acts on it constantly changes but, due to damping effect
made by the orifice, it ensures an oil film thickness under the slipper, maintaining
stability despite the variation of load. So that reliable fluid lubrication is provided, and
direct contact between the slipper and the swash plate is avoided.
In this context it is useful to introduce the concept of wettability [1] which is one of the
important properties of solid surfaces from both fundamental and practical aspects. The
main wettability influencing factors are the surface energy and the surface roughness.
Lowering the surface energy is possible to enhance the hydrophobic behavior of the
surface.
Adamson, Israelachvili, Bhushan [2] [3] [4] defined that hydrophobicity and
oleophobicity properties of a surface (wettability) are characterized by the static contact
angle, or simply contact angle, made between a water or oil droplet and a surface . If
the contact angle is less than 90°, a surface can be considered as hydrophilic whereas
the hydrophobic behavior is fully developed if the contact angle is greater than 90°
(Figure 3). Surfaces with the contact angle greater than 150° and 120° are called
superhydrophobic and oleophobic respectively. The contact angle depends on several
factors, such as surface energy, roughness, the manner of surface preparation, and
surface cleanliness.

Figure 3: Hydrophobic and hydrophilic surface
The lubrication and wettability properties are the key factors to understand the friction
and wear phenomena that occur between the slippers and the swash plate in hydraulic
pumps. A better wettability between the two surfaces leads to a greater oil thickness
and therefore a friction coefficient reduction. The friction coefficient reduction between
surfaces, mutually in contact to each other, brings about an improvement of the
mechanical efficiency and therefore the overall efficiency of the machine increases.
Many studies on hydrostatic thrust bearing in hydraulic axial piston equipment have
been carried out considering multiple impact factors such as operating conditions,
geometric parameters, and matching materials.
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Kazama and Yamaguchi [5] [6] focused on reasonable design criteria for optimum
sizes of the bearing and the seal parts of the hydraulic equipment, under the conditions
of concentric loads and steady state.
Pang et al. [7] studied the lubrication condition between the slipper and the oblique
plate of a high pressure pump that affects its operating life. They investigated oil film
pressure distribution and load characteristics considering (a) the pressure–viscosity
effect of the lubricant, (b) the pressure–elasticity effect of the lubricating surface, and
(c) the properties of dynamic stiffness in the oil film.
Koc and Hooke et al. [8] [9] carried out an experimental and theoretical investigation of
the effects of deformation in slipper pad, clamping ratio and orifice size on the loadcarrying capacity of hydrostatic thrust bearing under a low-speed condition in axial
piston pumps and motors.
Li KY and Hooke [10] measured the friction of water-based slippers. The results were
consistent with the clearances predicted using the model developed for oil-based
slippers, although the clearances are now typically below 1 μm.
In the last years, using metals, alloys or polymers as substrates, many different
strategies have been developed to design functional materials with enhanced
repellence to polar or non-polar fluids. However, the application of surface
functionalization in the field of fluid power design is a completely new area of
application. The engineering of textured surfaces that repel a range of polar and nonpolar liquid through appropriate combination of local surface features and alteration is
still a hard task. No reference exists in literature, in practice or in patent databases
directly addressing the potential benefits to hydraulic pumps and motors of the
approach proposed.
Considering the “state of the art” exposed and based on the results obtained in the
previous study by the same authors [11], a new set of experimental tests, using the
same hydraulic test bench, has been performed in order to compare the performances,
in terms of friction coefficient, of nano-coated slippers with respect to standard ones at
different working conditions.

2

The tested samples

The piston is located in the cylinder block and oil is fed to the slipper pocket via orifices
in the ball-joint and slipper. The slipper pocket is a recess surrounded by the inner land
and sometimes an outer land for extra stability. This design is based on the assumption
that pocket pressure is equal to piston pressure at zero clearance, and this creates lift
in the pocket area which lifts the slipper allowing oil to flow across the lands until the
load generated under the slipper matches the load on the piston. The slipper is pivoted
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on the ball at the end of the piston to allow it to adjust to the swash plate angle and to
rotate relative to the piston. High pressure fluid from above the piston is connected via
the control orifices in the piston and slipper to the central slipper pool allowing most of
the piston load to be carried hydrostatically. Figure 4 shows a typical standard slipper.

Figure 4: Standard sample (STD)
The design and synthesis of hybrid organic-inorganic coatings - with a tailored
nanostructure and a controlled chemistry - able to significantly reduce the wettability of
metals and alloys against fluids have been developed and patented by ISTEC-C.N.R
[12] [13] [14]. The coating composition is fully compatible from the chemical point of
view with the component to be functionalized. The functionalized sample is depicted in
figure 5. For further details please refer to the above mentioned patents [12] [13].
In this context, precursors of the organic-inorganic coatings have been obtained in form
of stable nanosuspensions in water by a sol-gel approach [15] [16], getting a high
control degree on phases, particle size (average particle dimensions of about 40 nm)
and composition.

Figure 5: Functionalized sample (FNZ)
Each sample has been characterized both with water and with oil (ISO VG 46) and the
standard deviation has been calculated. In particular, 2 pairs of standard (STD) slippers
and 2 pairs of nano-coated (FNZ) slippers have been tested. The laboratory results are
shown in table 1.
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Laboratory characterization
Sample

WCA (°)

St. dev.

CAH (°)

St. dev.

OCA (°)

St. dev.

Standard 1

95.6

7.8

22.6

3.2

26.0

5.0

Standard 2

100.8

5.0

25.6

1.4

37.9

6.4

Standard 3

100.0

3.6

26.1

1.7

32.5

3.4

Standard 4

98.1

4.6

27.8

1.0

26.0

2.9

Standard mean

98.6

5.6

25.5

2.7

30.6

6.7

Nano-coated 1

153.9

26.1

9.3

5.4

123.0

15.8

Nano-coated 2

164.9

27.6

9.0

7.8

134.3

22.7

Nano-coated 3

167.4

23.0

4.8

6.3

135.8

24.2

Nano-coated 4

155.6

27.0

10.7

10.2

120.1

18.4

Nano-coated mean

160.4

25.4

9.0

7.3

128.3

20.8

Table 1: Water contact angle (WCA), contact angle hysteresis (CAH), oil contact angle
(OCA) for STD and FNZ samples

3

The experimental tests

The activity has focused on the characterization, by means of experimental analysis, of
nano-coated (FNZ) slippers with respect to standard (STD) ones.
It is not easy to analyze the real working conditions directly using an axial piston pump.
For this purpose an experimental test bench has been designed at IMAMOTER-C.N.R.
with the aim to assess the performance of the slipper surface.
The working principle of the test bench is exactly inverse to a real pump (figure 6). The
slippers are fixed, while the swash plate rotates around axis with a defined rotational
speed. The swash plate rotational speed is controlled by a hydraulic motor.
The slippers power supply system (figure 7) is controlled by a proportional valve,
adapting an existing setup at IMAMOTER-CNR institute. The resistant torque between
the slippers and the swash plate is acquired by means of a force sensor (load cell) and
a dedicated acquisition set. For further details please refer to the paper [11].
The oil flow rate at the output of the slipper orifice is included between 0.7 and 2.3 l/min
depending on the operating conditions.
The superhydrophobic and oleophobic functionalized components, obtained by
deposition of inorganic and hybrid organic-inorganic systems, have been mounted on
the hydraulic test bench and subjected to the following experimental tests:
·

functional test at variable pressure and constant rotational speed

·

functional test at constant pressure and variable rotational speed
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it is important to underline that the functional tests have been performed with an
inclination angle between slippers and swash plate equal to 0°. Therefore the tests
simulate a hydraulic pump to zero displacement.
The complete test bench and the hydraulic diagram are depicted in figure 6 and 7.
Swash plate

Rotary encoder

Hydraulic motor

Slippers

Load Cell

Frame structural elements

Figure 6: Inverse kinematic test bench

Figure 7: Hydraulic scheme of the slippers power supply system
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Before defining the tests performed and the
results obtained, let us focus on analytical
aspect of the problem.
Known the slipper surface and the supply
pressure, the force (load capacity) that the
slipper exercise on the swash plate has been
calculated as:
π R2 2 ିR1 2

W ൌ ൫pS െ pa ൯ ή 2

ሾNሿ

R
log൬ 2 ൰
R1

W

Known the axial force acting on swash plate
and the load of the cell, the resistant torque
has been calculated using the following
Figure 8: Slipper geometric
configuration

equation:
Tr ൌ ሺLc ή gሻ ή br

ሾNmሿ

Swash
plate

Known the resistant torque, the friction force
has been calculated as:
Ff ൌ

Tr
bf

ሾNሿ

Known the friction force, the friction coefficient
has been calculated by means of the following
equation:
F

cf ൌ Wf

The input data, related to the operating

Slippers

conditions, are defined below:
Figure 9: Test bench
operating conditions
Test bench Data
Parameters

Magnitude

Unit

Dynamic load bearing

81

kN

Reaction arm (br ሻ

0.23

m

0.15

m

slipper surface

404.5

mm2

Frictional arm (bf ሻ

Table 2: Input data
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Results

As mentioned above, standard (STD) and nano-coated (FNZ) slippers have been
tested in order to assess the behavior and the performance from a mechanical point of
view. In particular 2 pairs of standard (STD) slippers and 2 pairs of nano-coated (FNZ)
slippers have been compared and subjected to the following tests:
·

functional test at variable pressure and constant rotational speed (Standard
samples 1-2, functionalized samples 1 - 2)

·

functional test at constant pressure and variable rotational speed (Standard
samples 3-4, functionalized samples 3 - 4)

4.1

Functional test at variable pressure and constant velocity

The tests have been carried out at rotational speed of 1000 rpm and at variable
pressure from 10 to 100 bar. Three test have been performed for both standard (1-2)
and nano-coated (1-2) slippers under the same working conditions.
The results for standard (table 3) and nano-coated (table 4) slippers are listed below:
STD slippers
Pressure [bar]

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Mean value

10

1.92E-02 ± 8.86%

2.29E-02 ± 3.71%

1.85E-02 ± 6.81%

2.02E-02 ± 11.70%

20

1.03E-02 ± 7.77%

1.21E-02 ± 5.68%

1.00E-02 ± 4.56%

1.08E-02 ± 10.62%

30

7.31E-03 ± 8.25%

8.66E-03 ± 3.55%

7.05E-03 ± 6.78%

7.67E-03 ± 11.22%

40

5.77E-03 ± 5.13%

6.92E-03 ± 9.27%

5.67E-03 ± 4.08%

6.12E-03 ± 11.36%

50

4.89E-03 ± 8.08%

5.73E-03 ± 5.07%

4.77E-03 ± 3.65%

5.13E-03 ± 10.24%

60

4.30E-03 ± 7.25%

5.03E-03 ± 4.28%

4.20E-03 ± 5.41%

4.51E-03 ± 10.11%

70

3.87E-03 ± 5.83%

4.51E-03 ± 4.12%

3.79E-03 ± 6.60%

4.06E-03 ± 9.63%

80

3.68E-03 ± 5.04%

4.04E-03 ± 4.23%

3.53E-03 ± 2.39%

3.75E-03 ± 6.93%

90

3.50E-03 ± 5.29%

3.76E-03 ± 3.32%

3.29E-03 ± 2.45%

3.52E-03 ± 6.69%

100

3.40E-03 ± 4.96%

3.60E-03 ± 6.17%

3.14E-03 ± 3.92%

3.38E-03 ± 6.86%

Table 3: Friction coefficient of standard (STD) slippers at different pressures
FNZ slippers
Pressure [bar]

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Mean value

10

1.23E-02 ± 11.31%

1.83E-02 ± 13.51%

1.35E-02 ± 12.40%

1.47E-02 ± 21.54%

20

6.64E-03 ± 12.86%

9.91E-03 ± 13.66%

7.31E-03 ± 10.96%

7.95E-03 ± 21.72%

30

4.81E-03 ± 14.83%

7.44E-03 ± 11.56%

5.45E-03 ± 13.65%

5.90E-03 ± 23.24%

40

3.99E-03 ± 12.86%

5.96E-03 ± 10.91%

4.38E-03 ± 13.88%

4.78E-03 ± 21.88%

50

3.62E-03 ± 11.85%

5.00E-03 ± 9.33%

3.77E-03 ± 10.41%

4.13E-03 ± 18.38%

60

3.27E-03 ± 9.27%

4.36E-03 ± 9.72%

3.43E-03 ± 8.67%

3.69E-03 ± 15.96%

70

3.10E-03 ± 6.89%

4.01E-03 ± 7.22%

3.27E-03 ± 9.79%

3.46E-03 ± 13.95%

80

2.96E-03 ± 8.94%

3.70E-03 ± 6.07%

3.01E-03 ± 6.89%

3.22E-03 ± 12.95%

90

2.86E-03 ± 7.61%

3.46E-03 ± 5.91%

2.91E-03 ± 4.94%

3.08E-03 ± 10.85%

100

2.87E-03 ± 5.46%

3.35E-03 ± 5.93%

2.83E-03 ± 5.19%

3.01E-03 ± 9.60%

Table 4: Friction coefficient of nano-coated (FNZ) slippers at different pressures
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The mean friction coefficient for standard and functionalized samples at different
working pressures is shown in table 5.
Mean friction coefficient
Pressure [bar]

STD samples

FNZ samples

Percentage gain (%)

10

2.02E-02 ± 11.70%

1.47E-02 ± 21.54%

27.30

20

1.08E-02 ± 10.62%

7.95E-03 ± 21.72%

26.41

30

7.67E-03 ± 11.22%

5.90E-03 ± 23.24%

23.12

40

6.12E-03 ± 11.36%

4.78E-03 ± 21.88%

21.99

50

5.13E-03 ± 10.24%

4.13E-03 ± 18.38%

19.50

60

4.51E-03 ± 10.11%

3.69E-03 ± 15.96%

18.25

70

4.06E-03 ± 9.63%

3.46E-03 ± 13.95%

14.67

80

3.75E-03 ± 6.93%

3.22E-03 ± 12.95%

14.10

90

3.52E-03 ± 6.69%

3.08E-03 ± 10.85%

12.55

100

3.38E-03 ± 6.86%

3.01E-03 ± 9.60%

10.82

Table 5: Mean friction coefficient of STD and FNZ samples at different pressures
The trend of friction coefficient for STD and FNZ samples at different pressures is
shown in figure 10. The following figure highlights that the friction coefficient of nanocoated samples is lower than standard ones at different working conditions.
Finally the percentage gain, in terms of friction coefficient, of FNZ samples with respect
to STD ones has been calculated (figure 11).

Friction coefficient VS Pressure

Friction coefficient

0,025
0,02
0,015

STD samples
FNZ samples

0,01
0,005
0

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90 100 110

Pressure [bar]
Figure 10: Friction coefficient VS Pressure
The percentage gain of the functionalized samples with respect to standard ones is
included between 27% and 10%. The friction coefficient reduction allows to obtain an
improvement of the mechanical efficiency of the machine. The results obtained in the
following work differ from those obtained in the paper [11]. As regards the paper [11],
the test (at variable pressure) has been performed at 700 rpm and at room
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temperature. In the following work, the test at variable pressure has been performed at
1000 rpm and an oil temperature equal to 50 °C.

FNZ samples VS STD samples
Percentage gain

30,00
25,00
20,00
FNZ samples VS
STD samples

15,00
10,00
5,00
0,00
10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90 100

Pressure [bar]
Figure 11: Percentage gain of FNZ samples with respect to STD ones

4.2

Functional test at constant pressure and variable rotational speed

The tests have been performed at constant pressure of 50 bar and at variable
rotational speed from 300 to 1800 rpm. Three test have been performed for both
standard (3-4) and nano-coated (3-4) slippers under the same working conditions.
The results for standard (table 6) and nano-coated (table 7) slippers are listed below:
STD samples
Rotational
speed [rpm]

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Mean value

300

3.42E-03 ± 4.11%

4.04E-03 ± 6.23%

4.04E-03 ± 5.65%

3.83E-03± 9.27%

600

4.62E-03 ± 0.51%

4.73E-03 ± 0.76%

4.65E-03 ± 0.82%

4.67E-03± 1.26%

900

5.35E-03 ± 0.82%

5.39E-03 ± 0.25%

5.35E-03 ± 0.33%

5.36E-03± 0.41%

1200

6.00E-03 ± 0.76%

5.85E-03 ± 0.92%

5.89E-03 ± 0.55%

5.91E-03± 1.35%

1500

6.66E-03 ± 1.32%

6.31E-03 ± 1.82%

6.39E-03 ± 1.74%

6.45E-03± 2.82%

1800

7.31E-03 ± 2.14%

6.92E-03 ± 1.73%

6.92E-03 ± 1.61%

7.05E-03± 3.15%

Table 6: Friction coefficient of standard (STD) samples at different rotational speed
FNZ samples
Rotational
speed [rpm]

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Mean value

300

2.85E-03 ± 5.40%

3.08E-03 ± 3.45%

3.27E-03 ± 2.59%

3.06E-03± 6.91%

600

3.69E-03 ± 3.46%

3.92E-03 ± 2.03%

4.04E-03 ± 2.14%

3.89E-03± 4.54%

900

4.35E-03 ± 1.08%

4.54E-03 ± 1.34%

4.58E-03 ± 2.16%

4.49E-03± 2.76%

1200

4.92E-03 ± 1.36%

5.08E-03 ± 1.67%

5.23E-03 ± 2.15%

5.08E-03± 3.03%

1500

5.39E-03 ± 1.07%

5.62E-03 ± 1.93%

5.73E-03 ± 2.26%

5.58E-03± 3.16%

1800

5.96E-03 ± 2.12%

6.15E-03 ± 2.64%

6.54E-03 ± 3.34%

6.22E-03± 4.72%

Table 7: Friction coefficient of nano-coated (FNZ) samples at different rotational speeds
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The mean friction coefficient for standard and functionalized samples at different
rotational speeds is shown in table 8.
Mean friction coefficient
Rotational speed [rpm]

STD samples

FNZ samples

Percentage gain (%)

300

3.83E-03± 9.27%

3.06E-03± 6.91%

20.07

600

4.67E-03± 1.26%

3.89E-03± 4.54%

16.76

900

5.36E-03± 0.41%

4.49E-03± 2.76%

16.27

1200

5.91E-03± 1.35%

5.08E-03± 3.03%

14.10

1500

6.45E-03± 2.82%

5.58E-03± 3.16%

13.52

1800

7.05E-03± 3.15%

6.22E-03± 4.72%

11.82

Table 8: Mean friction coefficient of STD and FNZ samples at different rotational speeds
The trend of friction coefficient for STD and FNZ samples at different rotational speeds
is shown in figure 12. The following figure shows that the friction coefficient of
functionalized samples is lower than standard ones at different working conditions.
Finally the percentage gain, in terms of friction coefficient, of FNZ samples with respect
to STD ones has been calculated (figure 13).

Friction coefficient VS Rotational speed
0,008

Friction coefficient

0,007
0,006
0,005
STD samples

0,004

FNZ samples

0,003
0,002
0,001

0
0

500

1000

1500

2000

Rotational speed [rpm]
Figure 12: Friction coefficient VS rotational speed
The percentage gain of the functionalized samples with respect to standard ones is
included between 20% and 12%. The friction coefficient reduction leads to an
improvement of the mechanical efficiency of the machine.
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FNZ samples VS STD samples
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Figure 13: Percentage gain of FNZ samples with respect to STD ones

5

Conclusions

The application of special nano-coating surface treatments has been exploited by a
mixed research team with the aim to reduce the friction losses in a axial piston pump. A
method for the nano-coating of metallic surface has been developed by ISTEC-C.N.R.
and applied, in cooperation with IMAMOTER-C.N.R., to the slipper surface commonly
used in a hydraulic piston pump. To coat the slippers the dip-coating methodology has
been used and a hydraulic test bench, able to reproduce the real hydrostatic lubrication
working conditions, has been designed.
The results obtained in the following work compared to those of the paper [11] differ in
the operating conditions of the tests. As regards the paper [11] only a test at variable
pressure has been performed, whereas in the following work two different tests (test at
variable pressure, test at variable rotational speed) have been performed. The
rotational speed is equal to 700 rpm in the paper [11], whereas in the following work
the rotational speed is 1000 rpm. Oil temperature is not taken into account (tests at
room temperature) in the paper [11], whereas in the following work the oil temperature
is 50 °C for all tests.
The laboratory studies performed on coated slippers show that:
·

the nano-structured coating increases the hydrophobicity and oleophobicity of
the functionalized samples

·

Water contact angle (WCA) for nano-coated samples is equal to 160°,
promoting the super-hydrophobicity

·

Oil contact angle for nano-coated samples is equal to 128°, promoting the
oleophobicity
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The experimental tests performed on the hydraulic test bench show that:
·

Nano-coated samples have a friction coefficient lower than standard ones

·

The percentage gain, related to the functional test at variable pressure and
constant rotational speed, of the nano-coated samples with respect to standard
ones is included between 27% and 10%

·

The percentage gain, related to the functional test at constant pressure and
variable rotational speed, of the nano-coated samples with respect to standard
ones is included between 20% and 12%

In conclusion the nano-coated slippers show, in the various operating conditions, a
clear friction coefficient reduction with respect to standard slippers. This leads to an
improvement of mechanical efficiency and therefore the overall efficiency of the
machine increases.
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Nomenclature
W

Load capacity

N

ps

Supply pressure

Pa

pa

Atmospheric pressure

Pa

R2

Outer radius

m

R1

Inner radius

m

Tr

Resistant torque

Nm

Lc

Load cell

kg

g

Gravity acceleration

m/s2

br

Reaction arm

m

Ff

Friction force

N

bf

Friction arm

m

cf

Friction coefficient
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Abstract
Electrohydraulic drives are primarily used whenever a low power/weight ratio, a compact
build and/or large forces are required for individual applications. These drives are often
used together with electric drive technology in machines. However, in terms of
automation, unlike electric drives, electrohydraulic drives are still largely connected via
analog interfaces and centralized closed control loops today. To compensate for this
competitive disadvantage of hydraulic drive technology and, at the same time,
significantly enhance its performance and diagnostics capability, a consistent automation
solution has been developed that can be configured for both centralized and
decentralized solutions. This contribution firstly gives an overview over this complete
solution already available and its classification in the automation world. In a second step,
the subset of decentralized drive solutions contained therein is presented in more detail
and their benefits are explained on the basis of some exemplary applications.
KEYWORDS:

Electrohydraulic drives, valves, pumps, Ethernet based bus systems,
decentralized axis control, Industry 4.0

1. Initial situation and target
Figure 1 shows both the current situation and a target situation, characterized by the
following starting points:
·

Actual status of valves/pumps: Today, the majority of valves and control pumps
are controlled via analog interfaces (+-10 Volt, 4…20 mA). For the automation
level, suitable interfaces have to be made available.

·

Actual status of axis control loops: The control loops are mainly realized centrally
in the higher-level control here, control algorithms tailored specifically to hydraulic
requirements and an adequate computing capacity have to be available.
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·

Actual status of real-time-capable bus systems: In the field of automation
technology, Ethernet-based bus systems are on the rise. The prevalence of
various control manufacturers on individual markets and/or regions, results,
unfortunately, in a very heterogeneous situation regarding the bus systems to be
supported (at present, the solution presented here supports 6 systems) /1/.

Figure 1: Current and future connectivity of electrohydraulic and hybrid drive
technology to automation technology
To achieve the full integration of "classic electrohydraulic drives" on the one hand and
also take account of "new hybrid systems" such as the "servo-pump" and the "selfcontained axis" on the other, the target situation as shown on the left below has been
defined, which is realized today by the newly developed, consistent automation system:
·

Valves and control pumps can be controlled directly via the bus system.

·

With regard to valves, a distinction must be made between an IFB function
(Integrated Field Bus) and an IAC (Integrated Axis Control) function:
o

IFB: Analog interfaces are substituted by an Ethernet-based bus system.
The integrated bus functionality allows additional data to be exchanged
with the higher-level control for configuring the valve or for transmitting
internal state variables. The open and closed-loop control task for the
drive remains within the higher-level control (central control structure).
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IAC: In addition, the axis control loops (position, velocity, pressure and/or
force control) are realized in a decentralized arrangement. The higherlevel control provides command values and status signals in real time.

·

The "servo-pump“ system (Sytronix) utilizes the automation connections of
electric drive technology.

·

The same is valid for the hybrid drive, which consists of an electric servo-drive
with hydrostatic transmission ("self-contained axis"). The axis control functionality
of the hydraulic subsystems, which is required additionally, is implemented as
part of the converter firmware /3/.

2. Demands made on the target system
The requirements can be subdivided into the following three areas:

2.1. Functional requirements (obligatory requirements)
·

Implementation of all relevant Ethernet-based bus systems customers can use
virtually all automation systems relevant on the market (open interfaces).

·

Implemented axis controller algorithms are tailored to suit the special
requirements of electrohydraulic drives /3/.

·

Integrated safety concept also in the field of valve and pump connections, which
receive the bus communication on the one hand and implement the required
safety standard on the other (examples of this are press safety or the demands
made on the closing axis of plastics machines).

·

The bus communication is not only used for transmitting command and feedback
values, but also for additional information from components and drives in terms
of data, a "Condition Monitor (CM) Ready“ situation is realized in the control.

·

Tools such as the software oscilloscope functions are essential for
commissioning.

2.2. Desirable requirements ("usability") and approaches
·

One consistent programming and commissioning tool for all drive forms (electric
and hydraulic drives),

·

Identical bus connections for all drive forms (state machines),

·

Identical parameter designations and scaling of machine data for all drive forms,

·

Commissioning (in particular of hybrid drives) is simplified by software-supported
tools like "wizards" and automatic optimization algorithms.
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Due to the PC-supported programming and parameterization tool IndraWorks (IW),
which can be used equally for electric and hydraulic drives, these requirements can
consistently be met. Consequently, electric and hydraulic drive technology are treated
identically. Due to dialogs in IW tailored specifically to the individual devices, special
characteristics of drives are taken into account and commissioning is simplified.

Figure 2: Overview of functions of the IndraWorks tools, which can be used
consistently for all drive forms

3. Commercial requirements
·

A portfolio of components and drives is required, which is widely scalable with
regard to performance and functionality, since customers only pay for what is
actually required for the application at hand.

·

The extra cost resulting from the digitization of valve and pump electronics has
to be justified in the concrete application through added value offered by direct
bus integration, reduced commissioning expenditure, lower cabling effort and/or
important additional functionalities such as decentralized control and CM
functionalities.

4. More detailed description of decentralized drive systems (IAC)
For lack of space only the drive systems in the IAC characteristic (Figure 1) are described
exemplarily in the following /4/.
The components available for this can be classified into the following sub-systems:
·

In the field of valves, direct and pilot operated proportional and high-response
valves of the 4WRPE family are available today in sizes 6, 10, 16, 22, 25, 27, 32.
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Figure 3: Valve family with IAC technology (sizes 6, 10, 16 - 32)
·

In the field of pumps, control pumps with DFE functionality /2/ of series A10 and
A4 in sizes 28, 45, 71, 100, 140, 180, 250 and 355 are available today.

Figure 4: DFE control pump system with IAC functionality
·

Digital integrated electronics (OBE=On-Board Electronics) for these valves and
pumps are available in the variants IFB and IAC. The functionality of the OBE is
described in more detail in the section below.

4.1. Description of the digital OBE
4.1.1. Hardware
The robust IP65 electronics is available in the IFB and IAC characteristics. Both are
equipped with interfaces for up to 4 pressure sensors (4 - 20 mA). In the IAC variant,
interfaces for position measuring systems (SSI) and incremental interfaces (1 Vpp) are
available additionally. For communications, a Multi-Ethernet interface is integrated,
which allows one of the following bus systems to be implemented:
·

Sercos, EtherCAT, POWERLINK, VARAN, PROFINET, EtherNet/IP.
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In other words, every component "speaks six languages". Hardware variances due to
different bus systems can thus be avoided. The bus system to be activated is determined
by means of software using a corresponding parameter.

bus In/Out
analog In 1/2 (pressure)
power, digital
In/Out

position measuring
system (SSI or 1Vss)

Figure 5: Interfaces of the digital OBE
The functionalities of "Safe Halt“, "Safe Direction“ and "Central Position Monitoring“ are
realized independently of the bus system via two certified digital inputs and two
associated digital output signals. With regard to the valves, they provide a safe shutdown
of the output stages for the solenoid(s). This approach allows a safety functionality to be
realized without having to design the entire bus system, master included, as safe system.

4.1.2. Software functionality of the OBE
In the following, some functionalities are described in more detail for the field of valvecontrolled drives; for control pumps, comparable functionalities are available - where
useful in the technical application:
·

Bus communication: At present, 6 Ethernet-based bus systems can be
realized. The selection of the bus system to be used is made by means of a
parameter.

·

Valve controller: The dynamic behavior of the valve can only be modified by the
manufacturer. The valve characteristic (curve) can, however be entered by the
customer.

·

Closed-loop flow control: By means of up to 4 integrated pressure sensors in
sandwich plate technology, an electronic "pressure compensator function" (loadindependent flow) can be implemented. This may be useful in particular for
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applications, in which the use of a position measuring system is out of the
question for reasons of expenditure or for technical reasons (e.g. core pull
function in the field of plastics machinery).
·

Closed-loop pressure control: Apart from pure pressure control functions
(pressure and differential pressure), alternating controls and force limitation
modes can be activated.

·

Position controller: All of the algorithms required for hydraulic drive technology
were implemented in this controller. This includes also processes for state
feedback and continuous path control /1/.

Figure 6: Axis controller structure of the IAC (overview)
Diagnostics and commissioning aids: Apart from analysis tools such as a software
oscilloscope and error log, wizards for the pre-calculation of control parameters as well
as automatic optimization tools for axis controllers in the continuous path control mode
are provided. In future SW versions, functionalities for Condition Monitoring will be
offered.
·

Monitoring functions: In addition to monitoring of the valve functionality, the IAC
also offers axis monitoring functions (max. velocities, forces, dynamic following
errors, etc.).

·

Integrated PLC: This option will be offered from mid 2016 on and will allow
programming of specific functionalities by the customer such as adjustment of
the controllers to individual applications, special motion profiles or also
application-specific reactions to errors. Here, the customer can flexibly integrate
its know-how and protect it accordingly.
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5. Application examples for decentralized IAC technology
This drive structure suggests itself particularly for applications, in which:
·

the various axes of the machine can be operated independently of one another,
or

·

the dependencies of axes only have to be taken into account for the generation
of command values (such as, for example, with interpolating axes).

A further criterion for the use of IAC can be a large number of axes to be controlled: As
a result of the decentralized control approach, the central control is relieved and, in
addition, cabling efforts can be drastically reduced.
Application 1: Automation of axes in a sawmill
Examples of axes are shown in Figure 7. A large number of self-contained axes and
large physical distances are decisive for the selection of a decentralized drive structure.
EtherNet/IP is used as bus system, an AB system as higher-level control.

Figure 7: Some axis of the “Sawmill application”
The system, which has been employed in three-shift operation for more than one year
under these very harsh operating conditions, documents the robustness and reliability of
the selected solution.
Application 2: Axes in the field of rotary indexing machines
For this application (Figure 8) the demands made on the drive axes and the entire
automation solution are extremely exacting:
·

Up to 48 interpolating electrohydraulic axes plus electric servo-drives,

·

The accuracy requirements with regard to continuous path and positioning
accuracies are in the order of a few µm,
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The CNC technology utilized for the axes has to realize up to 28 NC channels.

Here, the IAC technology is operated in conjunction with an MTX control. The bus system
used is Sercos.

Figure 8: Application of rotary indexing machines
Thanks to this technology it was possible to increase the productivity of the machine by
20 % compared with the previous solution. At the same time, system costs were reduced
by lower cabling and commissioning costs as well as optimized CNC technology. The
machines work trouble-free in three-shift operation.

6. Conclusion
The efficiency of electrohydraulic drive technology and not least their full and "easy"
integratability into automation solutions are, apart from the drive cost, essential
competitive criteria that speak in favor of this drive technology. The concept presented
here is characterized by its consistency in terms of automation. The key aspects are
·

The integration of open bus interfaces into the hydraulic components,

·

The integration of the "hydraulic know-how" into the drive firmware,

·

The identical behavior as that of electric servo-drives when it comes to
automation,

·

One consistent commissioning and diagnostic tool for all drive types, i.e. valvecontrolled, pump-controlled and hybrid systems consisting of electric servo-drive
with downstream hydrostatic transmission.
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Whether central or decentralized axis controls may be the better concept depends on
the application at hand. Such concepts make hydraulic drive technology "Industry 4.0"capable and maintain its competitiveness as physically compact and robust drive
technology that generates high speeds and large forces.
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Abstract
Plastic injection moulding machines are a positive example of the possibilities in terms
of performance and energy efficiency of modern hydraulic drives technology. In
addition to the performance and energy efficiency of the machines, the quality of the
plastic mouldings and an easy to use machines control is the focus. To ensure a
constant plastics part quality the set process parameters of the injection moulding
machines are kept constant by appropriate closed loop control strategies today.
Assuming a constant quality of the processed plastic raw material, this strategy is
effective. If it comes to a qualitative variation in the processed plastics, which often
leads to a change in viscosity of the plastics melt, keeping processing parameters
constant will not lead to a constant quality of the moulded parts. The deviations in the
plastics viscosity have such a great influence on the moulding process that the relevant
process parameters have to be adjusted manually in many cases. Often the stroke of
the reciprocating screw system has to be adapted to reach a constant filling volume of
the cavity and therefore avoid burr formation or short shots. In this paper an approach
for adaptive process control is introduced. This control loop is able to correct the set
points of specific machines parameters online within the production cycle and therefore
is able to avoid changes in the produced parts quality.
KEYWORDS:

plastics injection moulding, injection moulding machine, adaptive
control, quality control,
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1. Background
Today’s injection moulding machines are equipped with very high precision drives. In
particular, the translational motion of the reciprocation screws system for injecting the
melt into the cavity is controlled precisely with a closed loop control. However, batch
variations and start-up effects still have a negative impact on the produced parts quality
/1/, /2/. Currently the method of choice is to stabilize part quality by keeping the
machines set values in the narrowest range. Therefore temperatures, accelerations,
velocities etcetera are kept constant over the production time.
There are two types of disturbances to the injection moulding process. Internal effects
that result from manufacturing tolerances of the relevant processing technology
elements, for example a not consistent closing behaviour of the non-return valve (on
top of the injection screw) leads to deviations in displaced melt volume. External effects
come to the injection moulding machine with the processed raw material and mainly
result in a change in viscosity of the plastics melt. The change in viscosity itself induces
more deviations while processing, for example the shear heating while injection is
different. The different temperature of the melt in the mould leads to a variation in the
molecular structure when cooling down to solid state again. These disturbances affect
the process and the quality of the moulded parts (weight, dimensions, surface) in a
negative way /3/, /4/.
Talking about changes in viscosity of the plastics melt the method of choice to correct
the negative influence on the plastics part is to adapt the switch-over position from the
speed controlled filling phase to the pressure controlled holding-phase. The target is to
keep the degree of mould-filling at the position of switch-over constant. The different
viscosity comes with different resistance to flow and therefore results in changed
amount of displaced melt at identical injection stroke. Today this value is corrected by
the machines operator intermittently after checking the parts quality. Thus the effects of
changes are only corrected manually and on an incidental base, which may lead to a
production of reject parts.
Comparable situations may occur within transient phases in injection moulding
processes. In case of a pause due to failure or a planned mould change the thermal
equilibrium state which developed over time is changed. The plasticized melt inside the
barrel experiences a significantly different energy input since the process is stopped
and time proportions are different. The quality (temperature and thus viscosity) of the
processed resin is different. When starting the injection moulding process after a
production interruption the results are significantly influenced. The task of an adaptive
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process control is to correct the processing parameter in a way that the quality of the
plastics part is constant. Mainly this is achieved by assuring a volumetrically constant
filling of the cavity in each cycle. This is done first by the adaption of the switch-over
position and second by adapting the holding pressure level based on the viscosity of
the melt, details may be seen in /5/.

2. Plastics injection moulding process
The injection moulding process contains several process steps, where a thermoplastic
based material is plasticized and injected into a cavity. The material is pressed into the
mould and after cooling down ejected. There are furthermore many special processing
technologies in injection moulding that have specific demands towards the process
control.
The feedstock is brought into the injection moulding machine with the feed hopper,
where the granular material directly flows down to the plastification screw. The material
is now plasticised by the energy that is dissipated by the rotation of the screw as well
as by the heat conducted from the tempered barrel. While plasticising the screw moves
backwards and the plasticized plastic is stored in front of the screw for the next
injection cycle. A non-return valve at the tip of the screw prevents the molten plastic
form flowing back into the screw flights.

Figure 1: Injection moulding process; a) mould closing; b) moving of injection unit;
c) injection phase; d) holding pressure phase; e) plastification phase; f) mould
open and ejection; based on /6/
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When the mould is closed the injection phase starts, the injection unit with the
plastification barrel is moved towards the mould up to contact with the nozzle.
Thereafter a speed controlled volumetric filling of the mould and a pressure and time
controlled compression (holding-pressure) phase follows. Simultaneously the cooling of
the injected plastics material takes place. The holding-pressure phase is mainly
needed to compensate the thermal shrinkage of the material. While the formed part
cools down the plastification of new material takes place. As the plastic part has
reached its solidification temperature the mould can be reopened and the formed part
is removed by an ejector system /7/.

3. Function of the adaptive process control concept
The adaptive process control method is introduced with the help of exemplary
processing parameters from a standard thermoplastic injection moulding machine. In
the first step the viscosity of the plasticized polymer melt is characterized by a defined
key indicator in the injection phase. The corresponding process variable is to be
measured in a suitable way. For hydro-mechanically driven machines this is done by
measuring the driving hydraulic pressure. The pressure is converted to plastics melt
pressure with the area ratio between hydraulic cylinder and screw diameter. The
position of the screw is measured by an appropriate external position sensor. An
injection work equals the displacement of the molten plastic volume flow against a
resistance. Similarly to a viscometer, the work is measured during injection phase as
an integral of the injection pressure over screw stroke. For integrating over time the
result is an injection energy instead of a work (1) /3/.
 ܫܯൌ  න

௧ሺ௦ୀெூುೞమ ሻ

௧ሺ௦ୀெூುೞభ ሻ

ሺݐሻ ݀ݐ

(1)

MI stands for the range of the screw stroke in which the pressure integral is to be
calculated (Figure 2). This range must be chosen in a way that no dynamic effects
(e. g. pressure oscillations) in the displaced melt have a negative impact on the
measurement. In order to eliminate effects of a differing closing behaviour of the nonreturn valve (NRV) the measuring range has to be determined specific for each cycle.
The measuring interval position is then shifted based on the deviation in the closing
point of the NRV. The evaluation of the pressure gradient at the beginning of the mould
filling gives the actual closing position of the NRV and the range of MI is shifted
accordingly (Figure 3).
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Figure 2: Melt pressure and screw displacement during the injection- and holding
phase. The viscosity index (VI) is formed depending on the closing behaviour
of the non-return valve. The filling index (FI) describes the volumetric filling of
the cavity and is similar to the injection work.

Figure 3: Shift of the measurement interval MI to avoid measurement failures due to
unsteady closing of the non-return valve.
Plastic melts are shear viscous and the volume flow rate has a big influence on the
resulting viscosity. For this reason, the characteristic flow resistance is furthermore
scaled to the mean of the injection speed vMI. For characterizing the quality of the melt,
this normalized characteristic parameter may now be used: viscosity index (VI).
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This key figure is measured online in the injection phase. An additional scaling may be
added with the correction constant K1 (2).
ܸ ܫൌ כ ܫܯ

ܭଵ
ݒெூ

(2)

Also a filling index (FI) is calculated which describes the active cavity filling from the
position where the return valve closes s = CP until switch-over s = COP (3) (Figure 2).
 ܫܨൌ  න

௧ሺ௦ୀைሻ

௧ሺ௦ୀሻ

ሺݐሻ ݀ݐ

(3)

During the injection phase the filling index is calculated. The integral starts when the
non-return valve is closed (closing position) and ends at the switch-over position.
The approach of an adaptive process control now uses a key ratio for characterizing
the process. A moulded part volume equivalent (MPV) is calculated. The filling index is
set at a ratio to the viscosity index. This ratio describes the displaced volume of plastic
melt at a given individual flow resistance of every single injection moulding cycle (4).
 ܸܲܯൌ

ܫܨ
ܸܫ

(4)

Rearranging the equation the value of FI may be determined. With a fixed (reference)
value of MPV and a cycle-specific value of VI one can calculate the target value for a
constant melt displacement. Hence the injection process is stopped, when the value FI
reaches the target value. The reference values are extracted based on a running
process inside the quality tolerances. In this manner, the volumetric filling of the cavity
may be kept constant (within limitations) independently of viscosity variations induced
by the processed resin.
The holding pressure phase starts after switch-over in order to compensate the thermal
shrinkage caused by the decrease of the specific volume of the plastic. Therefore a
holding pressure is applied to deliver the needed volume. Depending on the used
polymer, the cavity geometry and process parameters used the holding pressure has to
be chosen.
 ܲ݇ܿܽൌ   כ ܮ݇ܿܽሺͳ 

ܸ ܲܫെܸܮܫ
ܸܮܫ

) ʹܭ כ

(5)

In general, the higher the holding pressure is applied, and the longer it is applied, the
more melted resin is pushed into the cavity. In order to correct the effects of changing
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viscosities it is needed to adopt the holding pressure level. This is done in accordance
to the above shown variables characterizing the melt (5).
Figure 4 below shows the pressure profile of the injection- and beginning of holdingphase of two polymer melts. A reduction in viscosity of the plastics melt form Example
A to B leads to lowered injection pressure. Regarding (4) a lower FI is needed for a
correct volumetric filling of the cavity. In that case the switch-over will take part at an
earlier state (position). Also the holding pressure level is reduced accordingly to the
ratio of VIP to VIL. in (5).

Figure 4: The melt pressure curves for a plastic melt A and B. Hatched shown are the
FI´s to the corresponding materials. Material B has a lower viscosity than
Material A, so that less injection pressure is needed to fill the cavity, therefore,
it is switched-over on an earlier screw position from injection- to holding
pressure phase.

4. Validation of the adaptive process control concept
In order to evaluate the effectiveness and robustness of the adaptive control concept
an extensive field test program was conducted. Representative for the test program
two processes will be shown in detail. First reference is a trial using a hydraulically
driven injection moulding machine (KraussMaffei KM35-180CX) with a clamping force
of 350 kN and an injection screw diameter of 28 mm as shown in figure 5.
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Figure 5: left: KraussMaffei KM35-180CX injection moulding machine with automation
system / right: produced plastic part “crown wheel” made of 11.9 g Nylon
(PA66 GF30)
The machine was equipped with the adaptive process control in order to compensate
viscosity deviations induced by admixing regrind feedstock. Using regrind feedstock is
today commonly applied in injection moulding to reach ecological as well as cost
objectives. Due to a thermal degradation a plastic is undergoing when processed the
admixing of regrind feedstock will result in a lowered viscosity.

Figure 6: Resulting viscosities for various amounts of admixed regrind feedstock
(green), part weight with position based switch-over (red), part weight with adaptive
process control (blue)
Figure 6 shows the resulting parts weights as measure for the parts quality and the
viscosity of the plastics melt. It can be seen that the amount of regrind admixed has a
substantial effect on the plastics melt viscosity (green). Increasing the amount of
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regrind from 0 % to 100 % lowers the viscosity by 20 %. When the machine is operated
with a constant injection stroke a change in parts weight of 0.187 g (0.480 %) takes
place (red). Running the adaptive process control with the reference set to the 0 %
regrind the effect is marginal; the deviation in parts weight is reduced to 0.030 g
(0.077 %). Figure 7 shows two screenshots from the machines control with the
corresponding pressure curves. One is without adoption of the process; one is showing
the pressure curves with automatic adaption of switch-over position and holding
pressure level.

Figure 7: Screenshots from machines control, left: resulting difference in pressure
curves without adaption of process, right: pressure curves with adaption of switch-over
position and holding pressure levellll.
Second representative process is running in a two component injection moulding
machine (KraussMaffei KM500-2000/750CXZ) which is producing a radio cover for the
automotive OEM market in back-injection technology. First a transparent PC
component for the display is injected.

Figure 8: left: KraussMaffei KM500-2000/750CXZ injection moulding machine with
peripheral equipment / right: produced plastic part “radio cover” in 2component back injection moulding process.
Then the mould rotates and black PC-ABS for the case body follows in the same cavity
in the second step while the other cavity is already being filled for the next display. This
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all takes place on the back of a PC film with scratch-resistant coating and decorated in
black that is inserted into the mould. The production cell based on the injection
moulding machine and the part produced can be seen in Figure 8.

Figure 9: Resulting part weights for 24 h without adaption (left) and 24 h with adaption
(right) of the process, the standard deviation of the part weight was reduced
from 0.16 g to 0.03 g
In this trial again the part weight was chosen as the representative parameter for the
parts quality. In order to compare the robustness of the moulding process with and
without the adaptive process control here 48 hours of series production were
evaluated. Figure 9 shows the resulting part weights as well as the switch-over
position. The first 24 hours of production the adaptive control was not used e.g. the
switch-over position is constant. The resulting standard deviation of the part weight was
0.16 g within the control samples. With the activation of the adaptive process control
the standard deviation was brought down to a value of only 0.03 g in the 24 hours of
production.

5. Conclusions
Injection moulding machines, which are operated with the introduced adaptive process
control, are able to compensate negative effects on part quality like they are caused by
viscosity changes in the feedstock. Since the characterization of the actual value of the
polymer melt viscosity takes place in the first part of the injection movement an online
correction within the same production cycle is possible. This is an important advantage
compared to prior approaches and helps to effectively control starting up and restarting
injection moulding processes. In case of changing conditions induced by the raw
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material the adaptive process control helps to stabilize the produced parts quality by
reducing the deviations to a minimum.
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Abstract
This paper studies a method for active electrohydraulic force compensation in industrial
scale high power applications. A valve controlled cylinder moves a mass using the
force of inertia to compensate for the reaction forces of an industrial process. Two
strategies for force compensation are developed and investigated in a 160 ton
clamping unit of an injection moulding machine to significantly reduce the excitation.
Results of the different strategies are shown and evaluated. Advantages and
drawbacks of the developed electrohydraulic force compensation are discussed.
KEYWORDS: force compensation, clamping unit, injection moulding machine,
hydraulic drive train, valve control

1. Introduction
Robustness and the ability to apply high forces dynamically are reasons for the
success of hydraulic drive trains in high performance stationary machinery. The
stability of a machine is highly affected by the drive train and the acceleration of moving
masses; a movement of the whole machine structure needs to be prevented. A
conventional solution to reduce excitations is to strengthen the foundation of the
machine bed with additional weight or the reduction of acceleration by the operator.
Both goes along with shortcomings: A solid foundation may limit space in the machine
operation range whilst a reduction of machine acceleration lowers the machine
productivity. A promising solution is an active compensation of process forces by a
second drive applying counterforces contrarily to the process forces reducing the
impact on the machine foundation. Therefore the inertial force of a mass accelerated
contrarily to the occuring process forces is used. This work focusses on an
electrohydraulic force compensation strategy via a hydraulic cylinder drive. A prototype
is developed and applied to the clamping unit of an injection moulding machine, an
application with major nonlinearities in the drive train. Chapter 2 gives a short survey
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on known force compensation strategies in literature and points out the differences of
the novel approach. The novel method of electrohydraulic force compensation is
derived in chapter 3 before chapter 4 focusses on the test rig application in detail.
Chapter 5 shows measurements of the practical implementation and points out
chances and drawbacks of two different compensation strategies. A summary of the
achieved results and an outlook for the next working steps is given in chapter 6.

2. Compensation Strategies – State of the Art
The reduction of machine frame excitation is an issue the higher moved masses and
acceleration rates are. If neither reaction forces can be tolerated nor a sufficient
foundation can be reached (e.g. due to economical, technical or practical reasons)
active or passive methods for decoupling or compensation of reaction forces may be
an alternative. A scheme of the methods is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Methods for Reduction of Machine Frame excitation cmp./Gro09/
The (mechanical) decoupling of foundation and process using springs, dampers and
counter-moving masses is well known, i.e. from cannons. Besides the advantage that
no additional energy is needed for the mechanism itself, a drawback of this approach –
especially with regard to higher reaction forces is the need to tune spring and damping
ratio to a specified (and limited) frequency range. So the full frequency range of the
reaction forces generated by the process drive cannot be covered. Another drawback
is the displacement of the machine itself with regard to the inertial system. Automatized
production processes often rely on proper positioning e.g. for loading and unloading
processes in process-chains.
For small applications or if enough construction space is availible (passive) force or
impulse compensation can be done by mechanical coupling of (counteracting) moved
masses (rotational or translational). A well known example for this technique are
counterbalance weights in automotive engines.
The use of additional energy to compensate for the reaction forces caused by the
process even economically appears to be a promising solution, if productivity can be
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significantly improved, and the overall cost per part can be reduced. Figure 2 shows
possibilities for passive and active compensation.
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Figure 2: reduction of process-forces to machine frame and basement
Force compensation mechanisms are commonly divided into impulse and force
compensation methods. Impulse compensation methods focus on the compensation of
process forces in a defined frequency range whereas force compensation is referred to
as the compensation of all ocurring process forces.
Force compensation with and without mechanical coupling has been investigated and
developed since 1984 in numerous different ways /Fli84, Gro14/ and even been
applied to a number of machine tools, e.g. /Wan09, NN15/. Ideal compensation is
difficult to obtain in practice, and the compensation rate depends on numerous factors.
However Großmann’s and Müller’s experiments show that a real impulsecompensation setting may lead to a reduction of frame-acceleration of about 80% in a
setting with given velocity of 0.5 m/s, acceleration of 40 m/s2 and jerk of 10000 m/s3
/Gro09b/. In order to reduce cost and machine size a small compensation mechanism
is desirable, reducing the reaction forces to the machine basement as good as
possible. From this point of view a total compensation of reaction forces is not
economic.
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However reaction forces to be applied are limited due to the maximal force and the
stiffness of the drives and the load of the moved masses, so the drivetrain has to be
properly chosen. Linear direct drives feature the potential of high accelerations but as
they do not use any transmission maximal force is limited and dynamical stiffness is
low in comparison to an electro-mechanic ball screw, which features a high stiffness
due to the high transmission ratios. Disadvantages of ball screw drives are the inertia
of the rotary parts of the drive train which cannot be used for linear force compensation
and the maximum forces that can be dynamically applied. For major scale production
machines linear hydraulic drives appear to be a promising solution because of the high
forces which may be applied. A drawback is the maximum applicable dynamics due to
the comparatively low stiffness. It needs to be investigated in how far this drawback is a
major burden for using hydraulic drives for compensation of process forces. Important
questions driving this research are:
•

To what extent can a small-sized hydraulic mechanism sufficiently compensate
for the occurring reaction forces?

•

How can the required forces be applied via an electohydraulic drive train?

•

What strategy should be used to achieve this aim?

3. Electrohydraulic Force Compensation in Stationary Machines
A compensation of forces with a second drive of same structure moving contrarily to
the process drive extinguishes forces efficiently but may not be applied due to cost and
additional space. In these cases a compensation drive with less power will be installed
giving rise to the question how much of the excitation should be compensated for.
Moreover the benefit of compensation depends on the construction of the drive, the
strategy and the process requirements. Repeating processes facilitate more
sophisticated strategies with higher calculation effort to be applied.

3.1. Control Strategy
This paper presents two strategies where information about full (elapsed) cycles is
used.
Force Peak Compensation (FPC). Assuming the maximum force taking maximum
effect on the machine frame, a compensation of force peaks leads to higher possible
dynamics. The idea of FPC is described in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Compensation of force peaks

Occurring force peaks are compensated by a force applied contrarily by the
compensation cylinder. Therefore the compensation law:
െܨ௧  ܨிǡ௫ ݂ܨݎ௧  ܨிǡ௫
ܨ ൌ ቐ Ͳ݂ܨݎ ൏  ܨ௧ ൏ ܨிǡ௫ 
െܨ௧  ܨிǡ ݂ܨݎ௧ ൏ ܨிǡ

(1)

is applied. The compensation tresholds Fmin, Fmax can be adjusted depending on the
needed compensation effect up to the maximum power of the compensation drive.
Frequency Slope Compensation (FSC). Following the idea that not the biggest
amplitude of process forces but specific frequencies have a big impact on the excitation
of the structure, compensation action should primarily focus on these frequencies.
Therefore the transfer function (TF) or Fourier transformed (ࡲ) frequency response
from process force ܨ to structure velocity ݔሶ ௦௧ at a point of interest

ܪ௫ሶ ǡீ ሺ݆߱ሻ ൌ

ࡲሼ௫ሶ ೞೝ ሺ௧ሻሽ
ࡲ൛ி ሺ௧ሻൟ

(2)

needs to be considered. The TF can be revealed e.g. by step-response experiments or
with an impact hammer. The compensation force ܨ is derived filtering the reaction
force ܨ௧ with the frequency response ܪ௫ሶ ǡீ ሺ݆߱ሻ. The compensation force then is

calculated in time domain as

ܨ ሺݐሻ ൌ െࡲିଵ ൜ࡲሼܨ௧ ሺݐሻሽ ή

ுೣǡಸ
ሶ ሺఠሻ

୫ୟ୶൛หுೣሶ ǡಸ หൟ

ή ܭ ൠ

(3)

with scaled ܪ௫ǡீሶ and a factor ܭ ߳ሾͲ ǥ ͳሿ for compensation adjustment. Forwardbackward filtering eliminates phaseshift and reduces compensator action.
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3.2. Dimensioning of the Compensation Actuator
Good impact of the compensation drive can be achieved with high and enduring
accelerations. Apart from the moved mass determining parameters are system
pressure, cylinder size (area, stroke), maximal cylinder velocity and size and dynamics
of the valve.
According to Newton’s second law a force depends on the mass and its acceleration.
In linear hydraulic drive trains (with double rod cylinder) the accelerating force

ܨ ൌ ሺ െ  ሻ ή  ܣൌ  ή ܣ

(4)

depend on the load pressure pL and the area A of the piston. The dynamics of the load
pressure build-up is characterized by size (Qnom) and dynamics of the valve and the
volume (V0) and stiffness of pipes, cylinder and the oil (K’) according to:

ሶ ൌ

ᇲ ήሺொೇ ିή௫ሶ ሻ
బ

(5)

with the valve flow

ܳ ൌ ܳ ή

௬

௬బ

ήට

ο

ο

(6)

Figure 4 schematically shows the load pressure build-up in a cylinder drive. In
section 1a the limited valve spool velocity prevents faster pressure build-up. Phase 1b
is determined by the ratio of chamber volume V0 and the valve flow Q0 before in
phase 2 cylinder acceleration and chamber volume V increase significantly. In phase 3
acceleration decreases, and the cylinder reaches constant velocity.
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Figure 4: schematic step-response of load pressure and cylinder velocity
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With regard to equations (1), (2), (3) a high and long lasting compensation force can be
achieved with big mass m, high supply pressure p0, small parasite and cylinder
volumes and a high flow rate, which plays a major role in the compensation. One
tradeoff lies in maximising force amplitude and duration. A shorter cylinder stroke h
increases the force amplitude but at the same time limits the duration of the force. A
second tradeoff can be found dimensioning the piston area A: Smaller piston areas
lead to bigger impulses whereas maximum force requires larger cylinder areas.
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Figure 5: optimisation concerning force amplitude and duration of impulse
Figure 5 shows the optimisation method to determine a best fitting cylinder size with
cylinder stroke h as given restriction. Long cylinder strokes allow for long lasting
accelerations but the impulse p may be limited by maximum cylinder velocity and the
construction space; beyond that some space is needed for the deceleration of the
moving mass. For a given valve there is an optimal cylinder area concerning maximal
amplitude of force. Too big cylinder areas provoke a slow pressure build up and
maximum pressure cannot be reached due to the accelerating cylinder (Figure 4,
phase 3).

4. Test Rig
Electrohydraulic force compensation is a reasonable method for high power
applications, where linear electric or electromechanic drives are too expensive or do
not provide enough force. The test stand is selected to be a 160 ton toggle-lever
clamping unit of a high-speed injection moulding machine because it is a popular
application where dynamics is restricted by the excitation of the drive train. It consists
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of the mechanism as pictured in Figure 6, driven by a closed circuit drive with a piston
pump and a 22 kW servomotor.
Data processing is done via MATLAB/SIMULINK and a dSpace DS1103 realtime
controller board is used for signal acquisition and -output. Different trajectories are
tested to illustrate the machine frame excitation.
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Figure 6: 160 ton toggle lever clamping unit and frame excitation
The shorter the cycle time set by the operator the higher the accelerations of the

machines movable platen ሷ ୫୮ is. Consequently the machine frame is exposed to

higher acceleration rates which lead to an increase of the machine frame excitation

୰ ǡ ሶ ୰ , Figure 6. In production the moved mass within the process is, depending on

the mould, about 1 ton, and with accelerations of 27m/s2 forces of 27 kN excite the

machine frame in the given 0.98 s trajectory. Further shortening of the trajectory leads
to an excitation that is followed by movement of the whole machine structure what
needs to be prevented.
Full compensation can be reached with lower masses and respectively higher
accelerations or vice versa. Without exceeding the machine space or too complex
constructions the demonstrator machine may be equipped with about 1/10 of the
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moving weight (100kg), which has to be mounted in a way that compensation forces
may be applied in the right direction.

4.1. Design of the Compensation Drive
The compensation drive has to be mounted symmetrically behind the toggle-lever drive
to evenly apply the compensation force. As the driving cylinder of the toggle lever is
mounted centrally the compensation force is applied symmetrically by two cylinders.
The pressure level of the hydraulic cirquit is set to 190 bar. A first attempt for the
dimensioning of the compensation drive is a maximum force equal to the reaction force
of the machine which leads to a cyliner area of 15 cm2. Construction space and
optimisation according to Figure 4 and Figure 5 in combination with system simulation
turn out to a cylinder length of 200 mm so two 200x40x25 double rod cylinders are
used due to the need for a symmetrical construction.
$

K

P/

4QRP
 O
S
EDU

4PD[ O PLQ

M

Figure 7: hydraulic circuit and construction of compensation drive
Figure 7 shows the setup: The compensation mass is mounted on a frame which
moves together with the cylinder tube; the pistons are linked to the machine via their
threads. The valve is a crucial part of the system: For a fast pressure build-up in the
cylinder maximum valve dynamics and low pressure losses are necessary, resulting in
a valve of maximum size. For the compensation drive a NS10-valve with nominal flow
of 75 l/min@70 bar is chosen. The rise time to 100% opening stroke is 7 milliseconds, 3dB-frequency is around 50 Hz. As the eigenfrequency of the machine frame is around
15 Hz there is only a small expected phase-shift due to the valve dynamics.
Experiments will show in how far this affects the effectiveness of the algorithm.
Once the compensation drive is installed a response test shows the potential of the
compensation drive: The valve is actuated with a 10 V-step signal (valve input is
±10 V). As indication of the excitation frame velocity is depicted in Figure 8. With
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nearly 15 m/s the compensation drive induces 25% of the impulse of the machine in a
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Figure 8: compensation drive and machine frame excitation
The maximum impulse is restricted by maximum cylinder velocity (valve spool opening,
seal properties), while maximum acceleration is restricted by pressure built up in the
cylinder chambers. Valve spool velocity rate limit plays a crucial role because it limits
pressure built up significantly.

5. Test and Results
The different compensation strategies, force peak compensation and frequency slope
compensation are applied at the described prototype test rig. Experiments and
evaluations are carried out with a controller not accounting for several nonlinearities as
the damping of the tie bar screws, the nut bolt play or losses in the hydraulic piping.
The transmission of the toggle lever itself is a major nonlinearity but calculations and
experiments show that transmission ratio can be taken as constant in the areas where
the highest excitations occur. Effectiveness of compensation is measured by means of
the reduction of kinetic energy in the machine frame that directly relates to the frame
velocity if the moved mass is constant. Moreover the frame stroke is an indication for
the energy that needs to be dissipated via the mounting foots of the machine.
Force Peak Compensation (FPC) is applied to the 0.98 s trajectory given in Figure 6.

Reaction forces are computed via logged data ݔሷ  of the piezo accelerometer at the
movable platen and the moved mass’ weight.

The algorithm sets a constant compensation level so that the reaction force peak at
0.3 s is considered for compensation in the given trajectory. Results in Figure 9 show
that despite a tracking error due to open loop feedforward and closed loop PID control
of the compensation drive, the force peak is reduced by the compensation drive,
resulting in an about 0.4 mm reduced frame stroke (about 20..30% considering

deviations in repeatability). The maximum frame velocity ሶ ி is reduced from 80 to

67 mm/s with FPC.
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Figure 9: Experimental results of FPC algorithm application
A drawback of the shown implementation of FPC algorithm is that the valve opening is
used for pressure build up. Line inductivities and reversion of load pressure can lead to
higher compensation rates while closing the valve. Energy efficiency benefits from
small compensation movements by compensating for excitations at decided moments
in the trajectory.
For the application of Frequency Slope Compensation (FSC) the necessary force is

calculated via filtering of the acceleration ݔሷ  supressing the transfer of frequencies

near the eigenfrequencies of the machine. Figure 10 shows the result of the FSC
compensation.
It can be seen that the highest excitations are compensated for but also that the
algorithm causes some new excitations. FFT-analysis shows that due to the tracking
error (Figure 10, lower left) new excitations are caused.
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Figure 10: Experimental results of FSC algorithm application
Besides the improvement of the control algorithms there are some factors that
physically reduce the effectiveness of the compensation mechanism: the (rate)
limitation of valve dynamics and maximum nominal valve flow limit pressure build up as
well as pipe inductances.

6. Conclusion and Outlook
Force compensation in machine tools has been applied in practice using linear direct
electric drives, gathering higher dynamics, better precision and preventing excitations.
This paper investigates a hydraulic linear drive force compensation in theory and
practice. A compensator moving 10% of the machines moved mass is developed and
applied to the clamping unit of an injection moulding machine prototype with occurring
reaction forces up to 40 kN. A valve controlled demonstrator is developed,
implemented and tested Two methods of force compensation are developed and
applied in practice: Force Peak Compensation (FPC) algorithm results in a 20%
reduction of machine frame movement at a given force peak. Frequency slope
compensation (FSC), which is a method pointing towards the reduction of
eigenfrequency excitation, results in a similar reduction of force peaks with bigger
actuator actions. Both methods show potential concerning the reduction of machine
excitation even though not all force peaks can be compensated for. Reasons for these
deviations can be found in tracking errors of the compensation drive caused by fluid
compressibililty and the limited dynamic of force build up in comparison with electromechanic drivetrains, which is a challenging issue.
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Experimental results show that hydraulic force compensation may be an interesting
solution for application in industry if the compensation effect is increased. For judging
the effectiveness of the compensation drive and different control strategies with regard
to an economic application in high power applications the dynamics of the drive train
should be considered in motion planning. Moreover a maximum tracking error for an
effective working of the algorithms should not be exceeded. This will be part of future
investigations.
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8. Nomenclature
Symbols
ܣ

ܪ
ܭ

Area

m2

transfer function

-

ܳ
ܸ
ܾ

݄

݉

scaling factor

ܭ

ܿ

bulk modulus

bar

Flow

l/min

volume

m3

damping factor

Ns/mm


ݐ

ݒ
ݔ

spring rate

N/mm

length

m

mass

kg

pressure

bar

time

s

velocity

mm/s

position

mm

Subscripts
Ͳ

ܭܧ
ܨ
ܮ

ܵݎݐ
ܿ݀

ܿ݉



݂݀݊ݑ

related
coupling
force
load
Structure
Compensation drive
compensation
foundation

݉݅݊ǡ ݉ܽݔ
݉

݊݉


݀
݂

ݐܿܽ݁ݎ
ݏ݁ݎ

Minimum, maximum
Movable platen
nominal
process
Process drive
Process force
reaction
resulting
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Improvement of hydraulic control quality for deep drawing
presses through retrofit
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Abstract
Retrofits of hydraulic and mechanical deep drawing presses often stop with the
exchange of the electrical and the hydraulic parts. But that is only half the job. The use
of high definition control electronics, faster CPUs and more dynamic hydraulic
actuators, offers the opportunity of redesigning the already existing control concepts of
the press. In this paper we present how the performance of the press, i.e. the control
quality, can be increased for hydraulic ram and cushion axes. The improvement in
control quality is achieved through the use of intelligent closed-loop and open-loopcontrol algorithms. Therefore, creasing and crack formation can be reduced, since
enhancements in control quality have direct influence on the quality of the forming
process. Results will be shown for hydraulic drawing cushion control, i.e. pressure
control, as well as for hydraulic ram control, i.e. position, velocity and parallelism
control. We present findings for hydraulic cushion control of a mechanical press type
Arisa S-4-1600-470-230-LDE (link-drive press with 10 hydraulic cushions) and for ram/ cushion-control of hydraulic press type Müller-Weingarten ZE2100 (multi-curve press
with 8-point cushion).

KEYWORDS: hydraulic presses, retrofit, model based control
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1. Introduction
Installation operators carry out retrofits for their hydraulic or mechanical presses to
ensure the machine’s availability in the long term. The machine’s electrical components
are mostly discontinued after 10-15 years. That results in predictive arrangements for
the pressing plant’s maintenance and production planning staff. The focus of those
retrofits is on exchange of the machine’s PLC and replacement of electrical
components and wiring. If the desired plant has a hydraulic closed loop control system
– e.g. drawing cushion – most of the time, the hydraulic control system will be replaced
by a stand-alone module (e.g. Rexroth MAC 8). Those stand-alone systems have a
large variety of functions and high number of usable parameters, but they can quickly
reach their limits, since hydraulic and mechanical presses are special engineered
machines and need an equally special engineered solution. The approach presented
by TRsystems, describes a solution which refers to the machine’s electrical,
mechanical and hydraulical properties and thus is a tailored closed loop control. Most
of the time, the existing hydraulic/mechanic remains untouched. The greater part of the
changes will affect the electrical components only.

2. Mechanical press Arisa S-4-1600-470-230 LDE
2.1. Machine in detail
The Arisa S-4-1600-470-230 LDE (Arisa 1600) is a mechanical transfer press with

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
Figure 1: Arisa 1600 – mechanical structure
(1) sidestand, (2) ram, (3) bolster plate, (4) drawing cushion sleeves,
(5) drawing cushion, (6) positioning and pressure cylinder, (7) basement
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Link-Drive engine for the ram and 10 separate hydraulic drawing cushions (see Figure
1) /1/. The press‘ maximal force is at 16.000 kN. The drawing cushions have a 3chamber-cylinder, which is designed for lifting and pressure functions. The cylinder is
controlled by 2 servo valves (Rexroth 4WRTE nominal size 25 and 4WRDE nominal
size 10, frequency of 30 Hz) and has a dynamical chamber-shift for pressure control.
The machine’s 10 drawing cushions make a variety of forming steps possible.
Workpieces, produced with this press include structural elements for vehicle
constructions and cases for brake boosters. The machine’s master control system is a
Siemens SIMATIC S7, which controls ram, transfer and blank loader. A Rexroth MX4
system takes care of the drawing cushion’s closed loop control.

2.2. Quality of drawing cushion closed loop control before retrofit
Figure 2 shows the quality of first cushion’s pressure control before retrofit. The
measurements were done with an extern measuring system, connected with the
drawing cushion via MINIMESS testpoints. Target pressure for this measurement was
240.0 bar (equals 600.0 kN cushion force), the ram speed was 13 strokes/minute and
the drawing depth was set to 150.0 mm.
400.0
target pressure
actual pressure

360.0
320.0

pressure [bar]

280.0
240.0
200.0
160.0
120.0
80.0
40.0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8
time [s]

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

Figure 2: Arisa 1600 – pressure control before retrofit
We were able to verify the trend, recorded in Figure 2, for all possible parameter
constellations (see Table 1 for parameter limitations). The pressure overshoots had a
value of 50% or more of the target pressure and were eliminated after additional 30.0
till 50.0 mm drawing depth (depends on ram speed). A residual ripple could be
recognized for the whole length of the process, till the ram’s bottom dead center. The
measurements showed that the ripple had an average value of +/- 25% of the target
pressure and that the controller was not able to eliminate the pressure fluctuations
within the given time.
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ram stroke speed

miminum
8 1/min

maxmimum
30 1/min

cushion pressure

20.0 bar

240.0 bar

draw depth

20.0 mm

200.0 mm

Table 1: Arisa 1600 - parameter limitations /1/
While the press was working with preselected cushion control, the maximum number of
strokes had to be reduced to 15 strokes/minute, although the ram was able to drive
with 30 strokes/minute. Working with a ram speed of 16 strokes/minute and more,
could result in damaging the cushion’s hydraulic, since the rising pressure peaks were
able to burst the hose lines between cylinders an servo valves.

2.3. Approach by TRsystems
The existing cushion control was replaced by a Beckhoff industrial PC (IPC), which is
able to calculate in real-time. Via Profibus DP/DP, the IPC was connected to the
superior machine control. The analogue and digital I/O-modules were connected via
EtherCAT (see Figure 3).

control level

Beckhoff-PC
6930

Siemens S7

periphery level

I/O-module

position
sensor

pressure
sensor

valve

EtherCAT
Profibus

Figure 3: Arisa 1600 – network layout
Our control algorithms are designed in C++ and are executed with the real-time
extension TwinCAT. The TwinCAT software is part of the IPC and calculates our
control algorithms with a cycle time of 125 µs /2/. The existing pressure sensors and
servo valves remained unchanged. For analogue I/O-modules, we used fast highresolution modules, which scaled the valve output and input signals (0 – 10 Volt), as
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well as the pressure input signals (0 – 400 bar), to 16 bit digital values (before retrofit,
inputs and outputs were scaled on 8 bit only) via EtherCAT.
The closed loop pressure control consisted of a PI controller with a model based feed
forward control. The feed forward control was designed to reduce the PI controller’s
part of the control signal and thus to reduce overshoots and residual ripples. We were
able to reduce the PI controller signal to 10% and less, as part of the sum signal.
Therefore, the feed forward control consisted of a three-dimensional valve
characteristic (target pressure over drawing velocity over valve signal). The valve
signal was recorded in the three-dimensional characteristic for all possible drawing
velocities (8 – 30 strokes/minute) and for all possible pressures (20.0 bar - 240.0 bar)
during drawing process. Since implementing the hydraulic characteristics of the whole
system, we included disturbances like dead volumes, hidden capacities (hose lines)
and current valve attrition.

Figure 4: ideal valve characteristic (left) and actual valve characteristic (right)
value
limitation

x& ram [mm / s ]

controller
limitation
pressure
interpolation

pset [bar]

e [bar ]

U [V ]

Kp

interpolating PI-controller

value
limitation

system

pactual [bar]

xactual [mm]

Ki

integrator limitation

Figure 5: pressure control - calculated control signal
Figure 5 shows, how the feed forward signal is generated. Target pressure and ram
velocity are the inputs (x-axis and the y-axis of the characteristic), while the
interpolated valve signal is the output (z-axis of the characteristic). The target pressure
is parameterized by the machine’s operator as desired blank holder force. The ram’s
velocity (in mm/s) is converted from the actual number of strokes (1/min) by the use of
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the ram’s kinematics and the current crank angle (via crank angle – position –
diagram).

2.4. Quality of drawing cushion closed loop control after retrofit
Figure 6 shows the pressure control for 13 strokes/minute, a drawing depth of 150.0
mm and a set pressure of 240.0 bar. There is nearly no overshoot identifiable and the
residual ripple is close to zero percent, only at the end of the process minimal pressure
fluctuations can be seen.
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360.0
320.0

pressure [bar]

280.0
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200.0
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0.0
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1.0
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Figure 6: Arisa 1600 – pressure control after retrofit
Since we used modern model based control algorithms and real-time capable
hardware (125 µs cycle time), we were able to make a decisive improvement in control
quality. Furthermore, the press was now able to produce with a stroke speed up to 30
stokes per minute with preselected cushion control.

3. Hydraulic tryout press Müller-Weingarten ZE2100.45.2.2
3.1. Machine in detail
The Müller Weingarten ZE2100.45.2.2 (ZE2100) is a hydraulic tyrout press consisting
of 4 ram cylinders, an 8-point drawing cushion and a 1-point ram cushion. The 4 ram
cylinders are supplied by 2 piston accumulators (2 x 325 l at 315 bar oil pressure) and
2 constant pumps (2 x 160kW at 1500 l/min) and are controlled by piston sided Rexroth
2WRCE valves (nominal size 63) /3/. The ram’s closed loop control includes position,
velocity, parallelism and pressure control. In this paper, we will concentrate on velocity
and parallelism control only. Using the MultiCurve-technology, the ram is capable of
simulating kinematics of mechanical presses, between 90° crank angle before bottom
dead center and bottom dead center. As a result, the drawing speed can reach up to
500.0 mm/s. The blankholder force is provided by an 8-point drawing cushion (8
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pressure cylinders) and by a 1-point ram cushion. The ram cushion shall not be
considered in detail in this paper. The drawing cushion’s pressure is controlled with 8
separate Moog D663 servo valves and the force can reach a maximum of 6000.0 kN,
which equals 239.0 bar in each cylinder.
1

2

5
6
7
8
9

3

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

4

17

Figure 7: MW ZE 2100 – MultiCurve press
(1) hydraulic block, (2) accumulator, (3) ram adjustment, (4) stamp dampening,
(5) ram cylinder, (6) sidestand, (7) ram, (8) ram cushion cylinder, (9) ram
cushion sleeves, (10) die top, (11) die bottom, (12) bolster plate, (13) drawing
cushion sleeves, (14) drawing cushion, (15) pressure cylinder, (16) positioning
cylinder, (17) basement

3.2. Quality of closed loop control before retrofit
Figure 8 shows measurements for drawing cushion pressure control and ram velocity
control before retrofit. The measurements were recorded with a special press die,
consisting of several force transducers and laser sensors for path measurement.
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Figure 8: ZE2100 before retrofit – pressure control (left) at 4 strokes/minute
and ram velocity control (right) at 8 strokes/minute /4/
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The measurements were made for 1600.0 kN, 2000.0 kN and 3150.0 kN cushion target
force, while the simulated stroke rate was 4 strokes/minute, which equals about 100.0
mm/s drawing velocity. Figure 8 shows a nearly perfect pressure control quality for
those force-velocity-combinations. But increasing the stroke rate, respectively the
drawing speed, led to a malfunction of the drawing cushion control. Figure 9 shows the
results for target forces 1250.0 kN, 2000.0 kN and 3150.0 kN at 8, 11 and 14
strokes/minute. It is obvious that with increasing stroke speed, the control quality
rapidly decreases and - as a result – the desired forces cannot be kept constant.
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Figure 9: MW ZE2100 – pressure control before retrofit
left: 8 strokes/minute, center: 11 strokes/minute, right: 14 strokes/minute /4/
Taking a closer look at the ram’s velocity control (Figure 8), various fluctuations can be
detected. The fluctuations before the ram is about to accelerate are not so important,
since that is the phase, where the die top is about to touch down on the die bottom.
The phase after the acceleration phase should look like the red marked area in Figure
10.
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Figure 10: position-velocity-time-diagram for MultiCurve presses
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3.3. Approach by TRsystems
We have done a complete electrical retrofit for this machine. That means that PLC,
closed loop control, visualization, every I/O-module and all drawing cushion pressure
control valves have been exchanged. The existing Moog D663 valves have been
replaced by identically constructed but more wear-resistant and more dynamic valves
(from 40 Hz frequency to 50 Hz frequency). We used a Beckhoff IPC with the real-time
extension TwinCAT for closed loop control and high resolution I/O-modules for
analogue inputs and outputs (12 bit modules before retrofit and 16 bit modules after
retrofit). The changes in electrical hardware were quite the same as in chapter 2.3.
Again, the architecture of the drawing cushion’s closed loop control consisted of a
model based feed forward control and a PI controller. The retrofit also concentrated on
optimizing the ram’s velocity and parallelism control. This was done by fitting the
position feed forward control (for velocity control) and the target value generation (for
parallelism control) on the machine’s behavior.

3.4. Quality of closed loop control after retrofit
Figure 11 shows the measurements made for drawing cushion pressure control and
for ram velocity control after the retrofit. It is obvious that a massive improvement in
drawing cushion pressure control could be gained. Furthermore, the ram’s velocity
signal does now look much more like the velocity curve of a mechanical press (cf.
Figure 10).
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Figure 11: ZE2100 after retrofit – pressure control (left) at 11 strokes/minute
and ram velocity control (right) at 8 strokes/minute /5/
Figure 12 shows results for different target forces (1250.0 kN, 2000.0 kN and 3150.0
kN) and different stroke rates (8 strokes/minute, 11 strokes/minute and 14
strokes/minute). Higher drawing speeds are not a problem any longer for the drawing
cushion’s pressure control. To put it in a nutshell, the controller is able to keep the
desired forces nearly constant for the whole length of the process. And that is
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achieved, because the PI controller’s output signal never reaches a value greater than
10% of the sum signal (feed forward control + PI controller).
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Figure 12: MW ZE2100 – pressure control after retrofit
left: 8 strokes/minute, center: 11 strokes/minute, right: 14 strokes/minute /5/
The last retrofit aspect, mentioned in this paper, is the parallelism control of the
ZE2100. The centerpiece of the parallelism control is the calculation of the setpoints.
Differences between the 4 position signals (4 cylinders) are converted in responding
tilting moments around the x-and y-axis (see Figure 13). The tilting moments on the
other hand, are converted in resulting cylinder forces at the cylinder center. In the next
step, the calculated cylinder forces are sent to the controller as process variables. The
reference variable for the controller is a force with 0.0 kN in order to eliminate the tilting
moments.
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ram cylinder
front-right

B

A

ram cylinder
rear-left
ram cylinder
front-left

y

x

Figure 13: ZE2100 – tilting left/right (A) and front/rear (B) /6/
The ram’s tilting control always works together with the velocity and position control.
That means the servo valve’s sum signal consists of 3 different control outputs. As a
consequence of converting the position differences into cylinder forces, an interaction
between parallelism control and position/velocity control is prevented. Figure 14 shows
results for ram’s parallelism at 8 strokes/minute and with an eccentric drawing cushion
force of 2000.0 kN. The measurements were recorded for forming stroke and return
stroke, but the parallelism control is active during forming stroke only. During the
forming stroke, the tilting around the x-axis has a maximum of 0.1 mm/m and the tilting
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around the y-axis is not bigger than 0.2 mm/m. The distances between the left and right
cylinders are 3800.0 mm, while the distances between front and rear cylinders are
1700.0 mm. The drawing cushion adepts the ram’s tilting movement in all directions
very good.
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Figure 14: ZE2100 – parallelism control
left: tilting front/rear, right: tilting left/right /5/
In conclusion, the retrofit has led to an enormous enhancement of the quality of the
closed loop control. Especially the drawing cushion‘s pressure control reached a new
level of stability. This is due on one hand to the changes in hardware (new servo
valves, high resolution modules, real-time control system), and on the other hand, to
the model based control algorithms.
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Abstract
Speed and displacement variable pumps offer a degree of freedom for process control.
As a certain operation point can be supplied by different combinations of drive speed
and pump displacement intelligent control strategies can address major issues like energy efficiency, process dynamics and noise level in industrial applications. This paper
will provide an overview of recent research and development activities to evaluate the
named potentials.
KEYWORDS:

Energy efficiency, performance, speed variable pump, industrial hydraulics

1. Introduction
Nowadays numerous approaches for controlling hydraulic processes are available for
machine manufacturers. In addition to the conventional valve control various displacement controlled concepts have been established due to a rising demand of energy efficient drive systems /1/. Besides variable displacement pumps operated at a constant
speed level, falling prices of frequency converters match the awareness of energy efficiency and lead to an increased use of speed variable pump drives in recent years /3,
4, 6/. Combining these two concepts results in a speed and displacement variable
pump that can be interpreted as a hydraulic gearbox between the electric drive and the
actual process. These so called HydroGear systems allow to leverage the advantages
of both control principles while eliminating known drawbacks at the same time /5/. As
such, low drive speeds can increase the energy efficiency especially at partial load or
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process-related idle time. A variable pump displacement can additionally reduce the
motor torque in pressure holding sequences. However, to fully benefit from the degree
of freedom efficient control strategies are necessary and will be discussed in the following chapters.

2. Improving Energy Efficiency with HydroGear Systems
The degree of freedom of speed and displacement variable pumps can be used to adjust the operation points of the electric drive and the hydraulic pump to maximize the
overall energy efficiency. Depending on the process dynamics there are mainly two
different concepts.

2.1. Conventional Energy Optimization
For a given hydraulic system pressure and a demanded volume flow, the drive speed
and the pump displacement will be set to minimize the overall losses of the electro hydraulic drive system.

Electrical
Input Power

Frequency Converter

Synchronous Motor
Mechanical
Output Power

Electrical Output
Power

Current Losses

Copper Losses

Iron
Losses

Axial Piston Pump
Hydraulic Output
Power

Volumetrical
Losses

Mechanical
Losses

Figure 1: Dominant system losses of HydroGear systems
As shown in Figure 1 the objective is to minimize the electric input power for a given
hydraulic output power. To reduce the complexity of this optimization task only the
dominant losses of each component are considered /2, 7/:
Frequency converter:
·

Current losses ܲி ൌ  ܭி ή ȁܫȁ

(1)

Copper losses ܲ௨ ൌ  ͵ ή ܴ௨ ή  ܫଶ

(2)

Electric drive:
·
·

Iron losses ܲி ൌ  ܭǡଵ ή ݊  ܭǡଶ ή ݊ଶ

(3)

Volumetric losses ܲ ൌ ܳ ή  , with ܳ ൌ ܳ ሺǡ ܳǡ ݊ሻ

(4)

Hydraulic pump:
·
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Mechanical losses ܲெ ൌ ܯோ ή ݊ , with ܯோ ൌ ܯோ ሺǡ ܳǡ ݊ሻ

(5)

By summarizing all terms the maximization of the energy efficiency can be transformed
into a mathematical optimization problem. In /5/, therefore, all partial losses are formulated in dependency of the drive speed which takes the role of a decision variable.
ሼܲ௧௧ ሽ  ൌ  ቄܲி  ܲ௨  ܲி  ܲ  ܲெ ቅ  ൌ   ቄܲ௧௧ ሺሻ ቅ

(6)

The solution of this objective function is the optimum drive speed to serve the given
hydraulic operation point. Figure 2 shows exemplary the optimized speed level ݊௧ as
well as the corresponding pump displacement ߙ௧ for a selected HydroGear system

for varying system pressure and volume flow.

Figure 2: Energy optimized drive speed and pump displacement for the operation
range of an exemplary HydroGear system
In terms of process control these maps can be stored inside the controller to track both
actuating values. By doing so, in investigated applications energy savings of 20% and
more could be achieved in comparison to pure speed variable or pure displacement
variable pumps.

2.2. Model Predicitve Energy Optimization
In high dynamic process cycles the conventional energy optimization can be improved
by considering additional system losses. Fast acceleration sequences of the electric
drive lead to high motor torques and finally to increased current losses of the frequency
converter as well as increased copper losses in the motor. In addition, due to cost reasons, most frequency converters have no energy recuperation capability. Therefore,
the kinetic energy that is saved in the system inertia is lost during deceleration.
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ͳ
ߨ
ܹ ൌ ܬ௧௧ ή
ή ሺ݊ଶଶ െ ݊ଵଶ ሻ
ʹ
͵Ͳ

(7)

On the hydraulic side, the adjustment of the pump displacement requires a certain fluid
volume that is taken from the high pressure side of the pump outlet. The resulting energy losses depend on the system pressure and the geometry of the swashplate actuator and can be interpreted as an additional dynamic leakage.
ܹǡௗ௬ ̱ ή οߙ

(8)

To consider the identified dynamic losses in the objective function of equation (6), the
optimization of a single operation point has to be replaced by a holistic optimization of
an entire process cycle. By means of a time discretization, a model predictive approach
is presented in /8/ that minimizes the integral of the system losses for recurring processes.
்

௦௧௭௧

݉݅݊ሼܹ௧௧ ሽ ൌ ݉݅݊ ൞ න ܲ௧௧ ሺݐሻ ή ݀ݐൢ ሱۛۛۛۛۛۛۛۛۛۛሮ ݉݅݊ ൝ܶ ή  ܲ௧௧ ሺ݊ή் ሻ


௧ୀή்

ൡ

(9)

As the dynamic optimization is based on the information of the time series of pressure
ሺݐሻ and volume flow ܳሺݐሻ, the underlying hydraulic system can be treated as a black

box. The model predictive approach, thus, can be applied to various actuators as hydraulic cylinders, hydraulic motors or any valve controlled subsystem. As a result the

machine operator gets the optimum sequence of the drive speed and pump displacement that maximizes the energy efficiency. Figure 3 shows the introduced concept.
Drive system

Hydraulic application
1

FU

M

Speed and
displacement
variable pump

Blackbox

Dynamic loss model

p(t), Q(t)

Model predictive optimization

Optimum set values for drive speed and pump displacement

Figure 3: Model predictive energy optimization of HydroGear systems
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2.3. Application Example
To evaluate the efficiency of HydroGear systems a stop-and-go movement of a hydraulic cylinder according to Figure 4 will be discussed in this section.

Figure 4: Application Example: Stop-and-go movement of a hydraulic cylinder
To apply the efficiency optimization, the investigated linear movement can be transformed into equivalent sequences of system pressure and volume flow. Figure 5
shows the resulting sequences of drive speed and pump displacement for both concepts as well as for a pure displacement variable pump operated at a constant speed
level as reference system (VDP).

Figure 5: Drive speed and pump displacement for conventional optimization, model
predictive optimization and a pure displacement variable pump
The usage of the drive speed as a second actuating variable in HydroGear systems is
obvious in the left diagram. Regarding the conventional static optimization, mainly two
constant levels for drive speed and pump displacement can be seen that correspond to
the stop and the go phases of the movement. Looking at the dynamically optimized
sequences, the model predictive approach avoids fast acceleration and deceleration of
the electric drive. Instead, the demanded velocity profile of Figure 4 is ensured by
properly adjusting the pump displacement. For example an increase of the pump displacement allows a prior reduction of the drive speed and, thus, a reduction of the
overall dynamic losses. Figure 6 shows a comparison of the energy consumption of
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the stop-and-go movement for all three operation concepts that is normalized to the
pure displacement variable pump running at constant speed (VDP).

Figure 6: Energy Consumption of the compared control strategies
Both optimization concepts demonstrate the potential energy savings of HydroGear
systems. While the conventional static optimization strategy can save 13%, the model
predictive approach reaches further 10% energy savings by considering dynamic losses of the actuator systems.

3. Improving Process Dynamics with HydroGear Systems
Besides energy efficiency the degree of freedom of HydroGear systems can be used to
maximize the reachable process dynamic. By means of a setpoint jump of the volume
flow ܳଵ ՜ ܳଶ the potential of using two actuators simultaneously will be shown in the

following sections.

3.1. State of the Art
At low volume flows HydroGear systems are usually operated at low drive speed levels
due to energy reasons (cmp. Figure 2). In the case of a following setpoint jump, however, higher speed levels promises better performance as the effect of a displacement
change ݀ߙ Ȁ݀ ݐon the volume flow gradient ݀ܳȀ݀ݐincreases proportional to the drive
speed level ݊Ͳ .

ܳ ൌ ݊ ή ܸ ή ߙ ՜ 

݀ܳ
݀ߙ
ൌ ݊ ή ܸ ή
݀ݐ
݀ݐ

(10)

Figure 7 illustrates this relation and shows a decreased rising time of the setpoint jump
by increasing the drive speed.
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Figure 7: Influence of the speed level on the volume flow gradient of a speed and displacement variable pump
In former publications as well as industrial applications, thus, a prior increase of the
drive speed is proposed. In this way, the subsequent setpoint jump can be operated at
maximum drive speed while using the maximum dynamic of the displacement actuator
at the same time /5/.

3.2. Process Adapted Control
Although the established strategy promises an excellent process dynamic it excludes
the acceleration potential of the electric drive to optimize the setpoint jump. In /9/ a process adapted control concept has been proposed that minimizes the rising time by intelligently using the degree of freedom of HydroGear systems. In case of a synchronous use of both actuators equation (10) has to be expanded to:
ܳ ൌ ݊ ή ܸ ή ߙ ՜ 

݀ܳ ݀݊
݀ߙ
ൌ
ή ܸ ή ߙ  ݊ ή ܸ ή 
݀ݐ
݀ ݐ
݀ݐ

(11)

In combination with the equations of motion of drive speed ݊ሺݐሻ and pump displace-

ment ߙሺݐሻ a non-linear equation system can be achieved and transformed into a constrained mathematical optimization problem.

݊ሺݐሻ ൌ ݊ଵ 

ͳ

୲ܬ୭୲
௧

௧

න ቆܯ୫ୟ୶ െ 

௧భ

ߙሺݐሻ ൌ ߙଵ  න ߙሶ ሺ߬ሻ ή ݀߬

 ή ߙሺݐሻ ή ܸ
ቇ ή ݀߬
ʹߨ

(12)

(13)

௧భ

The solution of this minimization task is the optimum initial drive speed ݊ͳ to serve the
initial volume flow ܳͳ ൌ ݊ͳ ή ߙͳ ή ܸͲ . By accelerating with the maximum available motor
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torque  ܯand swiveling out the pump’s swash plate with the maximum possible gra-

dient ߙሶ ୫ୟ୶ the final volume flow ܳʹ ൌ ݊ʹ ή ߙʹ ή ܸͲ will be reached in the shortest possible time. Figure 8 shows a descriptive explanation of the necessity to calculate the
optimum initial drive speed.
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Figure 8: Simultaneous increase of drive speed and pump displacement
While on the left side the final values of drive speed and pump displacement are
reached one after the other, an adjustment of ݊ͳ on the right side ensures the simulta-

neous increase of both actuators and leads finally to the minimum rising time ܶ . A

detailed derivation can be found in /9/.

With respect to the complexity of equations (12, 13) it gets clear that the known strategy of a simple prior increase to the maximum drive speed cannot be the optimum solution. Figure 9 confirms this conclusion by adding the result of the dynamic maximizing
strategy (DMS) on the left side.
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Figure 9: Dynamic maximizing strategy (DMS) of HydroGear systems
The optimized sequence of the drive speed on the right side shows an unexpected
result. Instead of the known increase to the maximum drive speed the DMS proposes a
decrease to only ݊ͳ ൌ ʹͲͲ ݉ݎto minimize the rising time in this case. By means of a

following acceleration of the electric drive the volume flow gradient can be increased by
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over 40%. At the same time the maximum necessary speed level is almost bisected
what proves that the pump has not to be operated at critical high drive speeds to realize high volume flow gradients. Besides the optimum process dynamic the DMS, thus,
can contribute to a reduction of friction, wear and cavitation in the hydraulic pump, too.
As a matter of course the benefit of the DMS depends on the dynamics of both actuators. A high performance synchronous motor will dominate a slow displacement actuator and vice versa. In practice, however, the performances of pump and motor are often
in the same range.

4. Improving Noise Level with HydroGear Systems
Ever stricter legal requirements demand the machine manufacturers to reduce the
noise level in their production machines. Speed variable pump drives allow to reduce
the rotational speed at partial load and pressure holding sequences what leads to a
clear reduction of the drive system’s noise level. Besides this obvious potential HydroGear systems offer the possibility to avoid defined speed ranges by efficiently choosing
the operation point of the electric drive and the hydraulic pump. Figure 10 shows the
original drive speed histogram of a speed controlled process cycle on the left side.
HydroGear Drive Speed Histogram
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Original Drive Speed Histogram
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Figure 10: Suppression of critical resonance frequency in a HydroGear system
Assuming a noisy resonance frequency at a speed level of  ൌ ͳͷͲͲ ݉ݎthe Hydro-

Gear system suppresses efficiently the critical interval on the right side without effecting the hydraulic process itself. If necessary it is possible to avoid multiple speed rang-

es, too. In combination with the model predictive energy optimization of section 2.2, a
weighted objective function can be defined that allows the machine operator to adjust
the process control to the specific requirements of the application.
்

்





  ܥൌ ݉݅݊ ൞ߣ ή න ݂௦௦௦ ሺݐሻ ή ݀ ݐ ߤ ή න ݃௦ ሺݐሻ ή ݀ݐൢ

(14)
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The functions ݂௦௦௦ ሺݐሻ and ݃௦ ሺݐሻ thereby represent appropriate mathematical de-

scriptions of the overall system losses and the noise generation of the electro hydraulic
drive system.

5. Serving Power Peaks with HydroGear Systems
Many process cycles have short power peaks that have to be considered for sizing of
the drive system. In terms of speed variable pumps this includes the power supply, the
frequency converter, the motor and the pump. To avoid oversizing of these components different energy storages can be integrated in the machine concept. Besides
hydraulic accumulators and electric capacitors, the use of rotating masses as kinetic
energy storage is widespread in industrial applications. Figure 11 shows a DC coupling
of an electro-hydraulic drive unit with a kinetic buffer motor that is used to serve short
power peaks.

DC coupling

FU

FU

M

M

Kinetic buffer

Hydraulic Process

Figure 11: DC coupling of an electro hydraulic drive unit with a kinetic buffer motor
By adding further drive units to the same DC link an efficient power management system can be built to smooth the overall main power. As recuperated energy from a single drive unit can directly be used to load the kinetic buffer or serve another power demanding drive unit, additional hardware as braking resistors or more expensive regenerative frequency converters can be avoided. However, in a DC coupled network the
energy exchange depends on the efficiency of all involved energy converters. Therefore, it is desirable to store the energy as close as possible to the drive unit that requires a power peak.
Looking at an electro hydraulic drive system the rotating inertia of motor, pump and
coupling is in principle a kinetic energy storage. As the drive speed is directly coupled
to the volume flow of the pump, however, loading and unloading the internal kinetic
buffer affects the process control. At this point HydroGear systems offer the possibility
to compensate the speed variation by means of the variable pump displacement. The
degree of freedom allows to decouple the drive speed and the volume flow and finally
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to use the internal inertia to serve short power peaks without the need of any additional
hardware. Figure 12 illustrates the concept with a short power peak occurring at  ൌ
ͳǤͷ.
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Figure 12: Serving power peaks with HydroGear systems
By means of a prior increase of the drive speed (right) and a simultaneous reduction of
the pump displacement, the kinetic buffer can be loaded without affecting the hydraulic
process. When the power peak occurs the drive gets strongly decelerated to release
the stored kinetic energy. As a result the maximum electrical main power can be noticeably reduced. Instead a small power offset is visible during the loading phase of the
kinetic buffer in Figure 12. The possible power reduction depends on the given process as the volume flow demand during the power peak defines the minimum possible
speed level ݊ . The storable energy is finally given by equation (15).
݊ ൌ

ܳ
ͳ
ଶ
ଶ
 ՜  ൌ ή ܬ௧௧ ή ൫݊௫
െ ݊
൯
ܸ
ʹ

(15)

As this energy is mechanically stored in the pump shaft, HydroGear systems allow a
potential downsizing of power supply, frequency converter and electric drive.

6. Summary and Outlook
HydroGear systems combine the advantages of frequency controlled and displacement
controlled pumps. The two set values offer a degree of freedom for process control that
can efficiently be used to increase the performance of electro hydraulic drive systems.
By means of a dynamic loss model of the drive system the energy consumption can be
reduced by 20% and more comparing to pure speed or pure displacement variable
concepts. Considering process dynamics it was shown that a simultaneous use of the
two actuators ensures the best possible performance. The volume flow gradient could
exemplarily be improved by 40%. Besides energy efficiency and process dynamics, an
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improved noise level and a reduction of electrical power peaks are benefits of HydroGear systems. To maximize the impact intelligent control algorithms are necessary. To
follow multiple objectives at once, future studies will focus on efficient combinations of
the presented concepts.
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8. Nomenclature
ߙ

Swivel Angle

%

ܫ

Motor Current

A

ܬ௧௧ 

Inertia of drive system

kgm2

ܭǡଵȀଶ

Drive Constant: Iron Losses – Electric Drive

Ws, Ws2

ܭி 

Drive Constant: Current Losses – Frequency
Converter

W/A

ܯ௫ 

Maximum Motor Torque

Nm

ܯோ 

Pump Friction Torque

Nm

݊

Drive Speed

rpm



Pressure

bar

ܲ௨ 

Copper Losses in the Synchronous Motor

W

ܲி 

Current Losses in the Frequency Converter

W

ܲி 

Iron Losses in the Synchronous Motor

W

ܲெ 

Mechanical Losses in the Pump

W

ܲ௧௧ 

Overall System Losses

W

ܲ 

Volumetric Losses in the Pump

W

ܳ

Volume Flow

l/min

ܳ 

Pump Leakage

l/min

ܴ௨ 

Winding Resistance – Electric Drive

Ohm

ܶ௬ 

Cycle Time

sec

ܸ 

Pump Displacement

ccm

ܹ 

Kinetic Energy

J

ܹ௧௧ 

Overall Energy Consumption

J
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Abstract
One of Bosch Rexroth’s newest developments is the ABPAC power unit, which is both
modular and configurable. The modular design of the ABPAC is enhanced by a selfcontained Condition Monitoring System (CMS), which can also be used to retrofit
existing designs. This dissertation shows how Industry 4.0-Technology provides special
advantages for the diverse user profiles. Today, Hydraulic Power Units have either
scheduled intervals for preventive maintenance or are repaired in case of component
failures. Preventive maintenance concepts, until now, did not fully utilize the entire life
expectancy of the components, causing higher maintenance costs and prolonged
downtimes. Risk of unscheduled downtime forces the customer to stock an array of
spare parts leading to higher inventory costs or in the event a spare is not readily
available, the customer may encounter long delivery times and extended downtime.
Bearing this in mind, we’ve conceived the idea of a self-contained intelligent Condition
Monitoring System including a predictive maintenance concept, which is explained in
the following.
KEYWORDS:

Condition Monitoring, Power Unit ABPAC, predictive maintenance
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1. Industry 4.0
Acknowledging the fact that Industry 4.0 (i4.0) is a term under ongoing development
and with many aspects still being discussed, the following description serves the
purpose of broadly defining the new industrial revolution: Industry 4.0, in reference to
the fourth Industrial Revolution, is a growing collection of Internet of Things (IoT), which
is linked to technologies utilized in an industrial context. This results in the following
technological potentials /1/:
·

Fusion of the physical world of production with the virtual world of information
technology and the internet.

·

Humans, machines, objects and systems are connected via information
technologies and communicate in an optimized, real time, dynamic, and selforganized way.

·

In these intelligent production systems, all branches of the value chain,
including supplier to the customer, are connected across the company.

·

Within the industrial production environment, individualized customer requests
can be addressed in a timely manner with high-quality, higher flexibility,
robustness and optimal resource allocation.

2. Opportunities and Challenges – The new modular configurable Power
Unit ABPAC
The main task of a Hydraulic Power Unit is to generate a defined amount of hydraulic
power. The amount of power is determined by a defined volume/flow, which is then
delivered at a certain hydraulic pressure.
These two key parameters are the main selection criteria for a modern hydraulic
system. The first step to utilizing the ABPAC configurator is to select the volume/flow
and operating pressure required. With this selection, a wide range of recommended
pumps and electric motors will be made available. Based on the results from step one,
the applicable tank size for the power unit is defined as an output of the configurator.
The oil tank is available in four sizes and in three different variations. The tank is
designed according to industry standard fluid mechanics and degassing principles.
The ABPAC development focused on reducing tank volume without sacrificing
hydraulic power.
Furthermore, the configurator allows the user to select from a wide range of
accessories and options to adapt the Hydraulic Power Unit precisely to application
requirements.
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This includes:
·

Drip tray

·

Pressure filter, return filter

·

Air cooler / water cooler

·

Accumulator

·

Oil heater

·

Level switch

·

Temperature indicator

·

Pressure indicator

·

Aluminum profiles (mechanical fixing elements)

·

Speed controlled drive units

The full spectrum provided by ABPAC is shown in the following figure (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Technical spectrum of ABPAC
At the end of the configuration process, the customer receives the complete product
documentation: bill of material, drawings, circuit diagrams and a 3D-model as well as
the pricing information for the configured unit.
The greatest advantages of the ABPAC are the reduction of quotation time and design
effort, as well as the high level of technical safety in the design process.
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The following figure (Figure 2) displays three of approx. 20.000 possible ABPACconfigurations and the main parts of a power unit.

Figure 2: Examples for configured ABPAC

3. Focus on people as key players
Several i4.0 technologies address the following criteria to enhance user experience
and shape the digital transformation of organizations:
·

Individual address and integration of employees, e.g. by adaption with regard to
language, ergonomics and experience

·

Flexibility with regard to place and time

·

Secure, safe and intuitive human machine interaction

·

Contextual information and decision support

·

Personalized training and instruction

·

Digital and mobile assistance

In summary, the integration of real world and virtual interfaces only provide the
technological platform – the crucial step is to provide solutions that convince users and
customers that this transition is essential. User-oriented development methods may
help to extend the scope from the pure technical performance indicators to a holistic
view on user profiles and the experience a product or service generates. The Customer
Journey approach is a widely used and proven approach to analyze the touchpoints a
customer has with a supplied solution. Figure 3 provides an impression of a starting
template as it is used in Bosch Rexroth innovation studies and product developments
to acquire an overview of the different stakeholders within the organization of a
customer. The goal is to provide an extended view on the product life cycle with a user
centric aspect.
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Figure 3: Template for a generic customer journey

4. Condition Monitoring – how it is installed and used in ABPAC
As hardware remains a core component in an industrial context, the intelligent
implementation of a cyber-physical systems concept becomes even more important.
The authors refer to these kind of products - capable to realize i4.0 use-cases based
on modern electronics, communication & software technology - as i4.0 (ready)
components.
A pivotal question during a development process of networked products and systems is
how to achieve scalability for different customer scenarios.
One exemplary use-case is applying i4.0 technologies in Condition Monitoring of
subsystems, such as Hydraulic Power Units (HPU). Of course, the monitoring of
several sensor signals and a diagnosis based on known cause-effect relationships
would be possible with standard automation technologies. Interest to provide
technology that enhances preventive maintenance capability and minimizes the need
for unscheduled or demand-oriented maintenance, was the starting point for
implementation of an HPU4.0.

4.1. Hardware and software architecture for Condition Monitoring
The basis for all Condition Monitoring Systems are the sensors used in the power unit
to monitor the actual values and states. In ABPAC, an array of sensors can be used,
i.e. pressure, temperature, fluid level, and oil particle or viscosity sensors, to name a
few.
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To provide our customers with a retrofit option and the full degree of freedom and
control with regards to the machine and process control strategy of the new HPU
platform, the ABPAC is equipped with the decentralized i4.0 control unit
IndraControl FM. As an i4.0 component, this control features the Open Core Interface
(OCI) and the possibility to setup a local web socket server such as the WebConnector.
As shown in Figure 4, this enables the user to combine proven PLC routines with web
technologies such as HTML5.

Figure 4: Hardware and software architecture of the ABPAC Condition Monitor
The realized web application generates a platform independent, use-case tailored
solution for the technician on site: The HPU behaves as a local hotspot and the
authorized technician can access the current and historic condition data of the HPU via
a standard web browser without installing additional software. Additionally, the
customer benefits from incorporated Bosch Rexroth expertise concerning the causeeffect relationships between certain measured values and component wear
mechanisms.

4.2. Challenges of predictive maintenance in hydraulic power units
For maintenance personnel it is always a balancing act (see Figure 5): Do they replace
components or fluid too often with prevention in mind, generating unnecessary costs as
the components could still be functional or do they respond only in the event of a
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machine failure, risking an unscheduled production stop with devastating costs. The
cost for replacement components may only amount to a few Euros, but the cost of
emergency repairs and the loss of production can quickly amount to a higher sum.
The new ABPAC from Rexroth with the decentralized condition monitoring functions,
provides advanced notification of hydraulic system issues before they result in costly
machine downtime. Components and hydraulic oil are changed only when necessary,
which results in lower maintenance costs and increased productivity.

Figure 5: cost comparison of different maintenance strategies

4.3. Prediction models used in ABPAC for predictive maintenance
With the new power unit series ABPAC, Rexroth consistently relies on decentralized
condition monitoring functions and predictive maintenance strategies. To implement
this approach, extensive knowledge of hydraulics and a high understanding of the
cause-effect relationships is required. This applies in particular for complex hydraulic
systems such as Hydraulic Power Units and numerous components and technologies
that must work symbiotically together.
Appling statements about the wear and tear conditions, realistic life models of all
components and the entire system must be defined.

Here, Rexroth leverages

decades of experience in hydraulics in a wide variety of applications and environments.
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Based on this, maintenance and product specialists have developed life models for
components, subsystems and the hydraulic fluid, which are validated through
experiments and displayed in the software.
In addition, Rexroth has integrated a cabinet-free electronic unit, containing an
intelligent evaluation logic software for the new power unit series ABPAC. The data is
recorded locally via a sensor node and continuously monitors the operating conditions
and wear relevant criteria, comparing the measured values with the stored lifetime
models. The focus lies on the hydraulic oil, the valves and the drive unit. Furthermore,
the system also detects the filter contamination or the duration of use of pressure
hoses and other components.
Sensors monitor continuously the output, suction, reservoir pressure, temperature,
level, particles and other contamination of the hydraulic oil. Based on this information
the evaluation logic observes the oil condition and makes predictions about the
remaining service life. The Condition Monitoring System also counts the cycles of the
valves and compares them with the nominal lifetime. According to this information, it is
then possible for the maintenance personnel to schedule any necessary changes. With
the help of drive data, the electronic system can calculate for example, the volumetric
efficiency with the comparison of rotational speed and pressure over the period of
operation, this indicator shows the wear of the pump.
The simplest way to display the above mentioned generated information, in a user
friendly form is with the traffic light system, used in the ABPAC now (Figure 6). This
logic shows the current state of the hydraulic oil and the components in a green, yellow
or red light system. At a glance, the operator can see whether an action is needed or
not. In addition, the logic calculates the remaining expected lifetime. To assess the
underlying absolute values it is possible for the maintenance personnel to look at a
trend analysis over a given operating time.
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Figure 6: Traffic light logic (at present only in German)

4.4. Output systems (Odin, CM on side,…) for condition monitoring usecases
Today, Bosch Rexroth service customers have the opportunity to combine the
Condition Monitoring System and their installed control and observation system with
the cloud-based, predictive analytics service ODiN (Online Diagnostics Network). It
combines comprehensive deterministic algorithms with Big Data analytics.
Accordingly, Figure 7 illustrates the resulting toolbox of vertical networks that ensures
a use-case tailored implementation.
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Figure 7: Applied toolbox of vertical networks for a condition monitoring

5. Conclusion
The authors have discussed i4.0 and the use of i4.0 technologies, using the example of
the new ABPAC from Bosch Rexroth. Having elaborated on the understanding and
definition of i4.0 and the incorporation of i4.0 and configuration of the ABPAC. The
main focus deals with the topic, Condition Monitoring, and how it is advantageously
used in the ABPAC. The authors exposed the dilemma in which users concerned with
maintenance are able to use predictive maintenance to their advantage. To realize a
predictive maintenance concept, it was necessary that the ABPAC use a
comprehensive sensor-package in which data is collected from all relevant systems
(efficiency level, pressure, filling level, temperature and solid contamination).
Additionally, the Condition Monitoring System of ABPAC uses a decentralized sensor
node with integrated SPS for the internal analysis and the comparison of the current
state with prediction models. This allows for a trend forecast to be generated, which
can then be displayed on smart devices or via the Data-Mining-System (ODiN) making
predictive maintenance a reality for maintenance personnel. In conclusion, by applying
i4.0 technologies, demand-oriented maintenance strategies become economically
feasible by providing improved machine availability without extensive additional
investments or implementation efforts.
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Electrohydraulic servovalves – past, present, and future
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Abstract
In 2016 it is 70 years since the first patent for a two-stage servovalve was filed, and 60
years since the double nozzle-flapper two-stage valve patent was granted. This paper
reviews the many alternative servovalve designs that were investigated at that time,
focusing on two-stage valves. The development of single-stage valves – otherwise
known as direct drive or proportional valves – for industrial rather than aerospace
application is also briefly reviewed. Ongoing research into alternative valve technology
is then discussed, particularly focussing on piezoelectric actuation and the opportunities
afforded by additive manufacturing.
KEYWORDS:

Servovalve, Direct drive valve, Nozzle-flapper, Piezoelectric

1. Introduction
The servovalve is the key component enabling the creation of closed loop
electrohydraulic motion control systems (or ‘servomechanisms’, the traditional term now
largely fallen out of use). ‘Servovalve’ has come to mean a valve whose main spool is
positioned in proportion to the electrical input to the valve, where the spool movement is
achieved through internal hydraulic actuation. The spool movement changes the size of
metering orifices, thus enabling the valve to control flow; however this flow is dependent
on the pressure difference across the orifice unless some form of pressure compensation
is used. The most common servovalve design is the two-stage nozzle-flapper valve with
mechanical feedback (Figure 1). The key parts are:
·

An electromagnetic torque motor acting as the electrical to mechanical
transducer, supported on a flexure tube which gives a friction-free pivot as well
isolating the torque motor from the hydraulic fluid (Figure 2a).

·

A flapper, driven by the torque motor, differentially restricts the flow from a pair
of nozzles (Figure 2b); the flapper stroke is ~0.1mm. A single nozzle can be
used (Figure 2c) for modulating pressure on just one end of the spool, but the
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unbalanced flow force on the flapper places greater demands on the torque
motor.
·

The first stage hydraulic circuit forms an H-bridge, where the pair of nozzles are
the variable restrictors, generating a pressure difference across the spool when
the flapper is off-centre (Figure 2d).

·

The feedback spring allows the spool to move (stroke ~1mm) until the restoring
force on the flapper is in equilibrium with the electromagnetic torque, so the
flapper recentralises.

(a) Typical design (courtesy Moog)
Permanent magnet

N

Flapper
Feedback
spring

N

S

Torque motor

S

First stage
(pilot)
pressure

Ps

Tank
Ta
A
(to actuator)

Ps
B
(to actuator)

(b) Schematic
Figure 1: A two stage nozzle-flapper servovalve

Restrictor
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(a) Torque motor

407

(b) Double nozzle-flapper

PR
Pf1

Pf2

Ps
(c) Alternative single nozzle-flapper

(d) First stage H-bridge circuit

Figure 2: Nozzle-flapper first stage components
The servovalve is a power amplifier as well as an electrical to hydraulic transducer. The
electrical input power has an order of magnitude of 0.1W, amplified in the first stage to
at least 10W of hydraulic power, and then converted by the main spool to controlling
around 10kW of hydraulic output power. So the valve power amplification factor is 105.
In a three-stage valve, the original spool flow moves a larger spool, with electrical
position feedback, giving a further power amplification factor of about 100, and a similar
factor again for a four-stage valve.

2. Historical development
Embryonic electrohydraulic servovalves where developed for military applications in the
Second World War, such as for automatic fire control (gun aiming) /1,2/. Such
servovalves typically consisted of a solenoid driven spool with spring return. These were
able to modulate flow, but with poor accuracy and a slow response. Tinsley Industrial
Instruments Ltd. (London) patented the first two-stage servovalve /3/ (Figure 3). A
solenoid (34) moved a sprung first stage spool (47), which drove a rotary main stage
(51), whose position was fed back to the first stage by a cam (54), with feedback spring
(59) converting position into force.
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Figure 3: Tinsley 1946 two-stage servovalve, consisting of: solenoid (34); first stage
spool (47); main stage (51); feedback cam (54); feedback spring (59)
Servovalve development progressed at a tremendous rate through the 1950’s, largely
driven by the needs of the aerospace industry (particularly missiles). The technical status
and available products at that time are well documented in a series of reports
commission by the US Air Force /4,5/. In 1955 servovalves were manufactured (or at
least prototyped) in the US by Bell, Bendix, Bertea, Cadillac Gage, Drayer Hanson, GE,
Hughes, Hydraulic Controls, MIT, Midwestern Geophysical Labs, Honeywell, Moog,
North American Aviation, Peacock, Pegasus, Raythoen, Sanders, Sperry, Standard
Controls and Westinghouse /4/. It was recognised that single-stage valves with direct
electromagnetic actuation of the main metering spool were limited to low flows, due to
the small force available from the electromagnetic actuator for overcoming friction,
inertial and flow forces. Increasing the size of the electromagnetic actuator to increase
force reduces dynamic response due to larger mass and higher coil inductance.
Two stage valves mostly used a nozzle-flapper or a small spool for the first stage,
although the jet-pipe first stage was known, but considered to be slower and was
confined to industrial rather than aerospace use. The nozzle-flapper, either single or
double, had become well established in pneumatic control systems from about 1920
manufactured for example by Foxboro /2/. The second (main) stage spool was
sometimes spring-centred, or if unrestrained it was recognised that internal feedback
was required to make the main spool position proportional to the electrical input signal.
Thus within an actuator position control system the valve acts (to a first approximation)
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as an integrator – which is desirable – rather than a double integrator – which often leads
to instability /1/. Main spool position feedback was either mechanical, via a feedback
spring loading the electromagnetic actuator (force feedback) or via translation of the first
stage housing (position feedback), or electrical using a main spool position transducer.
Hydraulic feedback, comparing load pressure to first stage pressure, was used for
pressure control applications.
Of 21 designs, the two-stage flow control valves are listed in Table 1, ordered in terms
of first stage design and then by main stage feedback. Some are illustrated in Figures 4
and 5. In addition to these, integrated valves and cylinders from Hughes and Honeywell,
and a plate valve from MIT are described in /4/.
Manufacturer /
Type
Bell

Electromagnetic
driver
torque motor

Moog
(Fig. 4a)
Cadillac Gage
FC-2 (Fig. 4b)
Pegasus
(Fig. 4c)

torque motor
torque motor

First stage
double nozzleflapper
double nozzleflapper
single nozzle-flapper

solenoid with
spring return

single nozzle-flapper

torque motor
(PWM)
torque motor

first stage spool
(oscillating)
first stage spool

torque motor
(long stroke)

first stage spool

antagonistic
solenoid pair

first stage spool

Sanders
(Fig. 5c)

torque motor

first stage spool

Hydraulic
Controls
Bertea

torque motor

first stage spool

voice coil

first stage spool

North American
Drayer-Hanson,
later made by
Lear. (Fig. 5a)
Cadillac Gage
CG
(Fig. 5b)
Raytheon

Table 1: Valve designs in 1955 /4/

Main stage spool
feedback
no feedback
(spring-centred spool)
no feedback
(spring-centred spool)
mechanical force
feedback
mechanical position
feedback
(moving nozzle)
no feedback
(spring-centred spool)
mechanical force
feedback
mechanical position
feedback
(via concentric spools)
mechanical position
feedback
(via moving bush)
mechanical position
feedback
(via moving bush)
electrical position
feedback
electrical position
feedback
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(a) Moog series 2000 (dry torque motor)

(b) Cadillac Gage FC-2

(c) Pegasus 120-B
Figure 4: Nozzle-flapper valve designs from 1955 /4/
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(a) Lear (previously Drayer-Hanson) /5/

(b) Cadillac Gage CG

(c) Sanders
Figure 5: Valve designs with spool first stage from 1955 /4/
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The Hydraulic Controls valve was originally designed at MIT and is described in detail in
the seminal book edited by Blackburn, Reethof and Shearer /1/; the book was based on
lecture courses given by MIT staff to industrial engineers in the 1950’s. This valve
showed that electrical spool position feedback could be used very effectively, and
popularised the use of torque motors /6/.
The Cadillac Gage FC-2 valve (Figure 4b) is noteworthy as a precursor to the 2-stage
valve design that would soon become the de facto standard: it combines a torque motor
with a nozzle-flapper first stage (albeit in single nozzle form) and mechanical force
feedback from the main spool using a feedback spring. This design is also described in
a patent filed in 1953 /7/.
The Moog valve (Figure 4a) was originally designed by W.C. (Bill) Moog at the Cornell
Aeronautical Laboratory for aircraft and missile control applications /1/. Moog introduced
a number of significant practical improvements. Supporting the torque motor on a flexure
provided a lightweight frictionless pivot which much reduced valve threshold (input
deadband), described in a patent filed in 1950 /8/. When this was granted in 1953, Moog
filed another patent, highlighting the deficiencies of this single nozzle design, and
proposing the double nozzle-flapper to eliminate sensitivity to supply pressure /9/.
A common fault was due to magnetic particles carried in the oil accumulating in torque
motors, but that was solved for the first time in the Series 2000 by isolating the torque
motor from the oil /5/. Bell Aerospace file a patent for a similar design the same year /10/.
By 1957, a further 17 new valve designs were available and had also been assessed for
the US Air Force /5/, including those manufactured by Boeing, Lear, Dalmo Victor,
Robertshaw Fulton, Hydraulic Research, Hagan and National Water. Double nozzleflapper two-stage valves were starting to dominate. It was noted that nozzle-flapper
arrangements were cheaper to manufacture than spool first stages, and all spool firststages required dither to tackle friction and sometimes overlap.
The following designs had some novel features:
·

Sanders SA17D – voice coil / double nozzle-flapper (the flapper actually being a
sliding baffle) / mechanical force feedback: all components axially aligned

·

Cadillac Gage FC200 – torque motor (dry) / double nozzle-flapper / hydraulic
feedback (spool restricts first-stage ‘fixed’ orifices when it moves)
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Pegasus Model 20 – voice coil or solenoid / double nozzle-double flapper /
mechanical position feedback achieved by attaching nozzles to the ends of the
spool; effectively a bi-directionally symmetrical version of Figure 4c.

·

Hagan – voice coil / first stage spool, spinning to reduce friction / no feedback

Common technical problems reported are null-shift (thought to be mostly due to torque
motor magnet temperature sensitivity), nozzle and flapper erosion, torque motor nonlinearity if designed to use very small currents, and high frequency instability (squeal).
Only Moog and Cadillac Gage are producing commercially available valves in large
quantity by this time, although Bendix has many valves under test with end users /5/.

3. Industrial valves
By the end of the 1950’s, the two-stage mechanical force feedback servovalve had
become established for military and aircraft applications /11/ These included aircraft and
missile flight control, radar drives and missile launchers, and also servohydraulic thrust
vectoring was starting to be used for space rockets during launch.
Potential industrial application for servohydraulics was also recognised at this time,
including for numerical control of machine tools and injection moulding machines, gas
and steam turbine controls, steel rolling mills, and precise motion control in the simulation
and test industry. Some industrial valves were designed by modifying aerospace valves,
for example the ‘73’ series was the first industrial valve from Moog in 1963 /12/. Industrial
valves needed to be cheap and low maintenance and began to include:
·

Larger bodies for easier machining

·

Separate first stage for easier adjustment and repair

·

Standardised port patterns

·

Better in-built filtering to handle the lower industrial filtration standards

Electrical rather than mechanical spool position feedback allows for higher loop gains
improving dynamic response, and also correction for errors due to hysteresis or
temperature effects. The inherent safety and compactness of mechanical feedback
valves are attractive to aerospace, but industrial valves began to adopt electrical
feedback in the 1970’s. A landmark was the Bosch plate type servovalve introduced in
1973, with a jet-pipe first stage, a hall-effect position feedback transducer and most
importantly on-board electronics to close the loop /12/.
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Figure 6. Force motor directly driven valve with integrated electronics /13/
Direct Drive Valve (DDV)

Two-stage Servovalve

Valve type

Open loop
Proportional
Valve

Position
controlled
Proportional
Valve

Force
motor DDV

Hydraulic
pilot,
mechanical
feedback
(MFB)

Hydraulic pilot,
electrical
feedback(EFB)

Spool actuation

Proportional
solenoid,
open-loop

Proportional
solenoid, closedloop

Linear force
motor
(voice coil)

Hydraulic,
mechanical
feedback

Hydraulic,
electrical
feedback

Actuation force

<50N

~50N

~200N

~500N

~500N

5% +

2%

0.2%

2%

0.2%

Static accuracy:
Hysteresis

Dynamic response:
Step response
(100%)

100ms

50ms

15ms

10ms

3ms

90deg phase
lag frequency

5Hz

10Hz

50Hz

100Hz

200Hz

Cost

very low

low

medium

high

very high

Size

large

very large

very large

small

medium

Table 2: Example values for typical 4-way valve rated at 40 L/min with 70bar pressure
drop (equivalent to 15 L/min at 10 bar valve pressure drop).
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Rexroth, Bosch, Vickers and others developed single-stage valves directly positioning
the spring-centred spool with a pair of proportional solenoids in open loop, similar to
single-stage designs in the early 1950’s which had been rejected for aerospace use.
Improved accuracy and speed of response was achieved using electrical position
feedback for closed loop control. Linear electrical force motors, or voice coil actuators,
provide improved linearity compared to proportional solenoids, and limited force output
was overcome by replacing Alnico magnets with rare earth magnets in the 1980’s. Direct
drive valves of this type were developed by Moog (Figure 6), and latterly Parker, with
dynamic response capabilities similar to two-stage valves.
Table 2 indicates typical valve performance, including valve spool actuation forces. A
high valve spool actuation force is required not only to overcome flow forces and
accelerate the spool, but also to drive through small contaminant particles which would
otherwise jam the valve (chip shear).

4. Novel valve designs
Alternative valve designs have been explored over many years for increasing the
dynamic response, reducing leakage, improving manufacturability or providing other
advantages over conventional servovalves (either single or two-stage). Most
investigations have involved new ways of actuating the spool, often using active
materials.

4.1. Piezoelectric valve actuation
Piezoelectric ceramics deform very rapidly when an electric field is applied but maximum
strains are small, in the region of 0.15%. Thus actuation using a stack (Figure 7a)
realistically requires motion amplification, even for first stage actuation (e.g. flapper
movement of around 0.1mm). Rectangular bending actuators (Figure 7b) can provide
sufficient displacement but fairly small forces. Newly available ring bender actuators
(Figure 7c) provide sufficient displacement for first stage actuation, and reasonable force
levels (~10N – 100N) /14/. Such benders are available with ceramic layers as thin as
20mm, in which case electrode voltages of around 50V provide sufficient field strength.
However piezoelectric materials suffer from hysteresis (typically 20%), creep, and stack
actuator length is temperature dependent /15/. As the actuator behaves like a capacitor,
speed of response is generally constrained by the amplifier current limit.
In the 1955 valve survey /4/, only electromagnetic actuation is shown for the electrical to
mechanical conversion, but it states that “piezoelectric crystals have been used on
certain experimental models to obtain improved response. However, they have not been
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(a) Axial actuator (stack)

(b) Rectangular bender

(c) Ring bender

Figure 7. Piezoelectric actuation
accepted to date because of high susceptibility to vibration, temperature changes, and
electrical noise and because of the difficulty in obtaining sufficiently large displacements
from the crystals”. A patent for a piezoelectric valve was filed in 1955, covering both a
piezo-actuated flapper for a double nozzle-flapper valve, and also delivering fluid using
an oscillating piezo-disc i.e. a piezo-pump /16/.
Moving the spool with a stack requires some motion amplification. In a valve described
in /17/ this is done with a hydrostatic transformer filled with silicone rubber and a 40:1
piston area ratio. A -90° bandwidth frequency of 270Hz is achieved, and using two
opposing actuators at either end of the spool reduces temperature sensitivity (Figure 8).
Mechanical amplification using a lever is reported in /18/ (Figure 9).
Replacing the torque motor in a two-stage valve with a piezoelectric actuator is reported
in a number of studies. In /19/ the authors present a servovalve where a flextensional
actuator (a stack in a flexing frame providing motion amplification) moves a flapper in a
mechanical feedback valve (Figure 10). An aerospace servovalve, again with a feedback
wire, is presented in /20/. This uses a rectangular piezoelectric bender to move a
deflector jet, arguing that the smaller flow forces experienced in a deflector jet (or jet
pipe) first stage are more suited to bender use (Figure 11). In comparison with a torque
motor, it is suggested that a piezoelectric bender may prove easier to manufacture and
commission, and give more repeatable performance. In a recent valve prototype, a ring
bended is used as the first stage actuator /21,22/. This time the first stage is a miniature
spool with some overlap used to minimize first stage leakage flow. Electrical spool
position feedback is used (Figure 12).
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Figure 8: Spool actuation with hydrostatically amplified piezoelectric stack motion /17/

Figure 9: Spool actuation with mechanically amplified piezoelectric stack motion /18/
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Figure 10: Piezo-stack with flextensional amplification for two-stage valve /19/

Figure 11: Piezo rectangular bender deflector jet two-stage MFB valve /20/
Pilot

Pilot spool

Main spool

Main LVDT

Figure 12: Piezo ring bender actuated pilot spool in two-stage EFB valve /22/
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Another piezo-stack actuated first stage concept in described in /23/. As shown in
Figure 13, all four orifices in the first stage H-bridge are modulated using automotive fuel
injectors with 40mm stroke, and a -90° bandwidth of over 1kHz is achieved.
Figure 14 shows a novel concept for increasing the frequency response of a direct-drive
valve. The spool bushing sleeve is moved +/-20mm using a stack, complementing the
conventional +/-1mm spool movement driven by a linear force motor. Thus fine flow
control can be achieved at much higher frequency than the 60Hz bandwidth of the
conventional valve /23/

Figure 13: Independent piezo control for first stage H-bridge orifices /23/

Figure 14: Dual-actuated valve, combining high frequency and long stroke actuators /23/

4.2. Some other novel designs
Magnetostriction is another material phenomenon which can be used to create a ‘smart‘
actuator. Magnetostrictive spool valve actuation has also been experimented with for
many years; recent attempts are reported in /24,25/. The challenges are quite similar to
piezoelectric actuation, including limited displacement, hysteresis, and temperature
sensitivity.
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Alternatives to a spool valve main stage have also been explored. Individual main stage
orifice control gives the opportunity for more energy efficient use of hydraulic power.
Individual control is achieved through applying electric fields to restrict flow of an ElectroRheological (ER) fluid in /26/. Another application of a functional fluid is reported in /27/.
This time a magnetic fluid is used to improve the performance of a torque motor by
increasing its damping; the magnetic fluid fills the air gaps and increases its viscosity in
the magnetic field.

4.3 The additive manufacturing advantage
Additive manufacturing (AM) gives a radical new way to manufacture hydraulic
components. AM can be used to reduce the weight of a valve body, and importantly give
very much greater design freedom because many manufacturing constraints are
removed. For the piezovalve of Figure 12, powder bed fusion via laser melting has been
adopted to manufacture the body from titanium alloy /21,22/. The research included
detailed investigation of resulting fatigue life and other material characteristics.
Figure 15 shows the final valve, and Figure 16 details the AM valve body. Figure 17 is
an example CT scan showing internal galleries in the body.

5. Conclusions
Many of the basic design ideas in single or two-stage servovalve design had been
conceived by the mid-1950’s: 60 years ago. The two-stage mechanical feedback
servovalve became established through the 1960’s for aerospace and then high
performance industrial applications. The single stage valve, with proportional solenoid or
linear force motor direct spool valve, became established in the 1970’s and 80’s as a
lower cost solution for industrial applications, increasingly with electrical spool position
feedback and integrated electronics.
The torque motor driven two-stage valve has been remarkably successful and longlived.
Nevertheless, manual assembly and adjustment of torque motors has always proved
necessary, which is one motivation for investigating alternative technology, principally
harnessing active materials. Also, in a few applications, the potential for faster dynamics
that piezoelectric or some other active materials promise is attractive, but this is very
much the minority of cases. Despite 60 years of research into alternatives, the torque
motor has survived, although the gradual improvements in piezoelectric actuator
technology, including drive electronics and hysteresis compensation methods, may
eventually provide a viable competitor.
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Pilot spool

Ring
bender
housing

Valve

Main spool LVDT

Figure 15. Prototype AM piezovalve /22,23/

Figure 16: Detail of AM valve body

Figure 17: Three-axis view of CT scan of AM valve body
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Additive manufacturing, particularly where manufacturing volumes are not too large
(such as in aerospace), removes many manufacturing constraints in valve bodies and
other hydraulic components. This will enable a paradigm shift in design ideas which can
be physically realised, and the full potential of this manufacturing technology has not yet
been recognised.
A futher continuing trend is increased valve intelligence. Integrating self-tuning functions,
condition monitoring, and increased communication capability is a trend in industrial
valves which will also be adopted in aerospace valves in time.
It should be noted, however, that a shift away from valve-controlled hydraulic systems is
occuring.

Electrohydrostatic actuation (servopump controlled actuators), or pump-

displacement controlled machines are much more energy efficient. Nevertheless the
power density and dynamic response of such systems are well below that of traditional
valve controlled systems, so the technology trajectory is by no means certain.
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Abstract
The paper shows standard circuits with load reactive and non load reactive
counterbalance valves. A Matlab simulation based on a linear model for the circuit with
load reactive counterbalance valves shows what parameters have a significant influence
on the stability of the system. The most important parameters of the counterbalance
valve that influence the stability are pilot gain and relief gain. The factors describe how
pilot pressure and load pressure affect the flow across the counterbalance valve. A new
counterbalance valve (patent pending) has the pilot gain and relief gain required for
stability only in operating ranges that require the parameters for stability. When the load
is not moving or the counterbalance valve is not required for positive (non overrunning)
loads, the new valve has a higher pilot ratio, which means that the valve opens further
at lower inlet pressures. The new counterbalance valves saves about 30% power
compared with a standard counterbalance valve that has the same parameters for
stability when it is lowering an overrunning load. The standard counterbalance can be
replaced with the new load adaptive valve in the same cavity. The paper shows test
results and the design of the valve.
KEYWORDS:

Counterbalance, load holding, energy efficiency, stability, simulation

1. Load reactive versus non load reactive counterbalance valves
Counterbalance valves are often used in the return line of cylinders or motors to prevent
uncontrolled overrunning of the load and to ensure a leak free positioning of the actuator
when the directional valve is in a center position. Figure 1 shows the two basic circuits.
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Figure 1: Circuits with two types of counterbalance valves
Circuit A uses a directional or proportional valve to control the flow to the cylinder or
motor. The counterbalance can be seen as a relief valve that preloads and limits the
pressure in the return line. Circuit B uses a pressure reducing valve (not shown) to control
the pressure on the inlet side, or the directional valve connects p to a low pressure
source. The non-load reactive counterbalance valve in the return line functions as a flow
control valve piloted from an additional pressure control valve. That circuit is more stable
than circuit A since the counterbalance valve sees a constant pilot pressure that doesn’t
change with the speed of the cylinder, but the circuit is also more expensive and the
counterbalance valve has no built in relief function. The counterbalance valve in this
paper is a load reactive counterbalance valve, typically used in circuit A.
Figure 2 shows a typical circuit with a load reactive counterbalance valve in the return
line. The stability of the circuit can be calculated based on two equations that describe
the pressure build up in both sides of the cylinder (1) and a third equation that describes
the force balance of the cylinder piston with attached mass (2).
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Figure 2: Typical circuit with a load reactive counterbalance valve

p& =

1
(in flow - out flow)
CH

mcdot&x& = p A * A / CR - p B * A

(1)

(2)

2. Linear model and calculation of stability (Hurwitz criterion)
The parameter in the linear model that varies more than all others with the operating
point is the change in flow per pressure drop across the directional valve. The flow across
the directional control valve or proportional valve:

QAOP = a D * D 2 *

2 * ( p0 - p A )

r

(3)

can be linearized. G DCV describes the change in flow per change in pressure differential

GDCV =

dQ
æ
ç
ç
è

d p0 - p A

ö
÷
÷
ø

=

a D * D2
2 * r * p0 - p A

(4)

The flow across the directional valve is

QA = QAOP + GDCV * ( p0 - p A )

(5)

with QAOP the flow in the operating point calculated from the nonlinear orifice equation
(3). The flow across the counterbalance valve is a function of pilot pressure (in the circuit
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p3 on port 3 of the counterbalance valve which is identical with the inlet pressure p A
while p1 , the pressure on port 1, is identical with p B .

QCB = G pilot * p A + Grelief * pB

(6)

The equations can be combined to describe the system in a matrix form

æ GDCV
çæ p& A ö ç C HA
ç ÷ ç GPilot
ç p& B ÷ = ç ç &x& ÷ ç C HB
è ø ç A
ç CR * m
è

0
-

Grelief
C HB
A
m

-

A
ö
÷
C HA * C HB ÷ æ p ö
A
÷ ç ÷
A
p
*
÷ ç B÷
C HB
÷ ç x& ÷
÷ è ø
0
÷
ø

(7)

Figure 3: Block Diagram of the 3rd order model
Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the model. The corresponding 3rd order differential
equation describes a stable system if the coefficients of the characteristic equation met
the Hurwitz or Routh criterion (see /1/). That leads to:
2
C HA GDCV
C HB
m 2 æ GDCV * Grelief GDCV
ç
+
+
+
C HB Grelief C HA * CR 2 A2 çè
C HB
C HA

ö
÷÷ >
ø

G pilot
Grelief * CR

(8)

and

GDCV Grelief
+
C HB
C HA

> 0

(9)

GDCV * CR 2 + G pilot * CR + Grelief > 0

(10)

and
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Equation (10) describes the 3rd Hurwitz criterion under the assumption that

G pilot
Grelief * CR

is positive. Equation (8) shows:
1. Two parameters of the counterbalance valve affect the stability:
the change in flow per pilot pressure change and
load pressure change. The pilot gain

G pilot

Grelief

G pilot

which is

the change in flow per

needs to be low for stability, which

means that valves with a low pilot ratio and a low nominal flow (restrictive)
valves improve the stability. The pilot ratio of counterbalance valves is the ratio
of the effective area for pilot pressure divided by the effective area for load
pressure. A pilot ratio of 3 means that a pilot pressure 10 bar reduces the
setting by 30 bar. In equation (8) the ratio of pilot gain and relief gain is identical
with the pilot ratio:

G pilot
Grelief

=

dQ / dp3 dp1
= PR
=
dQ / dp1 dp3

(11)

2. The directional valve should have a high flow gain GDCV which means that the
damping is better if flow changes when the pressure differential changes. The
flow does not change if the directional control valve is a pressure compensated
flow control valve.
Equations 10 and 11 show that negative numbers for one of G pilot , Grelief or G DCV need to
be compensated by positive gains of the others. Simulations show that in some cases
stability is possible with negative numbers for the flow gain of the directional control valve

GDCV , but in general positive numbers helps to improve stability.
3. Simulation based on a linear model
The Matlab based simulation program is based on parameters that describe a linearized
model. The user enters the following parameters: supply pressure, meter in flow, cylinder
dimensions, attached mass, capacitance in A and B, he selects the counterbalance valve
from a list (see Figure 4). The valve is described by pilot gain and relief gain. The most
nonlinear element in the circuit is the directional control valve that functions like an orifice
on the meter in side. The user can define the flow and the supply pressure, the program
will calculate the orifice size and linearize it in the operating point (see eq. 3,4,5,6).
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Figure 4: Menu for entering parameters of the complete circuit and diagram with
effective setting p1 vs pilot pressure at two different flows
The program calculates the pressures p1 and p3 on both sides of the cylinder. Figure 4
shows an example for the static operating point. The blue line shows combinations of
pressures p1 and p3 that are in equilibrium with the given external force on the cylinder.
The dotted line shows the performance curve of the counterbalance valve for very low
flow (crack pressure àO1). The example shows a counterbalance valve with a setting
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of 250 bar which is above the load induced pressure of the load of 200 bar. Increasing
pilot pressure reduces the effective setting of the counterbalance valve. The gradient is
the pilot ratio of the counterbalance valve. The black line parallel to the dotted line shows
the performance of the counterbalance valve at a higher flow (50 l/min à02).
An advantage of the linearized model is that results are available within fractions of a
second. After entering 10 parameters the user sees the static operating point (required
inlet pressure to move the cylinder with the required speed) and the system dynamic.

Figure 5: Parameter variation. Flow 1-100 l/min in 8 steps.
Figure 5 shows a parameter variation in that the flow changes from 1 to 100 l/min for a
given supply pressure. The damping changes because the directional valve sees a lower
pressure differential at higher flow (the supply pressure remains constant, but the inlet
pressure is higher for higher flows) and (more important) because the valve is opened
further for higher flow. Equation 4 shows that the flow gain GDCV is higher at higher flows
because the valve is further opened, the effective diameter D is larger, so the directional
valve contributes more to damping than at low flows (compare with stability criterion
eq.8).

4. New loadadaptive counterbalance valve
The calculation and the simulation shows that pilot gain and pilot ratio influence the
stability. Since stability is required the application limits the maximum pilot gain and the
maximum pilot ratio. Therefore a customer can’t use a counterbalance valve with higher
pilot ratio or pilot gain without affecting the stability that moves with a negative load. A
load is negative if it pushes in the direction of the movement.
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Figure 6: Performance curve of a standard (red) and a loadadaptive (green)
counterbalance valve. Setting vs pilot pressure
But the load isn’t always negative and it isn’t always moving. Figure 6 shows the
performance curve of a standard counterbalance valve (red). Increasing pilot pressure
reduces the setting of the valve. The curve is measured at a constant flow. There are
three different operating areas. The valve controls the movement of a negative load in
only one of them. For very low pilot pressures the counterbalance valve is not open yet.
Initially it has a setting about 30% above the highest expected induced load pressure.
So the setting can be reduced rapidly with high pilot ratio by about 20% without causing
instability since the actuator is not moving yet. When the pilot pressure further increases
the load will eventually move. At that stage a low pilot ratio (a flat gradient) is required
for stability. Very high pilot pressures are not required on actuators with negative load
since the load helps to open the counterbalance. Combinations of high pilot pressure
and low ‘load pressure’ occur when the actuator sees positive loads. In that operating
range the counterbalance valve causes unnecessary pressure losses. A counterbalance
valve to control a negative load is not needed since there is no negative load. The new
load adaptive counterbalance valve fully opens at pressures about 30% below the pilot
pressure that is required to fully open the equivalent standard counterbalance.
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Figure 7: Standard counterbalance and new load adaptive version (below)
Figure 7 shows the cross section of a standard counterbalance and the new load
adaptive version. An additional sleeve (1) is active to reduce the setting of the valve by
about 20%. The setting is not further reduced because the inner spring (2) limits the
maximum force between the sleeve and the adjust spring (inner spring). The sleeve will
stop on the preloaded outer spring (3) when pilot pressure further increases. So it doesn’t
affect the performance of the valve. The same main stage elements are active to control
negative loads as in the standard ‘base’ model. Eventually higher pilot pressure times an
effective area will exceed the preload of the outer spring (3) and the sleeve (1) will help
to fully open the counterbalance valve. So the additional sleeve is active-inactive-active
with increasing pilot pressure resulting in an effective pilot ratio (gradient in the p1-p3
diagram) that is steep-flat-steep.
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Figure 8: Pilot pressure vs flow to drive a winch without external load. Left: with
standard counterbalance. Right: with load adaptive counterbalance
Figure 8 shows the performance the required inlet pressures to drive a motor that sees
no outer force. A counterbalance valve with pilot ratio 3:1 avoids cavitation on p3 and
would stop overrunning load. The curves show the inlet pressure vs flow for different
settings of a standard counterbalance valve (left) and a load adaptive counterbalance
(right). The savings are about 30%. The stability of the circuit is expected to be the same
for negative loads when stability is critical.

5. Circuits with changing effective pilot ratio to save energy
Circuits with standard counterbalance valves in parallel to improve stability and/or
efficiency are common. The purpose is to control negative loads at low speed with a
‘stable’ low capacity counterbalance valve and to open a second valve for high speed
when the circuit is more stable (see above, parameter study). Other circuits use throttles
in the pilot line to influence the performance of the counterbalance valve. Figure 9 shows
an example. The circuit uses a needle valve (N) and a pressure compensated flow
control valve (F) in the pilot line of the counterbalance. At low pressure differential p3-p2
the compensator in flow control valve is not saturated yet and both the needle valve and
the flow control function as orifices. As a result the pressure between both valves is a
fraction of p3, so the effective pilot ratio of the counterbalance is reduced. At higher inlet
pressures (positive load on the cylinder) the pilot flow increases until the flow control
valve limits the pilot flow. At higher pilot pressures the pressure drop across the needle
valve will remain constant and will no longer be reduced to a fraction of the inlet pressure.
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The diagram on the left hand side shows the resulting performance curve for different
flows. The performance is similar to the performance of load adaptive valve.

Figure 9: Standard counterbalance and new load adaptive version (below)

6. Summary
The paper describes which parameters affect the stability of a circuit with a
counterbalance valve that is used to control negative loads. A Matlab based simulation
program shows static and dynamic performance. The results of parameter variations on
the dynamic performance can be shown in curves for pressure or velocity vs time or as
poles in the Laplace-plane. Pilot gain and pilot ratio of the counterbalance valve influence
the stability. A low pilot ratio is often required to achieve stability but reduces the
efficiency of the circuit. A new load adaptive counterbalance valve has the low pilot ratio
only when it is required for stability. That is when the actuator moves a negative load.
The valve has a higher pilot ratio when the load is not moving or when a positive load
requires no counterbalance valve. The valve saves on average 30% power compared
with a standard counterbalance valve.
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8. Nomenclature
ܣ

Cylinder Area

ܴܥ

Cylinder Ratio

ܥு , ܥு

Capacitance A/B

ܦ

Effective Orifice Diameter

ܩ

Gain of Directional Control Valve, Change in Flow per Change in pressure

ܩ௧

Pilot Gain of Counterbalance Valve, Change in Flow per Change

ܩோ

Relief Gain of Counterbalance Valve, Change in Flow per Change in Load

ܨ

݉

 ǡ  ǡ 
ଵ ǡ ଷ
ܴܲ

External Fore on Cylinder

Differential ሺை െ  ሻ
in Pilot Pressure 
Pressure  ǡ ଵ

Mass of Cylinder incl. attached Load
Supply Pressure, Pressure in A, B
Pressures on Port 1 (load), Port 3 (pilot) of
the Counterbalance Valve
Pilot Ratio of the Counterbalance Valve
(Change in effective setting per change in pilot pressure)
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Development of an Electronically Controlled Self-Teaching Lift
Valve Family
Dr.-Ing. Eneko Goenechea
Bucher Hydraulics AG, Industriestrasse 15, 6345 Neuheim, Switzerland,
E-mail: eneko.goenechea@bucherhydraulics.com

Abstract
Other than mobile hydraulics and high voltage switchgears, Bucher Hydraulics is also
involved in the less-known area of hydraulic lifts. In fact, Bucher Hydraulics did invent
the electronically controlled lift valve in the 1970s. Since then, Bucher Hydraulics
developed a wide line of products for hydraulic elevators, such as valves and power
units. In 2012, this valve family included various sizes, pressure ranges, systems with
constant motor speeds, inverter-driven motors, energy-efficient solutions with hydraulic
counterweight, as well as customized solutions. As the common principle, all these
solutions apply an electronic closed-loop control that uses a volumetric flow sensor and
a proportional actuator. Since 2012, Bucher Hydraulics is substituting this valve family
with a new generation, the iValve. Every iValve uses several self-teaching algorithms to
adapt to its environment. Their on-board and cabinet electronics control solenoid
currents and measure flow, pressure, and temperature. These features enable the iValve
to self-monitor, to adapt to operating parameters, and to analyze and log information
about itself and the attached system. This report on a highly specialized product is meant
to provide inspiring insights.
KEYWORDS:

iValve, lift control valve, closed-loop control, electronic control, selfteaching, remote analysis
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1. Function of a Hydraulic Lift
The hydraulic system of a lift is simple. The hydraulic solution is mostly chosen due to
its
·

Robustness, long life respectively low cost of ownership

·

High power density regarding the whole building

In 95% of the cases, an oil-immersed asynchronous machine drives a screw pump with
constant frequency. The lift control valve connects tank, pump, and cylinder. The cylinder
pushes the load upwards either directly or indirectly via a pack of ropes. For the
downwards drive, the weight of the load drives the system. In few cases, a counterweight
might be present but it will never fully compensate the weight of the empty cabin. The
valve block realizes most functions and features of the power unit, such as the control of
all upwards and downwards speeds, manual and electric emergency lowering, a hand
pump, ball valve, pressure gauge, pressure switches, a redundant emergency brake,
and others.

Figure 1: Hydraulic Lift Control
The master of the lift system is the cabinet, not the valve (see Figure 1). The valve in fact
has no information concerning any redundant breaks, the position of the cabin or the
doors, or the status of the motor. The valve receives four principal signals from the
cabinet: slow up, fast up, slow down and fast down. From these signals, it calculates all
transitions and dependencies. To travel upwards, the cabinet starts the motor and then
signals “fast up” to the valve. Therefore, the valve’s bypass from pump to tank is normally
open (see Figure 2). Receiving “fast up”, the valve will quickly close the bypass up to the
point that the circulating pressure reaches the load pressure of the cylinder. After that, it
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will continue to slowly close the bypass carefully controlling the acceleration curve for
the cabin until it reaches final travel speed. When the cabin reaches a certain position in
the shaft the cabinet will switch from “fast up” to “slow up”, causing the valve to decelerate
to slow speed, which is approximately 10% of travel speed. The lift then travels slow
speed until the cabin reaches the stop position. During the slow speed phase, the power
unit bypasses approx. 90% of the volumetric flow at full load pressure. Hence, energy
efficiency and oil temperature require keeping the slow speed travel short. At the stop
position, the cabinet signals “stop” by taking away the signal “slow up” and the valve
does an open-loop controlled soft-stop, as parameterized (3-20 mm).

Figure 2: The Upwards Driving Curve
Travelling downwards works similar, except, the load pressure is the driving force. The
oil is throttled directly from the cylinder to the tank.

2. The Environment of a Hydraulic Lift Valve
The population of lift installations is very heterogeneous. There are plunger, tele and
pulling cylinders, single or tandem, direct or indirect, loads from a few hundred kilos up
to several tons, travel speeds from 0.15 m/s up to 1 m/s. Units that run all day at up to
60°C and those standing in a shaft at about 0°C. Most installations run on HLP, some
use biodegradable oil instead. The smallest installations use pumps with 20 l/min. The
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upper end is open. The pressure range is limited to 67 bar dynamic due to the cylinders
and hoses you can afford including the demanded safety margins.
Also, customers are heterogeneous. While one prefers perfect ride comfort, the other
prefers a significant jerk at the start and the end of the ride to signalize motion. A well
designed and carefully built lift has a dynamic pressure rise of about 3 bar driving
upwards. Nevertheless, more than 20 bar may occasionally occur. The worst enemy of
driving comfort is the stick-slip of the cylinder and the mechanic structure. The pressure
loss due to stick-slip should be less than 2 bar and can be more than 8 bar in a typical
installation with 18-28 bar static load of the empty cabin.
The industrial challenge is to fulfill all (sometimes opposing) demands with the least
quantity of variances and different parts. The iValve i250 (Figure 3) ranges from 20 l/min
to 250 l/min - the i500 from 150 l/min to 500 l/min. Power units up to 4000 l/min can be
equipped with the MultiValveSystem (MVS), an electronic option that parallelizes up to
eight i500 valves in a master/slave system.

Figure 3: iValve i250
Lift companies try to safe money by reducing the installation time and, at the same time,
the expertise necessary to set up the system. The above-named demands thus ought to
be fulfilled without further adjustments.
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A wide range of working parameters should be covered by one design and no physical
adjustments, meaning that the control elements will be oversized for each single working
point. This means in turn that the amplification of the elements of the control loop in the
single working point will be extraordinarily high.
The ratio between the proportional signal at the pilot solenoid and the control result of
the valve for example may reach 1:1.7 million. This defines the demands on design and
manufacturing.
Nevertheless, craftsmen not hydraulic experts install hydraulic lifts, mostly during the
construction of a building. Therefore the hydraulic power units of hydraulic lifts face an
unmatched level of contamination with e.g. builder’s dust. These contaminations have to
be taken into account during the design phase of these piloted proportional valves.

3. Hydraulic Lift Control Valve Solutions
The demands named above often require custom-made solutions in the design phase of
the lift control valve family, of which I would like to name a few below.

3.1. Pilot
A single piloted slide controls the main up- and downward-flow. Upwards, the orifice of
the bypass controls the speed. The piloting pressure is taken from the pump pressure.
Downwards, the speed is throttled and piloted directly from the load pressure. The
dynamic pressures of the system behave inversely in up or down direction. For stability
reasons and driving comfort, the pilots must follow precise rules. Therefore, the pilot of
the iValve, which is situated on top of the proportional solenoid, in facts consists of two
separated pilots with distinct ways of working. The up- or down pilot is chosen by a
specialized start sequence.
In order to cope with the extraordinary contamination level in lift hydraulics, the valve
was tested and optimized in contamination tests (see Figure 4). Today, the valve
withstands a direct contamination induced through the screw pump of 2 ml test dust
(KSL14027<500 µm + 20 % Fe<100 µm) in up and down travel suffering only small
control errors. This test dose is limited by the capacity of the pump to withstand the
contamination.
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Figure 4: Contamination Test

3.2. Flow Sensing Check Valve
The proven pressure plate principle for the volumetric flow sensor is now integrated into
the necessary check valve. The leakage-free check valve, on which the lift rests in
standstill, not only unlocks to go downward but is poled inversely by its pilot for the up or
downwards ride. So it measures the volumetric flow in both directions.
The sensor of the i250 measures (1.3 times 250 l/min =) 325 l/min during the test of the
pipe rupture valve. The same sensor installed in a 20 l/min installation must control a
leveling speed of 2 l/min. The viscosity ranges from 12 cSt to 500 cSt and the pressure
loss – the biggest allies in favor of turbulence and viscosity independence – directly costs
energy and limits possible lift designs. It must stay beyond 2 bar at 250 l/min.
Please find a detailed description of the sensor in patent /1/.
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3.3. Electronics
The volumetric flow sensor joins a cluster of sensors and feedbacks, which are available
to augment the perspective of the software domain. The volumetric flow goes hand in
hand with the pressure, temperature and currents to the solenoids. In addition, the valve
registers the command signals that it receives from the cabinet and the driving curve that
it generates from the command history.
The main board situated in the cabinet called iCon (see Figure 5) and the embedded
valve electronic situated in the iBox both communicate via serial interface. Combining all
information, the valve can achieve knowledge on its own condition as well as the
condition of the connected system.

Figure 5: iCon

3.3.1. Self-Teaching Algorithms
In the first place, the sensor array is used to realize self-teaching algorithms, which aim
at the main target of this development: Reducing the need to adjust the valve during
installation. Today, several self-teaching algorithms optimize different aspects of the
riding curve. There is for example T1, which optimizes the starting time by learning the
optimal current to energize when the valve gets the first command to ride upwards or
downwards after standstill. Another self-teaching algorithm - T3 - optimizes the
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deceleration curve of the ride in order to achieve 0.3 sec of slow speed travel time at the
end of a ride at any load and any temperature upwards or downwards.

3.3.2. Self-Monitoring
Secondly, the wide range of information is used to realize features of self-diagnosis. One
self-monitoring domain is the detection of safety relevant errors in the valve. During every
ride the valve monitors the compliance with several requirements and sends a fail-safe
signal to the cabinet – the Self Monitoring Acknowledge (SMA) – Signal. This monitoring
function and signal is part of the requirements defined by the appropriate Norm DIN
EN81-2 /2/.
Another self-monitoring domain is widely known as condition monitoring. The feature
registers changes in the behavior of the valve and traces them back to the aging of the
oil, clogging of a filter, or others. The aim is to foresee these effects before they become
fatal to make service visits more projectable. In order to realize the advantages of
condition monitoring by warning the service technician in advance and while still in his
office, a connection must be integrated into the cabinet, because the cabinet connects
to the outside. Bucher Hydraulics offers an optional electronic card - the iAccess card for the connection via DCP0 bus protocol.

3.3.3. Diagnosis and Analysis
Thirdly, the gathered information can be used to realize a lot of character traits or errors
in the connected system.
The ride quality, energy efficiency and many characteristics of a hydraulic lift not only
depend on the possibilities of the lift control valve but also are often limited by properties
of the system. This is obvious in a system with extraordinary friction or stick slip.
Nevertheless, a scratching counterweight or irregular rails can also lead to persistent
problems. A chattering relay, poor timing between commands and a motor contactor,
bad wiring – countless possible electronic and software errors can lead to timeconsuming issues difficult to solve. In those cases, the technician can count on an
informative array of LEDs or a hand terminal, or he can directly watch the driving curves
on a laptop using the software iWin. In cases when the effect occurs only once every
one hundred rides, the technician can leave behind a logging device and later send it to
Bucher Hydraulics for analysis.
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4. Examples
Observe below the vast variety of effects and errors you can isolate and identify even
though they might origin in the most different domains of the whole hydraulic and
mechanic system using just four signals.
The capacity to log driving curves over a long time is particularly helpful because the
slightest circuit-, timing-, or assembly-fault, in case it leads to a sporadic error, can cause
time consuming search activities and often leads to the need to exchange entire parts of
the system.

4.1. Motor Starts too Late at Up Travel
The customer claims that there is a significant jerk sometimes when the lift is starting to
ride upwards.

Figure 6: Motor Started Approximately 2 Seconds too Late
The explanation: The logging device was installed to monitor the installation for several
weeks. The analysis of the measurements showed that once in a while this cabinet
produces a delay between the commands to the valve and the motor contactor. When
the command to the valve comes prior to the motor the lift jerks.
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4.2. Localizing the Source of a Disturbance – Shaft
In the early introduction of the valve, a customer claimed that he could falsely activate
the safety signal (SMA) by jumping in the lift while riding downwards. Bucher Hydraulics
thereupon integrated the PSQ-analysis into the evaluation algorithm as in Figure 7. This
algorithm localizes the source of a disturbance in the hydraulic lift system.

Figure 7: PSQ for Jumping People in the Cabin
The algorithm calculates the phase between the pressure disturbance and the volumetric
flow disturbance. Thus it can reliably distinguish between a disturbance originating in the
shaft – a changing or moving load, rail errors, or cylinder errors – or in the valve.

4.3. Localizing the Source of a Disturbance – Valve
To show the success of the PSQ-analysis Figure 8 is a curve with a damaged solenoid
ram in the proportional pilot. During the long ride the solenoid sticks and the current falls
until the solenoid breaks free. In the following wave the PSQ clearly signalizes a positive
result localizing the origin in the valve.
In a real lift this valve will deny to send the SMA signal. Thus the lift control will block the
lift operation.
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Figure 8: PSQ for a Damaged Solenoid Ram

4.4. Pressure Relief Valve Badly Adjusted
The customer claims that at full load the lift does not achieve full speed upwards.

Figure 9: Dynamic Pressure is Limited
Explanation: The pressure relief valve is set to a value, that the customer quoted in his
order. While often the cabin ends up being lighter, it sometimes end up being heavier. In
this case the pressure will be cut off when it reaches the set value. In a typical lift
installation this happens in the second half of the acceleration. So the lift accelerates
smoothly to a value below the desired speed as seen in Figure 9.
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4.5. Desired Speed Higher than Pump Can Provide
The case shown above must not be confused with the case where a desired speed is
parameterized which is higher than the pump can provide.

Figure 10: Volumetric Flow is Limited
In this case, not the dynamic pressure but the volumetric flow is limited. The cabin
accelerates to the speed that the pump can provide. Reaching this value, the speed
suddenly stays constant. The pressure at acceleration is significantly higher at full speed.
Hydraulic/mechanical interactions also lead to increased pressure changes at
deceleration. Overall, an expert can easily distinguish between these two cases using
such curves.

4.6. Mechanical Stop in the Shaft
The customer claims that sometimes the lift does not achieve the lower stop and/or
sometimes it starts with a significant jerk from the lower stop upwards. Driving curves of
the lift are do not show any special behaviour. The logging device is installed.
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Figure 11: Mechanical Failure in the Shaft
Explanation: As Figure 11 shows, in the last centimeter of the downward ride the
pressure can break down. Clearly, some mechanical obstacle carries the entire load.
Later, the customer confirmed that the cylinder fastening loosened from time to time.

5. Summary
The iValve is a family of electronically controlled lift valves. Every iValve is equipped with
an array of sensors and algorithms to receive and achieve various information. This
information enables the software of the valve to do extensive analysis concerning the
valve as well as the attached system. Some of these algorithms are called iTeach. They
help the valve to adopt to its environment. Besides, every accessible information is
helpful to provide and enhance remote customer support.
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Development of an innovative diaphragm accumulator design and
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Abstract
Freudenberg Sealing Technologies has developed a new concept for the manufacture
of diaphragm accumulators. Its advantages are a reduced need for components, fewer
process steps, shorter assembly times, a higher level of product cleanliness, and an
expansion of the product portfolio into additional fields of application. These diaphragm
accumulators also weigh significantly less. This is opening up new opportunities for
applications in the automotive and industrial fields. The assembly concept is based on
a hermetically sealed pressure chamber in which the joining of the two housing halves
with the help electromagnetic pulse technology (EMPT) as well as the filling of the gas
side with nitrogen takes place in a single operation. In this way, downstream filling to
generate the initial gas charge is no longer necessary.
KEYWORDS:

Accumulator

technology,

diaphragm

accumulator,

multilayer

diaphragm, electromagnetic welding, innovative assembly process

1. Introduction
Among other purposes, nitrogen-filled diaphragm accumulators are used as pressure
and volume compensators, pulsation dampers and energy storage units. They consist
of a gas and a liquid sphere, separated by a diaphragm. Some typical applications as
energy storage involve its use in the hydraulic circuits of automatic transmissions and
control oil supply system units. If the pressure rises in the oil circuit, the diaphragm
accumulator absorbs the liquid. In the process, the gas is compressed and the
pressure rises. If the pressure in the hydraulic system falls again, the gas expands and
forces the stored liquid back into the oil circuit.
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Figure 1: Principle of the diaphragm accumulator in the discharged and charged state
/1/
A diaphragm accumulator is thus the ideal solution to cover peak needs, which for
example occur when a gear is activated in automatic transmissions. It allows oil pumps
and propulsive electric motors to be designed for average energy consumption, making
them smaller and thus considerably more economical. That in turn makes a substantial
contribution to lower fuel use and the reduction of CO2 emissions.

2. Motivation for the new design and assembly concept
The technology of the diaphragm accumulator has more than proven itself in the
automotive and industrial fields. But disadvantages run counter to the above-mentioned
advantages. They largely relate to the way diaphragm accumulators have been
manufactured to this point. The pressure hull usually consists of two deep-drawn
housing halves that are usually welded, that is, joined by the substance-to- substance
jointing process. The two connections on the pressure hull for the liquid and the gas
are also welded on. A defined filling of the accumulator with nitrogen takes place after
assembly to adjust its specific initial gas charge. Other required processes involve
corrosion protection by painting.
The disadvantages of the current process include its numerous production steps and
the multitude of required parts. This makes diaphragm accumulators considerably
"overdeveloped" for standard applications, especially those with low system pressures.
This results in costs that are higher than necessary, especially when volumes are
increasing. A further negative factor is the product's high weight due to the materials
used to this point, such as steel, and the components that are required. In addition, this
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limits a potential expansion of the product line into new fields in the automotive and
industrial areas.
This was motivation enough for Freudenberg Sealing Technologies to develop a new
concept for the production of diaphragm accumulators. It employs a hermetically
sealed pressure chamber in which both the joining of the two aluminum housing halves
with the help of electromagnetic pulse technology (EMPT), and the filling of the gas
side with nitrogen occurs in a single step. A downstream stage in the process is
therefore no longer necessary to generate the initial gas charge.
The advantages of the new production technology are fewer process steps, a reduced
need for components, shorter assembly times with higher process quality, and a higher
level of product cleanliness. There are also new opportunities for further applications in
the automotive and industrial areas. If you compare the new assembly concept with the
previous production of diaphragm accumulators in detail, the situation becomes even
clearer: the elimination of three welding processes, no gas filling unit, no additional
clamping ring for the diaphragm attachment, the elimination of a downstream filling
process, and no painting.

3. Electromagnetic pulse technology
Freudenberg Sealing Technologies decision to utilize electromagnetic pulse technology
for the assembly of diaphragm accumulators is based on the high stability of the
process and the quality of substance-to-substance jointing process, aside from
reducing the number of process steps. The process also produces higher component
cleanliness.
Electromagnetic pulse technology is based on the contact-less forming of electrically
conductive materials by using powerful magnetic fields. One of the best-known
applications is the forming of tubes. It can be used to compress or expand them. But
joining and cutting are possible as well. Furthermore, there is the possibility of
processing

non-rotationally

symmetrical

cross-sections.

The

equipment

for

electromagnetic forming consists of a pulse generator, a coil and a field shaper. Pulsed
currents up to 1,000 kA are necessary to achieve the magnetic pressures required for
the forming of metallic materials.
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Figure 2: Current flow curve for joining process
They are produced by a pulse generator that mainly consists of a capacitor and coil,
that is, an oscillating circuit. The coil, which has conductor cross-sections ranging from
10 to several hundred square millimeters, is constructed of one or several windings
with a high-strength, conductive material.

Figure 3: Principle of electromagnetic pulse forming /2/
The technology is physically based on the fact that two parallel, current-carrying
conductors repel each other if the current flows oppose one another. If an electrically
conductive workpiece with a closed cross-section (tube) is located inside a coil, an
electric current in a contrary direction to the coil current is induced as a result of the
penetrating magnetic field. In this way, every current-bearing volume element of the
tube exerts an inward-directed force that is perpendicular to the longitudinal axis. If it is
greater than the flow limit of the material, the plastic reforming begins and the diameter
of the tube is reduced. This occurs within 10 to 200 microseconds, depending on the
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energy and the material. The resulting force represents a "magnetic pressure" that acts
upon the surface of the material. The force can reach a magnitude of several hundred
megapascals. With this magnetic pressure, the field strength on the outer edge of the
tube wall decreases geometrically and is thus a relevant factor. To put it another way,
the smaller the distance to the coil, the greater the field strength on the edge of the
tube.
A field shaper is frequently used to increase the magnetic pressure. It is a cylindrical,
longitudinally slit body consisting of a conductive material and fills the space between
the coil and the workpiece as optimally as possible. Its main task is to concentrate the
magnetic field on the area to be transformed. This is achieved with a special geometry
that influences the current density and thus changes the field strength between the field
shaper and the workpiece. A positive ancillary effect of the field shaper is the
equipment's increased flexibility. The reason: At little expense, the user can use an
existing coil to process other tube diameters or material geometries by using field
shapers of various sizes. The magnetic pressure can also be improved with highly
conductive materials and a high frequency.

4. The use of EMP technology for diaphragm accumulators
The arrangement described here with an exterior coil is not merely used to compress a
workpiece but also to join two workpieces. Thus homogeneous and disparate materials
can be bonded to one another. The joining is possible with form-fitting, friction-locking
or welding methods, depending on the requirements and the conductivity of the two
materials. In the case of welding joining, thanks to powerful magnetic pressures, the
atoms of the two joining pieces approach one another to the point that an exchange of
electrons results, producing an extremely stable, gas-tight welding. This is precisely
what Freudenberg Sealing Technologies employs in the production of its new
diaphragm accumulators. The upper and lower shells of the diaphragm accumulator's
pressure chamber are joined using a welding process. The process takes place within
a hermetically sealed pressure chamber where the magnetic coil is located.
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Figure 4: Pressure chamber with integrated magnetic coil
The elimination of process steps is a key advantage of electromagnetic pulse forming
technology for the production of diaphragm accumulators: The joining process and the
filling of the accumulator take place in a single process step. The number of individual
components is also reduced.

5. Simulation
FEM simulations are carried out in advance to facilitate the design of the diaphragm
accumulator. That is because there are many parameters affecting the efforts to
achieve optimal performance in welding of the upper and lower shells. They primarily
involve the geometry and the material of the two housing halves, current flow,
component speed, and the arrangement of the field shaper and coil.
One of the main goals is to determine the optimal joint geometry based on wall
thickness, material and resilience in light of the maximum working pressure that can be
applied. This also includes simulations to determine the shell geometries that the
joining permits without deformation and the stability that is achieved after forming at
high interior pressures.
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Figure 5: FEM simulation joining area
Furthermore, there was an investigation into the respective speeds of the components
accelerated with the EMPT process to draw conclusions about the weld quality for
different process parameters. Here the influence of the current flow on the magnetic
pressure and thus the strength of the bond played a major role.
FST_V2_design_2.6°: Nodes 1-8
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Figure 6: Simulated impact velocity vs. collision angle
Another important point involves the rolling behavior of the outer shell and the inner
shell during the forming process. It not only shows how the joint is proceeding. It also
demonstrates that a high forming speed produces a pressure wave in front of the
contact point or joining point, removing dirt and separated particles from the area. This
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reduces the number of defects and also contributes to an extremely stable joining
process.

Figure 7: Functioning electromagnetic pulse welding /2/

6. Validation
The goal of validation is to determine or verify the optimal mix of process parameters,
wall thicknesses and geometries. Test series were run on all the versions using a
statistical DOE, or design of experiments.

Figure 8: Example main effects diagram statistical design of experiments
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In the first test series, the quality of the welding process was investigated with peel
tests and micrographs of the joining points.

Figure 9: Peel test joining point
If these results were satisfactory, the respective static bursting pressures of the
individual prototype configurations were determined. If a combination made it through
this test series with positive results, the dynamic behavior of the prototype under
interior pressure was tested.
After a likewise positive result, the diaphragm accumulator configurations were
checked for their functional behavior in a life test. In this test series, the
electromagnetic pulse forming allowed very good replicability thanks to its
controllability.

Figure 10: Micrograph joining point
The mechanical tests of the diaphragm accumulator mainly include pressure testing;
for example, the measurement of the deformation under a pressure load without filling
gas. In this case, the diaphragm accumulator is charged with a rising pressure (1 bar/s)
using a hydraulic fluid (the EOL test is the basis). The measurement focuses on the
expansion of the accumulator's height and diameter until bursting pressure is achieved.
A cyclical pressure load at 5 Hz is applied to test dynamic strength. The test result is
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based on the number of cycles until failure. More than 2 million cycles were achieved.
The operation of the burst test is similar to the test for deformation, except that the rise
in pressure is 3 bar/s. It takes place both after the dynamic strength test and with "new"
diaphragm accumulators. The values measured for the burst pressure are correspond
to the requirements and the simulation.

Figure 11: Example - failure image in static burst test
The functional tests take into account the tests of pressure losses in the initial charging
at various pressures and temperatures as well as the measurement of any potential
leakage due to permeation during the test timeframe. The testing involves a diaphragm
with a specific material combination as well as a multilayer diaphragm with an interior
plastic sheet to improve its gas permeation behavior. The findings show that the gas
permeation is in the calculated range and that the diaphragm's new attachment
methods on the lower housing half have no impact on the system's lifespan.
To additionally test load capacity at varying temperatures, the diaphragm accumulator
is constantly exposed to changing temperatures at varying pressure profiles. The
measured parameters are the pressure of the initial gas charging and the number of
cycles until failure. For the testing of the static seal and the permeability of the
diaphragm, the diaphragm accumulator is charged with a differential pressure at a
differential temperature of 80°C. In each case, a new pressure measurement is taken
after 100 hours.
To investigate the effect of corrosion on the joining point, a test is carried out in a salt
spray chamber in accordance with ISO 9227 (previously 50021 SS) over a time period
of at least 240 hours with subsequent test series on the static and dynamic strength of
the joining point. The new diaphragm accumulators also survived this without damage.
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7. Applications
The uses of diaphragm accumulators are diverse. There are a number of areas of
application in the automotive field alone. For example, they include energy storage in
double-clutch and automatic transmissions.

Figure 12: Dual clutch transmission as example of an application /3/
The typical applications in the chassis include active roll stabilization, energy storage in
hydropneumatic suspensions, pulsation damping, and hydraulic systems for chassis
damping. Hydraulic accumulators are also used in brake systems. The applications
range from pulsation damping to energy storage in hybrid vehicles.

Another example of an application would be as energy storage in hydraulic control oil
supply systems. This involves valve combinations that reduce volume flow and system
pressure in medium- and high-pressure equipment and thus pilot control devices.
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Figure 13: Prototype diaphragm accumulator
Among other things, the diaphragm accumulator enables greater switching capacity
and, when required, emergency switching in the event of a shut-down or defective main
supply circuit.

8. Summary
The new design and assembly concept for diaphragm accumulators is essentially a
response to the previous disadvantages, such as the numerous process steps and the
multitude of required parts. Especially with rising volumes and applications with low
system pressures, this leads to higher costs than are necessary. Another concern is
the high weight of the material, which is steel. The new assembly concept, which
entails the joining of the two housing halves as well as the filling of the gas side with
nitrogen in a single step, significantly reduces the number of process steps and
required components. The low weight also opens up new fields of application.
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Abstract
Hydraulic systems are used in many fields of applications for different functions like
energy storage in hybrid systems. Generally the mass of hydraulic systems plays a key
role especially for mobile hydraulics (construction machines, trucks, cars) and hydraulic
aircraft systems. The main product properties like energy efficiency or payload can be
improved by reducing the mass. In this connection carbon fiber reinforced plastics
(CFRP) with their superior specific strength and stiffness open up new chances to
acquire new lightweight potentials compared to metallic components.
However, complex quality control and failure identification slow down the substitution of
metals by fiber-reinforced plastics (FRP). But the lower manufacturing temperatures of
FRP compared to metals allow the integration of sensors within FRP-components.
These sensors then can be advantageously used for many functions like quality control
during the manufacturing process or structural health monitoring (SHM) for failure
detection during their life cycle.
Thus, lightweight hydraulic components made of composite materials as well as sensor
integration in composite components are a main fields of research and development at
the Institute of Lightweight Engineering and Polymer Technology (ILK) of the TU
Dresden as well as at the Leichtbau-Zentrum Sachsen GmbH (LZS).
KEYWORDS:

Lightweight design, Lightweight hydraulic components, Carbon fibre
reinforced plastic (CFRP), Composite, Multi material design, Sensor
integration, Optic fibre sensors, structural health monitoring
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1. Introduction
The increasing pressure for the development of energy-efficient systems requires the
realization of economic lightweight structures. Therefore fiber reinforced plastics (FRP)
are more and more used for highly stressed structures which are currently made of
metals. The development of hydraulic components made of FRP is a particular
challenge due to the very high mechanical loads and partial extreme environmental
conditions like highly varying temperatures. Here, the outstanding mechanical
properties of carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP) can be advantageously utilized for
cylindrical components with a well-defined state of stress like hydraulic actuators or
accumulators.
Furthermore the application of FRP for hydraulic components offers new opportunities
to integrate sensors or other elements into the composite structure to realize different
functionalities like structure health monitoring (SHM) or heating. These sensors are
integrated inside the FRP-structure during the primary manufacturing process. So
these sensors can be already used for measuring of processing parameters to control
the quality and to adapt the process parameters if required. Thus, new possibilities of
interoperability and real-time monitoring regarding the so called “Internet of Things”
(IoT) – one of the keywords of Industry 4.0 – can be realized.
The development and technological realization of lightweight hydraulic components in
multi material design like lightweight bladder accumulators, hydraulic lightweight
actuators or manifolds as well as the integration of sensors into composite structures a
are main activities at the Institute of Lightweight Engineering and Polymer Technology
(ILK) at the TU Dresden /1,2,3,4,5/.

2. Lightweight hydraulic components in multi-material-design
Following the development of lightweight hydraulic components are addressed in two
examples, first a bladder accumulator in multi-material design and second a metallic
lightweight manifold block. The bladder accumulator Type IV pressure vessel (bladder
accumulator) and the hydraulic manifold block were designed for 315 bar operating and
1260 bar burst pressure /6/. Afterwards both components were manufactured and fully
tested to reach the baseline for further industrialization (components are shown in
Figure 4). Results showed that considerable potential in mass reduction are given
compared to the given state of the art design (Table 1).
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Reference
[kg]

ILK
[kg]

Reduction
[%]

Dimension

13,75
28

2,44
11,84

-82
-57

15x13x10 cm
10 liter

Table 1: Achieved mass reduction of lightweight hydraulic components

2.1. Lightweight bladder accumulator
A comprehensive development specification for lightweight bladder accumulators was
developed within an iterative chain of design, production, inspection and testing
(Figure 1). The baseline is a design tool based on VASILIEV shown in /1/. Within this
analytical tool the resulting dome architecture for an isotensoid deformation behavior is
determined and the contour directly exported for 3D-CAD modelling. The laminate
layup is then first determined by the vessel formula to aim the one to two ratio of axial
to circumferential fibers and detailed with the help of finite element analysis (FEA).
Considering the manufacturing restrictions of the winding process, the laminate layup is
adapted the way to reduce fiber accumulation at the boss sections by increasing the
fiber angle in the cylindrical section. Mainly geodesic winding is chosen to avoid fiber
slippage during the laminate build up. As the fiber deposition is mandatory for the
resulting mechanical behaviour the manufactured vessel is inspected by computer
tomographic (CT) scanning to identify the real laminate layup. By FEA and
manufacturing iterations combined with CT inspection the winding architecture is
optimized to the isotensoid deformation behavior to optimize the material effort and the
incorporated lightweight potential.

Figure 1: Development chain for lightweight bladder accumulators
The final design has been thoroughly tested. Static testing up to 710 bar was
conducted without reaching a fatal bursting of the accumulator. Additionally a more
important dynamic test cycle was performed. With a minimum working pressure of
100 bar and a maximum of 315 bar, the structure withstood 100,000 periodic load
cycles without any sign of degradation (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Test cycle of the bladder accumulator

2.2. Lightweight manifold block
Compared to the above shown design specification a point design (Figure 3) of a
metallic lightweight manifold block is performed to prove general feasibility of near-netshape manufacturing of manifold blocks in an aluminum casting design. To maintain
the operating pressure and the sealing concept of the reference steel manifold block
the pressure loads and tightening torques had to be sustained. Therefore an iterative
design cycle of CAD design and FEA was performed. The manifold block is designed
to a high and low cycle fatigue approach to reach the necessary fatigue strength for up
to one million load cycles. Due to the use of the aluminum casting alloy AlSi7Mg0.3
and its reduced strength the threads’ length as well as the wall thicknesses were
redesigned. Additional casting requirements for wall thickness changes had to be
addressed and to avoid blowholes, etc. form-filling simulations were performed
showing a good casting behavior for the aluminum casting material utilizing it for nearnet-shape manufacturing.
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Figure 3: Development chain of a casted lightweight manifold block
The casting design of the manifold block was also verified through static and dynamic
testing. For simplification all cavities had been loaded simultaneously with the same
pressure level. In a first static test with 500 bar no critical stresses could be identified.
Similar to the bladder accumulator test program a load cycle between 0 and 315 bar
was chosen, as the manifold is either fully or non-pressurized during operation. The
manifold block showed no damages after 100,000 load cycles.

Figure 4: Lightweight hydraulic bladder (A) and aluminium casted manifold block (B)

3. Application fields for integrated sensors in FRP-lightweight structures
Lightweight hydraulic components made of fiber reinforced plastics (FRP) can be
equipped with a smart integrated system for quality control during fabrication, for
monitoring the component state – keyword industry 4.0 - and for structural health
monitoring to estimate life time and to determine damages. Interesting parameters are
temperature, pressure, position of the piston and the strain within the structure. A basic
design for a smart integrated system is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Principle of a monitoring system capable of being integrated
One or more sensor elements convert physical properties into electrical signals.
Usually a conditioning unit is required. A processing unit computes the signals based
on an adapted algorithm and deduce actions, for instance control an actuating element.
For all these components a power supply is required.
The monitoring system can be usually realized in two different ways – either by
external analysis or by fully integrated monitoring system. In the first way the power
supply and the information process unit are external. An external analysis system has
usually significant more performance but larger dimensions which cannot be integrated.
Furthermore a more expensive analysis system can be used for many components.
The second application is the fully integrated monitoring and control system. With such
an integrated system an online analysis by specific parameters of the whole structure
can be provided. The integrated information processing unit can control integrated
actuating elements, save data for a later evaluation or send a signal to an external
system. For such a fully integrated system the costs relative to the component costs
and the long-term stability are more important.

Figure 6: Example: LED before and after integration
For lightweight hydraulic components specific sensors and actuating elements are of
interest:
·

The position of the piston is determined by a strain. This strain can be detected
by integrated strain gauge sensors or optical glass fiber sensors (figure 8).
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Figure 7: Sensor node ready for integration
·

The temperature can be measured with integrated sensors (NTC, PTC,
Thermocouple, Platinum-sensor). These information can prevent temperature
hotspots or give an indication of the viscosity of the oil.

Figure 8: Temperature sensor in an ASIC-environment, ready for integration
·

The dynamic pressure can be measured with integrated piezo ceramics. The
deformation of the piezo ceramic by pressure will be converted into a voltage
representing the dynamic pressure.

Figure 9: Integrated piezo ceramic
·

With an above-mentioned integrated electronical control system enhanced with
an integrated heating system composed of a copper wire or a carbon fiber an
active temperature control for better performance of the oil can be integrated
into lightweight hydraulic components made of composite material
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4. High pressure vessels made of CFRP with integrated fiber-optic
Rayleigh sensors
One application example for SHM in combination with hydraulics is the integration of
high-resolution fiber-optic sensors (FOS) in high-pressure vessels. In terms of
automation FOS are integrated in the composite structure during a braiding process
(Figure 10). For that purpose a braiding wheel was supplemented with an appliance for
automatic sensor application, which was used to manufacture preforms of highpressure vessels with FOS-networks integrated between the fiber layers.

Figure 10: FOS integration during the braiding process /7/
The sensor network was then used in quasi-static pressure tests to monitor the load
level until failure (Figure 11). Results showed reliable real-time tracking of the failure
behavior /7/.

Figure 11: Stress state monitoring during quasi-static pressure test /7/
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5. Summary
The successful realization and test of an innovative lightweight bladder accumulator
made of CFRP and a casted lightweight aluminum manifold – both components with a
mass reduction of more than 50 % compared to the metallic reference structure – show
the enormous lightweight potential for hydraulic components. Furthermore lightweight
hydraulic components made of FRP can be equipped with integrated sensor networks
and other functional elements for (A) structural health monitoring (online and offline),
(B) measurement and optimization of process parameters during manufacturing
(Industry 4.0) and (C) other functions like heating or measuring the position of the
piston. A CFRP-pressure vessel has been exemplarily equipped with a high resolution
optic-fiber sensor systems, which was integrated during the braiding process of the
CFRP-pressure vessel. This cost-efficient solution provides the possibility to measure
the temperature during the curing process and to monitor the deformation (strain)
during operation.
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Abstract
Directional control valves are widely used in hydraulic systems to control the flow
direction and the flow rate. In order to design an actuator for such a valve a preliminary
analysis of forces acting on the spool is necessary. The dominant axial force is the so
called steady flow force, which is analysed within this study. For this purpose a 2/2-way
spool valve with a sharp control edge was manufactured and investigated. CFD
simulations were carried out to visualize the fluid flow inside the valve. The measured
and simulated axial forces and pressure drops across the test valve are compared and
show good qualitative correlation. However, the simulated values of axial forces are in
average by 32 % lower compared with the measured ones. Therefore, the components
of the axial force were scrutinized revealing a dominancy of the pressure force acting
on ring areas in the spool chamber. Although CFD simulations are preferably used to
save resources, the results of this study emphasise the importance of the experiments.
KEYWORDS:

CFD simulation, Flow force, Spool valve, Validation

1. Introduction
One of the challenges when designing actuators for directional spool valves is the
estimation of flow forces acting on spools. Especially when developing proportional or
servo-valves the flow forces play an important role as they have a significant impact on
dynamic performance and linearity of the valves. It is generally desired to reduce the
flow forces both to improve the static and dynamic behavior of the valves and to reduce
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the required power consumption of the actuators. For this purpose much research has
been conducted already.
The first experimental and theoretical studies focused mainly on predicting and
describing the flow forces acting on spool valves with sharp control edges. In the last
decades, CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) simulations were performed in order to
analyse and/or reduce the flow forces. For example, Lisowski /1/ validated a three
dimensional CFD simulation of a directional control valve and proposed a solution for
reducing flow forces. Yaun /2/ investigated the flow forces experimentally and using
CFD simulations and provided recommendations for CFD simulations. Concerning the
turbulence, different models were proposed by Schuster /3/ in favour of the k-İ model
and by Tanaka /4/ in favour of the SST model.
Within this paper the simulated and measured steady flow force acting on a test valve
spool are compared to each other. First, the relevant theory is described. Second, the
test valve and the test rig are introduced. The third part is dedicated to the setting of
CFD simulations and the simulation and experiment results are shown and discussed
in the last part of this paper.

2. Flow Forces
In order to stroke a spool valve, an actuator must exert the force Fa (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Forces acting on a spool
Assuming only axial forces, the spool movement can be described using the equation
of motion (1).
݉ݔሷ ൌ σ  ܨൌ ܨ  ܨଵ െ ܨଶ െ ܨ െ ܨ௦ଵ െ ܨ௦ଶ

(1)

The friction force Ff is a result of dry and skin friction in the gap between the spool and
sleeve. The shear forces Fs1 and Fs2 are axial components of a drag, which is caused
by fluid motion across the surface of the spool. Applying Bernoulli’s law, the pressure
forces Fp1 and Fp2 acting on both ring areas of spool can be summed up.
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The sum of forces Fs2, Fp1 and Fp2 equals the so called flow force. It results from fluid
flowing through the valve orifices and in the valve chamber. The analytical description
of flow forces can be derived using the law of conservation of momentum /5/, which
says that the rate of change of momentum of a system equals the sum of all forces
acting on the system.
All forces apart from flow forces and the radial clearance between the spool and the
sleeve are usually neglected. Assuming an incompressible fluid and control volume
defined by the geometric boundaries of the valve chamber (Figure 1), the flow force Ffl
is described by equation (2).
డொ

ߩ ܮడ௧ െ ߩܳݒଵ  ߝଵ െ ߩܳݒଶ  ߝଶ ൌ െܨ

(2)

The first term of equation (2) describes the unsteady flow force and is not considered in
this study. The steady flow force Ffl,s is composed of the second and the third term of
equation (2). The second term describes the inflow momentum and the third term the
outflow momentum, which is usually being neglected. This leads to a common
definition of the steady flow force (3).
ܨǡ௦ ൌ ߩܳݒଵ  ߝଵ

(3)

However, different formulas describing the inflow velocity v1 have been derived as
published in /6/. Combining equation (3) with the orifice equation (4)
ܳ ൌן ߨ݀ݔට

ଶο
ఘ

(4)

and equation (5) describing the definition of the inflow velocity /5/,
ொ

ݒଵ ൌ ୱ୧୬ ఌ

(5)

భ గௗ௫

the steady flow force Ffl,s can be expressed by equation (6) /5/.
ୡ୭ୱ ఌ

ܨǡ௦ ൌ ʹ ן ଶ ߨ݀ݔο ୱ୧୬ ఌ భ
భ

(6)
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3. Experimental Setup
For the purpose of investigating steady flow forces a 2/2-way proportional test spool
valve was manufactured at the Institute for Fluid Power Drives and Controls (IFAS) of
RWTH Aachen University.

3.1. Test Valve
Figure 2 shows cross sections of the test valve, which is composed of a valve block,
sleeve, spool and two lids. The test valve has two main ports P and T and two leakage
ports L. Both the spool and the sleeve are removable. Hence, it is possible to replace
them and investigate the influence of different shapes of control edges on flow forces.

Figure 2: Longitudinal (left) and lateral (right) cross section of the test valve
On the left hand-side of the spool, a connection to the load cell is provided, whereas a
displacement sensor is connected to the right-hand side of the spool. In order to
simplify CFD simulations, symmetrical in- and outflow ports to, resp. from the spool
were designed (see Figure 2).
A preliminary survey of directional proportional valves from different manufacturers was
carried out to match the dimensions of the test valve with dimensions of common
valves. It was found out, that the ratio between the shank and the spool diameter is
about 0.6. The diameter of the ports in the sleeve usually equals the shank diameter.
Relevant dimensions of the valve are presented in Table 1. The nominal flow rate of
the test valve is approximately 109 l/min, at the pressure drop of 35 bar and maximum
stroke of 1 mm. The nominal flow rate was measured with the hydraulic oil HLP46 at 60
°C.
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Dimension
Shank diameter
Spool diameter
Chamber length
Radial clearance
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Value
6
10
20
8

Unit
mm
mm
mm
µm

Table 1: Dimensions of the test valve
In order to eliminate friction forces, circumferential grooves were manufactured on the
spool as illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Test valve spool

3.2. Measurement
IFAS features a test rig designated for measurements of characteristics of industrial
valves. For the purpose of measurement of flow forces the test rig was modified
(Figure 4).

Figure 4: Circuit diagram of the test rig
The hydraulic power unit supplies the circuit with constant pressure. The switching
valves are used to control the fluid flow from the hydraulic power unit through the test
valve to a tank. The pressure relief valve was used to keep the pressure p2 at 100 bar
in order to avoid cavitation. The test valve is mounted on the connection block using
the interface for industrial valves of the nominal size 16. The servo-valve controls the
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pressure drop over the test valve. The stroke of the test valve is set manually with the
displacement unit. The main part of the test rig is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Main part of the test rig
3.2.1. Measurement of Flow Forces
The oil temperature of 40 °C in the tank was controlled and the oil temperature in the
test valve reached between 55 and 60 °C depending on the actual operating point.
Since only the steady flow force Ffl,s was investigated, measurements in discrete
operation points were carried out. However, it is not possible to measure directly the
steady flow force. Instead, the axial force Fax (7) was measured, considering that the
friction force Ff acts against the direction of the steady flow force.
ܨ௫ ൌ ܨǡ௦  ܨ௦ଵ െ ܨ

(7)

The axial forces were measured at 10 different valve strokes beginning with 0.1 mm
and ending at 1 mm. At each stroke, the pressure drop was set and controlled by the
servo-valve.
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3.2.2. Measurement of Friction Forces
The friction force cannot be measured separately during the fluid flow. Hence, the
friction force was measured when the port T (Figure 4) was closed. So the spool
chamber was pressurized and the spool was moved as slowly as possible. As shown in
Figure 6, the friction forces are almost negligibly dependent on the spool stroke and on
the chamber pressure.
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Figure 6: Friction forces at different pressure levels
4. CFD Simulation
The CFD simulations were carried out using ANSYS CFX 16.0 within ANSYS
Workbench assuming symmetrical three dimensional steady incompressible isothermal
viscous fluid flow. In addition, both the radial clearance and the friction between the
spool and the sleeve were neglected.

4.1. Flow Domain
The full flow domain is shown in Figure 7. Thanks to the symmetry of the flow domain
only a quarter model was used for the simulations. Hence two sym-metry planes were
defined. All walls were considered as hydraulically smooth.

Figure 7: Full (left) and quarter (right) model of the fluid domain
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4.2. Mesh
The meshes were created in ANSYS Meshing. The fluid domain was meshed with
tetrahedral and prism elements with the average mesh count about 1,2e6 nodes (3,5e6
elements). The boundary layers were resolved with 10 prism layers as shown in Figure
8. The height of the first prism layer was set to 5 µm. In order to achieve high quality
meshes, local sizing functions were used. So the mesh metric “Skewness” was below
0.8 and the mesh metric “Orthogonal Quality” was above 0.2 meaning a good mesh
quality according to /7/.

Figure 8: Detailed view on the mesh in the region of the sharp control edge
4.3. Simulation Parameters
The parameters of CFD were set according to recommendations described in /7/ to
achieve as accurate results as possible. Furthermore, a sensitivity study of different
parameter sets has been carried out including different boundary conditions, turbulence
models and their parameters, timescale control, advection scheme etc. Especially the
choice of the turbulence model and the near wall treatment can have a significant
impact on the accuracy of simulation results.
Based on the sensitivity study, the RNG k-İ model and the scalable wall function were
chosen. At the inlet, the mean flow velocity calculated from the measurement data was
defined. The reference pressure was set to 100 bar, so the average static pressure of
0 bar was set at the outlet. The RMS (root mean square) residuals of 1e-5 were used
as the convergence criteria. Additionally, the axial force acting on the spool and the
inlet pressure were defined as target variables. Other parameters which are not
discussed in this paper were left as default. All simulations were performed considering
the hydraulic oil HLP46 with constant density of 856 kg/m3 and constant kinematic
viscosity of 24 mm2/s.
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5. Results
The results of the simulations and a comparison with the measurements are presented
in this chapter. Figures 9 – 12 depict the results of the CFD simulation carried out for
the spool stroke of 1 mm at pressure drop of 50 bar.

Figure 9: Streamlines (left) and turbulent kinetic energy (right) across the flow domain

Figure 10: Static pressure (left) and velocity (right) across the symmetry plane

Figure 11: Static pressure on the ring area near the control edge (left) and on the
opposite land ring area (right)
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Figure 9 demonstrates the turbulent character of the flow with strong curvatures and
flow separations. The static pressure and the velocity across the symmetry plane are
depicted in Figure 10. The pressure distribution on the ring area opposite the control
edge is unsymmetrical as shown in Figure 11. Further-more, two recirculation zones in
the spool chamber are visible in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Velocity vectors in the vicinity of the control edge
The overview of the components of the simulated axial force is depicted in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Simulated components of axial force
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Figure 14: Measured and simulated axial forces (left) and pressure drops (right)
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Since the mean flow velocity defined in the simulation was obtained from the
measurement data, the measured and the simulated axial forces and inlet pressures
are compared to each other (see Figure 14).

6. Discussion and Conclusions
The measured and simulated axial forces and pressure drops coincide qualitatively.
However, the simulated values of axial forces are in average by 32 % lower compared
with the measured ones. This highlights the importance of experiments, as the CFD
simulations can be error prone. Since a very good reproducibility of the measurements
has been achieved it is assumed, that the accuracy of the measurements is very high.
Only the measured friction forces are likely affected by poor sensor accuracy in the
lower measurement range. Moreover, it was assumed that the measured friction force
corresponds to the friction force, which acts on the spool, while the fluid is flowing.
Although all recommendations /7/ for increasing the accuracy of CFD simulations were
fulfilled, the simulation results are inaccurate. It was observed for one particular case,
that the pressure force entails 86 % of the simulated axial force. So the potential
source of uncertainty is the pressure distribution in the spool chamber and especially
on the ring areas of the spool.
Further investigations including transient simulations will be undertaken to increase the
accuracy of the CFD simulations and to optimize existing formulas for the estimation of
flow forces.
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8. Nomenclature
݀

Spool diameter

m

ܨ Ȁܨ

Actuator/Friction force

N

ܨ௫

Axial force acting on the spool

N

ܨ ൫ܨ 1

(Steady) Flow force

N

 /

Shear force on the spool land/shank

N

 /

Pressure forces acting on ring areas

N

2

Length of the spool chamber

m

!,2

Pressure drop across the valve

Pa

34 /56

Inflow/Outflow volume flow rate

m3/s

 /

Inflow/Outflow fluid velocity

m/s



Mass

kg



Spool stroke

m

7

Discharge coefficient

-

 /

Inflow/Outflow fluid jet angle

°



Fluid density

kg/m3
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